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Foreword

This book is a celebration of gaming. It highlights 200 games that
represent the best in their category. Unlike many lists of the top games
ever, it aims to provide more than a series of popular titles. You will
find detailed analysis on what makes these games great. What makes
them worth exploring and remembering. You'll find hidden gems.

These games are not ranked either. Such distinctions would be
arbitrary. It'd be a shame to miss out on a great game just because of
a score. Because really, there are more than 200 games worth playing,
but you have to draw the line somewhere. Plus, there are many other
suggestions herein for similar titles, so you will definitely find
something new and interesting to play.

We're living in a golden age where indie games, AAA, retro
games, mods and HD remasters happen on a daily basis. In 2015,
Steam's portfolio reached 6,500 games and iOS sees 500 releases a
day. There's never been such a huge supply of games! Because of this,
it is important to remember what the best gaming has to offer. Some
of us had the chance of growing up in the 80s. We witnessed the
evolution of the medium. The scrappy, creative El Dorado of the NES.
The mascot wars between Nintendo and Sega. Several generations of
PC gaming, with the rise and fall of adventure games (or “point &
click” as we call them now). We were there when Doom single
handedly introduced multiplayer, modding and 3D gameplay to millions
of people. We were there to experience the Milkman Conspiracy in
Psychonauts or the sheer joy of the Celestial Brush in Okami. These
kinds of moments have made such a powerful impression that we still
talk about them decades later on NeoGAF or YouTube.

As time passes, the context of some of these games is lost.
They're still be available, whether it is on digital stores or through the
efforts of people who care about game preservation. Let's celebrate by
discovering, playing and learning about the best games ever!

-Ramine Darabiha
Game Developer
December 2015
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Each entry also lists the game’s initial release date, initial platform, and up to two other platforms that indicate the best ports.
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Joust is a game where knights ride on top of
gigantic birds and kill each other in gladiatorial
combat. Everybody is equipped with a lance, which
sticks out a few pixels from their head. The goal is
to collide with other jousters, ensuring that your
lance is above theirs, which will then kill them.
Bouncing on their heads, of course, will work just
as well. It's a different formula from many arcade
games from the era like Pac-Man, which typically
put the player in weakened state. In Joust, most
everyone is on the same playing level.
 That’s the theory, anyway. The key to Joust is
learning how to keep your bird under control. There
is only a single button – "flap" – which will propel
your bird every so slightly into the air. With a few
more presses, you take your steed higher into the
sky, allowing you to stay airborne. In addition to
fighting against gravity, you're also dealing with
inertia. Build up enough speed and you'll find
yourself careening across the arena, wrapping
around the screen as you disappear off one side and
reappear on the other. It’s a surefire way to make
yourself dizzy until you skid to a stop.
 Though this looks fun, it's also incredibly
dangerous. Your enemies have one major advantage
over you, and that's the fact that they have
extremely solid control over their birds. The most

nerve-wracking moments are those brief, split
seconds where your brain tries to determine if
you’re traveling at the right velocity and angle to hit
someone above their lance. Do you let your fate fall
into the hands of physics? Do you press the "flap"
button one more time, potentially giving you the
upper hand, but also maybe propelling you over and
missing your target? Or worse, bumping your head
on a platform, sending you downward and getting
killed. Situations like this happen all the time in
Joust, and they’re largely why it's so enthralling.
 There are other minor elements, too. Destroyed
enemies drops eggs, which you're supposed to
collect for points. Left unchecked, they'll hatch into
humans, which then call a new bird on the field to
take its place, providing another task for you to
juggle. Later stages introduce pterodactyls, which
are invincible except for an incredibly tiny weak
point that was only left into the game due to
programmer error, and can only be exploited by
truly expert players. There are also fire trolls, who
grab any birds that fly too close to the lava and
drag them to their death, providing they can't
escape. Most amusingly, they don't distinguish
between human and CPU controlled characters, and
watching a hapless foe get crushed by one of its
own is always good for a laugh.  -Kurt Kalata

There's really no doubt about it – Nintendo's Balloon Fight is a huge
rip-off of Joust. It plays almost identically, except you control a kid
flying with balloons, fighting against assorted enemies. Other than
the stage designs, the only other major difference is that since you
have two balloons, you can take two hits. It is, at least, a very good
clone, and much better than the NES port of Joust.

The major advancement comes with the Balloon Trip mode,
which recasts the game as an auto-scrolling platformer, as you
weave between obstacles and dodge enemies. This spawned its
own separate game, known as Balloon Kid for the Game Boy, and
Hello Kitty World for the Famicom, which is the same game but
starring the cutesy Sanrio mascot.    -KK

Joust

Balloon Fight

See Also:

Release:   1982      Platform: ARC
Developer:  Williams Electronics
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Namco is one of the great golden age arcade
developers, largely known for Pac-Man, Dig Dug,
and Galaxian. However, their secret best title is
Mappy, a cute cat and mouse platformer with vague
influences from some of their more popular titles.

The goal, as the titular policemouse, is to
collect a series of items strewn about the level
while avoiding a miniature army of thieving cats.
The stage is divided into several floors, and the only
methods of traversal are trampolines strewn about.
As with many classic games of the era, Mappy
cannot directly attack his opponents, but there are a
few tricks he can use against them – particularly,
the many doors spread around. Only Mappy can
open and close doors, so he can use them
strategically to divert enemies or knock them off
their feet, if they're close enough. Additionally,
Mappy is invincible while bouncing on trampolines.

Just on these terms, Mappy is a fun game, but
there are numerous layers to the scoring strategy.
For example, all of the collectible items are placed in
pairs. If you collect them both one after another,
you get a stackable score multiplier. The items are
worth different point values, so do a little math and
you'll realize that there's a specific order to grab
everything for maximum score. They're placed
differently in each level, though, and the movement

of the cats is erratic enough that your plans may be
mucked up, forcing you to compromise for lower
scores. Even your best laid-out plans are in flux.

There are also a few flashing doors. When
opened, they send a beam across the floor, which
sweeps off everything in its path. Like Pac-Man, it's
in your best interest to get enough cats together
(especially the leader cat, Goro, who acts with a
different AI pattern than the rest of the cats) for the
most points. Goro will also occasionally hide behind
items for a few seconds – if you catch him while
hidden you'll score extra points, but if you're too
slow, he'll pop out and kill you, guaranteed.

There's a substantial amount of depth here –
both in grabbing items and luring enemies – and
that's not counting the near-perfect motions you
need in order to complete the bonus stages. It's the
best kind of arcade game – the better you
understand the scoring strategies, the worse you
may end up performing, because it's just so
tempting to maximize your play, which at the same
time places you in the most danger.

It's also ridiculously charming. This is one of
the first arcade titles to have a soundtrack playing
during the game, plus Mappy's "death" animation is
so goofy that it's almost not-too-irritating when one
of the cats actually catches you. -Kurt Kalata

The only other arcade Mappy game, Hopping Mappy, has little to do
with the original and is best left forgotten. Mappy Land, the NES
sequel, expands the concept into a longer form, but it doesn't really
work. The final game, Mappy Kids, is a generic 8-bit platformer.

Instead, we’re highlighting Flicky, one of the other best, early
arcade platformers. Flicky was the result of Sega’s management
instructing Yoji Ishii to come up with a Mappy-killer, but the result
stands very well on its own. The namesake bird has to gather all her
chicks and bring them to the exit. Saving them all in one big line
increases the score, but also the risk of having cats scare them
away again. The jumping is floaty, and the narrow, scrolling stages
wrap around, making for a uniquely crowded feel. -SD

See Also:

Mappy

Flicky

Release:   1983   Platform: ARC, FC, PS1
Developer:  Namco
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When it was released in 1986, Bubble Bobble was
hardly at the edge of technology. Platform games
with single-screen levels had been introduced with
Donkey Kong five years earlier, and were already on
their way out. Yet Bubble Bobble was so brilliant, it
powered a small renaissance for the genre, and was
followed by many clones and sequels. It’s a prime
example of how you can turn a simple and
straightforward concept into a mega hit and instant
classic with cute, recognizable characters (some
taken over from Taito's earlier game Chack'n Pop),
and countless small, but clever modifications on a
limited rule set.

As two adorable little dragons called Bub and
Bob, the players – and it should always be two
players, as not only they can support each other,
but are required to get the better endings – need to
clear 100 stages by breathing bubbles to catch
monsters, and then touching them before they burst
in order to turn them into different foods.

The trick is that the bubbles are not only their
weapons, but also serve as makeshift platforms
from which the dragons can bounce off of. Every
stage has its own set of invisible air currents that
take them all over the place. Usually they go in a
general upwards direction, but there are also
environments that press them down, or drive them

towards a specific target. It's even possible to use
bubbles to jump so high that the dragons appear
back at the bottom of the screen, a tactic that’s
sometimes necessary to get below areas blocked by
platforms. Also, in certain stages, special bubbles
hover in from the screen edges, which contain
lightning, fire, and water. Popping these unleashes
the elemental forces, each of which can take out
monsters directly in a different way.

There are only a handful of different enemies,
and the core gameplay remains the same across all
100 stages, but the sheer amount of variation
almost makes every other round feel like a new
experience. Added to this is an insane amount of
extras, many of which seem random, but are
actually based on specific parameters, like how
many times Bub jumped or how many bubbles Bob
has popped.

The game is so full of secrets, even entering
certain names on the high score table does
surprising things. At certain points you can find
cryptic hints to an alternate mode called "Super
Bubble Bobble", which shuffles around enemies and
is the only way to obtain the true ending, which not
only lifts the curse that turned Bub and Bob into
dragons, but also frees their girlfriends and brings
back their parents.   -Sam Derboo

Bubble Bobble was followed by many sequels and spin-offs, but
none managed to catch lightning in the same way. Rainbow Islands
and Parasol Stars completely changed the formula and, while good,
weren’t quite as addictive, and don’t hone the cooperative aspect.
Bubble Symphony and Bubble Memories returned to the original
template, but felt a bit stale for it, with noisy backgrounds and
many chaotic elements.

The indie game Ibb and Obb is a straight puzzle platformer with
scrolling levels, but much of the physics-based teamwork has the
same spirit as Bubble Bobble. Its main gimmick, a screen divide into
an up and down world with a gravity switch in the middle, is even
reminiscent of the Bubble Bobble precursor, Chack’n Pop.  -SD

Bubble Bobble

Ibb and Obb

See Also:

Release:  1986      Platform: ARC, NES
Developer:  Taito
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The Geometry Wars series had an inauspicious start
as a minigame buried within Project Gotham Racing
2 for the Xbox. An homage to classic twin-stick
shooters like Robotron 2084, and perfectly adapted
for a dual analog controller, you controlled a little
weaponized claw as you blew up lots of other
geometric shapes, created in the vector style of
games like Tempest. It was fleshed out considerably
and released separately at the launch of the
Xbox 360, where, even as a cheapie download title,
it was the best game on the platform for months,
inspiring legions of new twin-stick shooter clones.
 There are about a half dozen enemy types,
each with unique attacks and movement patterns –
pink shapes break into smaller ones when
destroyed, green ones dance tauntingly around your
shots, and vortexes will suck up the playing field
and explode unless you kill them quickly. They're
simple to predict, but the game is always tossing
them at you in different combinations, getting more
and more overwhelming, and only stopping for a
breather when you get killed. The playing field is
larger than Robotron, though, making it less
claustrophobic. It also has a slightly gentler
difficulty curve, ensuring at least a few minutes of
play for the average gamer before it becomes too
manic. The visuals are minimalist, but the neon

colored, high resolution characters, paired with the
danceable techno music, grace it with a slick,
modern appeal.
 The main bit of brilliance is the way Geometry
Wars forces you to be aggressive. Destroyed
enemies drop little green things that add to your
score multiplier, which keeps increasing until you
run out of lives. You can't just run away and shoot,
but need to grab these before they disappear, often
moving back into the direct path of danger, creating
a persistent risk/reward mechanic.
 The original release was fantastic, but the
series came into its own with the sequel, which
offers several different modes of play. Beyond the
classic "blow stuff up until you run out of lives",
there are variations like Deadline, which gives you
unlimited lives and three minutes to score as highly
as possible. We've picked the third iteration as the
highlight, as it contains slightly nicer graphics, along
with an enhanced single-player mode that borrows
elements from the spin-off, Geometry Wars
Galaxies, as well as other similar games, such as
Super Stardust HD, including circular playing fields
and boss battles. These provide variety and
longevity, but the best experiences remain in the
standard score attacks modes, which are just as
playable in the second game.    -Kurt Kalata

The most lauded progenitor of twin-stick shooters (thought Taito's
Space Dungeon is generally considered the first), Robotron 2084 is
practically the genre's Robert Johnson. Its DNA can still be found
floating around in modern games like Geometry Wars and Hotline
Miami, and with good reason. “Moving with one stick/shoot-and-
aiming with the other” is one of the purest, most intuitive gameplay
control schemes ever developed, and has essentially stayed the
same for 30+ years. Here, you save humans and destroy robots
before a 2001-esque screen-filling transition sequence throws you
rapidly into the next zone. Add to that some of the most classic
sound effects that arcades had to offer, and gamers were treated to
a glimpse of twitch-based gaming's future. -RS

Geometry Wars 3: Dimensions

See Also:

Robotron 2084

Release:  2014    Platform: PC, PS3, 360
Developer: Lucid Games / Bizarre Creations
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Despite being one of the most popular games of all
time, Namco has long struggled to make sequels to
Pac-Man. Outside of the American-developed
Ms. Pac-Man, the results have been unfulfilling,
gimmicky spin-offs (Pac-Man Jr., Pac and Pal),
games that completely changed genres (like the
oddball graphic adventure Pac-Man 2), or 3D
platformers (Pac-Man World). Pac-Man
Championship Edition, released in 2007, is one of
the few games that’s not only a suitable iteration of
the original, but also the rare modern reinvention
that actually bests it. This was later followed up by
DX and DX+ editions, adding even more content.

Championship Edition follows the basic
concept of the original Pac-Man, with collecting
dots, avoiding ghosts, and grabbing bonus icons.
This time around, however, the action takes place in
a constantly changing maze, where each bonus you
collect reveals more dots, along with more ghosts
that chase you down as you pass by. Most of these
foes will also follow you directly, with dozens
gathering over time, creating a multi-colored line of
death. That is, until you grab a power pellet,
allowing you to plow right through them in a chain
of destruction that’s intensely gratifying. The longer
the game progresses, the faster things get, until
you’re rocketing around the screen at high speeds,

gobbling up higher scores, and the slightest slip of
the controller may kill you.

While the original game challenged you to try
and survive as long as possible, DX splits its various
mazes into different challenges, ranging from trying
to get a high score under a certain time limit, to
seeing how many ghosts you can chomp while
under the effects of a power pellet. The longest of
these stages runs for 10 minutes, with most others
taking far less time, meaning it's easily played in
bite-sized chunks. All of these are ranked
individually, so those with the drive to get the best
scores will have plenty of work to do. Plus, you can
change the graphical themes – from neon lights to
the Lego-style blocks of Pac-Mania – to give it
some variety.

The focus is definitely on high scoring, though.
You'll earn so many lives, you'll probably never end
up running out, which encourages you to play in as
risky of a manner as possible. It's also incredibly
forgiving, as it automatically slows down time when
you’re in danger, allowing you to dodge enclosing
ghosts, and gives you bombs to push them back for
a few fleeting moments. Despite its forgiving
nature, it's still incredibly tough to earn the best
scores, providing an addictive nature that easily
trounces its many predecessors. -Ed Burns

Like Pac-Man Champion Edition, Taito's Space Invaders Extreme
takes the basic aspects of the arcade game and expands them into
a modern context. The goal is to still shoot down little pixelated
aliens, but the emphasis is on creating chains by matching colored
enemies, among other scoring complexities.

Each stage consists of several waves of enemies in different
configurations, with numerous extra weapons. The visuals have a
very dance rave feel, and the timing of the sound effects help
create the soundtrack, similar to Rez. The first game was released
for the DS, PSP, and XBLA, while the second is DS only. Owners of
the older DS models with the GBA slot can also use the paddle
provided with Arkanoid DS for authentic arcade control.  -KK

PacMan Championship Edition DX+

See Also:

Space Invaders Extreme

Release:   2013   Platform: PC, 360, PS3
Developer:  Namco
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David Theurer's 1981 arcade game, Tempest, was
one of the first real 3D shooters. Creating what's
now known as the "tube shooter" subgenre, you
control a little claw-shaped ship as it travels along
the outside of a web, shooting at enemies that
spawn from the other end. It's one of the best
games of the golden era of arcade gaming, in part
due to the sharp, colorful, vector graphics.
However, due to both the display and the rotating
knob controller, Tempest never quite got a decent
home port. That is, until Jeff Minter created an
update for the Jaguar, Tempest 2000.
 When Atari re-entered the video game market
in the 90s, they typically made the mistake of
updating their titles with "modern" graphics that
failed to both capture and evolve the style of golden
era arcade games. Tempest 2000 avoids that error
by merely adapting it. It looks very similar, though a
bit chunkier due to the raster display technology.
The polished movement and effects give it a
dizzying, enthusiastic sense of immersion, however,
while maintaining its core minimalist features.

Your ship is still an abstract claw-thing,
enemies still look like toy jacks, and so forth. Now
though, the camera loosely tracks your ships
movements, making the stages feel less static.
Enemies perish with a satisfying crunch and a mess

of pixels, with high score values that literally
explode in your face. The core game is the same,
with some extra power-ups, like an AI droid and the
ability to jump off of the web to avoid enemies that
have gotten too close. Accompanied with some
thumping techno music, Tempest 2000 is a pure
rush to play. Its approach to aesthetics was later
borrowed in Geometry Wars, itself an iteration of
games like Robotron 2084, which then went on to
be mimicked by numerous other classic game re-
inventions.
 Minter created a few other follow-ups,
including Tempest 3000 for the Nuon DVD
platform, and Space Giraffe for the 360/PC, though
both suffered from overdone visuals that made
them hard to actually play. The ultimate iteration is
TxK for the Vita, which was so close to Tempest
that Atari's lawyers harangued Minter to where he
was unable to release it on other platforms. The
visuals are like Tempest 2000, but crisper and more
closely resembling the vector original. The stages
now spin and collapse upon themselves, making
them more involving without becoming too
disorienting. It’s also filled with random
congratulatory text (“Eat electric broth“) and odd
digitized sounds, giving it a weird personality
recalling the 90s shareware scene. -Kurt Kalata

Developed by Positron and published by Square exclusively for the
PlayStation in Japan, iS: Internal Section is a tube shooter in the
vein of Tempest, constructed via colorful, flat shaded polygons and
accompanied by techno music. In it, you have 12 weapons based
on an animal from the Chinese zodiac, each suitable for specific
enemy patterns. It's simple, but the real delight rests in its dizzying,
entrancing visuals. As such, it's often regarded as the spiritual
predecessor to United Game Artists’ rail shooter Rez. Further, levels
are generated by the music, and you can even use your own CDs.
It’s a good alternative to the trippiness of some of Minter’s other
games. -KK

TxK

iS: Internal Section

See Also:

Release:   2014   Platform: VITA
Developer:  Llamasoft



Many message board battles have been fought as to which of the
classic Mario titles are superior. While we have an ever-so-slight
preference for Super Mario Bros. 3, Super Mario World is still an
absolutely fantastic game, especially for being an SNES launch title.
To begin with, the levels are much larger and full of secrets,
including exits that lead to hidden stages. This puts the focus a little
more on exploration than straight up platforming. It also introduces
the dinosaur Yoshi, who will happily gobble almost anything. While
the game isn’t very difficult overall, if you manage to find the secret
Special World, you’ll come across some of the most devious
challenges seen in a platformer, at least until the Super Mario World
ROM hacking scene took off with the advent of emulation.   -KK

In the context of NES platformers, Super Mario
Bros. 3 decimates its competition. Even compared
to other games in the series, it's a gigantic step
upward from the frustrating Japanese Super Mario
Bros. 2, and the diversionary (through still excellent)
American sequel. Compared to the original game,
the screen scrolls in all directions, allowing for more
open and less confining stages, including tense
levels where the screen automatically scrolls. The
map allows alternative routes to the end of each
world, with challenging castles at the mid-way
points, and airship stages that culminate in fights
against one of Bowser's seven children. Put simply,
it’s far more expansive than almost any other similar
game on the 8-bit platform.
  Even divorced from context, though, Super
Mario Bros. 3 excels because of its level design.
The stages are relatively short, but each is
memorably and skillfully designed. The eight Worlds
all have distinct themes – deserts, oceans, and
clouds, with the most unique being one where
everything, enemies and bricks, is oversized. There
are charming details, like the bushes in the first
World map, which appear to dance along with the
theme music. The individual levels are filled with
foes and items that pop up only a few times, like
the menacing sun in the sand stages, or Kuribo's

Shoe, a curious one-time item that lets Mario hop
around unharmed on spikes. The Raccoon tail is the
first (and best) power-up that allows Mario to fly,
while several others abilities – the Frog, Tanooki
and Hammer Bros. suits – are uncommon, but offer
cool abilities. It's the rare game where almost every
part of it feels special.
 It's also the last time where a Super Mario
Bros. game is legitimately challenging. Each
subsequent game relegates the truly difficult levels
to either optional secret areas or post-game
challenges. Here, the final stages (save for the
slightly disappointing final battle) are fairly difficult.
The hands that randomly grab Mario as he crosses
over the lava bridge in World 8, forcing him into a
particularly challenging level, remain one of the
most harrowing moments of the game. It's a
reminder of an era when Nintendo could make titles
that were both charming and demanding.
 The SNES remake on Super Mario All Stars is
decent, with a nice visual overhaul, and the save
system is most definitely welcome, but the physics
are slightly off. The same can be said for the GBA
remake, which features extra levels only accessible
via eReader cards, though these are included in the
Wii U Virtual Console release. The NES original is
still the best.  -Kurt Kalata

Super Mario Bros. 3

See Also:

Super Mario World
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Release:    1988      Platform: NES, SNES, GBA
Developer:  Nintendo R&D4



In North America, Yoshi's Island is known as "Super
Mario World 2", presenting it as a sequel to the
legendary SNES launch game. While perhaps
thought necessary from a marketing standpoint, it
does an injustice to how unique this title is, as it
iterates Mario tropes (and characters) in incredibly
creative ways.
 In truth, Yoshi's Island is a prequel. The hero,
of course, is Yoshi (defined as a whole species of
differently colored, but otherwise identical
dinosaurs), tasked with escorting a diaper-clad Baby
Mario away from danger. Yoshi is better prepared
for direct conflict than the Mario Bros., able to eat
almost any enemy and produce an egg, which can
then be thrown as a weapon. The damage system is
also unique, as getting hit will send Baby Mario
floating off in a bubble, causing him to cry
hysterically. As long as you can retrieve him before
a timer runs out, then you can continue on. The
offensive, defensive, and maneuvering abilities –
Yoshi controls with less inertia than Mario, plus he
can spin his legs in mid-leap to gain some extra air
– makes for a game that plays much differently
than a typical Mario experience.
 The levels are full of clever gimmicks, keeping
the game fresh throughout all 54 stages. The fan
favorite is "Touch Fuzzy Get Dizzy", where fluffy

little clouds will send Yoshi on a hallucinogenic trip,
causing the world and music to twist and bend
around him. Like Super Mario World, the levels are
fairly open ended, and with the removal of the
timer, they give you the ability to play around to
your heart's content.
 While Yoshi's Island is just as solidly designed
as any of Nintendo's other greats, it's most fondly
remembered for its fantastic visuals. Drawn to
emulate a living coloring book, even simple
backgrounds come to life with animated scribbles,
with the color palette coming together to create
what is probably the most gorgeous looking 2D
game ever created. Yoshi is also animated with
incredible amounts of character. The creatures,
friend and foe, include Shyguys (borrowed from
Super Mario Bros. 2), watermelon-eating monkeys
(you can eat the watermelons and spit seeds back,
too), and obese puffins (you can steal the chicks
and use them as weapons). Almost everything,
including the scenery, wears a happy smile, and you
nearly feel bad for viciously gulping and digesting
them. The unique mechanics and technologically
impressive visuals – bolstered by the Super FX2
chip – make Yoshi's Island feel like a Treasure
game, but with the personality, polish, and
ingenuity of Nintendo's best output. -Kurt Kalata

The Wario games are where Nintendo goes when they want to do
something weird and experimental. Born as a spin-off from Super
Mario Land 2, the fourth Wario Land, released for the GBA, is the
best of the lot. Rather than focusing on strict platforming, each level
is a relatively open-ended hunt for the goal; once you reach that
goal, you need to head backwards and escape before the level
collapses. Your "powers" come from assorted injuries, like getting
flattened to squeeze through tight spaces.

The landscapes are varied and surreal, and the soundtrack is
just as bizarre, often accompanied with warbling vocals. While not
as tightly designed as Nintendo's greats, it's a good alternative for
those tired of their usual fare.  -KK

Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island

See Also:

Wario Land 4
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Release:   1995   Platform: SNES, GBA
Developer:  Nintendo EAD
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When it was released in 1994 for the SNES,
Donkey Kong Country wowed gaming audiences
with its impressive CG graphics and fantastic
soundtrack. Still, there was some resentment
against it – it was simpler than Nintendo's own
Super Mario Bros. games, and was criticized as a
case of style over substance.
 Fast forward 20 years to 2014, and the tides
have drastically turned. Nintendo’s prolific New
Super Mario Bros. series is fun, but safe and
uninspired; meanwhile, the Donkey Kong Country
series, out of the hands of original developers Rare
and placed in the care of Retro Studios, has created
better crafted games.

Donkey Kong Country Returns for the Wii was
very, very good, yet it suffered in a few areas – the
forced waggle controls were lame, the music was
forgettable, and the levels lacked creativity. Every
issue was fixed in its Wii U sequel, Tropical Freeze.
 The core of every great platformer lies in its
stage design, and Tropical Freeze excels on every
level. They're filled with fantastic setpieces – the
designers love collapsing environments – along with
creative themes, particularly the beer garden-
themed mountains, or the level where you’re
stalked by a giant octopus the entire time. The
difficulty is demanding, but better balanced than its

predecessor, with fewer infuriating rocket barrel
stages. Each area is colorful, and created in
lavishing detail. You can play to just reach the end
of a level, but only further replays to collect the
bonus KONG letters and hidden puzzle pieces reveal
the amount of care put into every stage.
 David Wise, legendary composer of the first
two SNES games (and the GBA version of the third)
returns to provide one of the best video game
soundtracks of all time. In spite of the improved
instrumentation, many tracks maintain the feel of
the SNES games, in some cases even using similar
samples, creating music that's fresh and nostalgic.
 While often a subject of debate, the controls
just feel right. Donkey Kong is much weightier than
Mario, Rayman, or even his own previous SNES
incarnations, yet he’s still precise enough to
accommodate the platforming challenges you need
to overcome to survive. His companions – Diddy,
Dixie, and Cranky – come with different jump
modifications, allowing for a great degree of mid-air
control. It's possibly the only 2D platformer that
controls well with an analog stick.
 Despite not being designed by Nintendo proper,
as with the Metroid Prime games, Retro Studios has
once again proven themselves as true masters of
game design with Tropical Freeze.  -Kurt Kalata

The SNES Donkey Kong Country games are kind of shallow, but still
fun. DKC2's soundtrack remains one of the best, and in spite of the
dated CG graphics, they exude a cool atmosphere.
 As far as modern 2D platformers go, Ubisoft's Rayman Origins
features gorgeous illustrated visuals using the UbiArt framework,
which excels at animating high res 2D images. It’s a fast and fun
game, with levels built around its wall jumping techniques. Its
sequel, Rayman Legends, contains most of its predecessor's stages
and tons of content, though the Murfy levels, where you need to
indirectly guide a character around obstacles, diminish the game
somewhat. The musical stages, which are designed to match the
rhythm of assorted popular music tracks, are fantastic, though.  -KK

See Also:

Donkey Kong Country: Tropical Freeze

Rayman Legends

Release:   2014      Platform: WIIU
Developer:  Retro Studios/Nintendo
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The third game released in the classic Sega series,
Sonic CD, has always been an oddball, especially
when you consider the system it spawned from.
Even among Sonic fans, it can be a rather divisive
game, given how different it is from those that
followed. It's that sort of weirdness that makes it
so memorable, though, even among a set of such
great games, and there's no doubt that it's one of
the shining gems of the Sega CD.

From a gameplay perspective, Sonic CD almost
feels like a more polished version of the first game.
Sonic has his spin dash attack as introduced in
Sonic the Hedgehog 2, but it's not quite as quick to
use as in the later entries. The general pace is
somewhat slower as well, with more emphasis on
platforming and exploration than your average Sonic
game. There are still plenty of places to pick up
speed, though, and the level design has a surprising
amount of openness and verticality. The main draw
is the ability to travel through time, with both
prehistoric and futuristic variations of most of the
stages. Including these alternate versions, there are
60 levels, which, along with the animated intro,
ending cinemas, and redbook audio soundtrack,
justified the CD format.

Even so, the game can feel rather short if you
just rocket straight to the end of each stage. To

properly appreciate it, you need to get the good
ending, and there are two entirely different ways on
how to accomplish this. One method is to collect
enough rings to reach the 3D bonus levels, rendered
in Mode 7-style scaling effects, to collect all of the
Chaos Emeralds as in other Sonic games. More
careful explorers, however, can travel to the past to
foil Robotnik's schemes by destroying his machines.
It’s an element that forces you to really understand
and learn the stages, despite a few aggravating
levels that seem counterintuitive to this design. The
time zone gimmick isn't just for gameplay, either, as
it's all part of the game's rather surreal art style. If
you do well, you'll find a good future full of bright
colors and foliage. Ignore the past, and the zone
you're in ends up a total hellhole.

It's all a bit strange, especially if it's not your
first Sonic game, but that's what makes it so
special. It's a game that definitely rewards skill,
from taking advantage of the level design to
shaving off a few more precious seconds to
mastering the time zones. A wonderfully different
soundtrack tops it all off, which, like the visuals,
changes on the time zone. From the upbeat dance-
style tracks of the Japanese version, to the US
soundtrack's dark, sometimes terrifying songs,
there certainly isn’t much else like it.  -Ed Burns

The first two Sonic games were instant classics, and would go on
to both revolutionize the platforming genre and spawn imitators for
years to come. The third game, split into Sonic 3 and Sonic &
Knuckles and combined by locking the carts together, manages to
outshine them both. This is because it’s absolutely massive, with
levels far bigger than previous Sonic games. It’s also full of
incredible setpieces, from watching the traditional island level that
started the first two games get set ablaze, to one of the most
climactic final battles in Genesis history. It still manages to include
everything that made the classic Sonic games great, as well, from
clever level design that lets you use physics to reach even higher
speeds, to one unforgettable soundtrack.  -EB

Sonic CD

Sonic 3 and Knuckles

See Also:

Release:   1993       Platform: SCD, X360, PC
Developer:  Sega
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While first and foremost respected as an arcade-
centric developer, Namco has made several
fascinating games for consoles. Their most
impressive non-coin-op game may be Klonoa, a
slightly late attempt to get in on the Sonic-esque
mascot platformer craze. Nonetheless, it turned out
to be a gorgeous adventure, putting 95% of all
Sonic ripoffs to shame.

For starters, it barely even feels like a Sonic
game, with an art direction all its own. Playing in a
2.5D perspective, the graphics still hold up
remarkably well today – something that can't be
said for a lot of PS1 games. With creative character
designs and vibrantly colored landscapes, it's
certainly more than just jagged polygons
everywhere. Everything about the aesthetics, from
its cute fodder enemies to the whimsical sound
design, gives off an adorable charm (though things
do turn remarkably more dark later on).
 The main gameplay gimmick here is the "Wind
Bullet", a short-range projectile that balloons an
enemy a la Dig Dug, and allows Klonoa to either
throw the opponent or bounce off of them for a
double-jump. Enemies can be tossed into the
background or foreground, and are often required to
retrieve items or hit switches for puzzles. It's easy
to figure out what to do for the most part, and save

for the last few stages (and the insane bonus level
unlocked for freeing all the prisoners), Klonoa is not
a particularly challenging game. Its lack of difficulty
is the only real complaint brought against it, and
that's not even so bad if you're looking for a highly
artistic game that the whole family can enjoy.  That
is, until the heart-rending ending. Klonoa is creative
and cute until it wants you to cry.
 After a great-yet-overlooked PS2 sequel and a
handful of spin-offs, Klonoa stayed quiet for several
years. before a remake of the first game was
unexpectedly announced for the Wii. In honor of
Klonoa's 10th anniversary, Namco surprisingly
remembered their PlayStation-era mascot and gave
the original an updated re-release, with enhanced
graphics, slightly smoother controls, and unlockable
costumes. It also features "reverse mode", which
adds flipped versions of levels, and portals leading
to challenge stages within them, These add some
appreciated difficulty to keep down the "too easy"
complaints. It may not be brimming with bells and
whistles, but simply reviving Klonoa for a new
generation is great enough.

Sadly, neither the original nor the remake sold
too well, and there haven’t been any plans for the
series since. Regardless, it’s still a highlight of the
2D platformer pantheon.  -Michael Plasket

While 3D gaming was on the rise, most early disc-based releases
still stuck to conventional 2D appearances and playtypes, just with
more horsepower. Rayman could have been made for 16-bit
systems, but instead heralded the arrival of 32-bit gaming with
some truly impressive art and animation.

Featuring large and detailed levels that nearly rival Sonic's
stages, Rayman also contained several elaborate boss fights that
required you to do far more than just punch them repeatedly. It’s
also a vicious game, where the obnoxious losing noise will purchase
a condo in your nightmares. Still, if you can barrel through its high
difficulty, you'll get to see the start of a great franchise (that went
awry with some iffy 3D games before claiming redemption).  -MP

Klonoa: The Door to Phantomile

See Also:

Rayman

Release:  1997   Platform: PS1, WII
Developer:  Namco
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Super Meat Boy is the reason why, for better or
worse, the "masocore" genre of gruelingly difficult
games is so popular nowadays. It turned out to be a
massive success story for Team Meat, and was
worthy enough to be chronicled in Indie Game: The
Movie. The setup here is that Meat Boy's partner,
Bandage Girl, is kidnapped by the vile Dr. Fetus.
This leads to more than 100 levels of pure
platforming goodness, where all you need to do to
survive is run, jump, and wall jump.

It starts out fair at first. Before long, though,
the tricks and enemies grow especially vile, like
living missiles which split into six, or murderous
Meat Boy clones. There's a gargantuan amount of
content up front, as each normal level also has a
tougher dark side variant unlocked if you beat the
normal one under the par time. There are also warp
zones leading off into hidden levels, where you can
unlock characters from other indie games, each of
which play akin to the games they're from while still
adhering to this game's physics.
 The controls, meanwhile, take a little while to
get used to. This is due to the speed Meat Boy
moves at, and the distance he can jump. You need
to be able to move precisely in order to slide
between all of the death-dealing obstacles. Each
stage is subtly designed to accommodate your

movements while simultaneously challenging you.
While later levels are brutal, very little of it ever
feels truly unfair. Death occurs in just a blink and
you're immediately back in action, and after beating
a level, you get to see how many tries it took, with
all your past attempts playing out simultaneously.
It’s a cool feature that never gets old. For visuals,
the characters may look cute, but the environments
are quite scary in later stages, with buzz saws and
fire everywhere. The music is also absolutely top-
grade, thanks to Danny Baranowsky (though the
Sony PS4/Vita ports have a totally different, and
not quite as good soundtrack.)
 The design is occasionally juvenile, such as the
point where you need to race a rival made out of
feces, but if you can get over its origins as a
Newgrounds Flash game, you'll find the mechanics
and bonuses overshadow the silliness. The style is
nowhere near as gruesome as Ed McMillen's later
hit, The Binding of Isaac, though it did run into
controversy with PETA objecting to a character
being made entirely of bloody meat. They ran a
parody known as Super Tofu Boy, who later made it
into Super Meat Boy as a hidden character, though
only in the PC version. This is the preferable
release, due to a level editor and the ability to play
user-created levels.   -Michael Plasket

1001 Spikes seems like your dime-a-dozen NES throwback at first
glance, but playing it reveals an addicting test of thought and
reflexes that is better for unashamedly reveling in its retro roots.
Adventurer Aban Hawkins, who bears an unsubtle resemblance to a
certain action film protagonist, braves the many perils of the
Ukampa ruins and "only" gets 1001 lives to survive it. Crumbling
platforms and arrow-spitting statues abound, and Aban will die
many times before beating any given level. Each death leaves the
player feeling like it's beatable, though. With more levels than you
would expect, several game modes, and oodles of playable
characters from other titles, 1001 Spikes has a lot more to offer
players than just the promise of repeated death.  -MP

Super Meat Boy

1001 Spikes

See Also:

Release:   2010   Platform: PC, 360, PS4
Developer:  Team Meat
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Sega's 1987 side-scroller Shinobi is remarkable for
the way it plays with the conventions of both player
and enemy vulnerabilities. In most games of the
time, simply touching an enemy meant death, or at
least taking damage. Not so for ninja hero Joe
Musashi, who is merely knocked back when running
into a foe, and is only killed by a weapon or
physical strike. It allows for a much more gung-ho
playing style that promotes forward momentum.
 This is important for more than one reason.
While Joe has an unlimited supply of shuriken to
take out enemies from a distance, many foes have
shields, which prevent them from taking damage.
However, if you're close enough to an enemy, you'll
automatically execute a melee attack, which will
either immediately kill or at least stun them,
enabling an opening for a follow-up blow.

The stages are set up so that many bad guys
are protected by the scenery, requiring you to take
cover to avoid their projectiles while leaping out and
delivering your own killing blows. Many stages have
two tiers which you can leap between, allowing you
to surprise the enemy from above or below. You
also need to rescue all of the kidnapped children in
each stage before you can proceed, with each one
usually presenting a mini-challenge to overcome.
Shinobi requires a perfect blend of action and

strategic thinking that's distinct from other similar
games.
 While the concept of stage end bosses is well-
worn nowadays, it was still a novel idea back in
1987. Shinobi emphasizes these encounters by
showing the boss portrait before each stage. There
are six altogether, ranging from a flame shooting
giant to a helicopter that tosses out a seemingly
endless variety of ninjas. The strategies required to
beat these bad guys requires an entirely different
skill set than the main stages, ensuring that you're
always on your toes.
 There are actually two delineations of 2D
Shinobi games. The arcade sequel Shadow Dancer
and its (drastically different) Genesis port take after
the original game, with the most noteworthy
addition being a dog companion that can be used to
disable enemies. Both of these are excellent, with a
number of memorable battles (a fight against a train
in the former, a battle next to the Statue of Liberty
in the latter). On the other hand, The Revenge of
Shinobi for the Genesis and its successors,
including Shinobi III, play much differently, despite
featuring the same protagonist and using some of
the same mechanics. These are also fantastic, but
feel less unique, since they’re missing the strategic
element of the other games.   -Kurt Kalata

Shinobi was almost definitely inspired by Namco's Rolling Thunder,
which plays very similarly, right down to the two-tiered stages and
the emphasis on cover fire. However, it's definitely a less refined
game, with fewer levels, no real bosses, and a high degree of
difficulty (curse the bats and flame men in the third stage!).

The sequel, while much less popular, is also a substantially
better game. The aesthetic has changed from a retro spy thriller to a
modern, globetrotting, James Bond setting, while also allowing two
people to play at once. The arcade version offers superior graphics
and music, while the more well known Genesis release has several
extra levels.  -KK

Shinobi (Arcade)

See Also:

Rolling Thunder 2

Release:   1987      Platform: ARC, SMS, PCE
Developer:  Sega
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Capcom's Strider is a masterwork of character and
game design. The hero, Strider Hiryu, is a ninja
badass that flies straight into enemy territory with a
hand glider. His sword, the Cypher, is so fast that
its blade is like one continuous blur of light, slicing
most mooks right in half. He can also somersault,
and even climb on walls and ceilings. He even has
robotic tigers and birds as sidekicks.

The enemies, too, are well defined. The evil
Grandmaster Meio is introduced as a cackling
madman, with his twisted fingernails encircling the
Earth. During the cutscenes, the villains each speak
in their native language – Meio and the bounty
hunter Solo speak English, the trio of Asian acrobats
speak Chinese, and the Soviet premier (obviously
patterned after Mikhail Gorbachev) speaks Russian,
while Hiryu speaks Japanese. The game has a
surreal Cold War theme, beginning in a territory that
is clearly modeled after Moscow, where upon
entering the central building, the entire government
jumps out of their chairs and forms a massive
hammer-and-sickle-wielding snake. The journey
continues to Siberia, onto a flying battleship,
through the jungles of the Amazon (where you fight
dinosaurs), and finally to the base, Third Moon.
 The level design of Strider is strikingly
cinematic, with each stage consisting of many

different obstacles and often several bosses.
Throughout the second stage, you fight off a pack
of wolves, destroy a giant robotic gorilla, climb a
clock tower, fight a jet-pack wearing bounty hunter,
race down a mountain as it explodes behind you,
scale a tower charged with electricity, and leap
between helicopters to hijack an airplane. The
soundtrack is strangely dissonant for a game using
FM synth, but the tunes change with each section,
making it feel both dynamic and dramatic.
 From a programming standpoint, it does feel
like Strider bites off more than it can chew – it uses
sloped surfaces, with a simple physics engine that
allows you to build up speed when running
downwards, but it feels glitchy. Plus, some areas
are rough around the edges, and some enemy
attacks are undodgeable. Even if it is unrefined in
spots, the action is always intense, and the many
checkpoints keep things from becoming frustrating.

Strider was part of a multimedia project that
included a manga, an NES game, and an arcade
game. The arcade game was popular in North
America, especially thanks to its Genesis port. The
NES game, despite starring the same character, was
completely different, and also incredibly glitchy. The
manga tied in closely with the NES game, but
wasn’t translated into English. -Kurt Kalata

After leaving Capcom, Strider director Kouichi Yotsui created a
pseudo-sequel called Osman (AKA Cannon Dancer). It plays very
similarly and has beautiful graphics, but is overly difficult and not as
well-designed. Capcom released their own sequel, Strider 2, in
1998, due to Hiryu's popularity in Marvel vs. Capcom. It uses 2D
sprites on 3D backgrounds, which looks messy, and the loading
times between stage sections makes it feel disjointed. Plus, unlike
the original, which used checkpoints, you restart right where you
die here, and with unlimited continues. The challenge comes from
attempting a 1CC, since it was developed primarily for the arcades,
but it still feels unbalanced. Regardless, the action is fast and tight,
and the bosses are just as brilliant.  -KK

See Also:

Strider (Arcade)

Strider 2

Release:   1989       Platform: ARC, GEN, PS1
Developer:  Capcom
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Ninja Gaiden is the more highly caffeinated cousin
of Castlevania. It borrows its basic formula, like the
sub-weapon system and the status bar, but while
Konami's vampire slaying series is slow and
deliberate, Tecmo's ninja slicing game traverses at a
near-breathless pace. You move fast, and the
enemies move faster still, but the controls are
essentially perfect. Scaling walls is executed by
rapidly jumping back and forth between two
columns, using rad, spinning flips that defined why
every kid in the 80s thought that ninjas were just
the coolest thing in existence. It also demands the
need for split second reflexes, lest you miss a mid-
air slash and be knocked into a pit for the 30th time
by some infernal bird. The need to push forward is
highlighted by the enemy respawn points, which
can trigger infinitely if you're standing at the wrong
point on the screen. The music is also intense – the
percussion is some of the crunchiest on the NES,
with pounding drum loops and strong melodies that
perfectly suit the game's speed.
 The presence of unlimited continues is a
necessary crutch until you gain the muscle memory
to get past every section. The final stage becomes
needlessly cruel, as merely dying at the final boss –
not just running out of lives – will force you to
replay several stages, including the hardest one in

the game. It's tough and not exactly fair, but to
complete Ninja Gaiden is to master the essential
8-bit action game skill set.
 Just as much as the difficulty, Ninja Gaiden is
defined by its story, one of the first 8-bit games to
include animated cutscenes. From the opening
scene, where two ninjas enter a moonlit duel, to
protagonist Ryu Hayabusa's journey to uncover the
mystery behind an ancient statue, the story remains
compelling in spite of its obvious simplicity. It also
helps weave together otherwise disparate locations
– modern cities, industrial areas, snow-covered
mountains, ancient ruins – into one cohesive theme.
Even the cinema direction, borrowing from
numerous anime tropes, manages to impress, just
based on how well they're animated while using
such a small amount of memory. Just like with the
action sequences, the soundtrack is skillfully
implemented, perfectly accompanying the game's
many dramatic moments.
 The NES sequel, The Dark Sword of Chaos,
smoothes out some of its predecessors edges,
resulting in a game that's more pleasant to play,
though not quite as interesting. The final entry of
the NES trilogy, Ancient Ship of Doom, could have
been excellent, but the localization process made
the game impossibly difficult.  -Kurt Kalata

While Natsume as a game developer was never quite in the same
league as Konami or Capcom, they put out a range of NES titles,
ranging the gamut from okay (Dragon Fighter) to excellent
(Shatterhand). One of their better efforts was Shadow of the Ninja,
an obvious Ninja Gaiden clone. While neither the controls nor the
level design quite stack up to Tecmo's game, it's a decent action
title in its own right, with great music and a distinct visual style,
while also featuring two player simultaneous play.

It’s spiritually connected to Ninja Gaiden, though. Natsume was
working a Game Boy port of Shadow of the Ninja, but then Tecmo
became the publisher, changed some sprites and music, and turned
it into Ninja Gaiden Shadow.  -KK

Ninja Gaiden

See Also:

Shadow of the Ninja

Release:   1988   Platform: NES, SNES
Developer:  Tecmo
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Most action platform games involve running around,
attacking, and jumping. Capcom's daring Bionic
Commando did away with that last bit by removing
the jump button, forcing the player to rappel around
the landscape with a retractable arm. Its original
incarnation was an innovative, yet clumsy arcade
game, but the mechanics were refined and
assembled into a much better package with the NES
version, which is a totally different game.
 The inability to jump initially proves puzzling for
overcoming the most simple obstacles. It takes a bit
of time to unlearn the techniques of other 2D
platformers and instead think indirectly, but soon the
snap-swing-go mechanics of the arm become second
nature, and then almost every other game feels
worse for not having it. It requires some split second
reflexes, but flinging yourself from point to point –
like a futuristic Tarzan, feet never hitting the ground
– is some of the most fun you can have in a
platformer. One of the greatest levels is a straight
shot upwards, using all of the skills you've learned at
this point to scale a massive tower.
 The stages are not always entirely linear, but
rather sprawl in all directions quite often, giving you
appropriate room to explore the landscape with your
swinging abilities. The map screen between stages,
as well as the rather large arsenal of weapons and

equipment, present a sense of scale rarely seen in
8-bit action titles. Each zone has at least one
communication room, where you can hack into the
enemy's network and listen in on their conversations,
giving some insight into the workings of an evil
empire. All of this is encased around a pulpy story
involving a bunch of neo-Nazis attempting to
resurrect Hitler, a daring concept for a game
marketed towards children, and so lazily bowdlerized
in the American release that it becomes even more
strangely hilarious.
 A fully 3D reboot came from Capcom in 2009,
featuring some beautiful swinging mechanics but
trapping them in an otherwise overwrought,
depressing game. More impressive was Bionic
Commando Rearmed, a remake of the original NES
game that was intended to be a marketing tool for
the reboot, but ended up overshadowing it. Unlike
most Western-made games, the redone graphics
keeps the bright colors of the original while still
giving a modern sheen. The remake offers
innumerable improvements, including new weapons,
revamped bosses, substantially improved enemy AI,
extra levels, co-op play, and rearranged music.
Rearmed not only tunes up the minor issues of the
original game, but turned this side project into one of
the best games of the 360/PS3 era.  -Kurt Kalata

Even though Rearmed is a beautiful remake, the original NES game
has aged astonishingly well, and is still definitely worth playing. Its
direct sequel, Rearmed 2, adds an unnecessary jump button and
changes up the swinging mechanics and level structures just
enough to make it feel like a lesser game.

For a different series, we cast our vote for Ninja Five-O, a GBA
game developed by Hudson, and shoved out the door by Konami
with little fanfare. Who knows why it was so poorly treated, as it's
a brilliant ninja action game, combining the acrobatic rappelling of
Bionic Commando with the terrorist slicing of Shinobi. It’s easily
one of the best action games on the portable platform.  -KK

See Also:

Bionic Commando Rearmed

Ninja FiveO

Release:   1988   Platform: NES, PS3, PC
Developer:  Capcom / GRIN (remake)
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At first, Sunsoft's Gimmick! looks a lot like a Kirby
game. The hero, Yumetarou, a wide-eyed green
blob with stumpy legs, attacks by throwing glowing
stars. The enemies are all toys that have come to
life, and most of the levels are colorful. This is
deceiving though, because Gimmick! is hard. Very
hard. It's also one of the most incredibly well put
together action game of the era, though.
 Like Sunsoft's earlier Batman: Return of the
Joker, Gimmick! was designed to compete with the
early generation of Genesis and SNES titles. In the
end, it ends up surpassing most of them. There are
only seven not-entirely-long stages, but each screen
has an incredible amount of care put into it, often
with superfluous but charming details. Somewhere
in the second stage, there is a motionless enemy
which, if you pick up the second controller, you can
briefly command. If you manage to beat this stage
quickly enough, you can find the level boss taking a
snooze, allowing you to push him off a ledge and
immediately win the level. There's a prevailing
sense that some of the enemies aren't really "bad
guys" per say, they just want to play with you, like
the cat creatures in the third stage that bounce
around then retreat after a few steps. Some
enemies appear just once or twice throughout the
entire game, making their sole appearances special.

 It's also one of the very few 8-bit action games
with an actual physics engine. Sloped surfaces can
give you enough inertia to make incredible jumps,
but can also be used to change the angle of your
bouncing star weapon, which you can then jump on
top of and ride. Mastering this is essential to finding
each hidden treasure, one per stage, which lets you
unlock the final level and the true ending. You also
need to beat the game without continuing – another
crazy, challenging task. Like most great games,
though, the difficulty comes not from poor design,
but from intimately learning the details of each
screen. However, given the charming world the
developers have crafted, it's well worth the effort.
 The game looks and sounds great, too. Sunsoft
ranked up next to Konami as having some of the
strongest sound programming on the NES (see:
Journey to Silius, both NES Batman games), but
Gimmick! uses an add-on sound chip which bolsters
the synthesis, creating one of the best soundtracks
of the system.
 Sadly, as a late Famicom release, Gimmick!
was mostly ignored. It was set for release in
America but canceled, and only trickled out in small
quantities in Scandinavia (sans the extra sound
chip), creating an aftermarket price that restricts
ownership to hardcore collectors. -Kurt Kalata

Gimmick! looks and sounds a lot like Ufouria: The Saga, another
colorful 8-bit Sunsoft game released around the same time. It stars
four goofy, weird little beings, each with their own specific power,
as they run and jump around a non-linear universe. It’s filled with
bizarre quirks, like platforms with faces that drool, allowing you to
climb up, or birds that poop 16 ton weights. It, too, was scheduled
for American release but was canceled, though an English European
version does exist. It's not nearly as difficult or well-crafted as
Gimmick!, but Ufouria is still charming. In Japan, this game was
called Hebereke, and started a whole franchise of games starring
the same characters, though stuck in different genres (puzzle,
racing, and so forth).  -KK

Gimmick!

See Also:

Ufouria: The Saga

Release:   1992   Platform: FC, PS1
Developer:  Sunsoft
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Konami's long-running vampire slaying series
features the struggles of the Belmont family, in their
quest to destroy the evil Count Dracula and his
legion of movie monster-inspired villains. It's a
franchise characterized by fantastic music and a
high level of challenge, built upon a foundation of
strong design. Castlevania: Dracula X for the PC
Engine ranks as the best of the classic era of the
series, before it switched gears into a more open-
ended, RPG direction with Symphony of the Night.
Initially an exotic import, teased mercilessly in
magazines of the 90s, it's become more widely
available thanks to a PSP remake and a Virtual
Console release.
 The PC Engine is known for its colorful palette,
and despite the dark overtones that come with
gothic monster slaying, Dracula X has a bright and
peppy look that makes it distinct from other
Castlevania titles. The character designs are straight
out of an early 90s anime OVA, with dramatic voice
acting to accompany it. The music is also fantastic,
with remixes of classic songs and several excellent
new ones, all with an upbeat, poppy feel.

Beyond the cutscenes and redbook audio,
Dracula X uses the extra space of the CD-ROM to
create a much larger game than what could feasibly
fit on a cartridge at the time. Though you only need

to play seven stages to get to the finale, almost all
have multiple routes, leading to alternate boss fights
and completely different levels. Each is richly
detailed and filled with a variety of enemies, many
of which only appear once or twice in the entire
game. There are 13 stages in total, some with
secret areas hiding kidnapped women.
  One of these girls is Maria, a 12 year old with
a pink, frilly dress and a large bow in her hair. She
joins the hero, Richter Belmont, attacking with
doves and other animals, like a demon slaying
Disney princess. Her abilities, ironically, actually
make her more powerful than Richter, essentially
making her the game's "easy mode". It's still fun to
play as Richter, of course, who controls much more
smoothly than the Belmonts in the NES games.
Altogether it forms the ultimate platform action
game, one that's far more replayable than most.

The PSP version, released in 2007, uses 2.5D
polygonal graphics, as well as new portraits to
make them more consistent with Symphony of the
Night. While it looks a bit ugly and runs at a lower
frame rate, it does expand on elements left
unfinished in the original, adding a new stage and
finishing with a more satisfying final encounter. The
PC Engine version is also included as a bonus,
though the emulation is kinda iffy.   -Kurt Kalata

As for the other classic Castlevania games, Super Castlevania IV for
the SNES exudes atmosphere, but the added versatility for the whip
and jumping controls make it too easy. Castlevania Bloodlines for
the Genesis is darker and gorier, taking place in locations around
Europe. Dracula X for the SNES, meanwhile, isn't a port of the PCE
game, but rather a (far inferior) reimagining, missing most of the
elements that made the original so fantastic. The most replete entry
is Castlevania III for the NES. It contains branching paths with 15
levels in total and four playable characters, including Alucard, the
half-vampire son of Dracula who would later star in Symphony of
the Night. It's not as polished as Dracula X for the PCE, but it's the
most fully featured of its type on the NES.  -KK

Castlevania Dracula X: Rondo of Blood

Castlevania III: Dracula’s Curse

See Also:

Release:   1993   Platform: PCE, PSP
Developer:  Konami
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Capcom was on a roll in 1994, becoming renowned
for the striking animation and bright visuals in
games like Mega Man X, Darkstalkers, and Street
Fighter Alpha. It's actually understandable, then,
why a game like Demon's Crest would slip under
the radar. It's a big departure for Capcom, with a
very dour tone and a darker look than anything else
the developer had put out (Resident Evil would not
appear for another two years). An SNES successor
to Capcom's Gargoyle's Quest games, Demon's
Crest eschews most of the previous installments'
role playing elements in exchange for something
structurally closer to Mega Man X.

Players guide Capcom's popular red gargoyle,
Firebrand, through different areas, earning new
weapons to use against the game's many bosses
and enemies. While his animation isn't quite as
smooth as that found in other Capcom games of the
time, most of his abilities involve him taking on a
completely different form, each with its own unique
sprite. Demon's Crest's aesthetics fully deliver on
the visual details, too. Backgrounds have little
animation and minimal parallax, but they’re very
colorful and, more importantly, each of the game's
six areas sport completely different graphics.

Gargoyle's Quest was never the fastest playing
game, and Demon's Crest follows suit. The controls

greatly complement the game's more desolate
atmosphere, being very responsive but giving
Firebrand slow projectile attacks, rather than the
rapid fire melee or gunfire found in most games of
this kind. It really lets the unique feel of each level
sink in as timing attacks is more important, adding a
bit of challenge to the game, even though you can
get a wide variety of powerful forms quickly
through exploring.

The soundtrack complements the deliberate
pacing, as well. This was Toshihiko Horiyama's first
solo composing job after collaborating on Mega Man
X, and is uniquely somber compared to any of his
later works (though there is a resemblance to some
of the tracks he composed for Onimusha:
Warlords). It's a great soundtrack and really sets
the mood, with a unique song for almost every area
in the game. Each track is appropriate for its level,
elegantly changing from almost whimsical to
desperate as Firebrand explores.

Demon's Crest isn't the most difficult game,
and it would have benefited from some additional
levels, but it holds up with its distinct graphics and
a perfectly executed atmosphere. It’s consistently
beautiful, and while overlooked when it was new,
over time it has become one of the Super
Nintendo's most respected games. -Chris Rasa

Despite sharing the same universe, the Ghosts ‘n Goblins series
plays much differently than Gargoyle’s Quest and Demon’s Crest.
Having been birthed in the arcades, it’s a brutally challenging
experience, especially since the hero, Arthur, can only take two hits
before dying – the first robs him of his armor and leaves him to fight
in his boxers, while the second turns him into a pile of bones. That
dark comedy contrasts with the macabre enemies you'll face,
especially Firebrand, who makes his initial appearance partway
through the first level of the first game, and is practically
guaranteed to kill novice players. There are four games in the series,
our favorite being the second, Ghouls ‘n Ghosts, for having the
coolest bosses and most balanced difficulty level.  -KK

See Also:

Demon’s Crest

Ghouls n’ Ghosts

Release:   1994   Platform: SNES
Developer:  Capcom
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There's much debate as to which is the best Mega
Man game out of the franchise’s many subseries,
but almost everyone who's played the first Mega
Man X would agree that it’s one of, if not THE best.
Set many years after the original games in a dire
future, where mass-produced "replicate androids"
(Reploids) fight against each other, X and his
partner Zero attempt to take down Maverick leader
Sigma. Despite the darker setting, its level structure
is still classic Mega Man, where you pick your stage
order between the eight Maverick leaders.

Instead of just being "Something Man," the
bosses are all modeled after animals with interesting
designs, with names like Chill Penguin, Spark
Mandrill, and Armored Armadillo. It’s a testament to
the artistry that it can make innocent looking
creatures seem intimidating. Even the normal
enemies exhibit personality, like lumberjack-bots
who chuckle if they hit you, and living robot torsos
on an assembly line. As the very first Mega Man
game not on an 8-bit system, Mega Man X takes
full advantage of the SNES's graphical capabilities,
with smooth animation and gorgeous backgrounds.
The music is also top-notch, with a soundtrack as
close to heavy metal as the system could provide.

Alternatively, the new and improved mechanics
encourage a faster playstyle than the classic games,

while the levels themselves simultaneously reward
exploration. X can scale up and down walls, and his
dash, replacing the slide of old, allows quicker
movement and closes big gaps when combined with
jumping. New powers are bestowed by one of
Dr. Light's capsules, which enhance X's abilities
and even change his sprite to match the improved
part. While optional, X can also find Heart Tanks
that extend his life bar, and there are four Sub
Tanks which store bonus energy from capsules,
replacing the E Tanks. Other cool bits, like piloting
Ride Armor suits with destructive punches and
finding Ryu's Hadouken as a super-secret weapon,
are the gravy on top of an incredibly meaty game.

What's truly amazing about Mega Man X,
though, is that it manages to succeed as a "darker
and edgier" reboot, often a controversial move for
any given franchise. It hits the sweet spot between
where Mega Man fans can appreciate that it still
plays like the classic games at its core, and where
people who have never tried the series before can
get a smooth and fierce action game. It’s also quite
like the classic series in that it spawned multiple
sequels of varying and arguable quality (and even a
remake on the PSP titled Maverick Hunter X), but
most people will likely agree that the original Mega
Man X is still the best. -Michael Plasket

The general consensus is that Mega Man 2 is the greatest Mega
Man of the NES era. It set the standard of eight Robot Masters,
where the first only had six, while also adding E Tanks and
passwords. Each stage has its own distinct look and incredibly
catchy tune, and the challenge is high but almost always
manageable. Some of the series's most memorable moments are
found here, like Quick Man's infamous death beams, Heat Man's
equally dreadful disappearing block marathon, and the sudden
Mecha Dragon surprise in Wily's first stage. Later titles may have
refined the formula, but this codified it and made almost every entry
afterward feel like an imitation. Mega Man III, too, is highly revered,
adding Rush and the slide ability.  -MP

Mega Man X

See Also:

Mega Man 2

Release:   1993     Platform: SNES, PS2, GC
Developer:  Capcom
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This much is certain – there’s definitely no shortage
of independent releases trying to bring back the
magic of old 8- and 16-bit 2D games. Völgarr the
Viking is special, though, because it not only lives
up to its inspirations, but surpasses most of them.

Völgarr is not pretty. The sprites were
obviously created with a lot of care, but the
careless resizing makes them look messy. The
backgrounds are just downright ugly, too. However,
dismissing the game based on its looks would be
one the most tragic misjudgments any fan of classic
action games like Ghouls 'n Ghosts, Castlevania, or
Ninja Gaiden could ever commit.

They simply don't come as superbly designed
as this game. No space in a stage is wasted; every
obstacle is put in your way for the sole reason to
train you in becoming the ultimate warrior. The
mechanics are incredibly economic. The aesthetic
reference point for Völgarr is Taito's Rastan Saga,
and thus the titular hero comes equipped with
nothing but a loincloth, a fragile wooden shield, his
trusty sword, and an endless supply of spears.
These not only serve as long range weapons, but
can also be tossed into walls to create new
platforms. Völgarr can double jump in midair, but
unlike so many other games where this is just fluff
to make you feel more powerful, here the entire

game is built around it as a method to deal with the
"stiff" jumping, a la Castlevania.

By opening chests, Völgarr can obtain a solid
metal shield that doesn't break upon a single impact
and allows him to charge up his spears to become
more destructive, a helmet to make him more
durable, and a flaming sword that extends the reach
of his attacks. If you somehow manage to not lose
them right away and keep collecting more
treasures, you end up discovering an entire second
quest on top of the first. This doesn't give you a lot
of opportunities to memorize the new stages,
though, as failure quickly drops you back on the
regular path.
 Most players likely won't ever see that part of
the game, as Völgarr is at least as hard as the
classics it builds upon. Mastering all the intricate
challenges that compose the stages takes a lot of
practice, but luckily the game at least allows
skipping to any stage that has been reached
previously. It’s also much more about precision
rather than rapid reflexes, and there's always a way
to beat even the most gargantuan boss monster
without getting hit. This elegance of design makes
Völgarr one of the most beautiful games to behold
on speedruns, but actually playing and mastering it
is just as satisfying. -Sam Derboo

Until Crazy Viking Games come up with a second game, the closest
you can get to Völgarr's spirit is the 3DS reboot of Sega's Shinobi
franchise, helmed by some of the same people. It has a decidedly
more "modern" design than Völgarr, with a combat system built
around short and fast combos, timed blocking, and more loose and
varied mechanics. Just like the Crazy Viking title, though, it stands
at the very top of its chosen style. Shinobi for the 3DS builds on
Shinobi III for the Genesis, armed with all the nifty skills introduced
there. It also continues its tradition of driving/riding sequences,
which are the big weakness – they involve riding towards the
screen, and one even employs the gyro controls for steering. Their
design feels superfluous compared to the rest of the game.  -SD

Völgarr the Viking

Shinobi 3D

See Also:

Release:   2013   Platform: PC, XB1
Developer:  Crazy Viking Studios
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It's always a risky prospect to lean on nostalgia, as
it can come off as insincere pandering if executed
poorly. Such is the case with some independent
games inspired by the 8-bit NES days, but Shovel
Knight completely avoids any accusations by simply
being a well-made product. When an ominous tower
appears, Shovel Knight, who rather comically wields
a deadly digging instrument, is motivated to find out
what happened to his old partner, Shield Knight.
This leads him into battle against The Enchantress
and eight other knights in her employ, called "The
Order of No Quarter," as well as his ostensible rival,
Black Knight. All knights stand out in design and
personality, like Plague Knight's inspiration from
Dark Age plague doctors, and Treasure Knight's
deep sea diver outfit, extending to his stage being a
giant submarine. The knights' themes permeate into
their levels, like Specter Knight's graveyard, Polar
Knight’s arctic fortress, Mole Knight's subterranean
city, and Tinker Knight's gear tower.
 The graphics evoke authentic NES design,
though some colors and animations are more than
the system can actually handle. The music, primarily
composed by Jake Kaufman, uses the same sound
synth as the Konami VRC6 chip (used in Akumajou
Densetsu, the Japanese Castlevania III), for a rich,
digital orchestra. Stages are elaborate, with several

secrets to be found, and enemies come in all sorts
of flavors like wizards, wolves, hermit crabs, and
propeller rats. You can put gold towards new items
and abilities, and while dying loses some gold, you
can potentially gain it back if you reach where you
died. Hard-edged players can even destroy
checkpoints for more cash. The Order themselves
all put up fierce fights, and if you find the merchant
Chester in their stages, you can get an ability
evocative of their powers in a Mega Man-esque
fashion. There's as much humor as there is pathos,
ranging from the weird cult of the fruit-fish Troupple
King (“trout” + “apple”) to the tortured dreams
Shovel Knight has of catching Shield Knight. The
developers even lampoon Kickstarter, despite using
said crowdfunder to create this game.

What really elevates Shovel Knight to its own
level, though, is how original everything feels,
despite its apparent action-platformer influences.
You can detect elements from Mega Man,
Ducktales, Castlevania, and several other games in
how it looks and plays, but nothing feels like it's
being ripped off too blatantly. The one caveat is
that the default difficulty level is a little too easy for
seasoned action gamers, but an unlockable mode
makes a second playthrough much more challenging
and rewarding.   -Michael Plasket

Freedom Planet does for the Genesis what Shovel Knight did for the
NES, serving as a tribute to that era while standing out on its own.
Lilac, Carol, and Milla fight against the vile Lord Brevon, and while
there's a lot more to the story, there’s an optional cutscene-free
mode for those who don't care much about plot. The action matters
most, and you only need a few screenshots to see the obvious
homage to classic Sonic, with its particular character style and
sprawling level designs. Lilac, especially, plays like Sonic, but
Carol's more of a brawler, and Milla's attacks are relatively passive.
It almost feels more like a Treasure game, especially during its many
intense boss fights. It did get its start as a Sonic fangame, but
thankfully evolved into something more inspired and sincere.  -MP

See Also:

Shovel Knight

Freedom Planet

Release:   2014       Platform: PC, 3DS, WIIU
Developer:  Yacht Club Games
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Prince of Persia may be one of the most famous
games ever, considered a hallmark of visual design
for its time, and creating the cinematic platformer
subgenre. Building off of the rotoscoping technology
first exhibited in Karateka, Jordan Mechner created
a more ambitious game involving as much
platforming as combat, giving it an Arabian flair
that’s particularly influenced by 1001 Nights. The
Prince must attempt to escape the 12-stage
dungeon and defeat the evil vizier Jaffar to save the
Princess. The infamous one-hour time limit,
requiring you to not die much in order to rescue the
Princess before she is slain, makes it one of the
most difficult games to conquer even today. The
realistic movements and weight of the character are
interesting, but take time to learn, and the many
deceitful traps and increasingly difficult enemies
ensure that an under-an-hour victory won't come
without much practice. Yet for how difficult it is, its
influence on game animation is undeniable.

Prince of Persia was released to approximately
20 computers and consoles, but the Super Nintendo
version goes well beyond a simple port job. It
retools the graphics to make certain segments feel
different from each other and adds a nifty
atmospheric soundtrack. Several levels are
rearranged and eight more are added for a total of

20, though the time limit is boosted to two hours.
While not the only version to have a password
system, it is especially appreciated here for those
who wish to preserve time. Several unique bosses
are also added, including an Amazon warrior and a
bizarre Goro-like monster, adding more variety to
the simple-yet-difficult combat. This release may
technically be harder than the original and its
straight conversions, but it also feels richer for its
additions. In truth, it almost feels like a whole new
game, or a “Prince of Persia 1.5”.
 In fact, the only reason it's not Prince of Persia
2 is due to there actually being a sequel, The
Shadow and The Flame. It plays similarly to the
original, but has bolder setpieces, trickier puzzles,
and sometimes requires you to fight more than one
enemy on the screen at a time. It may not be as
tight as the first, but it's a respectable sequel
nonetheless. It was ported to very few systems,
one of which is the SNES, but it's an absolutely
terrible version. The sound is weedy, the graphics
feel scaled down, and the 75-minute time limit
starts immediately instead of three levels in. Worst
of all is the inexplicable omission of the really cool
final level. It's somewhat ironic that the SNES has
the best port of the first game and the worst
version of the second. -Michael Plasket

Several fine games like Prince of Persia popped up in the 90s, like
Blackthorne and Nosferatu, but Flashback is the most worthwhile of
the lot. Conrad Hart's amnesiac journey takes him through jungles,
cities, a deadly game show, and even another planet. It bears
similarities to Delphine's prior adventure, Another World, but with
more emphasis on combat. There's still lots of platforming and
puzzle-solving to be had, though, with later stages becoming more
complex and festering with weirder enemies. The animation is very
fluid, moreso than its contemporaries, and the use of color provides
for many luscious backgrounds. It also tells an interesting story that
ends on a cliffhanger. There was a follow-up, Fade to Black, but it
sadly does not meet the standards of its predecessor.  -MP

Prince of Persia

See Also:

Flashback

Release:   1989     Platform: PC, GEN. SNES
Developer:  Broderbund / Arsys (SNES port)
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Another World (also known as Out of this World
and Outer World) is one of the most recognizable
examples of the cinematic platformer genre, with all
its usual elements: rotoscoped graphics, realistic
movement (which includes jumping which is, like in
real life, quite difficult to control), and a strong
focus on puzzle-solving.
 The game's main character, Lester Chaykin,
gets transported to an alternate reality as a result of
a failed science experiment, and that's all the
backstory we're given. The whole game is spent in
this world, trying to survive – with the help of a
friendly alien – and features encounters with both
its hostile inhabitants and the local fauna. It's quite
a minimalist setup, but the game makes the best of
it by eschewing dialog and telling the story through
gameplay, animations, backgrounds, and music.
 The game's atmosphere is mysterious, but also
unfriendly and oppressive. This is amplified by the
interface, which consists of a playing area and
nothing else (no HUD, no text, no inventory screen),
and by the difficult, unforgiving gameplay. The main
character dies from one hit (with detailed
animations hand-crafted for each kind of death),
can't jump very far or very high, and doesn't have
any tools to help him along the way other than his
gun (although it has more uses than usual, as it can

remove obstacles with a charged-up shot and
generate temporary force fields). “Buddy” (the
aforementioned friendly alien), will come to your aid
in certain parts of the game, but players can't
expect him to be there every time there’s trouble.
There’s also no real communication, considering he
and Lester don't even speak the same language.
 There are many scripted setpieces that keep
the gameplay from becoming too repetitive. On the
downside, there's always only one correct way of
surviving them, it isn't always immediately obvious,
and the failure to act accordingly results in instant
death. This means that there's quite a lot of trial
and error in the game. The solutions are always
logical, though, so it avoids the trap that many
point-and-click adventure games fall into.
 While not the first cinematic platform game,
Another World defined a lot of its conventions (at
least those not previously defined by Prince of
Persia). It can also be seen as precursor to modern
action-adventure games with its focus on setpieces,
and to the survival horror genre with a vulnerable
character, limited ammunition (the gun needs to be
recharged periodically, although this feature can go
almost unnoticed due to how often Lester dies,
combined with the game's short length), and
unsettling atmosphere. -Maciej Miszczyk

While Another World inspired many great titles like Flashback (and
had a not-so great-sequel called Heart of the Alien), no game came
closer to its style than Heart of Darkness (unrelated to Joseph
Conrad’s book), created by Another World designer and programmer
Eric Chahi. Despite the more cartoonish graphics, it has the same
menacing atmosphere of exploring a hostile environment, similar
puzzle-focused gameplay, and a hugely detailed game world, all
while dealing with the theme of a child's fear of the dark. This
might not sound like the scariest concept, but the game manages to
make you feel as helpless as its young protagonist. Despite being
geared towards a younger audience, it keeps both the challenge and
the disturbing death scenes of its spiritual predecessor.  -MM

Another World

Heart of Darkness

See Also:

Release:   1991        Platform: AMI, PC, GEN
Developer:  Delphine Software
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Wonder Boy III begins as you play out the ending of
its predecessor, Wonder Boy in Monster Land.
Things go a little awry when, upon navigating the
castle and defeating the evil Meka Dragon, the hero
is cursed with an inhuman dragon form. Throughout
the journey to change back into a human, the hero
gains the ability to turn into other animals – beyond
Lizard Man, the fire breathing form you start out as,
you can become Mouse Man (to fit into small
spaces and climb on certain surfaces), Piranha Man
(to swim), Lion Man (to break certain bricks), and
Hawk Man (to fly).
 The previous game, which began as an arcade
title, was sort of a weird mish-mash between an
action game and an RPG. The path through the
game was linear, but you obtained gold to buy new
equipment and increase your strength. When moved
to a console platform, The Dragon's Trap expands
its world to something akin to a Metroidvania. Other
similar games of the era – Castlevania II: Simon's
Quest, The Goonies II, and Metroid, of course – all
reveled in obtuseness, with gigantic, maze-like
worlds that were hard to navigate. Wonder Boy III is
far more user-friendly, offering a simple town hub
that spreads out in a few directions, and a world
with distinct themes – jungle, beach, mountain,
desert, and so forth. Outside of a few hidden doors,

it’s hard to get stuck or lost, and most areas are
linear, challenging your ability to fight enemies
rather than overwhelming you with confusion.
 That approachability never detracts from the
game world, however, because it's so cleverly
constructed. In most games of the time, falling in
water meant your death – here, it leads to
underwater realms, offering additional areas to
explore. Each new game begins in the central town,
next to a seemingly impassable wall, but once you
obtain the Hawk Man form, you can fly over it and
access a whole new part of the map. None of this
is telegraphed, it's simply something that the game
expects you to be curious about. You can even visit
the crumbling castle from the prologue, now derelict
except for assorted enemies.
 The aesthetics play a huge part, too. Wonder
Boy III has colorful and vibrant visuals – some of
the best on an 8-bit platform. Each of the animal
forms is distinctly adorable, despite never uttering a
word. The enemies also have the same amount of
personality, wincing comically at every strike of
damage taken. The music is catchy, and even the
sound effects, from the trampoline *bounce*
jumping noise to the *plunk* of falling coins, ooze
character. It all comes together to create a world
that's a delight to explore. -Kurt Kalata

The next game in the series, Wonder Boy in Monster World, is
similar to The Dragon's Trap, but removes the fun animal forms,
and in general feels clunkier. The final game in the series, Monster
World IV, scales back the exploratory elements, instead
concentrating on action-platforming, and stars a female character in
an Arabian setting. Wayforward's Shantae series is also clearly
inspired by the Monster World games. Starring a charming, purple
haired genie, it presents a similarly comical world along with
exploratory elements. The first two games, initially released on the
Game Boy Color and DSi, are compromised in various ways, but the
third, Shantae and the Pirate's Curse, is a solid game with fantastic
pixel artwork and an incredibly catchy soundtrack.  -KK

See Also:

Wonder Boy III: The Dragon’s Trap

Shantae and the Pirate’s Curse

Release:   1989      Platform: SMS, TG16, GG
Developer:  Westone
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Metroid, released on the NES in 1986, is a dark,
confusing, frightening game. As bounty hunter
Samus Aran, clad in a robotic suit of armor, you
roam through countless, nearly identical dark
corridors of the planet Zebes, hunting down the evil
Space Pirates and the energy sucking aliens known
as Metroids. After a Game Boy sequel, the series hit
astounding heights with its SNES entry, Super
Metroid. It is still a lonely, oppressive game, though
its atmosphere comes from incredible design rather
than technical limitations.

The Metroid series, like most sci-fi games,
draws heavy inspiration from the Alien films. While
Metroid II: Return of Samus went so far as to have
the Metroids growing more chitinous over time and
Samus confronting a monstrous Queen Metroid at
the end of the game, Super Metroid borrows from
the ambiance from Alien 3, but uses it as a jumping
off point to create a wholly unique experience. After
the game's brief prologue level, Samus lands on a
dark planet, the same as in the original Metroid but
drastically expanded. Right from the beginning,
players are treated to a foreboding choral track
rather than the optimistic opening music of Metroid
II. The game's tone is fairly oppressive, and many
songs and situations from Super Metroid were
reused for the Metroid Prime games.

Graphically, the game features darkly colored
sprites that complement the game's labyrinthine
backgrounds. The game's bio-mechanical aesthetic
and enemies have aged excellently, and its
relentless atmosphere in a nonlinear world is
something many developers have attempted to
replicate since. The music design is even more
important here as Super Metroid's sound regularly
alternates between creating a sense of wonder or
menace. In the game's later areas, stretches of
more aggressive music appear for longer amounts
of time. Much effort was made via both the world
and sound design to never make you feel too
powerful, and it has enough surprises to make you
unsure of what you're about to run into. There are
no duplicated rooms or cheap tricks used to hide
repetition, and every single room in the game has
something unique to it. At the same time, an
automap greatly helps exploration, though there is
no other guidance to your goals, and no dialogue
beyond the introduction and ending.

Super Metroid's greatest strength is that its
visuals and sound create a strong atmosphere that's
never broken. The game is also never silent, and
does a great job of inspiring you to push onwards
as you get a steady stream of new abilities and
more powerful weapons.  -Chris Rasa

Metroid Fusion is a great companion and sequel to Super Metroid. It
would have been easy for Nintendo to rehash what worked before
and call it a day, but instead they created a game that's familiar
while still moving the story forward. The best thing about the game
is that it seems linear on the surface, but actually has plenty of
shortcuts and hidden paths for those with the persistence to master
its controls. On top of that, the one thing it did bring over from
Super Metroid in spades is the oppressive atmosphere. It does a
great job of making you feel trapped, and the music is a bit more on
the menacing side compared to the Metroid Prime games. It also
borrows from The Thing (1982) by featuring mutated human
enemies, along with the terrifying SA-X.  -CR

Super Metroid

Metroid Fusion

See Also:

Release:   1994   Platform: SNES
Developer:  Nintendo R&D1
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Symphony of the Night marks the generational
transition of the Castlevania series, changing from a
linear side-scroller to an exploratory action-RPG.
With a structure and map screen that seems directly
borrowed from Super Metroid, it's the game that
coined the "Metroidvania" term. The change was
not unprecedented, considering that Castlevania II:
Simon's Quest for the NES was similar, albeit more
obtuse in the way that so many 8-bit RPGs are.
 From a story standpoint, it's the direct sequel
to Castlevania Dracula X: Rondo of Blood for the PC
Engine, and you initially play the role of Richter
Belmont as he vanquishes Dracula. Five years later,
the hero vanishes, the eponymous castle reappears,
and Dracula's half-vampire son, Alucard, awakens
from his deep slumber to investigate. While decked
out with strong equipment at the start, he is quickly
stripped of his weapons, forcing him to explore and
regain the strength to find the errant Belmont, who
has declared himself ruler of the new castle.
 The major difference between Super Metroid
and Symphony of the Night lies with the stats and
equipment. There’s a huge amount of weapons,
armor, and shields to find, either hidden around the
castle or as rare drops from certain enemies. There
are swords, there are explosives. There’s a magical
rod that lets you summon spirits and enchantments

based on the shield you've equipped. There are also
many magic spells, executed by fighting game-style
command motions. There are capes, one of which
even has an entire menu option devoted to it, where
you can customize its coloring with an RGB
indicator. It's not particularly well balanced – the
right equipment can render the game trivial, making
it a huge change from the challenging
"Classicvania" games of yore – but its richness
makes the castle truly feel alive.
 The visuals also highlight the power of 2D
sprites, in an era where 3D games were taking
over. Alucard is stunningly animated, and like its PC
Engine predecessor, the game is filled with weird
enemies, most of which have unique death
animations. The boss battles are consistently
impressive, especially Beelzebub, a grotesque,
gigantic hanging corpse that attacks with mutant
flies. Michiru Yamane's soundtrack captures the
feeling of classic Castlevania songs without directly
reusing most of them (though the later Saturn port
adds a few), while creating a distinct style that
would be expanded upon in her later contributions
to the series. Gothic illustrator Ayami Kojima also
adds an air of elegance to the character designs,
making the series feel like it’s grown considerably
over its movie monster origins. -Kurt Kalata

Symphony of the Night inspired six successors, all for portable
platforms: Circle of the Moon, Harmony of Dissonance, Aria of
Sorrow, Dawn of Sorrow, Portrait of Ruin, and Order of Ecclesia.
Five of these were directed by Koji Igarashi, the co-director of
Symphony, who became the public face of the series. They're all
pretty decent, though they suffer from repetitive environments and
recycled sprites, and none capture Symphony’s level of detail.

The best is the final one, Order of Ecclesia, which is one of the
few that's legitimately challenging, channeling the spirit of the older
titles. Cursed heroine Shanoa is the most compelling protagonist in
the series since Alucard, and the boss battles are some of the best
of the Metroidvanias.  -KK

Castlevania: Symphony of the Night

See Also:

Castlevania: Order of Ecclesia

Release:   1997       Platform: PS1, SAT, PSP
Developer:   Konami Tokyo
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Independent 2D, sprite-based action-platformers
seem as common today as grapes in a vineyard, but
before any of them was Cave Story. Created as an
unassuming personal project by Daisuke "Pixel"
Amaya in his free time, Cave Story gradually
received notice and became the prototype for the
incoming indie game zeitgeist for the new
millennium. The premise is simply named for
starting in a cave and telling a story, but the plain
title belies a tale fraught with several dark and
twisted turns, despite its ostensibly cute art style.
Without spoiling much, the protagonist comes
across Mimiga Village and discovers its cute bunny-
like inhabitants are being tormented by a
psychopathic doctor and his two assistants. The
story is actually well-developed without eclipsing
the gameplay, and if not a masterwork of
contemporary literature, it's far better than it has
any right to be.
 Beneath the words lies an incredibly fun-yet-
challenging game that seems to be Metroid-esque in
its map layout. However, some areas are
unavailable after clearing them, and it's significantly
more linear than the typical Metroidvania. This cuts
down on backtracking, making the game beatable in
approximately six hours, though some items can be
permanently missed as a consequence. It also gets

pretty rough, with agile enemies able to dart about
and peck out your life, while you can only move at
a modest pace and fire in four directions. You start
out with a weak laser pistol but find other guns,
most of which are powered up over three levels by
grabbing yellow triangles, acting as "experience
points", from enemies. Getting hit lowers your
weapon level, though a few late-game weapons
avoid this penalty. The difficulty is supplanted by
some wicked boss fights, with each being rougher
than the last, along with the game's ending
throwing a lengthy boss gauntlet at you.
 There's always something to enjoy about Cave
Story, be it the cute graphics that show some
nightmarish stuff later on, the lo-fi catchy and
mood-evoking tunes, and the motivation to aim for
the true ending if you missed it the first time.  While
free at first (and the original version still is), Cave
Story has received enhanced remakes for the Wii,
DS, and Steam, and even a complete graphical
overhaul for the 3DS. These re-releases reached up
to 2012, eight years after the original's release, and
met with high reviews even then, showing the
enduring flavor of a game that could be considered
"old" by today's crowd. Cave Story is not only
great for what it is, but also for being the start of
modern indie game development.  -Michael Plasket

Built as a throwback to action-adventure games on the MSX, La-
Mulana was the other big proto-indie game for its time. The hero,
Lemeza Kosugi, explores an impossibly complex mega-temple filled
with enemies, traps, and gargantuan bosses. The sheer scope of the
map is amazing, with at least 10 different areas, and an even
harsher dark side to each one. With dozens of items to find and
many puzzles to solve, it's a meaty game made even longer by its
supremely torturous difficulty level. Recovery items are scarce,
hazards are numerous, and there are several points where you can
become irreversibly stuck. The fantastic remake, La Mulana EX,
adjusts some of the puzzles and cuts down on the unwinnable
pitfalls, though enemies are more aggressive to compensate.  -MP

Cave Story

LaMulana EX

See Also:

Release:   2004        Platform: PC, 3DS, WII
Developer:  Studio Pixel
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The indie revolution in the early 2010s brought
about a number of Metroidvanias and Roguelikes, so
it makes perfect sense to mash them together. The
result is Cellar Door's Rogue Legacy, which takes
the basic action and exploration of Castlevania:
Symphony of the Night, and combines it with a
randomization element that changes both your
player character and the layout of the castle.
 You play as a family of warriors hell-bent on
making it to the end of Castle Hamson in order to
uncover its mysteries. There are four areas to
conquer, each with a boss, before the door is
unlocked that leads to the final encounter. The first
member of the family, at level 0, will probably meet
their maker relatively quickly. However, your
fortune and your equipment are bestowed upon the
next generation of heroes, allowing you to forge
new gear and build up the skill tree, which in turn
strengthens the heroes, offers new abilities, and
unlocks extra character classes.

With each new generation, you can pick from
three heroes, each with different randomly
generated abilities. Some of them are useful (like
dwarfism, to fit into small spots), while others are
silly (like being a hypochondriac, where the
numerical damage reported after each blow is wildly
exaggerated). Any bosses you've killed stay dead,

too, so you don't need to replay whole sections of
the castle over and over. It's true that the game is
built around grinding, as only the most skilled
players will be able to beat the game at the lowest
levels. Yet you'll also need to play smartly to
understand the tricks of the castle, the types of
enemies, and the boss patterns.
 You will, of course, die, and die a lot – that's
the point of any Roguelike. Each run into the castle
is usually pretty quick, though, even if you explore
every corner. Also, unless you have a really poor
run and fail to accumulate much gold, it's never
wasted, since you can always power yourself up,
even a little. The constantly refreshing nature of
both the castle layout and the player character
gives you unique challenges each time, with some
builds better solely for exploring and raking in cash,
while others are better suited to heavy combat.
There is some level of customization based on the
runes you equip, which manage both special
abilities and health/magic regeneration, allowing you
to adjust your playing style with each run. It creates
an addictive feedback loop that makes it hard to put
down. Plus, while you can technically beat the
game, you can replay the castle at higher difficulty
levels and keep your stats, ensuring a constant
amount of new challenges. -Kurt Kalata

Derek Yu's Spelunky is essentially the originator of the Rogue-
platformer hybrid. Originally released as freeware, a subsequent paid
re-release gives it an overhaul and adds many more levels. Unlike
Rogue Legacy, which randomly patches together pre-built rooms
into one big castle, Spelunky's cavernous levels are entirely
procedurally generated, filling them with monsters, traps, and all
manner of deadly things, as well as shops and damsels-(and dudes)-
in-distress. It's incredibly easy to get killed, making your quest for
treasure ever-threatening, though seeing just far you can get before
the game outwits you is, as always, part of the appeal.  -KK

Rogue Legacy

Spelunky

See Also:

Release:   2013   Platform: PC, PS3
Developer:  Cellar Door Games
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Dust: An Elysian Tail is a beautiful 2D wonder,
created largely by a single man, Dean Dodrill. Dean
is an animator by trade, only taking  up game
development on a whim. It’s a gorgeous piece of
work, with high resolution, hand-drawn characters
and backgrounds, in a fantastically vibrant world.

Gameplay-wise, Dust is a platformer with some
light RPG elements. The influences of Super Metroid
and Castlevania are obviously felt in the non-linear
level design – there’s even an item named
“mysterious wall chicken” – but there's still plenty
about the game to make it all its own. Dodrill and
co-writer Alex Kain really did something right when
they created the world of Elysia. The story opens
with the main character, Dust, waking up in a
magical meadow with a talking sword, a flying furry
sidekick named Fidget, and no memory of who he
is. That all may sound rather cliché, but Dust is not
your typical sword-wielding, amnesiac badass. His
anthropomorphic design and Asian influenced
costume make him unique, but so does the heart of
his character. Dust is dark and conflicted, but the
genuinely funny banter with Fidget gives him a rare
playfulness and warmth.

Alongside its humor, the storyline delves into
questions about the morality of war, the importance
of our choices, and, as the hero learns of his past,

whether redemption is truly possible. The story is
supported by numerous unique side characters,
each with their own animated portraits, voices, and
back stories, who also dole out subquests, both
mandatory and optional. Their usage is so effective
that sometimes they guilt you into completing them,
even if the rewards aren’t terribly useful.
 From the vibrant colors, to the detailed and
varied backgrounds, to the cycling weather
conditions, to the orchestral score by HyperDuck
and Funky Rustic, Dust is an absolutely beautiful
game. It plays well, too – the hero jumps, dodges,
and attacks with grace. Combat is quick and
satisfying, with an emphasis on building combos.
The Dust Storm special attack, where you twirl your
sword like a tornado, also stands out, thanks to
your sidekick, We've all seen characters like Fidget
before — cute, but annoying and useless. Here, she
has several projectile attacks, and paired up with
the whirlwind spinning of the Dust Storm, they
spread across the screen. This combined attack
comes in handy, since the game likes to swarm you
with enemies. In keeping with the cartoony
aesthetics, the move is flashy and incredibly
satisfying, but refreshingly free of gore.
It all comes together to create a fun, thoughtful,
stunning game.  -Sophia Freire

Dust shares some commonalities with Vanillaware’s Muramasa: The
Demon Blade (and by virtue, its spiritual predecessor, Odin Sphere).
They both feature absolutely gorgeous 2D artwork, and visceral,
fast-paced combo systems.

Of the two, Muramasa has more detailed drawings, with a
stunning art style influenced by Japanese mythology. The tradeoff
for this is that the level designs are extremely repetitive, as the
same screens are recycled over and over. The storylines – there are
multiple playable characters, with several added to the Vita port –
are also clumsily told in between the battle scenes. Still, the
strength of the visuals and music, and the flashiness of the action,
are enough to make it worthwhile, at least in short bursts.  -KK

Dust: An Elysian Tail

See Also:

Muramasa: The Demon Blade

Release:   2012   Platform: PC, 360, PS3
Developer:  Humble Hearts
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The world of Legacy of the Wizard is a true
labyrinth; almost every screen is filled with multiple
secret walls, blocks you can push around, hidden
items, and hordes of monsters running all over the
place. Like Metroid, you explore and find upgrades
to let you progress further, but here you get to play
as and regularly switch between four different
members of the Drasle family. Each one controls
differently, and also has a selection of things to find
in the dungeon that let them complete different
parts of the game.

The game's challenge doesn't come just from
the combat or making a map, but from figuring out
who is best to use in each area and how to get
them there. The game has three unique features to
help you out. First, each area is designed for a
specific person and has a different musical theme
(composed by Yuzo Koshiro and Mieko Ishikawa),
so you know to start looking for those quirks in the
areas that only a certain family member can handle.

Second, there are the blocks themselves.
Depending on your character and items, you can
destroy the blocks, push them, throw them, and
even ride on them, giving you a lot of different
ways to accomplish the same goal. Third, unlike
other games of this kind from the 80s, each area
looks completely distinct, making it a lot harder to

get lost. There are enough landmarks and unique
geography to make it easy to track where you are
and where you have to go. Nevertheless, seeing the
entire game world laid out in a single map is
impressive.

Finally, there's the fifth character. He's the
family's pet baby dragon, Pochi. What good is he?
He's a monster, so enemies completely ignore him,
letting you explore without having to fight at all. He
can even hop onto and ride other monsters to reach
higher areas, giving you a tremendous amount of
freedom to explore wherever you want.

All of this makes for a lot of fun exploring and
puzzling out the deepest parts of the game. It has
plenty of traps and other things to slow you down,
but it stays fun because you're always stumbling
into a cool looking new area or puzzle to figure out.

While the combat is very simple, it's also very
fast compared to other adventure games, so you're
never wasting too much time battling monsters. It
remains balanced because the enemies have a
higher chance of dropping something that you're
running low on, so the game is slightly more
challenging if you're never taking damage, while it
gets easier when your life is low. It's a really nice
touch to see in such an old game, allowing you to
focus on exploration and puzzles. -Chris Rasa

For those with the patience for ancient computer gaming, the
previous games in Falcom’s Dragon Slayer series, Romancia (ported
to the Famicom) and Xanadu (computer only) are worth a look, even
if they are much more player-unfriendly than even Legacy of the
Wizard. However, another game that’s similar but holds up much,
much better is the original Legend of Zelda. So much has been said
about the game over the years, all of it deserved. The way it
requires strict mapping and resource management to complete its
underground dungeons, while also encouraging more flexibility on
the journey outdoors, creates an incredible contrast. This
juxtaposition of charm and menace is what the Zelda franchise has
been famous for ever since.  -CR

See Also:

Legacy of the Wizard

The Legend of Zelda

Release:   1987   Platform: MSX, NES
Developer:  Nihon Falcom



The Guardian Legend is one of the coolest games
on the NES. While looking at screenshots could
make you dismiss Compile's 1988 adventure game
as a Legend of Zelda rip off, it's much more
ambitious than a cheap imitator, and it definitely
stands on its own.

When starting the game, you’re greeted with a
fast overhead shooter area similar to Compile's
previous NES game, Zanac. These shooter stages
move impressively fast at times, and the titular
Guardian, Miria, fights through several of them
throughout the game. Miria herself isn't human, but
rather a heavily armed android that can transform
into an equally heavily armed spaceship.

The opening level ends with Miria landing on
the planet Naju, an artificial world that transforms
and corrupts all life it passes by, set into motion by
an unnamed alien race long ago for reasons
unknown. Miria is sent from Earth to unravel the
secrets of Naju and destroy it, dealing with various
warring alien tribes along the planet's surface. This
part of the game is where the Legend of Zelda
comparisons are appropriate. Miria explores the
surface of Naju one screen at a time, picking up
items from enemies and finding many secret areas
and hidden items, along with the entrances to
corridors leading to the planet's core. Whenever an

entrance is found, she transforms into a space
fighter and the game becomes a fast shooter again.
Interestingly, most of the weapons Miria finds in the
maze work the same way in the shooting stages,
and are just as useful.

The setup is interesting in that it justifies two
very different genres coming together into a single
game. Once a direct route to the planet's core is
found, Miria transforms to get there ASAP. It's also
slightly more convoluted than most NES adventure
games, with its setting having a closer resemblance
to 70s pulp sci-fi than it does to its contemporary
NES titles (the 2014 Bungie FPS Destiny has an
almost identical premise and similar inspiration
behind it). You can tell that Compile cared about
establishing a decent (by Famicom manual
standards) setting for the game to take place in.

This attention to detail in the game's
production, along with the large world, makes for a
game that has long outlived many other similar
titles. It gives the player a lot of freedom to explore,
and many of the game's extra items are optional.
For shoot-em-up fans, there’s even a secret code to
just play through the shooter levels. This makes it
feel like a sequel to Zanac, even though this game
was actually a spin-off of the already existing and
very simple MSX shooter Guardic. -Chris Rasa

There are plenty of games that have borrowed from The Legend of
Zelda. Another great one that lets you experience the adventure
from two different perspectives is Sunsoft’s Blaster Master. This
really holds up because of its great controls and extremely catchy
soundtrack. Most importantly, though, it's a side-scrolling game
similar to Metroid, where you roll around in a fast tank and blast
tons of enemies. You can get out of the tank whenever you want to
explore more, and entering rooms without your vehicle lets you
enter overhead sections. These play like a simple take on Zelda's
dungeons, but with much larger sprites. The game's graphics are
repetitive but nicely detailed, with just enough unique areas in each
region of the game to keep the visuals from getting old.  -CR

See Also:

The Guardian Legend

Blaster Master
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Release:   1988   Platform: NES
Developer:  Compile
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Zelda II: The Adventure of Link is often regarded as
the bastard child of the series (though not
necessarily the worst). Most of the game is viewed
from a side-scrolling perspective, with only a simple
overworld to travel between locations. There are
numerous towns with villagers to talk to, and you
gain experience points and levels from defeating
enemies. Like many others, it was very obviously
inspired by Dragon Quest and the wave of RPGs
that were finding great success on the Famicom.

Nowadays, Nintendo is seen as such a friendly,
cuddly company, it's easy to forget that their early
8-bit titles like Metroid and Nazo no Murasamejou,
were brutally difficult. Zelda II falls into that same
category, especially with its sprawling dungeons.
You get three lives, but with bottomless pits, and
the constant threat of being knocked into them, you
can go through these quickly. The final dungeon is
expansive, and coupled with the journey required to
reach it, you can lose an hour or more if you screw
up and lose all your lives.

Zelda II also has an extremely satisfying
combat system. Link carries a shield, which can be
used to block both projectiles and melee attacks.
Many of the tougher enemies and bosses have
similar shields too, but if you persistently jump and
time your hits right, you can wear down their

defenses. It's a very particular rhythm that you
need to fall into, but it's the same kind of prowess
that's required by such action classics as
Castlevania and Ninja Gaiden, and it's very
satisfying once you nail it down. Plus, the upward
jump and downward stabs provide an extra level of
versatility not typically found in action games of the
8-bit era.

It’s also a more straightforward game than
most other Zelda titles. The original game, for all of
its strengths, often reveled in obtuseness, requiring
that you shove certain blocks or burn certain
bushes, without telegraphing any of it. This trial and
error aspect, or any type of puzzle solving, isn’t
nearly as prevalent in Zelda II, instead replaced by
dungeon crawling and exploration. It's occasionally
overwhelming, and there are still some tedious
spots (like the mazes of Death Mountain) but it also
keeps the momentum going.

In 1987, sequels that deviated drastically from
their predecessor weren’t uncommon, and the
changes here weren’t a big deal. Every subsequent
Zelda built upon the first game, though, leaving the
advancements made by this one widely ignored. It's
an incredible shame, because even though it lacks
what people look for in a Zelda game, it's also one
of the finest action-RPGs on the NES. -Kurt Kalata

There are a handful of games inspired by Zelda II for the NES,
including Hudson's Faxanadu, a spin-off of Falcom's PC Xanadu
series, and Pack-in-Video's Rambo, which, strangely enough, stars
Sylvester Stallone's war hero stabbing spiders in a jungle. The best
(and most blatant clone) of these is Imagineer's The Battle of
Olympus, which takes place in Ancient Greece and stars the
mythical hero Orpheus. The graphics may well have been traced
over Zelda II's, though the overworld map is gone, so the world
structure feels closer to Castlevania II. Some other more modern
games are also inspired by Zelda II, such as Wayforward's
Adventure Time: Hey Ice King, Why'd You Steal Our Garbage? for
the DS/3DS, and the indie game Elliot Quest for the Wii U/PC.  -KK
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Much of the Game Boy library ran parallel to the
early days of the NES, offering exclusive sequels to
8- or 16-bit games that were not only portable but,
offered their own unique experiences. Their efforts
were usually great, but didn't match up to their
console big brothers – almost no one would pick
Super Mario Land 2 over Super Mario World. That
is, except for one case – The Legend of Zelda:
Link's Awakening. Descended from A Link to the
Past for the SNES, long held as the best of the 2D
series, we have a devout preference for the portable
title, in spite of its lesser technology.
 For starters, Link’s Awakening is just really
weird and silly. The entire game takes place with
Link shipwrecked on the island of Koholint, far
away from Hyrule, and with only barely a mention
of the titular Zelda. The goal is to find eight
instruments to awaken the Wind Fish, which is the
only way Link can return home. Link comes across
a number of strange people during his journey,
including a village full of animal people, a weird old
man who gives hints through telephone booths, and
a number of tie-ins with the Super Mario series,
including piranha flowers and goombas. There's a
certain goofiness to everything, before elements of
the series were codified (and then reused
constantly) in Ocarina of Time and beyond. There's

also a solid reason behind its surrealness, which
leads to one of the most affecting endings of the
entire Zelda series.
 The portable platform also works its favor,
with larger character and weapon sprites that make
movement and combat smoother than it was in A
Link to the Past. It returns to the old flip screen
scrolling of the original NES game, with each one
having distinct enemies and layouts. It's also a little
more guided – in both the NES and SNES Zelda
games, most of the overworld was explorable from
the get-go, with the exception of a few areas
requiring special items. Link's Awakening's
overworld is structured more like Metroid, where
you can only advance after obtaining certain items,
and can revisit old territories to find extra goodies.
It also has a unique item, the Roc’s Feather, which
lets Link leap through the air, which is retroactively
special compared to every successive Zelda game,
which had a strange allergy to jump buttons.
 Yes, the visuals aren't pretty – the GBC DX
version is a nice improvement and adds an extra
dungeon, but still looks gaudy – and the interface
requires constant switching in and out of menus to
equip items. For pure action, writing, world and
level design, though, Link's Awakening is the best
of the 2D Zelda games. -Kurt Kalata

Even though we spent the entire article discussing why Link's
Awakening is the best 2D Zelda, it's undeniable that A Link to the
Past is pretty great, too. It has one of the best introductions in RPG
gaming, from the harps and spinning Triforce logo of the
introduction, to Link's venture out in the rain and rescue of Princess
Zelda in the first dungeon, to the first steps out into the overworld
with the SNES's digital orchestra booming the classic Zelda theme.
Some 20 years later, Nintendo released A Link Between Worlds for
the 3DS, a direct sequel that features 3D graphics, but the same
light/dark overworlds. It feels like a retread in some ways, but it's
still quite good, and adds a cool ability where you can turn into a
painting and slink along walls.  -KK
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Terranigma stars a mischievous boy, named Ark by
default, who one day breaks open a forbidden door
and discovers a strange creature in a magic box.
This freezes all inhabitants of his village deep inside
the earth, except for him and the elder, who tells
him to conquer five towers to free his friends. Each
tower has the side effect of reviving one continent
on the planet surface, and when the deed is done,
Ark is sent above ground to bring back civilization
to the world. This mythical task is framed in typical
action-RPG terms – Ark frees the souls of living
beings by defeating monsters, then proceeds to the
next part of the world by interacting with the
newborn plants, animals, and finally humans.

Ark is an extraordinarily mobile hero, able to
freely dash around, jump, block enemy attacks, and
perform a number of special moves for more
damage. The dungeons, with their puzzles and
obstacles, take all of these abilities into account,
making the challenges feel more natural than the
contrived “this was designed for exactly that item”
dungeons in Zelda games.

Terranigma is really all about its themes,
though. Modeled after creation myths – it is the
most literal application of the Monomyth according
to Campbell in a video game – the story doesn’t
hold up so much when viewed as one coherent plot,

but works better as an assortment of unreliably
strung together episodes, tales, and philosophic
musings on life, progress, death, and reincarnation.

Accordingly, Terranigma occurs on a mythically
warped timeline. Even the intro starts with a
compelling image of the number 13 added to a
clock’s face. Characters can be reborn as infants
and grow up while others never age, and the entire
development of human civilization takes place in a
single hero’s lifetime. Ark can stroll around in
futuristic Neo Tokyo but then return to a Europe
that’s stuck in the middle ages – though not
entirely. Some cities can be lead to advancement
and turned into sprawling metropolises by
performing certain tasks, mirroring the game’s
themes of growth and development.

Musically, there are few soundtracks that
complement a game’s themes so exquisitely as in
Terranigma. Two major tracks stand as
centerpieces, signifying home and discovery, and
are reprised throughout before merging together to
spell triumph, then decay, and finally rebirth.

Despite being the crowning achievement in
Quintet’s SNES output, and one of the best action
RPGs ever made, Terranigma is often overlooked
due to a lack of a North American release – the only
English release was in Europe. -Sam Derboo

Even though there are no explicit ties between Quintet’s Soul
Blazer, Illusion of Gaia, and Terranigma, they’re often considered a
trilogy, as they’re all concerned with the ruin and rebuilding of entire
civilizations. Illusion of Gaia may have the weakest gameplay among
them, with filler dungeons and three transformations of the main
character that don’t add much to the game, but its personal story
makes it stand apart. Like all of Quintet’s games, it has its goofy
moments, but the main thread is astonishingly serious, even
touching on hard topics like slavery. Soul Blazer is also worth a try,
though it feels more archaic than its successors – the back-and-
forth to the towns after freeing souls is tedious, and the hero’s
inability to walk diagonally makes it seem stiff.  -SD

Terranigma
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The Mana series used to be something truly special
in Squaresoft’s catalog. Koichi Ishii’s magical world
was more than just Final Fantasy’s more colorful
cousin. Merging Dungeons & Dragons-style fantasy
at least halfway towards Peter Pan, the third game
exhales an atmosphere of childlike wonder and
mysticism, just as much as high adventure. It opens
with a swarm of birds soaring into the sky from the
enormous, ancient Mana Tree. They are followed by
four sparkling fairies, whose journey across the
clouds is then traced, accompanied by a fast,
thrilling variation on the previous game’s rather laid-
back theme. One by one, the fairies’ light fades
away and they sink down to the ground, leaving
their fate as unknown as their destination.

Only then does the story proper start, but
whose story it is remains to be decided. You
assemble a group of three adventurers, chosen from
a pool of six potential heroes – Duran the
swordsman, Kevin the werewolf, Hawkeye the
thief, Angela the mage, Charlotte the cleric, and
Lise the amazon. The first choice becomes the de
facto main character, whose life you experience as
it’s shattered by one of three unknown evils. All
characters end up in the same spot afterwards and
the rest of the game is much more uniform, but
there are subtle differences throughout, and even

the big bad at the end is determined by the
character choices. The protagonists’ callings also
have an impact on their abilities, but you get the
opportunity to steer their course twice, as they
ascend to a higher class either on the light or the
dark side, which gives them access to different
skills and spells. You also get to upgrade one of six
stats with each experience level — that’s quite a lot
of freedom for a 16-bit Japanese action RPG.

Seiken Densetsu 3 is also utterly beautiful. It’s
garnished by some of the prettiest pixel art that
ever graced a 16-bit console, full of stunning details
and extremely expressive animations — like the
heroes taking off their shoes when they rest at an
inn — and extremely vibrant colors. They’re an
essential part of what makes the game so magical,
right next to the phenomenal soundtrack.

The combat may be a point of contention,
though. It isn’t very fluid, and the lack of evasive
actions can be frustrating, but that’s an issue of
mismatched expectations. In spite of appearances,
the system is not really running in real time, but
more akin to a hybrid system. The characters can
still move around after an attack, but not act again
until their “turn” passes. It takes some getting used
to, but when thinking of it as a quasi-turn-based
system, it falls into place eventually.  -Sam Derboo

Seiken Densetsu 3 is the best in the World of Mana series, but it’s
also the only one that was never officially translated into English.
Afterwards, Squaresoft lost sight of what made the games special,
and the results all came with significant weaknesses. Legend of
Mana is still very good and features stunningly beautiful hand-drawn
artwork, but has a semi-randomized structure that might not appeal
to fans of the earlier games. Secret of Mana was phenomenal in its
day, but hasn’t aged all that well. The other game to look at is the
first one for the Game Boy, which was still a Final Fantasy spin-off
and hadn’t quite found its own voice, but nonetheless has fun ideas
that laid the groundwork for the series. Just beware of the GBA
remake, Sword of Mana – it’s morbidly verbose.  -SD

Seiken Densetsu 3
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The Zelda series has fallen into an uneven
alternation between titles that are just gradually
expanded retreads of the same core concept – A
Link to the Past, Ocarina of Time, Twilight Princess
– and interesting experimental adventures. Majora’s
Mask may look a lot like Ocarina of Time for using
the same engine and some of the same assets, but
under the hood, it’s one of the wild ones. By the
numbers, the game seemed like a disappointment –
You only get to play as child Link? Only four
dungeons in a Zelda game? Majora’s Mask stretches
out in a different way, though, namely over three
days. More precisely, the three final days of the
dying world Termina (it’s never really explained how
exactly Link ended up here), which end with the
creepy moon crashing down to the earth.

Similar to Bill Murray’s Phil Connor in the
classic movie Groundhog Day, Link has to relive
these three days again and again, while learning to
solve the problems of more and more people in the
shortest time possible. While most of Link’s
achievements are erased when he turns back time,
he does keep a special kind of memento. In their
everyday life, the citizens of Termina wear many
different masks, in the literal sense. The key to
making actual progress is obtaining these masks
and putting them to use. Some give Link special

abilities, like the rabbit ears that make him run
faster, others just enable him to pass as someone
else in specific situations.

Three of the masks stand out from the rest –
these allow the young hero to turn into a Deku,
Goron, or Zora, respectively, along with all the
abilities associated with these races. The Deku
Scrub can shoot projectiles from his nose and glide
with a pair of big leaves; as a Goron, link can turn
into a boulder and roll around the land; finally, the
Zora is a natural swimmer. The masks are the most
obvious concessions to the typical Zelda formula of
assembling items and abilities to gain access to
more areas, but every time he puts on one of them,
Link cries out in a bone-chilling scream. A Nintendo
employee reportedly explained it this way: “It's very
simple! The boundless sorrow surrounding each
mask comes rushing inside the wearer when they
put it on, so the urge to scream is quite
understandable, really.”

That truly explains what Majora’s Mask is
really all about – getting to know the sorrows and
worries of the people you meet, and empathizing as
their world crumbles around them. There is a main
antagonist to fight, but he’s really just a
misunderstood kid (a Skull Kid, no less) under the
influence of the titular mask.  -Sam Derboo

There are many Zelda alternatives, but they rarely play with the
rules like Majora’s Mask. One exception is Hack ‘n’ Slash by Double
Fine. The title might sound boring, but that’s just because it’s a silly
pun. Designer Brandon Dillon based it on his experiences hacking
the ROM of the original The Legend of Zelda, and so the heroine’s
“sword” is actually a USB device she can plug into enemies and
objects to manipulate their variables. Need to pull a block, but the
game only knows pushing? Just set the number of tiles per push to
“-1”! You discover secret platforms by wearing a hat that reveals
their hit boxes, and even have to rewrite the game’s functions. It
might be too complex for those just looking for another Zelda-style
game, but mucking around is still rewarding. -SD

The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask
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Few companies do action-RPGs as well as Falcom.
Their mechanics are so well-defined, so satisfying,
that you could strip away all of the role playing
elements and still have a fantastic arcade action
title on your hands. While the Ys series was long
famous for its divisive (but incredibly fun) bump
combat system, where you attack enemies by
crashing into them at the proper angle, Falcom
changed things up with the fifth game, introducing
both a jump and a proper attack button. While
uncharacteristically clumsy, they greatly refined this
with Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim, which utilized 3D
graphics, but kept the same style of top-down
action. The follow-up, Ys: The Oath in Felghana, is
based on the same engine, but is vastly improved.
 Falcom has perfected that very abstract feeling
where just hitting the attack button proves
gratifying. Successive sword swings turn the hero,
Adol, into a ferocious, spinning buzzsaw of power,
eviscerating enemies and harvesting them for their
delicious experience points. There are no puzzles to
solve, just tons of traps, enemies, and platforming
obstacles. The bosses are enormous, intimidating in
their size, and often extremely difficult, but never
cheap. It's true that you need to be properly leveled
to take on most of them, but Ys is the rare game
that can turn grinding into a satisfactory experience.

 From a storyline perspective, The Oath in
Felghana is a remake of Ys III: Wanderers from Ys,
which was released in 1989, and long felt like the
black sheep of the series due to its change to a
side-scrolling perspective. The plots in the early Ys
games are typical adventure stories featuring red
haired swordsman Adol Christin wandering into a
country, uncovering the mysteries of ancient
civilizations, and saving the day – nothing special –
but it does allow them to rearrange Ys III's
incredible soundtrack. Most Falcom games have
amazing music, but Ys III was their best work in
every incarnation, ranging back to its FM origins on
the PC-88 up to the synth-heavy Redbook, TG16
soundtrack. Felghana's arrangements reinvent the
compositions with live instrumentation, expanding
them with new passages. The rocking dungeon
themes, the high-powered boss battles, even the
few requisite peaceful songs – they all perfectly
complement one of the best action-RPGs of all time.

Felghana's follow-up, Ys Origin, is more linear
and story-oriented, but still has the same solid
action. The series shifted gears with Ys Seven and
Memories of Celceta, removing the platforming,
creating larger maps, and adding party members.
They're still great, but bloated and less challenging
than previous games.  -Kurt Kalata

One of Falcom's better modern titles is Nayuta no Kiseki for the
PSP, a loose spin-off from their Trails in the Sky series. It restores
the platforming lost in the later Ys titles, feeling like a long lost 32-
bit 2.5D platformer, a la Brave Fencer Musashi. Particularly fun are
the “Gear Arts” abilities, which let you swing around grapple points
or zoom about while riding in a giant gear. The game's many stages
drastically change, based on each of the four seasons, and while
the fighting feels different than Ys, it's just as gratifying, especially
the epic boss battles. The leveling system is similar to Falcom’s
Zwei!! games, which are based on cooking and eating food. It has
amazing music too, though stating that is redundant for a Falcom
game. Sadly, Nayuta no Kiseki was not released in English.  -KK
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By the end of the millennium, Capcom had two
series with the brand name "Mega Man" on them,
and they decided to add on a third take of the blue-
armored hero with Mega Man Legends. While Mega
Man X had similar gameplay and story ties to
classic Mega Man, Legends is very far removed
from the other two, and feels more like Capcom's
take on a Zelda game. In a really distant future,
Mega Man Volnutt travels with his team to explore
ruins and excavate treasure, but he has to deal with
the double threat of the Reaverbots who guard the
ruins, and the Bonnes, rival pirates who wish to
steal the treasure for themselves. He eventually
comes across a dark secret which may spell doom
for Kattelox Island. More than likely, anyone who
saw this game would have wondered where the
Robot Masters were at, why Mega Man doesn't
steal anyone's weapons, or why he's walking
around an overworld in a third-person camera,
instead of avoiding spiky pits on a two-dimensional
plane.

While it seems to be Mega Man in name only,
that should have no bearing on what is quite an
underrated action-adventure title. There's a lot to
explore on the island, with a massive underground
labyrinth whose tunnels eventually intertwine, and
several secrets to uncover. The combat is

surprisingly competent despite the digital-only
control, thanks to a lock-on feature. You can also
craft stat-enhancing parts out of materials, as well
as many subweapons, including the machine gun,
grenade launcher, blade arm, and the almighty
shining laser. There's a fair variety of enemies to
encounter, and the boss fights are nothing short of
impressive, particularly the aerial battle against the
Bonnes' flagship. The character designs exude
charm, and the voice acting is decent for the time.

There really is a lot to like about Mega Man
Legends, despite how dissimilar it is to any other
Mega Man series. It's built up a fair cult following,
and the character of Tron Bonne and her Servbot
assistants have become quite popular, to the extent
of showing up in the Marvel vs. Capcom series, and
even a spin-off game, The Misadventures of Tron
Bonne. A full-fledged sequel was released as well,
which is just as solid as the original if not further
refined, but the story becomes uncharacteristically
dark compared to the first title, and it ends on an
unfortunate cliffhanger that remains unresolved to
this day. There were plans for a third Legends game
on the 3DS, but the infamous falling-through of
development sparked a backlash from which
Capcom still has yet to fully recover, as fans refuse
to let their demand fade away.   -Michael Plasket

As part of Square's highly experimental PlayStation days, Brave
Fencer Musashi is their attempt at a Zelda-esque action platformer.
It's a fairly standard plot, with a warrior finding himself in battle
between two factions, but the characters are interesting enough to
stand out alongside some gargantuan boss battles. Musashi has two
swords, with his Fusion blade able to assimilate enemy abilities as
subweapons in a move that's ironically more like Mega Man than
Legends. The other sword, Lumina, is enhanced with elemental
abilities gained from bosses, helping Musashi to find new terrain.
The world is mostly open, though the first and last chapters are
linear. It may not be a Zelda-killer, but Brave Fencer Musashi is still
top notch. Avoid the lousy PS2 sequel, though.  -MP
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When Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain debuted on the
PlayStation in 1996, there was nothing like it.
Superficially a Legend of Zelda clone, it stars a
bloodthirsty undead sociopath, traveling the world
in an attempt to undo his curse and avenge his own
death, no matter the cost. Blood Omen's striking
gothic atmosphere and flowery, excellently voice
acted script earned it a strong cult following,
leading to the release of its sequel, Soul Reaver. It
changes the viewpoint from an overhead 2D game
to a fully 3D one, to great effect.

Taking place long after the events of the first
game, Soul Reaver begins assuming players chose
the bad ending in Blood Omen, with Kain ruling over
a dying world overrun with his vampire
descendants. Raziel is one of his top generals, but
after being disgraced and destroyed, returns to
destroy Kain's empire. That empire is the coolest
part of the game. After a game is loaded up, there
are no load times, with data constantly streaming
off the disk to create a seamless world. There's also
a nice bit of vertical space, with lots of room to
glide around and explore. Finally, when Raziel
"dies", rather than losing progress or reloading, he
is immediately thrown into the spirit world, in which
he was stranded in the game's prologue. This is a
twisted parallel of the real world, and switching

between them regularly is required to solve puzzles
and make progress.
 The implementation of entering the spirit world
is amazing, with no loading time, and is especially
stunning when you fall into water (instant death to
a vampire) and see everything instantly distort as
you are submerged. The idea that vampires can only
be killed by immolation, impalement, or drowning is
carried over to the game's enemies, as well, and
the land of Nosgoth is littered with structural
damage allowing in rays of sunlight, conveniently
spiked surfaces, and flooded areas to destroy your
enemies in. This makes for some fantastic combat.

Soul Reaver was made before Devil May Cry
and other top tier 3D action games, but the engine
is rather advanced for its time, allowing you to
grapple and throw enemies to their gory deaths, or
toss sharp objects at distant foes before they can
react. It's a great way to keep the edge of the first
game while having a slightly more sympathetic
protagonist. Raziel himself begins the game shocked
that the creatures he's fighting are even in the same
gene pool as him, but quickly realizes the long term
consequences of his and Kain's actions. There’s
some nice character development without losing the
revenge plot and tone of the first game, the best of
both worlds. -Chris Rasa

While its action and platforming may seem trite by modern
standards, Defiance for the PlayStation 2 and Xbox finally brings
some closure to the story started in Blood Omen. You get to play as
both Kain and Raziel in this game, and the general ruthlessness of
the series' combat isn’t diluted as you can happily impale,
incinerate, and defenestrate enemies to your heart's content. It's
also the most complete game in the series, as every other
installment had massive amounts of cut content and gaps in the
storyline. Here, many of the story's threads finally come together
and are resolved, and we get to see both Raziel and Kain at the
peak of their abilities, a great treat for fans as well as anyone
interested in a gothic, dark fantasy action game.  -CR

See Also:
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Okami is the most gorgeous looking video game
ever made. The world of Capcom's mythological
Japan is rendered as sumi-e ink paintings, with thick
brush strokes used as cel-shading, and a filter
applied to make it look like a painting in motion. As
the sun goddess Amaterasu, reincarnated into a
white wolf, the central theme is nature. The lands
are dark and cursed, until you destroy the demons
that infest them and restore the world's beautiful
form, with flora spreading over the landscape
literally as a wave of multi-colored life. Amaterasu
dashes with leaves created in her wake, and sprouts
greenery by touching the ground. When fighting
enemies, the serene Japanese traditional music of
the overworld gives way to the fierce pounding of
taiko drums, with the battlefields burning with
intensity, and flames encasing the combatants.

The game is structured as an action-RPG, very
similar to the 3D Zelda games, right to the slightly-
annoying companion that complements the silent
protagonist. Here it is Issun, otherwise known as
the One Inch Boy, and many of the other characters
take inspiration from places and characters from
Japanese folklore. Very few are able to see the wolf
as a goddess, and tend to just treat her as a
common dog, but the game itself also has fun with
the premise, with a separate button devoted entirely

to barking, and an attack that allows you to
humiliate enemies by peeing on them.

In keeping with the artistic theme, you have a
"Celestial Brush" for your special abilities, rather
than finding typical items like in a Zelda game. With
this, you pause the game and draw specific lines or
shapes that represent the power to be used. If you
need a bomb, you draw a bomb. Certain types of
flowers act as grappling hooks, which are activated
by drawing a line between them and Amaterasu,
flinging her with a vine. Being that she is a sun
goddess, you can also paint the sun in the sky,
useful for causing plants to grow or hastening the
arrival of morning. The game is absolutely loaded
with content too, with numerous spots where you
can restore nature or feed animals in order to
increase Amaterasu's stats. It's also a long game –
the encounter against Orochi may seem like a
finale, but it's just the first of three expansive arcs.

In spite of the praised lavished upon Okami,
both at release and in the years after, it
underperformed, and Capcom shuttered Clover, the
branch that made it, causing many members to
leave and found PlatinumGames. A DS sequel,
Okamiden, features a cute chibi Amaterasu, though
system limitations means it doesn't even touch its
majestic predecessor.  -Kurt Kalata

Okami was released in North America in the same holiday season as
The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess, which coincidentally,
allowed the hero Link to turn into a wolf. However, its visuals were
dark and often even ugly in comparison to Okami. Twilight
Princess's "realistic" art style was the result of pushback against
the previous Zelda game, the cel-shaded Wind Waker, which starred
cute, rounded little characters that look like plushies. The brightly
colored world consists of a gigantic ocean peppered with small
islands, with denizens bursting with personality. Some of the quests
near the end of the game grow tedious, which is somewhat
alleviated in the HD Wii U re-release, but otherwise, it's the best 3D
Zelda after Majora's Mask.  -KK

Okami
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A good boss battle can be quite memorable, but a
bad one can sour the entire game. Shadow of the
Colossus foregoes regular enemies altogether, and
consists almost entirely of 16 unique and amazing
boss battles.

The player controls Wander, a boy who has
journeyed to "The Forbidden Lands" to retrieve the
soul of Momo, a girl who was sacrificed for having
a cursed fate. He meets a mysterious being, known
as Dormin, who tells Wander that he can resurrect
Momo if the 16 Colossi that inhabit the plains are
slain. Wander isn't a strong, muscle-bound beefcake
who laughs at the concept of stamina, though —
he’s actually a rather average looking guy. His run is
wild and unrefined, he gets both visibly and audibly
tired after running, and he grunts while pulling
himself up a ledge. Wander isn't alone in his quest,
though, and is accompanied by his mare, Agro.

The aptly named Colossi tower over Wander,
who barely reaches the ankles on most of them. In
order to fell these monsters, Wander must use the
light from his magic sword to expose their weak
points, usually on their head and back. These are, of
course, quite far from Wander's reach, but he’s
remarkably nimble and has incredible grip, allowing
him to scale the Colossi via patches of fur, grass, or
any protruding ridges from their stone-like bodies.

Thankfully, the game has some great collision
detection, and movement has a real weightiness to
it that simply feels right.

Director Fumito Ueda wanted the action to
have more "chance and spontaneity" than his
previous game, Ico. This allows for situations where
Wander is standing atop Agro in full sprint as they
chase after a Colossus before it takes flight.
Wander then jumps off Agro, desperately grabbing
onto one of the beasts' dorsal fins, and slaying the
Colossus mid-flight. That's not a scripted event
either, just one of many possible ways to fell the
creatures. Defeating these beats should be a
moment of triumph, however, the music then
becomes melancholic. The monster’s eyes grow
dull, and it collapses much like a puppet with its
strings cut. Tentacles then spawn from the fatal
wound and violently enter Wander's body. The
scene causes an unsettling feeling to develop, as if
slaying Colossi is somehow wrong.

Ueda has commented that he didn't want to
make something disposable, and he succeeded
here. Sadly, his follow-up, The Last Guardian,
suffered many development problems resulting in
huge delays. As disappointing as that may be, it’s
understandable, as creating a masterpiece like this
is a colossal task. -Spencer Johnson

Before Shadow of the Colossus, there was Ico. Designed and
directed by Ueda, he has confirmed that it’s a prequel to SotC. Like
SotC, Ico is a really special, albeit less polished experience. The
game involves two heroes, Ico and Yorda, and their attempt to
escape a castle by solving puzzles, with some platforming and minor
combat elements peppered throughout, Ico and Yorda need to rely
upon each other’s skills to escape, but they’re still kids, with
limitations on what they can do. Thus, the game exudes an aura of
innocence, as if it doesn't realize the charm and wonder it contains.
As with Shadow of the Colossus, Ico leaves more questions than
answers, but remains satisfying. That's what is so intriguing about
Ueda's games, and one of the many reasons they are lauded.  -SJ

Shadow of the Colossus

See Also:

Ico

Release:  2005   Platform: PS2, PS3
Developer:  Team Ico
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Cavia's final game, Nier, is both their best original
work and the most fleshed out. Rather than
focusing on the non-stop pessimistic carnage found
in their Drakengard games, Nier is structured more
like a typical action-RPG. The tone of the game is
less violent and more successfully melancholy than
what was seen in Drakengard. Part of this is due to
the writing, but part of it is also from the much
more laid back structure and atmosphere. Rather
than rushing from place to place only to kill, the
protagonists have several towns to stop at where
simple side missions can be found, along with
plenty of conversation. Areas are also connected by
open, outdoor expanses that are accompanied by
music, triumphant and often with beautiful vocals,
that is much more sweeping and hopeful than
anything in Drakengard.

Nier opens up with the eponymous protagonist
protecting his daughter, Yonah, from otherworldly
specters in a post-apocalyptic landscape. An
undefined amount of time then passes, with Nier
and Yonah now living in a pastoral medieval
community. Yonah is very ill, and much of the game
focuses on Nier attempting to find a way to cure
her. This keeps a shroud of pensive sadness
hanging over what would otherwise be a very idyllic
adventure game setting, with NPCs and scenarios

that wouldn't be out of place in an Ys game, if not
for their often downbeat conclusions. However,
Nier, and the conflicts of the few characters he
meets in his quest, also helps expose an
exceptionally broken and dying world. The game
must be played a few times to get the full story
(successive plays skip over many segments,
thankfully), which presents many of the characters’
purportedly heroic actions in a different light.

Nier borrows elements from several different
genres, crafting a rather unique experience. Many
dungeons are viewed from different perspectives,
while another bucks convention entirely, and is
played as a sound novel. Special abilities and boss
fights are also rather interesting. Boss battles often
involve huge monsters shooting massive quantities
of projectiles at the player, closer to what one
would see in a Touhou shooter than anything in a
fantasy adventure game. Nier, however, is able to
use a variety of skills to absorb, block, or otherwise
avoid these attacks. It's a unique approach to boss
fights for this type of game.

While the fighting action against normal
enemies is unfortunately not nearly as interesting,
Nier's unique tone makes it more than the sum of
its parts, and there's no other action adventure
game quite like it.  -Chris Rasa

In addition to creating Nier, Yoko Taro also developed the
Drakengard games. These are a fairly straightforward hack-and-
slashers, with some occasional bits where you hop on a dragon and
set things ablaze. They’re best known for their insane, dark
storylines, though. The third and final game, released after Nier, is a
bit of a mess on a technical level, but is full of the joyously nihilistic
and profane tone fans have come to expect from the series. The
protagonist is a deranged woman on a quest to destroy her five
sisters and possibly the world, making it much more in line with the
protagonists of the first two Drakengard games than the family man
seen in Nier. Drakengard 3 offers a nice endgame, plus an absurd
amount of profanity and a forever-enraged protagonist.  -CR

Nier

Drakengard 3

See Also:

Release:   2010   Platform: PS3, 360
Developer:  Cavia
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While it doesn't have "Souls" in the title,
Bloodborne is the most ambitious game so far to
carry the DNA of From Software’s challenging
action and atmospheric role playing series. The
director of Demon's Souls and Dark Souls, Hidetaka
Miyazaki, is back for this installment, and the game
definitely bears his mark. Much like how the prior
games combined concepts from Shadow Tower,
King's Field, and Eternal Ring, Bloodborne presents
a merger of everything good from their previous
Souls games. It has the large, interconnected world
of Dark Souls; the intricate, winding level design of
Demon's Souls; and a focus on beastly humanoids
like Dark Souls 2 (though Bloodborne keeps this in
the realm of werewolves and Lovecraftian horrors).

One of game's most interesting features is a
stat keeping track of your character's Insight.
Characters gain points of Insight by confronting
particularly horrific bosses, reading certain things in
the game, and by consuming certain items that
impart knowledge of the game's world upon the
player. The more one's Insight grows, the more
access one has to the game's supernatural
elements. These "sanity effects" are much more
subtle than the ones used in Eternal Darkness:
Sanity's Requiem, becoming a natural part of the
game's area and level progression. The downside is

that the game's difficulty increases as you gain
more knowledge of the supernatural workings of the
setting, with enemies gaining additional moves and
some gruesome cosmetic changes.

The brilliant thing about it is that one loses
Insight, making the game easier and more stable, by
calling for help from another player. It works
extremely well atmospherically, as a character has
to focus and reach out for help to center
themselves. However, it also works extremely well
to balance the game's difficulty. If things get too
hard, seeking out help makes it easier by reducing
one's Insight whether another player joins the game
or not. It's an elegant way to help bring the
mysterious horror elements of the game to the
forefront, without compromising its balance or
resorting to the torture porn-like cutscenes that
typically pervade the horror genre. That's not to say
that Bloodborne lacks an almost absurd amount of
visual viscera throughout, but having this kind of
content presented in such a frank and subdued
manner makes it more genuinely unsettling.

This is all wrapped up in the excellent
presentation we've come to expect of From
Software, with fantastic, ambient sound design and
a mysterious, twisting story below the game's
Victorian gothic surface.  -Chris Rasa

While it’s not as extravagantly detailed as Bloodborne, Dark Souls
still holds up as a great, deliberately paced action-RPG. It was the
first From Software game to take the concept of interconnected
worlds from their King’s Field series and combine them with the
detailed atmosphere and graphics seen in Demon’s Souls. The result
has been a series of games that are truly unique, with their obscure
multiplayer factions and methodical, but quickly lethal combat.
While Demon’s Souls was a great and successful game in its own
right, Dark Souls is the one that really made From Software a
household name in the game industry. It also allowed Hidetaka
Miyazaki to ascend from one of the many Armored Core
programmers in the 90s to the president of From Software.  -CR

Bloodborne

See Also:

Dark Souls

Release:   2015   Platform: PS4
Developer:  From Software
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The original Shenmue was released in 1999 for the
Dreamcast, the first chapter in hero Ryo Hazuki’s
quest to avenge the death of his father. Though
tedious at points, it did a fantastic job of replicating
the texture of a small city in 80s Japan.
Shenmue II, released two years later, successfully
fixes every issue with the original while also
delivering an excellent experience. The biggest
change is the sheer size of the game, with Ryo
exploring large parts of Hong Kong instead of just
his home town in its predecessor. Players also get
to use the game's fun combat system much more.
The soundtrack is greatly improved as well, feeling
reverent to Ryo's situation and surroundings
without coming across as overdone.

The most important improvement from the first
game, however, is that instead of blindly seeking
revenge, everything Ryo does ties in thematically to
him growing as a person. We see this reflected not
just in the minigames, but in how the game's cast
reacts to him as the story goes on. While the game
ends on a huge cliffhanger, we still feel a sense of
closure to the current story as Ryo learns much
more about himself and his motivations. In an
especially brave move, the entire final chapter of
the game is devoid of action, and consists solely of
character development amidst traversing a

mountainous forest. The general structure of the
game is very similar to the first, but it feels
perfected as it’s not just larger, but significantly
more rewarding to play through as you learn more
about the game's characters.

The amount of detail in the game is also
extravagant, considering the limits of the
Dreamcast. Rather than having a small number of
pedestrians walking the streets, the game often
features some impressive crowds, and each one is
unique. A little over 200 unique models were made
for the game to serve this purpose, and it really
helps sell the 80s Hong Kong setting as you go
from neighborhood to neighborhood.

The most impressive use of this is the
complete change in tone when Ryo enters the
infamous Kowloon Walled City. The entire
atmosphere of the game feels more dangerous, and
it's done in a visually subtle manner through the
NPCs clothing and the state of the architecture. Ryo
sees things gradually become more and more
deteriorated and hopeless the further he gets into
the game, while simultaneously maturing as a
character. It's a great use of the "living world"
concept so many games strive for, pushing the
character and story forward rather than just serving
as a marketing bullet point.   -Chris Rasa

Beginning life as a Saturn RPG based on Virtua Fighter, Shenmue
was the highest budgeted game of its time. While it made
interesting use of QTEs (the term itself coined by Yu Suzuki to
describe this game's specific implementation of the concept), it was
a bit of a flop. Players and critics appreciated the game's hyper
detailed world and level of interactivity, but were unimpressed with
the wooden voice acting, slow story, and lack of combat. The last
part was especially disappointing, as the fighting itself still used the
excellent Virtua Fighter engine. However, you won’t get to
experience this to its fullest until the game's final confrontation. Its
laid back pace and games-within-the-game were ambitious for the
time, and its take on suburban Japan is worth trying today.  -CR

Shenmue II

Shenmue

See Also:

Release:   2001   Platform: DC, XB
Developer:  Sega AM2
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Sega’s Yakuza series (also known as Ryu ga
Gotoku) is known for its beautiful and faithful
replications of modern Japan. Though not on the
scale of Shenmue, they have more immediately
rewarding storylines, and gameplay that melds a
Japanese RPG with beat-em-up action.

The fourth installment is a huge step for the
franchise. Rather than just playing as reformed
yakuza Kazuma Kiryu, players get to use four
different characters, each with completely different
attacks, stories, side quests, and mini games. It also
accomplishes the impossible, in that it takes these
four seemingly unrelated characters and manages to
weave a single story that draws them together.
While it's no surprise that they join forces for the
endgame, Yakuza 4's story does a great job at
developing each character, and the individual arcs
have enough secondary characters and background
information that an entire game could be built
around any of them.

It's outstanding to see the attention to detail
the series is known for multiplied by four. Nothing
feels compromised or cut short compared to
previous installments, and it's even more impressive
to see four characters worth of methods for
inflicting the series' brutal beatings on anyone that
gets in your way. It would have been easy to just

divvy up Kazuma's repertoire amongst the rest of
the cast, or add in more moves from Virtua Fighter.
Instead, each move set is very deliberately
constructed around each character's background
and personality. It's this superior merger of
character development, game controls, and design
that keeps things intriguing from start to finish.

Yakuza 4's soundtrack is another great effort
from the series, as well. Interestingly, however, the
soundtracks for Yakuza 3 and 4 were composed by
a completely different group than the composers for
the first two games. The stylistic shift is noticeable,
as most tracks lack the rougher feel of the first two
games. It's a great fit for the series, though,
differentiating the ambiance enough from the older
games while still clearly sounding like it belongs in a
Yakuza installment.

The combat itself is great, with shorter loading
between fights than in its predecessors. Having four
playable characters also allows for a massive
variety of the series' signature Heat Moves. It won’t
be long before you'll be instantly knocking enemies
out by slamming them against a wall and then
kicking their jaw in. This smooth use of the QTEs
from Shenmue makes for a fun touch, as well, and
having such a large variety of them in the game
makes them stand out even more.   -Chris Rasa

Released to massive success in Japan, it wasn't until the later US
release of Yakuza 4 that Yakuza 2 gained a passionate cult
following in the US. While it lacks many of the fourth installment's
improvements, it provides a similar combination of a ruthless plot
with eccentric characters. It's also the longest game in the series,
with a story written by popular Japanese crime novelist Hase
Seishu. While the original Yakuza is a good, the pacing and
expanded cast makes the sequel a must-play for fans of the later
entries. It's also interesting to see how it plays off of Japanese
cultural issues of the time, like the country's massive influx of
Korean pop culture. Despite the dated engine, the presentation and
action also hold up.  -CR

Yakuza 4

Yakuza 2

See Also:

Release:   2010   Platform: PS3
Developer:  Sega / Amusement Vision
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Red Dead Redemption is often described as "Grand
Theft Auto in the Wild West", which isn't entirely
inaccurate. It does acknowledge pretty much every
problem of the GTA games and irons them out,
though, creating the absolute best game of
Rockstar's library.
 The story focuses on John Marston, a former
outlaw, coerced by the government into taking
down his old boss. As a reticent hero with a
taciturn demeanor, Marston is easily the best
protagonist found in any Rockstar game. GTA has
always been saddled with stories about sociopathic
criminals – it's suggested in the name. As the title
implies with Red Dead Redemption, however, the
driving force is reconciling John's past. This comes
not only by hunting down his former gang, but also
by improving the lives of everyone in the frontier.
This gives more weight to your decisions if you
choose to play an outlaw – with an honor and a
fame system, you can lose respect, offsetting any
of the good deeds you've done in the main story, as
well as sticking a bounty on your head.

Grand Theft Auto often attempted to satirize
American culture, and while occasionally funny, it
was just as often moronic. Red Dead Redemption
sidesteps most of these problems, especially with
the townsfolk, who are keenly aware that their

lifestyle on the frontier at the beginning of the 20th
century is going to be changing drastically. There
are still some eccentric types, like the shyster tonic
salesmen and the alcoholic arms dealer. It's mostly
tempered, though, especially since Marston himself
can barely tolerate these people.

Even though there are only a few settlements
to be found, there's still tons to do. You can play
poker, chill at a cinema house, hunt animals, track
down wanted criminals, and engage in "stranger"
subquests, many of which have their own affecting
mini-stories. There are also randomized events, like
robberies and hold-ups, to help keep things fresh.
 Over the long run, these do grow repetitive,
but the game keeps things alive through even the
duller moments thanks to its incredible setting. The
beautiful skylines and weather effects combine with
the most gorgeous sunsets even rendered in a video
game, along with ambient sounds, to really nail the
romantic imagery and the cool, untamed
atmosphere of the Old West. It feels more alive
than the cities of Grand Theft Auto, even though
it's much less populated. As it turns out, riding your
horse against the backdrop of an early morning
sunrise, set against the natural beauty of the
mountains and plains, is a lot more fun that
weaving through traffic.   -Kurt Kalata

Rockstar Vancouver's Bully scales back the large environments of
other open world games, and instead focuses on a New England
boarding school, its grounds, and the surrounding vicinity. Bullworth
Academy doesn’t exactly have the best reputation, and it's well
known for producing criminals. In spite of the title, you don't
actually play a bully (for the most part), but rather defend the
various cliques, as well as butting heads with the school
administration. You spend most of the time running missions while
balancing time in class, which improves your stats if you can
attend. The smaller scale allows more focus on the NPCs, though
you still can’t interact with them much. There's still too much broad
satire, but the unique environment makes it stand out.  -KK

Red Dead Redemption

Bully

See Also:

Release:   2010   Platform: 360, PS3
Developer:  Rockstar San Diego
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The Contra series has been a household name for
action game fans since the late 80s. A rapid fire
pastiche of futuristic arsenals, deadly robots, and
alien monsters inspired by various films of the time,
its fast action and challenging design created a
legacy that influences game design to this day. With
new installments released on consoles during the
90s, the series had no trouble staying in the public
eye. However, after 1998’s lackluster C: The
Contra Adventure (created by an outside developer),
many assumed the series was dead.

Four years later, Konami revealed a true sequel.
Known as Shattered Soldier overseas and Shin
Contra in Japan (as it was the first "true" entry
developed by Konami itself for some time), this
game was rightly promoted as the real deal. It's a
flawless sequel that incorporates the franchise’s
familiar weapons and scenarios with a significant
amount of new enemies and scenery. It also serves
as an ultimate refinement of what made Contra a hit
in the first place. There are no overhead stages, no
3D levels — there aren't even any power ups. The
entire game is focused on giving you all the
weapons you need from the get go, and presenting
as much variety as possible.

This also marks a continuation in level design
that began in Contra: Hard Corps for the Genesis.

There’s very little time spent simply running forward
and shooting, as the game seamlessly transitions
from boss fight to vehicle segment to boss fight.
It’s exhilarating in the way it constantly keeps you
on your toes, forcing you to always be on the
lookout for safe spots and to determine the best
weapon for each situation. It does require a fair
amount of memorization and reflexes, though, and
can only be conquered with substantial practice.
Indeed, the final levels can be reached only by
playing with the utmost precision.

Aesthetically, this game is much darker than
any previous Contra, with a ruthless soundtrack to
go with it. Akira Yamaoka composed most of the
music, and it really stands out as one the most
aggressive soundtracks of any video game. It's a
successful change of pace for the series that goes
great with the stark and gory visuals, accentuating
the action despite the small characters and
ephemeral nature of the scenery.

Equally brilliant is the way the soundtrack pays
homage to the classic games. Much like its
graphics, it would have been easy to replicate the
exact look and sound of previous installments in
3D, but Konami was ambitious enough to put out
another Contra game that stands on its own, like
the best in the series.  -Chris Rasa

Contra: Hard Corps also holds up, not just as a great side-scrolling
shooter, but as one of the best games on the Sega Genesis. While
previous Contra games went for Hollywood “realism”, this one has a
rougher look more comparable to a 2000 AD comic. This is carried
over into its absurd characters as well, the coolest of which is Fang,
a cyborg wolfman with sunglasses.

This game is ridiculous yet intense at the same time, as the
story is played completely straight, and even has branching paths
depending on what decisions you make. This keeps it at a perfect
length, but gives you plenty of reasons to go back for more as you
master the four playable characters with their unique arsenals, and
the game's many huge bosses.  -CR

See Also:

Contra: Shattered Soldier

Contra: Hard Corps

Release:  2002   Platform: PS2
Developer:  Konami Tokyo



Action games on old home computers often aren’t
taken seriously, and not only among those who
grew up with consoles. The lack of hardware
specialization often leaves them with bad controls
and middling performance. Games like the Turrican
series, however, show that it doesn't always have
to be like that. The Commodore 64 originals by
Manfred Trenz are programming masterpieces, but it
was the Amiga versions, by German studio Factor
5, which demonstrated that home computers did
not need to hide from consoles when it comes to
fast-paced action. Smooth and responsive gameplay
combine with beautiful sprites and stunning effects
to make Turrican II the killer app for the Amiga.

In contrast to most Japanese offerings of the
time, which were usually tightly arranged and
straightforward, Turrican's stages are vast, multi-
leveled areas with multiple paths. There are
countless secret areas to find, and even merely
getting to the exit often requires an extensive
search. The closest equivalent on consoles,
structure-wise, might be Sonic the Hedgehog, if he
could mow down enemies with massive firepower.

The weapon systems of your combat suit can
be upgraded in a multitude of ways by punching out
power-ups from blocks, oddly reminiscent of Super
Mario Bros., but Turrican's trademark weapon is a

beam that’s activated by holding the fire button
down, and can then be swung around in 360
degrees. If things get too heated up, you can use a
limited stock of lightning waves to clear out your
surroundings. Taking a hint from Metroid (Manfred
Trenz sure did his homework when researching
ideas), it’s also possible to turn into an
indestructible, bomb-laying, rolling buzzsaw wheel.

Turrican II is hard, but unlike many of its
infamous peers from the UK, it always remains fair.
Enemies attack from everywhere, and prolonged
contact consumes your shield within seconds. The
stages are littered with power-ups, however, if you
care to look for them. If you succumb to the
constant onslaught, you restart on the spot and
keep your current weapon, which is merely
downgraded a notch. You still have to master the
game on one credit if you want to see the ending,
though.

One of the most distinctive features is the
incredible score by Chris Huelsbeck, which is where
Turrican II ultimately trumps the first game (and the
C64 version, where only certain stages even have
music). It's the quintessential futuristic, yet
classically inspired Amiga soundtrack. From catchy
hymns to threatening marches, every single track is
a masterpiece.  -Sam Derboo

If there is one other Amiga game that could be mistaken for a top of
the line console title, it's Lionheart (created by Factor 5's fellow
German studio Thalion). In many ways, the graphics even surpass
Turrican II, although the comparison isn’t entirely fair, given how
Lionheart requires the more powerful Amiga 1200 in order to run
perfectly. Lionheart is an effects-driven setpiece-fest that can
almost rival Treasure's output, albeit paced a bit more deliberately.
It can get a bit frustrating to face the odds only with a tiny sword,
and the shoot-em-up stage riding on the back of a dragon is
surprisingly dull, but the rest of the action is top notch.  -SD

Turrican II: The Final Fight

See Also:

Lionheart
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Treasure's 16-bit classic obviously takes after
Konami titles, particularly Contra, but its philosophy
is much, much different. In Contra, the rules are
rigidly defined – use the right weapons for the right
situation and memorize the enemy patterns so you
don't get hit. That last part is particularly important,
considering a single tap on the shoulder by an
enemy would immediately kill you. Gunstar Heroes
tosses all of that out by granting a large life meter,
providing for a fairly wide margin of error. It allows
the game to be surprising without punishing the
player for not anticipating its every move.
 As a result, Gunstar Heroes is a playground of
destruction. One level is a long expanse filled with
enemies and the simple instruction to "Destroy
them all!". Through a weapon customization system
involving four element types, there are 20 different
weapons you can create and switch between –
explosive fire bullets, auto-targeting lasers, short
range light swords, rapid fire machine guns — all
sorts of stuff. Additionally, there are a number of
melee attacks, ranging from slides to body tackles,
and you can even pick up enemies and flying bombs
in order to throw them at one another. Neither the
attacks nor the weapons are particularly well-
balanced – some weapons are clearly more useful
than others, and a well-timed jump kick can end up

being far more powerful than a barrage of machine
gun fire – but that's not really the point. The point
is you can cause damage in any way you see fit,
turning the screen into a constant spectacle of
explosions. There isn’t a single 16-bit game that
does explosions better than Gunstar Heroes.
 The game's ingenuity truly shines through in
the boss fights, though. There's nothing cohesive
about their design, as all of them amount to
whatever the developers thought looked cool, or
showing off their programming skills to create some
damned impressive effects. One stage is primarily
comprised of a board game, where landing on
different squares sends you through a variety of
strange creatures and challenges. One of the major
antagonists pilots a gigantic robotic that can
transform into seven different forms.
  All of the characters are color coded, which
sounds cheesy, but they have a remarkable amount
of personality, like the way Pink berates the two
pilot underlings that do her dirty work, or how you
can toss muscleman Orange off his own helicopter,
only to have him leap back from underneath, grab
onto its propeller and then dive bomb you. Even the
brainless mook robots have their own personality.
Like the mechanics, the character designs revel in
their own silliness.   -Kurt Kalata

The Gunstar Heroes GBA follow-up, Gunstar Super Heroes, is more
of a remake than a sequel. It reiterates many familiar concepts (and
adds several new ones), but eliminates most of the melee moves,
and drastically cuts down the arsenal. It's still great, but not
amazing. Instead, check out Alien Soldier for the Mega Drive, also
developed by Treasure. This game focuses almost entirely on boss
battles. It's not nearly as approachable as Treasure's other games –
the main character's relatively large size makes it difficult to dodge
attacks, plus ammo for your four selectable weapons is strictly
limited. However, once you get a handle on his abilities – walking
on ceilings and speed dashing harmlessly through almost anything –
the action becomes sublime.  -KK

See Also:

Gunstar Heroes

Alien Soldier

Release:   1993      Platform: GEN, 3DS
Developer:  Treasure
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While overhead run and gun games a la Commando
and Mercs are a dime a dozen, few feature the
perfect combination of colorful graphics, rocking
music, and effective weaponry seen in Shock
Troopers. Released for the Neo Geo in 1997,
Saurus and SNK offer an ultimate refinement of the
genre, similar to what Nazca accomplished with
Metal Slug the year prior. Players get to choose
from eight different characters, each with unique
attributes, and proceed to bloodily obliterate a
massive army, along with the advanced military
hardware at the end of each level expected of the
genre. The game is fast, replicating the intense pace
of shooters from the late 80s like Contra.

The graphics are much more detailed than
SNK's own Ikari Warriors, but things are kept just
cartoony enough to prevent the violence from
becoming gratuitous, making it a blast to play
through. The game also offers several branching
paths, making it worth playing through multiple
times to see everything. Most interestingly, Shock
Troopers lets you decide if you want to select just
one character with a massive life bar, or three that
you can switch between at any time. This will
affect both how much life your character(s) get
back after each level as well as your score. Each
character is also proficient at fighting in some

specific environments, which means that certain
characters will get a bonus to their walking speed
on specific levels. It's a great incentive to try every
character beyond aesthetics, as levels will play out
a little differently depending on your character's
speed and their attributes.

Shock Troopers offers some great music to
listen to while destroying enemies, as well. The
soundtrack was composed by Masahiko Hataya and
Masaki Kase. Both have done work for SNK as far
back as The Super Spy (1990), and each have had
a prolific career since, working for a wide range of
games like Viewpoint and Mario & Sonic at the
Olympic Games.

The graphics appear dated at a glance, but are
great to see in motion, with lots of unique
animations for each character and plenty of enemies
on screen at once. The playable characters are a
fun lot and, contrary to most military shooters, are
a bit closer to a fighting game design aesthetic,
with unique body types and animations. It's to the
game's credit that you can tell how the character
will play just by looking at their sprite and weapon
artwork on the select screen. It’s also one of the
few run-and-guns that has the ability to strafe,
allowing for perfect control, and coming together as
the best example of the genre.  -Chris Rasa

While it lacks the cooperative play found in the arcade version, Data
East’s Bloody Wolf for the TurboGrafx-16 is one of the greatest
overhead shooters of its time. It features several cool levels, along
with some fun plot twists as you shoot your way into enemy
territory to rescue the President. Players also get a nice variety of
grenades and extra weapons, along with the ability to ride
motorcycles, and the number of enemies on screen at once can get
pretty impressive for an early TurboGrafx game. It also offers an
excellent soundtrack composed by four Data East regulars. Of
particular note is Shougo Sakai, as you can hear beats in Bloody
Wolf similar to his later contributions to Nintendo games like
Mother 3 and Kirby: Mass Attack.  -CR

Shock Troopers

Bloody Wolf

See Also:

Release:   1997   Platform: NG
Developer:  Saurus
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SNK/Nazca’s Metal Slug series stands in
competition with Konami’s Contra as two of the
best run-and-gun franchises. When Metal Slug 3
was first released, fans questioned the sudden shift
from fighting mostly military hardware to giant
crabs and mutant insects. Rather than a desperate
attempt at variety, though, Metal Slug 3 is a
focused refinement of the ideas and designs seen in
the previous games. While the original game had the
general aesthetic of a WWII setting, and the second
a modern globetrotting shooter, this game pulls out
all the stops with monster themed levels. In just one
stage you'll fight vomiting zombies, a sentient
meteorite, and almost a dozen aliens at once (with
each almost as tall as the screen). The entire game
is completely out of control with the size and
variety of creatures you'll face in each area, and is
the most intense run and gun game on the system.
There's a great feeling of finality to the game, as if
there’s no way any other Metal Slug product could
top it, and none have, since.

Metal Slug 3 was one of the last Neo Geo
games developed internally by SNK (along with King
of Fighters 2000 and Garou: Mark of the Wolves)
before the company entered bankruptcy protection
in early 2001. It shows with just how much effort
was put into the game. There is a massive amount

of new sprites, backgrounds, branching levels, and
scenarios here compared to Metal Slug 2/X. All of
the new enemies and monsters are even more
meticulously animated than the returning ones. It
also has the most action packed, insane final levels
of any run and gun game. It starts out with two
shooter levels, and culminates in a massive attack
against everything the game's invading aliens have.
Dozens of clones of yourself, massive robots, and
all kinds of alien critters are thrown at you with
reckless abandon. This all culminates with you
descending back to earth while clinging to and
obliterating the brain of the queen alien itself!

The most direct way the absolute finality of
the game is demonstrated, however, is in the final
level's length. Metal Slug 3 actually only has five
missions, less than what's seen in the first two
games. However, the final level is almost long as
the entire rest of the game, clocking in at about 30
minutes in length. It's the most explosive stage in
the entire series, and one that none of the sequels
have matched for intensity and variety. It's a great
design choice that makes for what would have been
an incredible end to both a series and a company.
Despite their financial troubles and rather than
rushing out a desperate rehash, SNK made one of
the greatest action games of all time. -Chris Rasa

While it lacks the massive amount of content found in its sequels,
the original Metal Slug remains a defining game of the Neo Geo.
While initial concepts for the game were a bit more realistic (similar
to Nazca's Gun Force series), Metal Slug's perfect mix of cartoony
animations, characters with more realistically drawn backgrounds,
and ultraviolence, gives it a look that has been regularly imitated,
but never duplicated. It’s also, relatively speaking, more grounded
compared to its sequels, without any of the aliens, mummies, or
supernatural elements. It also features an exceptionally peppy
soundtrack, adding to the absurdity as one rolls around immolating
hordes of enemies. The game's six levels each have a unique look
and feel, and the overall length is perfect.  -CR

Metal Slug 3

See Also:

Metal Slug

Release:   2000   Platform: NG, PS2, PC
Developer:  SNK



Released in 2012 in a package soaked with neon
and bloodshed, Dennaton Games' Hotline Miami
quickly gained fame and critical praise. It's hard to
explain what exactly the game is – it’s sort of a
meld between an overhead twin-stick shooter and a
stealth game – though the most accurate
description is probably "top down fuck-em-up".

The influences behind the game's world
provide comfortable elements before the brutality
sets in. On the cinematic end, there’s a direct
homage to 2011's Drive and the informative
presence of Cocaine Cowboys. The palette and
aesthetic of late 80s Miami is also familiar territory
for those pining for another trip through Vice City.
The dark synth soundtrack is equal parts 80s John
Carpenter and modern day EDM, opening ears to a
burgeoning subgenre of music. As you progress
through levels, it becomes clear that it's more than
the sum of its influences, and takes a few
disturbing detours into David Lynch-esque,
surrealistic horror as well.
 Both its design philosophy and art direction are
totally fascinating. From the first training sequence
and introductory level, it dumps a whole lot of ugly
in your lap – the setting and tone lets you know this
is going to be that special kind of uncomfortable.
Nothing is "pretty" in the Hotline Miami world, as if

the flamingos and strobe lights of Miami are just a
scab, masking the sick beneath the surface.
 The difficulty almost taunts you for daring to
dig deeper. There's no hand-holding or margin for
error. It’s a bit like the room-by-room planning
present in the Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six series.
You have to enter intently, wielding any number of
weapons ranging from knives to pistols to
shotguns, and be ready for anything. Stroll into a
room unprepared, and you're splattered by a
Russian mobster or mauled by a dog without a
second's notice. Unaware that there's a window
down the hall someone can now see you through?
Too bad, you're dead before you had the notion to
pull the trigger. While this may seem like a
negative, something about the game – be it the
pulsing soundtrack or intriguing narrative – entices
you to go on, again and again. It's both a punishing
and rewarding system of trial and error that on
paper should not work, but death merely serves as
blistered reminders of steps taken.
 As the story goes, you're only doing what
you're told by voices on the other end of a
telephone line. You do massively violent things to
digital baddies to progress, rarely questioning why.
Hotline Miami may well be the purest expression of
the gaming experience. -Rusty Shackles

2015’s Hotline Miami 2 changes up the formula a bit by requiring
that you play specific levels as very specific characters, each with
their own skill sets. This contrasts to the first game, which makes
you pick a mask to wear, letting you choose different abilities to
customize your play style. It’s a more rigid game as result, and one
that’s not quite as good, despite another amazing soundtrack.

While there are tons of violent twin-stick shooters out there,
like Midway’s Smash TV, none of them really capture the stealth
element, nor the brutality of Hotline Miami. Thus, we’ve picked the
Amiga/PC adventure game Dreamweb. It plays nothing like Hotline
Miami, but thematically it’s similar, right down to the psychotic
murdering sprees, and uses the same overhead perspective.  -KK

See Also:

Hotline Miami

Dreamweb

Release:   2012      Platform: PC, PS3, PS4
Developer: Dennaton Games
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Sega's Fantasy Zone is a strange series of a shoot-
em-ups, one that borrows its mechanics from
Defender rather than other typical forward-scrolling
shooters. You control a sentient, winged pod named
Opa-Opa, flying across a looping landscape, and
destroying enemy generating bases. Take them all
out and then you’ll fight the level boss.
 Each destroyed enemy drops coins, which can
be used to purchase power-ups from shops, which
are represented by balloons. There are speed-ups,
extra lives, and bombs, along with single-use items
like 16-ton weights. There are also weapons like
laser cannons and eight-way shots, which only last
a limited amount of time. The kicker is, every time
you purchase a weapon, its price will go up,
disallowing you from continuing to use the same
thing over and over. If you're aiming for a single
credit clear, it's extremely important to develop an
efficient, long term strategy about when to
purchase which weapons and how to use them, so
you have enough money to stock up on extra lives
for the brutal final level.
 Regardless of how you choose your weapons,
Fantasy Zone is a tense experience. Enemies pour in
from both sides, usually in formations and attacking
predictably, but mixed with others that make
dodging their fire difficult, especially if you're trying

to grab the falling coins. Sometimes it's just easy to
turn tail and speed away, wrapping around and
attacking from the opposite side.
 It's a solidly designed game, but Fantasy Zone
also stands out with its bright, pastel visuals and
salsa inspired soundtrack. It's amusing that such a
friendly looking game, where the enemy generators
have little faces and the foes range from flying
yellow noses to snowmen, proves to be so
challenging. The coloring and the sprite work has
such personality that, like many 80s Sega arcade
games, is miles beyond its contemporaries.
 There are three core games in the series: the
original Fantasy Zone, Super Fantasy Zone, and
Fantasy Zone II DX. The latter is a remake of
Fantasy Zone II, which was originally created for
Master System-level hardware and was a huge
downgrade over the 16-bit technology of the
others. Created for the PlayStation 2 (and ported to
the 3DS), II DX brings the visuals and music up to
the level of the other games, but also gives its
structure a substantial overhaul. All three are
fantastic, though we give Fantasy Zone II DX the
edge for having alternating light/dark levels, with
different bosses and multiple endings, as well as the
fantastic Link Loop Land endless score attack mode
in the 3DS version.   -Kurt Kalata

There's nothing else that really plays like the Fantasy Zone series,
outside of, again, Defender, but only on a conceptual level. On an
aesthetic level, however, its equivalent to Konami's TwinBee. Both
series effectively created the cute-em-up subgenre, which offers a
comical alternative from the sci-fi settings of most shoot-em-ups.

TwinBee is a much more run-of-the-mill shooter, however, having
been directly inspired by Xevious. The original arcade game is a little
simple, but the series found its footing (and greatest popularity) with
Detana!! TwinBee, which introduced a visual style inspired by Castle
in the Sky and other popular anime and manga. The franchise was
such a huge success in Japan that it spawned a multimedia empire
of manga and drama albums.  -KK

Fantasy Zone II DX

Detana!! TwinBee

See Also:

Release:   2008   Platform: PS2, 3DS
Developer:  Sega / M2
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The Gradius series began in 1985, and most of its
subsequent titles adhered to a fairly strict formula.
In that vein, Gradius Gaiden is not an exceptionally
original title, but it is an extraordinarily refined one.
The 32-bit era allowed for some extremely
impressive 2D graphics, though in the case of most
consoles, this was wasted on 3D visuals. Gradius
Gaiden, like Castlevania: Symphony of the Night,
was an opportunity for Konami's artists and
programmers to not only show off some fancy
scaling and rotation effects, but also use them to
create new levels and bosses that would have been
impossible on 16-bit console hardware.
 Like previous Gradius games, the stages are
based on simple themes, but in Gradius Gaiden,
each has a cleverly designed boss battle or an
interesting gimmick that iterates on prior concepts.
The first is a snow level, with beautiful aurora
borealis lights in the background. The boss is a
gigantic white caterpillar, impressively animated,
which bursts through the ground and burrows into
the ceiling. The second level is a graveyard filled
with scraps of previous Gradius bosses. The third is
a crystal level, like one in Gradius II, except the
floating crystals refract laser shots, bending them at
different angles. The Easter Island Moai heads are a
staple of the series – here, four gigantic heads are

attached to each side of the screen as it rotates
360 degrees, spewing laser beams at you. One of
the final levels is essentially a remake of the first
stage of the original Gradius, except that it's being
sucked up by a black hole, systematically
dismantled from behind, as you dodge bits of its
flying debris.

Gradius Gaiden is also the first Gradius game
designed to be developed for a home console since
the MSX games of the late 80s, so it's balanced to
be a little friendlier than the absolutely brutal
mainline titles, which lived in the soul crushing
difficulty of the Japanese arcade landscape. The
biggest long-standing issue in the series is that it
was too hard to recover all of your power-ups after
being killed, remedied here by the ability to
customize the priority of your arsenal. For example,
obtaining a laser typically requires four power orbs,
but here you can change it to one. Plus it features
two-player simultaneous play, which also allows for
instant resurrections after death, bypassing the
typical checkpoint system. There are a wide variety
of difficulty settings, and while even the easiest will
provide some challenge, especially during the "boss
rush" stage with several gigantic battleships one
after another, they're so perfectly designed that's
they're rarely frustrating.  -Kurt Kalata

While Gradius Gaiden refines the series, Gradius V for the
PlayStation 2 revolutionizes it. Designed by Treasure, the primary
change here is the ability to choose from several Option formations,
one of which can shoot in any direction. Previous Gradius games
were defined by the trade-offs between power and versatility, and
with that no longer being an issue, it feels like a very different
game. It's also a fantastic one, though, with the 3D graphics put to
good use, whether portraying a climactic battle outside of planetary
orbit, or the screen rotating back and forth as it spills dangerous goo
around the area. It's also one of the few shooters to feature a cool
plot twist – at the end of the game, you go back in time and help
your previous self destroy an otherwise insurmountable foe.  -KK

Gradius Gaiden

See Also:

Gradius V

Release:   1997   Platform: PS1, PSP
Developer:  Konami Tokyo
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The Parodius series is comical take on the Gradius
games (“parody” + “Gradius”, of course), taking its
tropes and refreshing them with silly themes,
including colorful graphics and an odd obsession
with penguins. The fifth and final game, Sexy
Parodius, is especially interesting for encouraging
you to do more than just beat the level. All stages
after the first one have an optional goal, like collect
this many coins or destroy that many enemies, and
the third and fourth stages are completely different
depending on whether you can complete these
goals. These forked pathways give a bit more replay
value than you would expect from a shooter, but
that's just gravy for the real attraction in any given
Parodius game: the colorful over-the-top style and
the visual humor that comes with it.

Sexy Parodius has a bit of an edge due to the
risqué elements that the title promises. One level
takes place in a bathhouse, another ends with you
fighting a surprisingly attractive Medusa, and semi-
clad women often show up in the victory images. It
comes off as more amusing than embarrassing, and
fits with the general craziness of the series instead
of feeling like forced fanservice.
 Many characters return from previous titles,
including the Vic Viper from the Gradius games,
along with the angelic pigs Michael and Gabriel, the

bunny girls Hikaru and Akane, and the rainbow fish
Mambo and Samba. It also adds a few new
characters, like the Option, a sentient version of
those orbs that follow your ship around in Gradius.
Here, Option can get little Vic Vipers to follow it
around in an adorable case of role reversal. You're
bound to find a favorite to help you through the
increasingly difficult levels, and like any Gradius
game, the final level is evil. You need to try to
destroy several gun walls, and if you don't beat
them in time, you get the bad ending. If it gets too
rough, there's always the option for two-player
simultaneous play, as in Life Force.
 The graphics rely on the same Konami GX
hardware as the previous arcade game, Gokujou
Parodius, but two years were enough to subtly
improve their quality. The music's still full of
whimsical remixes of public domain songs, and the
characters now have voices to further emphasize
their personality. As a result, Sexy Parodius is the
most refined and eminently replayable installment,
and serves as a high note to finish on (not counting
the unlikely strategy spin-off Paro Wars). It's too
bad that few games have burst with as much
unrestrained creativity since, however. The 2007
successor Otomedius is unfortunately nowhere near
the same level of quality.   -Michael Plasket

Sky Think Systems’ Harmful Park may as well be a lost Parodius
entry, albeit without the Konami references. It also has only one
character, but she’s armed with four deadly food items (potatoes,
jellybeans, pies, and ice cream) that can be powered up to four
levels. It's a fairly short and easy game, but it exudes personality as
granted by its theme park design. From a gigantic Frankenstein's
monster that fires lasers from its middle fingers, to a tied-down
Gulliver attempting to crush you, the stage designs are chock full of
goofiness and innovation. The bosses can all be crushed quickly if
you have fully-powered weapons, and the game isn’t too difficult
overall. Harmful Park may be a bit short for its generally high
collector's price, but it's worth playing regardless.  -MP

Sexy Parodius

Harmful Park

See Also:

Release:   1996      Platform: ARC, PS1, PSP
Developer:  Konami Tokyo
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Compile was responsible for many high quality
shoot-em-ups, with MUSHA as the most original of
them. The classic tale of "evil supercomputer turns
homicidal and fighter pilot intends to stop it" is the
baseline plot for nearly every shooter, but its
originality is found in its visual design, which is
heavily influenced by medieval Japanese art and
architecture. Instead of practically designed tanks
and sleek, round dirigibles, most vehicles look like
Japanese houses with distinct, large roofs, except
with cores and turrets instead of windows and
doors. The first boss is basically a colossal tank
fused with a pagoda, and other bosses include a
large mechanical oni wielding a chain flail, and a
creepy looking Noh mask that turns demonic after
enough damage.

The techno-Japanese visual style is rendered
striking thanks to every color the Genesis could
possibly convey. The third level features some
impressive parallax scrolling effects, as enemies fly
up from a deep, dark canyon. Complementing its
look is a soundtrack that's the closest thing to
heavy metal possible on the hardware. Attempts to
make the Genesis play rock could sometimes be
grating, but Toshiaki Sakoda’s soundtrack only
boosts MUSHA's intensity levels, and helps to make
the game thrilling from start to finish.

The mechanics are simple enough, where you
find items that strengthen your main gun
(represented as laser kunai) and add helper ships
that can be repositioned in various formations, in
addition to three subweapons that also shield you
from a hit. Power-ups are also plentiful, so you're
never too disadvantaged if you lose a life.

Still, MUSHA is no slouch on challenge,
notching things up at a distinct curve for each new
level. The first stage is the easiest and the last is
the hardest, as it ideally should be. Enemies flow in
quick but are never too overwhelming, and boss
battles are challenging but always feel
surmountable, even if you're down to your base
power level. However, the difficulty does have three
levels in case it ever feels too easy or too tough.

MUSHA is part of Compile's flagship Aleste
series, which also includes Power Strike (SMS),
Space Megaforce (SNES), and Robo Aleste (Sega
CD), in addition to related games like Blazing Lazers
(PCE), Spriggan (PCE), and Zanac (NES). Its
aesthetics and intensity make it one of the best
shoot-em-ups among the many released for the
Genesis, which started out focusing on arcade
ports. MUSHA proved that the Genesis had
potential for original shooters, and went on to see
some of the greatest in the genre. -Michael Plasket

The Thunder Force series of shoot-em-ups began on Japanese home
computers, but its sequels have accompanied the Genesis since its
launch. As 16-bit side scrolling shooters, they’re characterized by
their intense speed, as well as the ability to change between five
different weapons on the fly. The fourth game, renamed Lightening
Force in America for some reason, is the high point. The artwork,
and especially the parallax scrolling backgrounds, are mighty
impressive. The soundtrack is a fine companion to MUSHA's heavy
metal tunes, too. The sequels – the fifth for the PS1 and Saturn, the
sixth for the PS2 – change from sprites to polygonal models while
maintaining the 2D side-scrolling gameplay, but they don't feel as
inspired. Thunder Force V has great music, though.  -KK

MUSHA

Lightening Force

See Also:

Release:   1990   Platform: GEN
Developer:  Compile
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Shoot-em-up enthusiasts view Irem's R-Type series
as a classic, alongside the likes of Konami's
Gradius. The original R-Type, released in 1987, is
still considered among the best of its kind out there,
thanks to its unique gameplay, frightening
biomechanical monster designs, and unforgiving
difficulty. Its ingenuity lies with its versatile Force
pod power-up, which can be attached to either side
of the ship to bolster your weapons and act as a
shield, or separated to attack enemies from afar. All
of its sequels are great, too, but among them,
1998's R-Type Delta for the PlayStation stands out
as the best in the series. Thanks in part to how it
builds on what's worked with previous games, it
uses its transition to polygonal graphics to take the
franchise in a more peculiar, if darker direction.

Right off the bat, the game lets the player
choose from three different ships. Each fighter,
which includes an upgraded variant of the first
game's R-9 Arrowhead, comes with their own wave
cannons and Force devices that make for differing
play styles. The game also introduces the titular
"Delta Weapon", which is charged by using your
Force pod to absorb enemy fire and even enemies
themselves, expanding upon the original's strategic
use of it. At the same time, R-Type Delta allows
you to change your ship's speed at will while

removing collision damage with most surfaces,
making navigating the tight and dynamically shifting
level designs manageable. All of which are
necessary, given how, in true R-Type tradition, the
notorious difficulty rears its head early on, with foes
coming from all corners, and even from the
background.

A new take on the classic skill and
memorization formula isn't all there is to the game,
though. While R-Type Delta has minimal plot, the
jump into 3D marks a significant change in the
direction of the series. Gone are the colorful sprites
and rousing music. For the first time, the warped,
nigh-Lovecraftian nature of the ever-present Bydo,
as told in the lore and hinted at in previous games,
is in full view. This is driven home through detailed
graphics that grow more nightmarish and unnerving,
with later levels featuring a twisted nod to the
original game, as well as bizarre imagery straight
out of Akira. The atmospheric soundtrack alternates
between intimidating and ominous while conveying
a sense of overwhelming urgency that complements
the game's high level of difficulty. Add in
unlockable bonuses as well as a chance to control
the POW Armor unit, which typically just drop
power-ups, and the result is the absolute best
shooter of its kind. -Carlos Miguel del Callar

The last game in the series, R-Type Final for the PS2 has a massive
amount of content, offering over 100 ships, branching stages, and
multiple endings. However, it has a plodding pace and is ultimately
rather dull. There are a number of other excellent shooters similar to
R-Type, like Konami's Xexex, which has some absolutely beautiful
2D animation, as well as Aicom's Pulstar, which was created by
many ex-Irem staffers. Still, one of the best is Irem's own X-
Multiply, itself a better game than R-Type II. It shares a similar
fascination with biological enemies, as it takes place inside of a
living body that's been infested with a monstrous parasite. Rather
than a Force pod, your ship has two tentacles, which can be
manipulated to attack and absorb enemy fire.  -KK

See Also:

RType Delta

XMultiply

Release:   1998   Platform: PS1
Developer:  Irem
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Batsugun is the culmination of nearly a decade
worth of work on shoot-em-ups by developer
Toaplan, whose other works include Truxton, Grind
Stormer, and Twin Cobra, as well as the internet-
famous Zero Wing. While the company closed not
long after the publication of Batsugun, many
members from Toaplan went on to found Cave,
which created many similar games that defined the
bullet hell subgenre. Programmed by Tsuneki Ikeda,
Batsugun can be seen as a kind of "proto bullet
hell", with many of the same ideas, such as the
dense bullet patterns and demanding scoring
systems, becoming more and more refined with
each subsequent shooter that he designed.

Batsugun is a pretty straightforward game,
with a button for shooting and another for bombing.
There is, however, some substantial depth, as the
three selectable ships each feature a unique
shooting style, which behaves differently if the shot
button is simply tapped or if it’s held down. The
power-up system differs a bit from the norm,
however. Each enemy the player defeats gives
experience points, eventually leveling up the
player's ship with a noticeably different and more
powerful shot. You can further strengthen your
current shot level by collecting floating power-up
icons, usually adding more bullets or other extras.

It's downright impressive how many bullets the
player fires, even at the lowest level. The player
continuously fills the screen with bullets at max
level, giving an almost intoxicating rush from its
overwhelming power, yet it’s never nearly as
overwhelming as a typical Cave title.

Knowing Ikeda made both games, it's easy to
see this is where Donpachi (Cave’s first game) got
its scoring item system from, as it's essentially
lifted straight from Batsugun. Furthermore, the
game features rather short levels compared to other
shooters of the time, but fills them with intense
action and little downtime.

As with most other shooters, the game is
about fighting alien invaders, but the player isn’t
just flying over random, generic backgrounds. The
setting is aesthetically cohesive and story-
appropriate, as the first level takes place entirely
underwater, with each subsequent area taking the
player higher and higher until the last stage, where
you reach the alien mothership in low orbit, with
the city below. The sprite and background detail is
impressive, as with most late Toaplan games.

On the surface, Batsugun might not seem
extraordinarily distinctive, but it’s perfectly
executed, a solid classic vertical shoot-em-up that
offers a taste of bullet hell.  -Spencer Johnson

Dogyuun is one of Toaplan’s best looking, sounding, and playing
games, though it likely won't make much sense during the first play.
There are separate power ups for the ship and its accessory module,
along with a rear tractor beam button that jettisons the ship's
power-up. However, the game's defining feature is its two-player
mode, where you can capture the other player's ship, causing them
to merge into a powerful super ship. You'll need it, too, as the game
floods the screen with popcorn enemies and has huge bosses. One
particular standout moment is when you hijack a giant robot, turning
the experience into an overhead fighting game, where you're
beating down other robots with your fists.  -SJ

See Also:

Batsugun

Dogyuun

Release:   1993   Platform: ARC, SAT
Developer:  Toaplan
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Battle Garegga is Shinobu Yagawa’s first arcade
release, having previously programmed the
outstanding Recca for the Famicom. Yagawa has a
very specific style for his shooting games, causing
them to revolve around the use of a few key
mechanics. For starters, they tend to use a sliding
difficulty system, known as “rank”, that adjusts
itself based on the player’s skill. They also employ a
“medal chaining”-style scoring system, where the
point value of score items increases with each
consecutively collected medal, but resets if one is
missed. Finally, they use the “every extend”
system, which awards an extra life at fixed point
intervals (a rarity in modern shooters). They also
tend to be packed with tons of bonus features, such
as extra ships, bosses, modes, and secrets.

Visually, Battle Garegga is a chaotic
dieselpunk, industrial grunge-fest, featuring dense
background sprites that have no business being so
beautifully detailed. These are underneath equally
detailed enemies that scatter debris and power-ups
as they explode. Not to worry, the debris doesn’t
kill, but the thin, oblong bullets that seem to blend
into everything are quite deadly. The music, too, is
filled with the same filth and grime as the artwork,
tying everything together with a sound influenced
by Detroit techno.

In Yagawa’s rank systems, being strong is a
death sentence, and Garegga is no exception.
Everything the player does is tracked. Merely
surviving increases rank. Most games punish the
player for using bombs or getting hit. Garegga not
only encourages the player to do the opposite, it
rewards it. It may seem counterintuitive, but using
bombs, having an underpowered ship, and
purposely dying are the main ways to keep rank in
check, and increases your chance of survival.
 Ideally, this means you will be playing most of
the game on your last life and with only a power-up
or two. That’s the draw of Garegga – that euphoric
feeling of staying cool in an adrenaline rush. Once
you know how to work within its system, you’ll find
that each run has a beautiful amount of
improvisation within it. For example, although
medals drop in a set pattern, it’s very difficult to
repeat their position every time. This means that
you may have the decision of ignoring a power-up
and being underpowered, or making a risky dodge
to stay on target. Garegga doesn’t make it easy for
those who can’t or won’t play by its rules. It even
lacks the slowdown that other shooters depend on
during intense moments. It may be daunting, but
once you’re in the zone, you’ll have a really
awesome time. -Spencer Johnson

“WELCOME TO VIOLENT CITY!” This is the phrase that greets the
player in Armed Police Batrider, the second game in Yagawa’s “Bat”
trilogy. Batrider is a peppy and colorful alternative to Battle
Garegga’s dark and gritty atmosphere, yet remains just as eager to
thoroughly trounce players. It introduces a charge shot mechanic
that can damage enemies on contact and power-up your options’
firing speed for a bit. With 16 characters that form a three person
team, seven diverse stages, and nine optional sub-bosses, Batrider
takes what Garegga brings to the table, makes some changes, and
adds more, especially when it comes to secrets. While not as
visually impressive as Garegga, Batrider is a blast to play, even if it
is a bit unforgiving. Alas, it was never ported to any console.  -SJ

Battle Garegga

Armed Police Batrider

See Also:

Release:   1996   Platform: ARC, SAT, PS4
Developer:  Raizing
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The shoot-em-up genre generally holds to one
steadfast rule: don't get hit. Treasure's Ikaruga
breaks this rule, forcing you to intentionally charge
through enemy fire, though only if you obey the
game's rules of polarity.

Your ship, along with every enemy and every
bullet, is one of two colors – light or dark, and you
can switch between them at the push of a button.
When light, your ship is invulnerable to light shots
and absorbs them. The same is true for dark shots
when colored dark. As a result, defending against
incoming fire isn't a matter of weaving through
bullets, which is practically impossible, but visually
discerning where you can safely move.

The polarity is equally important from an
offensive standpoint. There are only two weapons, a
standard rapid fire shot, and secondary homing
missiles, which are powered by absorbing bullets.
Enemies take less damage if they match your shot
color, but you can defeat them faster by changing to
the opposite color. Of course that makes you more
vulnerable, especially on higher difficulty levels,
where their suicide bullets can elicit headaches, but
those also allow you to power-up your secondary
weapon faster, provided you switch quickly enough.
As with the best games, it's a perfect balance of risk
versus reward.

There is also a combo system. Destroy three
enemies of the same color and your chain increases,
along with your score multiplier. Enemies are
patterned in ways that are both conducive to
destroying them in threes, but also devious enough
to intentionally mess you up.

Hardcore shooter fans tend to turn their nose up
at Ikaruga, both because it was a mainstream
success over games from companies like Cave, and
because its rigid nature makes it seem more like a
puzzle game than a shooter. In some ways that latter
assertion is true, but simultaneously, that's also
what makes it more approachable. Ikaruga is an
incredibly difficult game, but unlike the bullet hell
shooters that began to dominate the shooter genre
during its time of release, its mechanics are simple
and easily understood. Watching an entire level, or
even the entire game, executed with perfect
chaining, is a beautiful sight to behold. Such skill
isn’t necessary to understand how to play, though.

Ikaruga’s strengths are its mechanics, obviously,
but it's also a gorgeously detailed game – one of the
best on the Naomi/Dreamcast board. Its muted color
palette is distinctive, especially in making the bullets
stand out. The music is dramatic, and perfectly tuned
to the events of each stage. Its classiness perfectly
suits the game's mechanical elegance.  -Kurt Kalata

Ikaruga began life as a follow-up to Treasure's earlier work, Radiant
Silvergun, released on the Saturn a few years before. Its shared
DNA is evident, especially in its visual design, soundtrack, and
atmosphere. The chaining combo system is similar, too, though
there’s no concept of polarity. The main difference is that there are
seven different weapons rather than two, each applicable in
different situations. It's also a much shorter game, with a whole
playthrough clocking in at an hour. Essentially, Ikaruga is what you
get when you cull Radiant Silvergun of its excessive elements,
making for a more refined game. Treasure does excess extremely
well, though — solidly designed levels, tons of weapons, amazing
(and numerous) boss fights – so it’s still a fantastic game.  -KK

See Also:

Ikaruga

Radiant Silvergun

Release:   2001   Platform: ARC, DC, PC
Developer:  Treasure
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Mushihime-sama Futari is a vertical bullet hell
shooter developed by Cave and programmed by
Tsuneki Ikeda, a pioneer of the subgenre. These
games are infamous for the way they flood the
screen with mazes of tiny bullets — more than
2,000 on the highest difficulty levels. Ikeda's games
focus on a strong interplay between fast movement
coupled with rapid fire, wide-angled weak shots, or
sacrificing that speed to use a focused, high-
powered laser attack. This dynamic supplements
the player's tiny hitbox and the emphasis on
dodging oncoming attacks.

As such, Futari can be quite the chaotic visual
experience. The screen seems to be littered with an
obscene number of bullets from all sides, with
enemies exploding into a vast morass of scoring
items and point indicators, jacking up the score
counter and providing addictingly satisfying
feedback. Cave's bullet hells are about exceeding
one's own limits and pushing past the impossible,
all while balancing the chances for high scores
against the need to survive.

There are over a dozen Cave shooters, with
most being fundamentally similar and notoriously
difficult, and all aimed at the hardest of hardcore
players. That notion is what makes Futari so
special. Offering three difficulty modes, each with

its own system tweaks including adaptive difficulty,
Futari allows newcomers to feel the thrill of dodging
through the thinnest cracks between waves of
bullets and the exhilaration of surviving against
overwhelming odds, only to take things even further
to sate the die-hard players.

Aesthetically, Futari is gorgeous. It takes heavy
inspiration from Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind
and other Hayao Miyazaki films, with floating
islands, dense jungles, Japanese-styled towns, and
plenty of greenery scattered throughout. Manabu
Namiki really nailed the music, as well. Each track
seems to make the action on screen more intense,
with a fast, upbeat electro fusion of whimsical
melodies and bestial beats. The main boss music
track really captures the "time to get serious" vibe,
such as when the player flees from a giant fireball-
spewing T-Rex at the end of the first stage.

Cave also released Mushihime-sama Futari
Black Label, a special version of the game with
remixed characters, color palettes, enemy
placements, bullet patterns, and scoring systems.
This can be downloaded as DLC for the Xbox 360
release, which, while only released in Japan, is
thankfully region free. An official English version of
the game was also released for iOS under the title
of Bug Princess 2. -Spencer Johnson

Ikeda also programmed the third entry in Cave's flagship series,
Dodonpachi. Daioujou is a far cry from the whimsical nature of
Mushihime-sama, shifting to a gritty industrial, militaristic look and
feel. Daioujou means "Blissful Death" in English, and the game does
everything it can to live up to that. Releasing years before Futari, it
overwhelms the player with bullets much faster, even if they are
fewer in number. Combined with unforgiving scoring rules and a
brutally short combo timer, it’s consistently more intense, yet a
completely different experience than Futari. As a special treat for
expert players, the game rewards them by sending them on a
second, harder loop, without the ability to continue. As Ikeda
himself said, "Shinu ga yoi" (“Dying is good”).  -SJ

See Also:

Mushihimesama Futari

Dodonpachi Daioujou

Release:   2006   Platform: ARC, 360
Developer:  Cave
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"Welcome to the Fantasy Zone! Get Ready!"
Sega's Space Harrier was released in 1985, but

compared to its contemporaries, it sure as hell
doesn't look it. While many other companies were
happy to get games that merely scrolled from left-to-
right, Space Harrier sends the player rocketing into
the game world with an over-the-shoulder viewpoint.
This was all thanks to what would eventually be
known as Sega’s Super Scaler technology, which
manipulated sprites and other 2D elements to give a
very convincing illusion of a 3D perspective. This
wasn't the first game to use these effects – it was
predated by the submarine shooter SubRoc 3D and
the sci-fi adventure Zoom 909 / Buck Rogers and the
Planet of Zoom – but it easily trumps these titles
from both a technical and a gameplay standpoint.

Space Harrier is no mere tech demo, though. It's
a blazingly fast shooter, requiring both that you stay
still enough to hit your targets while still moving so
you don't get blasted by incoming fire. There's just
enough margin of error in the shooting mechanics to
make it possible to score hits without worrying too
much about precise aiming. While the pacing is fast,
it's never overwhelming in the same way as other
later Sega games like After Burner, which prioritized
fancy effects and a sense of speed over
approachable gameplay.

Space Harrier is just as well known for its
psychedelic landscapes and inspired enemies –
between dodging overgrown mushrooms and
otherworldly (and deadly) fauna, you shoot down
one-eyed wooly mammoths, multi-segmented
Chinese-style dragons, glowing mechanical peanuts,
and giant robots (which are suspiciously reminiscent
of Mobile Suit Gundam). Every few levels, the ceiling
closes in and the tempo speeds up, creating a
dizzying tunnel effect as you attempt to dodge an
onslaught of deadly geometric objects, which is a
true assault on the senses. The iconic theme song
(four minutes long!) and creative sound design (the
painful-but-hilarious "ARGGHH" upon death) create a
unique audiovisual package.

In the arcades, the Harrier is controlled with a
flight stick; home ports changed to slower, digital
control methods. This is just as well, considering the
ports for weaker platforms, as well as the sequels –
Space Harrier 3D on the Master System and Space
Harrier II on the Genesis – couldn't come close to
replicating the intensity of the arcade game's scaling
effects. It wasn't until the Saturn that players could
get an arcade-accurate version of the original game,
and thankfully Sega has been wise enough to keep it
in circulation, with polished ports to the
PlayStation 2 and 3DS. -Kurt Kalata

Space Harrier was at the forefront of Sega's Super Scaler line of
games, including action titles like After Burner, Thunder Blade, and
Galaxy Force. All of these play substantially differently, and act as a
gateway into more modern rail shooters like Panzer Dragoon.
Meanwhile, Space Harrier inspired a number of clones from other
companies. Many were not great, considering they were developed
for weaker console or computer hardware. One of the standouts is
Taito’s Night Striker, however, which combines some gorgeous
cyberpunk visuals, a fantastic Zuntata soundtrack, and branching
paths a la Darius into a fresh take on this style of shooter.  -KK

See Also:

Space Harrier

Night Striker

Release:   1985      Platform: ARC, SAT, 3DS
Developer:  Sega AM2
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Treasure's Sin and Punishment was released in the
waning days of the N64. A futuristic 3D rail shooter
with some impressive visuals and an inscrutable
plot, it differentiated itself from similar games like
Star Fox 64 in that you control your character and
their targeting reticule independently. The result
was a game that was incredibly fun, but difficult to
handle, since almost every part of the N64
controller needed to be used simultaneously.
Though only originally released in Japan, it received
a second life as an international Wii Virtual Console
game, where it found enough success to greenlight
a sequel.

When first unveiled, the Wii Remote (and
motion controls in general) had been hailed as the
future of player input, but in the end, very few
games on the platform used them in any meaningful
way. Sin & Punishment: Star Successor is one of
the exceptions, an incredible title that not only
could never have been replicated on any other
platform, but solves pretty much every single issue
with its predecessor. It neatly divides all player
actions, offense and defense, into the two device
inputs. The nunchuck is used for movement, which
also includes a rolling dash that makes the player
temporarily invincible. The Wii Remote is used to
aim the cursor and shoot, and is also used to reflect

projectiles back at the enemies. Not only does it
feel smooth and natural, but it provides a degree of
control far beyond other rail shooters.

It also offers a slightly more elaborate scoring
system, which will increase the multiplier whenever
you kill things and decrease it when you take
damage. The levels generously give several areas
where the screen is flooded with harmless popcorn
enemies, allowing you to take down whole hordes
of them while building your score for the more
difficult sections. The game is also about triple the
length of its predecessor.

The plot, focusing on the jetpack-wearing Isa
Jo and Kachi, makes no real sense, but it revels in
absurdity. The scenery ranges from destroyed
landscapes to underwater subways to Japanese
forests to desert landscapes, and even the volcanic
expanses of Mt. Fuji. In a battle taking place over
the ocean, one foe morphs into a squad of deadly
dolphins who pull off a series of killer acrobatic
maneuvers. After defeating another boss, it gives
birth to a tiny monster, who then hops in a nearby
vehicle and begins attacking, resuming the fight.
The visuals are darker than Treasure's comical
titles, but with the combination of blistering action
and over-the-top scenarios, this is the closest we'll
ever get to a 3D Gunstar Heroes.    -Kurt Kalata

Sega's Panzer Dragoon series is one of the best rail shooters out
there, only really challenged by Star Fox and Rez. Originating on the
Saturn, you control a fire-spewing dragoon through a fantasy-
technological hybrid world influenced by the works of French artist
Moebius, with a soundtrack consisting of both heavy synth and
orchestral works. While the second game, Panzer Dragoon Zwei, is
considered to be the strongest, it's somewhat hamstrung by the
Saturn's dated 3D visuals (though they're still excellent considering
the platform). The artistry really shines in the lone Xbox entry,
Panzer Dragoon Orta, which doubles as the most beautiful game on
the platform.  -KK

See Also:

Sin and Punishment: Star Successor

Panzer Dragoon Orta

Release:   2009   Platform: WII
Developer:  Treasure
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Out of the dozens of fighting games Capcom has
put out over their history, the Darkstalkers series is
definitely one of their highlights. While it's not quite
as experimental or straight up crazy as, say, Tech
Romancer, or even the Marvel games, it's still an
incredibly well polished fighting game with a lot of
good ideas. The third release, alternatively known
as Vampire Savior or Darkstalkers 3, is the most
refined entry, especially the 32-bit console ports,
which feature additional characters.

The central element of the Darkstalkers games
are the characters, which are manga takes on horror
movie tropes. Not all of them are winners, and folks
like Morrigan, the infamously busty, green haired
succubus, pales in comparison to crazy characters
like B. B. Hood, who is essentially Red Riding Hood
with an Uzi, or Lord Raptor, the metalhead,
chainsaw zombie. Even the more conventional
characters, though, like the werewolf Talbain, have
tons of little touches and details to them, even if
it's something as small as how they get lit on fire.

Of course, the character designs wouldn't
matter much if the gameplay didn't complement
them, and Vampire Savior does fantastically in that
regard. It's faster than even the speediest versions
of Street Fighter, while never quite getting as hard
to follow as Marvel can get at its craziest moments.

It's definitely a very intense game, and one where
there's never even a moment's pause in the action.
Characters can dash across the screen to close the
distance incredibly quickly, instantly counter after
blocking an attack, and even stomp prone
opponents to keep the pressure up. Not even the
end of the round stops the action for more than a
moment, meaning you've got a game that never lets
up the pace until it's all over.

There's still just as much depth as you'd
expect from a Capcom fighter, and none of it is
sacrificed for the game's blazing fast pace. The 15
different monsters vary wildly from another,
meaning that there's someone for anybody to pick
up and enjoy, no matter their playing style. That's
not to say all the characters follow the usual
archetypes, especially when you deal with ones like
the mummy Anakaris, who can absorb and reflect
projectiles, teleport out of corners, or split himself in
half to attack opponents from above and below at
the same time.

Despite all this, it's still a pretty inviting game,
one where you don't have to rely on huge combos
or too many complicated inputs to stand a chance
of winning. Vampire Savior does pretty much
everything right, and it remains one of Capcom's
most exciting, accessible fighters.  -Ed Burns

Skullgirls is the closest thing that the Darkstalkers series has had to
a spiritual successor, so fans of that series will most likely enjoy
this. Both games feature quick, offense-focused gameplay, oddball
character designs, and some fantastic animation. The roster is full
of unique characters, almost all of which have some cool gimmick,
and drawn with gorgeous, high resolution artwork.

It also shares its ease of use with Vampire Savior. The controls
are simple enough that beginners can enjoy the game, while fighting
game experts will have all sorts of tools to play with. Its excellent
netcode and rather in-depth tutorial make it a great choice for
anybody just getting into fighting games, as well.  -EB

Vampire Savior

Skullgirls

See Also:

Release:   1997      Platform: ARC, SAT, PS3
Developer:  Capcom
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The Street Fighter series has seen many
incarnations and re-releases, but Street Fighter
Alpha 3 offers the most content. It features 25
selectable characters, seven of which have been
added on top of Street Fighter Alpha 2's roster. It
contains the entire cast of Street Fighter II, some
characters from the first Street Fighter and Final
Fight, and some who debuted in Alpha. It also
introduces Karin, Sakura's rival, and the female
wrestler Rainbow Mika.

The biggest gameplay addition is the ISM,
where each character is given certain properties
depending on which ISM is picked. A-ISM is like the
previous two Alpha games with three super meters,
air blocking, quick recovery, Alpha Counters, and all
that. X-ISM plays more like Super Street Fighter II
Turbo, with only one super meter and the more
advanced stuff removed, but more damaging
attacks as a trade-off. V-ISM eschews traditional
super combos for do-it-yourself custom combos,
hard to use but deadly when mastered.

Alpha 3 does some things differently from its
predecessor, like juggling opponents on counter hits
and pressing two attack buttons simultaneously to
throw. The style of music, also, while rad in its own
way, is very different from the more classic-remix
sound of Alpha 2. It’s still the most recommendable

Alpha title for its large roster and diversity of the
ISMs, but where it really shines in content is in the
home releases, starting with the PlayStation port.
They featured several more characters not found in
the arcade original, including Fei Long and Guile,
along with the Dramatic Battle, allowing two
players to fight in cooperative tandem.

The centerpiece of all new features is the
World Tour, a sort of fighting RPG mode somewhat
akin to the Edge Master modes of Namco's Soul
series. You can customize your character to put
more points into either their attack or defense at the
cost of reducing the other, and you fight characters
under various parameters, like only being able to do
damage with Super/Custom Combos, or your
opponent moving faster.
 The PSP version (titled Street Fighter Alpha 3
MAX) would be the best if it weren't for the small
screen and the inability to use a custom controller,
but it features three characters backported from
Capcom vs. SNK 2 (Eagle, Yun, and Maki) and
Ingrid from Capcom Fighting Evolution, originally
added in the scaled-down GBA version. Regardless
of which version you play, Alpha 3 is a robust
fighter that offers lots of fun and content, setting a
higher standard for making fighters worthwhile even
in single-player mode.  -Michael Plasket

Capcom and SNK's fighting game rivalry throughout the 90s
eventually resulted in two separate lines of crossovers. Capcom vs.
SNK (developed by Capcom) in its initial form was rather anemic,
seeming more like Street Fighter vs. Fatal Fury, but the sequel
included many, many more characters from across both company's
canons, resulting in a fantastic game. Like the ISMs in Street Fighter
Alpha 3, there are six "grooves", with abilities and super meters
based on assorted Capcom and SNK games.

SNK's take on the concept, SNK vs. Capcom Chaos, arrived
behind schedule and was rather underwhelming, beyond seeing
Capcom fighters drawn in the SNK style. Its Capcom-less follow-up,
Neo Geo Battle Coliseum, was a substantial improvement.  -KK

Street Fighter Alpha 3

Capcom vs. SNK 2

See Also:

Release:   1998      Platform: ARC, PS1, PS2
Developer:  Capcom
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The concept of Street Fighter III became a running
gag when multiple enhanced versions of Street
Fighter II were made instead of a true sequel. Street
Fighter Alpha was something fresh despite being a
prequel, but it still wasn't what fans were
anticipating. It finally happened six years after
World Warriors, though reception was mixed due to
less friendly gameplay, and nearly all of the regular
cast members being replaced by mostly unfamiliar
characters. Of course, it was retooled over two
more iterations, going from New Generation to 2nd
Impact, and ending on 3rd Strike. The SFIII trilogy
was passed over during its release, but gradually
built up a fanbase, attracting the attention of high-
level fighter players on the tournament scene.
 Ryu, Ken, Chun-Li, and Akuma are the only
returning veterans, but the new cast has built up
respectable followings, with Alex, the American
wrestler; Dudley, the gentleman boxer; Elena, the
wiry African dancer; Ibuki, the kunoichi; and
Makoto, the straightforward karateka. There are 20
playable characters in total, and each is rendered
with shockingly fluid 2D animation on gorgeous
backgrounds, thanks to Capcom's proprietary CPS3
hardware, which was only used again for Warzard
and Jojo's Bizarre Adventure. The music also aims
for an odd mix of hip hop, jazz, and world beats.

It’s a bit disarming at first, but soon grows on you
after several matches. Integral to SFIII's higher-tier
mastery is the parry maneuver, where tapping
forward or down the instant an opponent's attack
hits you nullifies all damage and primes you for a
counterattack. While quite difficult to pull off due to
the timing, parrying is what separates the pros from
the not-quite-pros.
 Characters can only have one of three supers
active per match, but EX specials can be used for a
fraction of meter. Everybody's taunts can be done
indefinitely and actually boost one of their stats,
usually their attack power. There's no air blocking,
but there is air parrying. Nearly every conceivable
system is different from Alpha, plus the game has a
more deliberate tempo than Capcom’s other turbo-
charged fighting games of the era, but it all works
in its own way for those willing to put in practice.
3rd Strike is still one of the most popular
professionally-played fighters today, second only to
Marvel vs. Capcom 2. It does have some balance
issues, and some may prefer the backgrounds and
music from the prior two games. However, simply
for having the largest roster and the mechanics
being refined to nigh-perfection, 3rd Strike is still
the ultimate rendition of Street Fighter III. The "third
of the third", if you will. -Michael Plasket

After Street Fighter III, Marvel Vs. Capcom 2, and Capcom vs. SNK
2, Capcom mostly stayed away from 2D fighters, but came back in
a big way with 2008's Street Fighter IV. It ditches the sprites in
favor of a 3D painted art style, but plays far better than Arika's
PS1/early PS2 era Street Fighter EX series. It dials back the features
added in Street Fighter III, in favor of quicker pacing more similar to
Street Fighter II Turbo. Parrying is also replaced with "Focus"
maneuvers that let a character absorb a single hit without
interrupting their attacks. The initial release further disregarded all of
Street Fighter III's roster, though later revisions added the most
popular characters, like Dudley, Ibuki, and Makoto, along with
bringing in Poison from Final Fight.  -KK

Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike

See Also:

Ultra Street Fighter IV

Release:   1999     Platform: ARC, PS2, PS3
Developer:  Capcom
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At a glance, one might dismiss The Last Blade
games as knockoffs of SNK's own Samurai
Shodown series. The Japanese name of the series,
Bakumatsu Roman: Gekka no Kenshi, refers to the
period during which Japan's borders were forced
open, and the immediate political turmoil that
followed as the Tokugawa shogunate was replaced
with the Meiji government. It's an interesting setting
choice, as it lets SNK bring some more
contemporary and Western elements into the
game's backgrounds. Also, while not much of the
story is presented in the game itself, it largely
revolves around each of the characters' reactions to
their world changing.

Despite the cast having magical god-like
powers, and the game being filled with supernatural
elements, the setting and detailed backgrounds
make the game feel much more grounded than the
Samurai Shodown series. This is also helped by the
outstanding sprites and animation . Each character
moves with a fluidity similar to SNK’s excellent
work on Garou: Mark of the Wolves, without
compromising the sense of weight and impact
perfected in the Shodown games. It's very nice to
see in motion, and the graphics are complemented
by tremendous sound design. Unlike most fighting
games, music in The Last Blade series is

consistently somber, with some very effective
ambient tracks, as well. This is a great complement
to the backgrounds, as most of the game's stages
are in abandoned towns, ruins, and former
battlefields.

The original Last Blade is the only Neo Geo
game to be completely uncensored by default in
every region, and it's all the better for it. While not
quite as bloody as a Samurai Shodown game, the
animations and attacks were clearly drawn with it in
mind, and it's great that SNK committed to not
compromising the game's focused and beautifully
executed art direction. They did, however censor
The Last Blade 2 when it reached the US. Both
games have been ported from the Neo Geo, but the
first stands out as being original for its time, and
was even one of the last fighting games made
where each individual character has a unique
background to fight them on.

The Last Blade 2 is an improvement in several
ways, with a few extremely cool new characters,
including fan favorite Hibiki Takane, and superior
sound quality. At the same time, it lacks the
atmospheric focus and background variety of the
original (though one particular new background, a
burning mansion, needs to be seen to be believed).
Both games are masterpieces.  -Chris Rasa

While their character balance is notoriously questionable, SNK's
Samurai Shodown series is also worth a look. The second is
regarded as the best, though later installments remain aesthetically
impressive. No fighting game quite matches their controls, which
strike a unique balance of feeling light and efficient, but with every
successful attack hitting like a freight train. Samurai Shodown VI is
particularly great, featuring a roster of many classic characters,
along with new ones designed by Nobuhiro Watsuki (Rurouni
Kenshin). While not as polished as The Last Blade, its massive
variety of fighting styles and vivid special attacks make it a blast to
play. It's also a nice capstone to SNK's classic series, with every
single character from the 2D Neo Geo games present.  -CR

See Also:

The Last Blade 2

Samurai Shodown VI

Release:   1998       Platform: NEO, DC, PS2
Developer:  SNK
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Garou: Mark of the Wolves is often compared to
Capcom's Street Fighter III, and for a number of
reasons. The primary similarity is that it's a ground-
up refresh of the long-running Fatal Fury series,
introducing an almost entirely new roster of
characters and drastically refining the mechanics.
The story takes place roughly 10 years after the last
canon Fatal Fury game. Series protagonist Terry
Bogard feels overwhelming guilt for killing Geese
Howard, the recurring villain, and atones by
adopting his orphaned son, Rock. Terry is the only
returning character, featured with a more mature
redesign but roughly the same moveset. Rock, as a
mark of both his genetics and his upbringing, is both
a mix of Terry and Geese's abilities.
 Even though the rest of the cast is new, almost
all of them will have some level of familiarity to
Fatal Fury vets, so it's easy to jump into without
feeling alienated. Kim Dong Hwan and Kim Jae
Hoon are both sons of Taekwondo master Kim
Kaphwan, though each has a different approach to
the martial art. Hokutomaru is a young boy ninja
who trained under Andy Bogard, while Khushnood
Butt (or Marco Rodriguez, depending on the region)
feels like an Art of Fighting character. The main
cast is rounded out with six other characters
(including HG101 favorite B. Jenet, the sassy pirate

girl, who makes up for the lack of Blue Mary), as
well as two boss characters. It's a smaller roster
than previous Fatal Fury games, and certainly tiny
compared to The King of Fighters, but it's a great
cast of characters.
 The other shared trait with Street Fighter III is
its incredibly smooth animation. Garou looks
absolutely stunning, and also has the subtle effect
of making the movement feel silky smooth, too.
Then there’s the "Just Defend" ability, which grants
extra health and reduces stun time if you block right
before impact. It's similar to parrying from SFIII, but
not as difficult to pull off, nor as overpowered.
 Outside of the usual super moves, Mark of the
Wolves throws out the plane switching mechanics
that previously defined the Fatal Fury series, which
is a move for the better. Unique to this game is the
TOP ("Tactical Offense Position"), a customizable
area on the life meter which is activated when your
health reaches a certain level. During this time, your
fighter becomes more powerful, which means it's
beneficial to fight more aggressively.

Despite not feeling like a classic Fatal Fury
title, the smoothness, the characters, and the
changing flow dictated by the TOP gauge makes it
not only the best of the series, but one of SNK's
best fighters overall.  -Kurt Kalata

Before Mark of the Wolves, Fatal Fury saw seven games spread
roughly across three incarnations: FF1; 2 and Special; FF3 and Real
Bout; and Real Bout Special and Real Bout 2. These were defined by
visual style, with the third generation using a bright color palette
that compares favorably to Street Fighter Alpha. These are the
epitome of “classic” Fatal Fury, and they're also the fastest and
smoothest, with fantastic soundtracks. There's not much different
between Real Bout Special and Real Bout 2, beyond adding two
additional characters. In some ways, the PS1 port of RBS, subtitled
Dominated Mind, is the best. While it lacks the characters from Real
Bout 2, it adds two exclusive ones and removes the plane
switching, at the expense of load times and cut animation.  -KK

See Also:

Garou: Mark of the Wolves

Real Bout Fatal Fury 2

Release:   1999       Platform: NEO, DC, 360
Developer:  SNK
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Release:     Platform: ARC, PS2, PC, 360
Developer:

The King of Fighters has been SNK’s flagship series
for a long time, beginning in 1994 and continuing
with yearly releases until 2003, then receiving more
sequels on a more erratic schedule. They all feature
gigantic rosters, a conglomeration of characters
from Fatal Fury, Art of Fighting, Ikari Warriors,
Psycho Soldier, and others. When The King of
Fighters 2002, the ninth entry, was first released,
the reaction was mixed. Fans appreciated the huge
mechanical improvement over 2001, but it also had
some unimpressive animation changes and middling
sound quality. Being a huge improvement over 2001
was enough to make it a success, however, and it
generally came to be considered one of the best
games in the series along with The King of
Fighters '98.

In 2007, SNK made some massive
improvements and re-released it as The King of
Fighters 2002 Unlimited Match. The biggest change
is that many characters absent from the original
have been added to the cast, making for a massive
roster of 66 characters. However, it also features
higher resolution backgrounds and a completely new
soundtrack (2001 and 2002 have undeniably awful
music, so this is a huge bonus). The result is one of
the best games in the series. Only a few characters
from previous games are missing, though K9999,

introduced in 2001, was changed to a new fighter
called Nameless, since he was clearly a rip-off of
Tetsuo from Akira. Plus, returning characters have
even more moves than they did in previous games.

The soundtrack itself is nostalgic on multiple
levels. While many of the songs are remixes of
classic tracks, SNK Playmore enlisted new
composers that work together to create a unique
style. It makes for an excellent soundtrack that,
while lacking the punch of the Neo Geo's synth, is
evocative of both the older games as well as the era
of gaming that gave birth to The King of Fighters
series in the first place. While the instrument
samples are superior, most of the songs wouldn't
be out of place in an early mid-90s anime or a
Japanese PC adventure game, and it's great to hear
so many songs from the series with this sound.

The high resolution backgrounds are excellent.
SNK had attempted 3D backgrounds in their
previous console ports, often with underwhelming
results. Here, however, everything is colorful and
more complex, replicating the sense of depth
present in their 2D backgrounds. There are also
numerous 2D elements present like cheering
crowds, and several new backgrounds made in
homage to SNK's other many games, like Real Bout
Fatal Fury Special and Metal Slug.  -Chris Rasa

The King of Fighters 2003 changed up the classic formula quite a
bit, featuring 3-on-3 tag battles that allow you to switch partners
mid-fight, rather than swapping them between rounds. Combined
with quicker, more combo-friendly gameplay, it's also much faster
paced. This was refined to much greater effect in The King of
Fighters XI, which runs on the Atomiswave board as opposed to the
Neo Geo. It also has a much larger roster, especially in the PS2 port,
adding several characters from Garou: Mark of the Wolves (Gato,
Hotaru, B. Jenet), as well as some characters SNK's older games
like Buriki One (wrestler Gai Tendo and German martial artist Silber)
and Kizuna Encounter (boomerang-wielding hero Hayate, crow
demon boss Jazu).  -KK

The King of Fighters 2002 Unlimited Match

The King of Fighters XI

See Also:

Release:   2009       Platform: PS2, 360, PC
Developer:  SNK
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Although Street Fighter II inspired dozens of clones
during the 90s, the intense competition whittled the
scene down to two major players: Capcom and
SNK. In 1997, Arc System Works released Guilty
Gear, an enthusiastic but extremely rough heavy
metal 2D fighter for the PS1. Though this barely
made a dent in the scene, its sequel, Guilty Gear X,
proved to be a legitimate heavyweight that
challenged the establishment. Over the course of a
decade, several revisions were issued to add
characters, rebalance attacks, and stick in new
mechanics, ending up with the ridiculously titled
Guilty Gear XX Accent Core Plus R as the most
recent version. Created by Daisuke Ishiwatari, he
designed the characters, wrote (and performed) the
music, created the story, and provided the voice for
main character Sol Badguy. There are so few
auteurs in fighting game design, and it makes Guilty
Gear feel more cohesive than most other fighters.

Guilty Gear X plays unlike most SNK or
Capcom fighters, though it has its roots in the
Japan-only, all-girls Asuka 120% series. The action
is fast, high-flying, and combo friendly, with a
number of dashes, double jumps, and air juggles.
It's very easy to pick up and play, but it also has an
extraordinary amount of depth, with cancels (to cut
short delays after attacks), instant-kill super

attacks, an assortment of block and parry abilities,
and an entire gauge devoted to "burst" attacks to
break out of an opponent's combo (along with other
uses), amongst others.
 While its visual luster has worn off since its
release, it features 480i/p graphics, a much higher
resolution than the typical 240p used by its
contemporaries. The character roster is diverse –
most have weapons, but exactly how they use
those weapons gets fairly strange. Millia Rage, for
example, uses her long blonde hair. Masked fighter
Venom wields a pool cue, and with it, cue balls.
Faust wears a paper bag over his head, carries a
giant scalpel, and has comedic special moves that
seem taken out of a Looney Tunes cartoon. No
character exemplifies Guilty Gear's hard rock
attitude more than I-No, though, a red leather-clad
witch with a living hat, who attacks with the power
of music. The absolutely superb soundtrack hails
back to the glory days of the 80s, back when Iron
Maiden ruled supreme, and makes rockin’ like
Dokken awesome again.
 In 2014, Arc System Works finally created a
true sequel, Guilty Gear Xrd, which uses 3D models
to almost perfectly replicate their signature 2D
sprites. While excellent, its roster is still lacking,
and it's not quite as polished. -Kurt Kalata

While tinkering with Guilty Gear X through most of the 2000s, Arc
System Works also worked as a contractor to develop fighting
games based on licensed properties. These include Hokuto no Ken
(Fist of the North Star), Sengoku Basara, and Persona 4. These are
all quite similar to Guilty Gear, though without the polish. Due to
some licensing quirks with Sega-Sammy, they were unable to
develop new Guilty Gear games, so instead they focused on
BlazBlue, another original property. It’s quite similar in style and
gameplay, but with a new character roster and 720p visuals. It, too,
has numerous revisions. They also have expansive single-player
story modes, which became so elaborate that it spun-off into its
own visual novel series, Xblaze.  -KK

Guilty Gear XX Accent Core Plus R

See Also:

BlazBlue

Release:   2012       Platform: ARC, PS2, PC
Developer:  Arc System Works
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Super Smash Bros. Melee is one of the most
popular games ever. The first one was a fun enough
concept, but Melee adds many more characters,
stages, and items. Plus, who would guess Yoshi
could fight on equal footing with Samus? Smash is
technically a fighting game, but completely unlike
Street Fighter. It has more in common with
Capcom's lesser-known Power Stone, where up to
four fighters beat each other senseless while using
the environment to their advantage. The stages vary
in size and terrain, and helpful items frequently pop
up from nowhere.

The most unique feature is the stamina system,
where typical life bars are instead represented by a
percentage of how much damage somebody takes.
Fighters can only be defeated if they're forced off-
screen, and they become easier to smack or throw
around when their meter is high. Attacks are
narrowed down to just three buttons: physical
attacks, special attacks, and grabs, plus a fourth for
shielding and evasion. You can pull off a surprisingly
high variety of attacks with just these buttons in
conjunction with the directional stick.
 Interesting mechanics aside, the Smash series
wouldn't be a quarter as popular as it is without the
Nintendo-wide crossover appeal. There are 25
characters, including Mario, Donkey Kong, Link,

Pikachu, Kirby, and others from Nintendo's first and
second parties. The better-knowns mix with some
real oddballs, like the Ice Climbers and Mr. Game
and Watch. Most interesting are Marth and Roy
from Fire Emblem, as that series was virtually
unknown in North America before Melee hit. The
stages themselves are also full of fan-pop, featuring
the Great Fox from Star Fox flying over two
different planets, various F-Zero racers competing
on Big Blue, or the humble town of Onett in
Eagleland from Earthbound.

While the core appeal is in getting friends
together to kick the mushrooms out of each other,
there's tons of other stuff to do, like play through
the standard Classic single-player ladder, explore
the more elaborate Adventure mode, or challenge
every single fighter in All-Star. There's the Home
Run Contest, the Target Test, the Multi-Man Melee
(are you tough enough for Cruel Melee?), and the
Event Match, which gives you a goal in 51 specific
scenarios. There are also more than 200 character
trophies that will take hours of well-spent gameplay
to earn.

 The original Smash and its sequels all have
their charms, but due to assorted quirks and
balance issues, it's Melee that remains the most
fondly remembered.   -Michael Plasket

Five years before the first Super Smash Bros., Namco's mostly-
unknown The Outfoxies featured similar gameplay, though only up
to two players. The mysterious Mr. Acme pays off seven
(technically eight, one "character" is a pair of twins) assassins to
murder each other by any means necessary. Normal attacks don't
do much damage, but guns, grenades, rocket launchers, and other
weapons are littered around the stages. Furthermore, each stage is
filled with hazards you can use to your advantage, like a circus with
deadly human cannonballs and an aquarium with dangerous marine
life. The environments are incredibly detailed and the music is
appropriately jazzy, sounding like a spy film soundtrack full of piano
and slap bass. Overall, it’s insanely fun.  -MP

Super Smash Bros. Melee

The Outfoxies

See Also:

Release:   2001   Platform: GC
Developer:  HAL / Nintendo
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Namco's Soul Edge popularized three-dimensional
weapon-based fighters, similar to how Tekken
promoted unarmed 3D combat alongside Sega's
Virtua Fighter. While Soul Edge's home version,
Soul Blade, was praised for its amazing amount of
additional content (including the Edge Master Mode
and different weapons for all characters), it feels
stiff by today's standards. Its sequel, SoulCalibur,
still holds up today as one of the smoothest and
most accessible fighters of all time. Stylistically
based in the Renaissance period, several warriors
fight to either destroy or obtain the cursed weapon
Soul Edge and try to survive against its bloodthirsty
host, Nightmare. Bringing back some familiar Soul
Edge characters like Sophitia and Voldo, while
introducing newcomers like Kilik and Ivy,
SoulCalibur was liked well enough in the arcades.

SoulCalibur is more fluid than its predecessor
thanks to the eight-way run mechanic, which allows
free movement around the arena. It maintains the
three-attacks-and-block button scheme of its
predecessor, but combos require multiple button
presses, and have far more forgiving timing. It’s
easy for nearly anyone to play without feeling too
button-mashy, and felt universally approachable in a
genre that was becoming increasingly niche and
complicated. However, SoulCalibur goes from

"great" to "immortal" with its Dreamcast port,
which make the graphics even better than the
arcade original. It further adds lots of modes like
Team Battle, Survival, and a weird option to modify
the intro cutscene with your preferred characters.
Most impressive is the Mission Mode, akin to the
last game's Edge Master Mode, where you can fight
various characters under certain conditions to earn
points for unlockables. It offers a wealth of content
just for solo players, but fighting friends to see if
nunchaku are a fair match against a giant axe
provides for even more fun.
 If not just for nostalgic reasons, lots of people
still name SoulCalibur as their favorite game of the
series, despite the several sequels Namco went on
to produce. However, SoulCalibur II is definitely
superior. The core gameplay is nearly the same,
with some refinements (like easier dodge mechanics
and more elaborate arenas with walls), but it adds
more characters, inches up the graphical prowess,
and keeps nearly all the gameplay modes from its
predecessor, including the Mission Mode. Most
remarkably, it brings back different weapons for
each character, the one feature missing before.
Thoughts on the series from SoulCalibur II onward
are mixed, but if you don't go beyond the first
sequel, no one will fault you.  -Michael Plasket

A year before SoulCalibur's DC landing, Tekken 3 was the best
arcade-to-home fighter port, second only to Street Fighter Alpha 3.
The action feels smoother and faster compared to the first two
Tekken games, and introduces several series mainstays, including
Jin, Xiaoyu, and Bryan. The standard Team Battle and Survival
modes are included, but there's also “Tekken Force”, a crude but
fun beat-em-up serving as a tribute to Double Dragon and its ilk, and
“Tekken Ball”, a volleyball sports game that somehow adheres to
normal Tekken physics. This is the sort of craziness you don't see in
modern fighters for the most part. Add an arranged soundtrack
which beats the original, and Tekken 3's home version is better than
the arcade version, despite compromised graphics.  -MP

SoulCalibur II

Tekken 3

See Also:

Release:   2002       Platform: ARC, GC, 360
Developer:  Namco
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When Virtua Fighter was first released in 1993, it
marked a significant paradigm shift for the fighting
game genre as it had been defined by Street Fighter
II two years prior. Rather than a game with a rigid
set of binary rules and fixed moves that always
worked the same, Yu Suzuki’s team, AM2, aimed
for a simulation of martial arts combat, even though
at first the series didn’t make much explicit use of
the added dimension.

Virtua Fighter’s true achievement wasn’t the
ability to sidestep (which wasn’t implemented until
Virtua Fighter 3), but rather making everything
based on physical calculations. Positioning, timing,
and distance not only determined whether an attack
would hit or not, but also how hard it hit and how
the opponent’s body would react to the blow. The
basic mechanics are strikingly simple, with only one
button each for punches, kicks, and blocking, but
nearly infinite combinations can be derived from
them. Even though the two subgenres have a
similar definition on paper, this ultimately made
Virtua Fighter about different skills than traditional
2D fighting games.

As if to cement its position as the “serious”
fighting game, Virtua Fighter never bothered much
with the ridiculous storylines and silly endings seen
in most competitors. There is some overarching

generic story about an evil organization using
fighting tournaments for its scheme of creating the
ultimate fighting machine, but it’s never more than
some text in the manual, as if to please canon-
obsessed gamers without any real commitment,
leaving the game untouched by narrative ambitions.

Similarly, the game’s characters are defined by
their fighting styles much more than their
personalities or appearances. Over the years, the
series has accumulated an impressive roster, where
every fighter champions another martial art. What
started with the usual suspects like Jeet Kune Do,
ninjitsu, wrestling, and various styles of kung fu,
has since been filled with exotic disciplines such as
Vale Tudo, judo, lucha libre, and even sumo.

When recommending fighting games, favoring
one entry over another is a surefire way to summon
the wrath of at least part of a given fandom. The
competitive crowd prefers Virtua Fighter 4, but the
fifth episode is a much more suitable entry into the
series. While both games offer extensive tutorials in
their home versions, Virtua Fighter 5 plays more
fluidly and intuitively, with a faster, more natural
pace. Virtua Fighter 4, by comparison, can still feel
stiff and unrewarding unless you invest the time to
get really good at it. Both games, however, are
nearly perfect at what they do.  -Sam Derboo

Dead or Alive is often ridiculed as a Virtua Fighter clone trying to
get attention by shoving lots of T&A in the player’s face. This
estimation is not entirely unjust, but Tecmo’s series has a lot more
going for it. It could be described as Virtua Fighter’s faster, more
furious cousin. While the gameplay started out very similar, it later
distinguished itself with an easy-to-learn, difficult-to-master
counterattack system, and interactive stages where combatants can
send each other flying onto different floors. While the latest entry
doesn’t bring any revolutionary new elements, it revises the visual
style for a more realistic look, and even introduces a handful of
Virtua Fighter characters to the mix. It might as well, as Sega
seems to have abandoned its former fighting game flagship.  -SD

Virtua Fighter 5

See Also:

Dead or Alive 5

Release:   2006     Platform: ARC, PS3, 360
Developer:  Sega AM2
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Few beat-em-ups could match Capcom’s influential
Final Fight, but Sega’s Streets of Rage 2 surpassed
it. The tale of Axel, Blaze, Max, and Skate teaming
up to rescue Skate’s brother Adam from the
clutches of Mr. X takes the crew through eight
stages, and features some of the best visuals on the
Genesis. The memorable locations include a bridge
littered with bikers, an amusement park with a very
Giger-esque horror house, and a stadium with a
secret underground elevator. Its vividly detailed
locations are complimented by Yuzo Koshiro’s
mastery of the YM2612 sound chip, where an
infectiously catchy techno soundtrack keeps the
game’s energy at a constant high.

The first Streets of Rage was well-received for
its time, but its smaller characters and stiffer
gameplay are all but overshadowed by its sequel.
Clearly taking some cues from Final Fight, Streets
of Rage 2 sizes up its sprites and makes the
mechanics more fluid. Everyone moves faster, too,
with special attacks to blend in with their normal
combos. Following the leader may be seen as a
valid criticism, but even if the game isn’t especially
original, it’s done incredibly well, to the point where
it’s become the definitive console beat-em-up.

What really makes it stand out among other
belt scrolling brawlers is the fact it was designed

with a home gaming experience in mind. Until this
point, the beat-em-up was primarily an arcade-
centric genre. The screen would fill up with eight
foes at once and proceed to beat you down,
harshly. This meant that putting another quarter
into the machine would eventually be necessary.

Streets of Rage 2 changed this by refining it
into a fair experience. Punks aren’t too
overwhelming in number or power, but there are
usually just enough present to always keep you
alert. There are some real jerks among the enemy
ranks, like the kickboxers and ninjas, but they don’t
become too prevalent until late in the game as part
of the natural difficulty curve. The game rarely feels
cheap and prevails over its contemporaries for that,
but the difficulty can be adjusted up to “Mania”
level if so desired.

Streets of Rage 2 codified how to make beat-
em-ups on consoles, and is still highly regarded as
one of the best games ever. Streets of Rage 3
attempted to follow up on its success, but its
darker tone, divisive soundtrack, and extremely
harsh difficulty (in the American version, along with
an altered plot) proved to be less popular than its
predecessor. It still has its fans, but for most
people, Streets of Rage 2 remains the definitive
two-versus-many experience. -Michael Plasket

Not to be outdone by Sega, and wanting to do more than the
uninspired Final Fight 2, Capcom took a few notes for the SNES
exclusive Final Fight 3. Series veterans Guy and Haggar team up
with new crimebusters Lucia and Dean to crack down on the Skull
Cross Gang’s city-wide violence spree. The action is a bit less
insane than the arcade original, but Final Fight 3 compensates by
expanding each character’s move list. Alongside combos, throws,
and jump attacks, everyone can now use dashing attacks, behind-
the-back grabs, and meter-built super moves. The graphics and the
music are nothing special, but Final Fight 3’s mechanics are solid,
even if now derivative of Streets of Rage 2. It even has hidden
alternate routes to offer some bonus replay value.  -MP

See Also:

Streets of Rage 2

Final Fight 3

Release:   1992   Platform: GEN
Developer:  Sega / Ancient
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Beat-em-ups have been done so often that the only
ones that usually stand out are those that
everybody knows about. Among your Final Fights
and Streets of Rages, though, Violent Storm is
probably the best of many, many brawlers that
Konami's brought out. As far as mechanics go, the
game doesn't do anything particularly revolutionary,
but it’s much more polished than their pretty-but-
sloppy licensed games like The Simpsons or X-Men,
and does everything so well that the game remains
an absolute joy to play.

While it's lacking in originality, the combat still
has a very satisfying, solid feel to it, especially
when you toss some unfortunate goon into some
furniture. Enemies are more numerous than they are
durable, which basically means that there'll be a lot
of times when you can easily smash your way
through a whole screen of mooks in very short time,
which is both empowering and satisfying.

If there's anything that makes Violent Storm
stand out against those that came both before and
after it, it's definitely its sheer sense of style. It’s
one of the brightest, cheeriest, nuclear holocausts
in gaming, and can be a little jarring. The sun's
usually shining, everything's made up of bright
colors, and you'll often encounter people in the
background just sitting and having a good time. The

game's wacky sense of humor helps, too, from the
fact that you can throw around piglets that
transform into footballs at your foes, or the way
chain-wielding enemies can grab your character and
send them spinning, complete with a slide whistle
sound effect.

The highlight, however, would have to be the
bosses. You'll go up against foes that range from
things like an evil train conductor wielding an
electric ticket puncher, to a rather flamboyant guy
in a thong who constantly leaves himself open to
attack by posing, to the guy who's strapped in
what looks suspiciously like the Power Loader of
Aliens fame. There’s even one that’s basically a
human Ninja Turtle. The game is just so chipper that
it's hard not to end up grinning while you play it.
The game is also bolstered by an absolutely
amazing soundtrack, filled with awkward English
raps and cheerful songs about bashing brains out.

Part of what the game does so well is how
brilliantly the whole thing is paced. It never keeps
you in one spot for particularly long, and there's
almost always some kind of interesting detail or
something to keep you entertained. It just feels like
the game is always urging you forward to look at
whatever crazy thing it wants to show you next, all
the way until the end. -Ed Burns

Wayforward’s Double Dragon Neon is a divisive game, just for how
much of a shift it is from previous Double Dragon games. If you
look past the fact that the whole thing is a loving parody of the
series and the decade that spawned it, it's one of the best modern
brawlers out there. It feels slow at the start, but things really open
up once you learn how to dodge enemy attacks and juggle mooks
around the screen. There's also just so much weird and silly stuff –
especially the 80s-themed soundtrack – that it manages to stay
enjoyable even after several playthroughs. It also has one of the
best credits scenes in gaming, which includes lyrics to sing along
with as the antagonist, a magical skeleton based off Skeletor from
Masters of the Universe, falls to his demise.  -EB

See Also:

Violent Storm

Double Dragon Neon

Release:   1993   Platform: ARC
Developer:  Konami
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Based on the Dark Horse comic series crossing over
two of the most badass extraterrestrials in cinema,
Alien vs. Predator is considered by many to be
among the top dozen-or-so arcade beat-em-ups
produced by Capcom after Final Fight's success.
Here, two Predators team up with two cyborg
marines, Dutch and Linn, to fight off rampant
hordes of H. R. Giger's monstrosities. Every
character has multiple attack techniques that put
some fighting games to shame, including guns that
need time to cool down if used too much. If that's
not enough, there are oodles of weapons (mostly
firearms) littered just about everywhere.
 In spite of your many methods for killing, the
Aliens are fierce and numerous. You face several
subspecies that can charge you, block your attacks,
jump around like frogs, and so on. Eventually, you
have to fight unscrupulous soldiers and get to use
their weapons against them. The action rarely slows
down and never loses its intensity, even in the fairly
long final two levels. It can get tough, especially
with some of the boss fights (like a super-Alien
aptly named "Razor Claws" and a Power Loader
turned against you), but you can triumph if you
fight well instead of being perpetually overwhelmed.

As a game released in the first year of the new
CPS-2 Capcom arcade system, it looks amazing,

with backgrounds that somehow vary greatly
despite mostly being cold industrial buildings and
passages. The sprites animate flawlessly and show
off lots of detail, even if Dutch's cyber-arm can't
escape the caveat of changing sides when he turns
around, due to sprite limitations. The music is
intense and almost always has an underpinning of
danger or dread to it, perfectly complimenting what
you would expect from fighting the Xenomorphs.
To top off the atmosphere, it's also incredibly
violent – Aliens lose their heads when killed and
chestbursters explode out of their zombie-like
human hosts.
 Not only is Alien vs. Predator one of Capcom's
greatest brawlers, but it also counts as one of the
best licensed titles, which isn't surprising
considering their excellent work on The Punisher
and Dungeons & Dragons. Their take is fun, simple,
brutal, authentic, and cathartic. Just avoid the
SNES version, which is a different beat-em-up, and
a grossly inferior one, at that. Rebellion's game for
PC is a great first-person shooter (and so is its
predecessor on the otherwise dubious Jaguar), but
that genre would be expected of the source
material. If you ever wanted to have a Predator
body-slam an Alien into other aliens, though, this is
definitely your game. -Michael Plasket

From the ever unpredictable Data East comes the deliciously gory
Night Slashers. Zombies and ghouls terrorize the land, so
professional monster hunters Christopher, Jake, and Hong-Hua beat
the snot out of everything until they collapse into a bony pile of
goo. It's so over-the-top that it's darkly humorous, and you fight
several classical monsters as bosses, like Frankenstein's creature,
Dracula, and the Grim Reaper, among others. Each character has
varied move lists, including dash and charge attacks, and the screen
is often crowded with at least half a dozen enemies when you're
not fighting bosses. The graphics are bright for such a grisly game,
and the soundtrack is energetic. Outside of Splatterhouse, Night
Slashers is the greatest Halloween action game ever.  -MP

Alien vs. Predator (Arcade)

Night Slashers

See Also:

Release:   1994   Platform: ARC
Developer:  Capcom
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Like the genre or not, there's no denying that beat-
em-ups can be among the most monotonous and
repetitive games. Many follow the Final Fight
template, which gives each character one more or
less fixed combo, a few grappling techniques, and
maybe one or two special moves. Double Dragon
started out with a little more complexity, but the
next few sequels didn't really evolve much, and
most are a step back from the original. Therefore, it
didn't take long for the series to fall into irrelevance.
When Technos's successor Million brought back
Billy and Jimmy for the Game Boy Advance, they
finally captured what the proper next big step
should have been after the original.

Double Dragon Advance takes the impressive
moveset of the arcade game, with its separate
punch and kick buttons, jump kicks, holds, elbow
checks, and headbutts, and expands upon it in
many ways. Pressing both attack buttons lets you
kneel, which not only serves to avoid some attacks,
but also prepares an uppercut or a jumping knee
strike. You can dash forward as well, which also
leads to a range of new attacks, including a
roundhouse kick. There’s also a block button, which
turns into a parry throw when timed right.

If an enemy is finally down on the floor, the
Lee brothers can go after them and rain down

punches or jump for a stomping attack – if they
remain undisturbed by the many remaining
adversaries. The arcade game never threw more
than four enemies at the player at once, and even
then suffered from slowdown, whereas here the
number is up to five on a significantly smaller
screen, and the game always runs fluidly. Some
moves and weapons used to be a bit overpowered
in the old game, but now you actually have to make
use of all your tricks. There are also new enemies
that necessitate new tactics, like secret agent types
who intercept your attacks and counter with mean,
fast combos. Thankfully, you also get new ways to
use the environment to your advantage (wall
jumps!) along with new weapons.

The game starts out as a straight remake of
the original, but that was a bit short with only four
missions, so from the end of the second stage, the
journey is prolonged with a visit to Chinatown,
followed by a fight on the top of a running truck.
The game is nearly doubled in size, and you now
can actually make sense of the story thanks to
some banter with defeated bosses. Double Dragon
Advance was not the last iteration, but Million's
further ports were on devices that either hardly
anyone has access to (Zeebo), or are unsuited for
the genre (smartphones).  -Sam Derboo

There are only few beat-em-ups that share Double Dragon
Advance's focus on versatility and a deep fighting system. One of
them is Eojjeonji Joheun Il-i Saenggil Geot Gateun Jeonyeok, a
super obscure Korean PC brawler based on a comic book series.
Skills and stats can be upgraded using an experience point system,
which means that the hero starts out really stiff and slow, but the
combos you can string together after a few technique upgrades rival
the most complex 1-on-1 fighting games. There’s also an added
level of strategy – do you invest in more moves and stronger hits
now, or save up the experience points to upgrade your life bar? It
gets ridiculously hard in the later stages, and unfortunately lacks a
multiplayer mode, but the fighting mechanics are impeccable.  -SD

See Also:

Double Dragon Advance

Eojjeonji…Jeonyeok

Release:   2003   Platform: GBA
Developer:  Million
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As the Saturn and PlayStation made 3D graphics
commonplace, they forever shifted how 2D games
were received, both critically and commercially.
While popular genres and sprite artwork have
remained visible to this day, there was a sudden
casualty of this change. The prolific 2D beat-em-up
genre all but died out in the face of these two
systems, and had effectively disappeared when the
N64 was released in 1996. This is also when
Treasure’s Guardian Heroes appeared on the Saturn,
and was quickly forgotten despite generally positive
reviews. Fortunately, a small but passionate cult
following helped the game gain enough popularity to
receive a GBA sequel in 2004, and an enhanced
port to the Xbox Live Arcade in 2011.

Instead of smoothly strolling around an
isometric plane like in most beat-em-ups, in
Guardian Heroes players walk along one of three
flat planes, switching between them at will. This
ends up being used to great effect, and allows
many more enemies and projectiles to be thrown at
you without being completely overwhelming. It
makes for a game that, similar to Treasure's own
Gunstar Heroes, looks too chaotic to control at a
glance, but is intuitive and extremely fun to play.

There's also a pretty impressive amount of
story content for a beat-em-up. A single play

through the game may last about half an hour, but
with branching paths through each, and a total of
30 levels to fight through, it will take several full
runs through the game to see them all. Most
impressively, each level has its own boss, with five
different possible final opponents at the end of the
game and five different endings to go with them.
Each character has several stats that can be
upgraded, ranging from attack power to health to
magic strength, based on their performance. You’re
also accompanied by a computer-controlled zombie
soldier, who you can give commands to.

This accessibility is also helped by the game's
inspiration. The art, music, and goofy dialogue of
Guardian Heroes come together to form a perfect
time capsule of everything dorky and fun about
anime in the 90s. The game is an action packed
beat-em-up, but the aesthetic has more in common
with The Slayers than it does with the typical fare
from Capcom and Technos. Imitators like Code of
Princess on the 3DS nail the aesthetic, but fail to
match it up with Treasure's tight controls and hit
detection. Guardian Heroes is a perfect combination
of a solid combat system with cheerful graphics,
and a gleefully out of place yet perfect synth
soundtrack, making it feel fresh even in 2011 when
it received its 360 port.  -Chris Rasa

Dungeons and Dragons: Shadow Over Mystara is a fantastic
improvement over Capcom's previous fantasy beat-em-ups. While it
lacks the extreme chaos and absurdity of Guardian Heroes, it's
almost as good thanks to the variety of characters, as well as the
different weapons and items it offers. It's also a culmination of the
controls from their previous fantasy action games, as players can
crouch, crawl, run around, block, attack enemies while they're
down, perform a running slide, and even moonwalk. The branching
paths return from the previous game as well, meaning one will have
to play the game several times to see every level. While several
assets are reused from Capcom's previous D&D game, there are
plenty of new monsters to battle and stages to battle them in.  -CR

See Also:

Guardian Heroes

Dungeons & Dragons: Shadow Over Mystara

Release:   1996   Platform: SAT, 360
Developer:  Treasure
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Sonic the Hedgehog was Sega's breakout franchise
during the Genesis era. Once they transitioned to
the Saturn, however, the Japanese developers left
him behind. Thus, Sonic Team created NiGHTS Into
Dreams, starring a flying purple jester who lives in a
dream world. While conventional wisdom suggests
that mascot games should be platformers, NiGHTS
completely defies definition. If you were to try to
stick it into a pre-defined genre, it would be closest
to a racing game, but even that's underselling it.
  Each stage is comprised of four "Mares", or
two dimensional paths through the 3D landscapes.
When you start each Mare, you have 120 seconds
to gather 20 blue-colored chips, place them in the
Ideya Cage located in the middle of the stage, and
return to the palace at the beginning of the Mare.
This is rarely very difficult, as there's more than
enough time to gather everything. Instead, the
emphasis is placed heavily on scoring. As you pick
up objects, you'll build up combos called "links",
which gradually increase the point value. There are
also rings you can fly though, which restores your
"dash" power, and also adds to your link.
Additionally, if you perform a loop-de-loop, it'll
create a small vortex which will automatically
gather all items in the area, including those that are
normally out of reach.

  The game is quite disorienting at first. The
movement is along a 2D plane in a 3D world, and
its rails often travel in and out of the scenery,
changing direction without notice. There's also a
certain brilliance to the game, though. Upon
repeated plays, you learn where the perspectives
shift and where the camera moves. You learn the
placement of all of the orbs and rings, and figure
out the most efficient ways to build the highest
links. In time, a confusing, perplexing mess of a
game becomes an incredibly addictive challenge to
perfect the controls, nail the maneuvers, and master
each stage. In spite of its kid-friendly veneer,
NiGHTS is really an arcade-style, hardcore time-
attack game that caters to the competitive player.

Beyond its mechanics, NiGHTS perfectly
exemplifies the "blue sky" element of the best of
Sega's games – zooming through gorgeously
detailed, dreamlike stages, twirling, swerving, and
looping weightlessly, performing daredevil
acrobatics with almost incredible ease. The music is
sunny and upbeat, with numerous arrangements
and iterations depending on how you interact with
the friendly creatures in each stage. NiGHTS is one
of those rare games that's incredibly satisfying to
just sit back and soak in the good vibes from,
regardless of any greater goals.  -Kurt Kalata

NiGHTS received a sequel on the Wii, Journey of Dreams, in 2007.
While the graphics and music are fantastic, it de-emphasizes the
score attack gameplay, while adding numerous dreadful platforming
and racing sequences. A better successor is Rodea The Sky Soldier,
developed by Prope, a studio founded by Sonic Team's Yuji Naka.
You control the hero by using the Wii Remote to make him fly
through the sky and attach himself to different floating objects.
While it doesn't play much like NiGHTS, it's one of the few games
that replicates the sensation of flying through the sky. It was
originally developed for the Wii, but ported to the Wii U with
substantial gameplay changes. The Wii U release contains both
versions, with the Wii version being substantially better.  -KK

See Also:

NiGHTS Into Dreams

Rodea the Sky Soldier

Release:   1996    Platform: SAT, PS2, PC
Developer:  Sega / Sonic Team
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These days, the Crash Bandicoot games have died a
rather ignoble death as another series Activision got
their hands on, milked dry, and tossed into an ever
growing pile. Before the tragic end of the series,
however, Crash had some of the finest platformers
that the original PlayStation had to offer. The first
game introduced the character and concept, while
the sequel was a vast improvement. The third
game, Warped , isn't quite as much of a leap in
quality as its predecessor. Still, it has enough extra
content and polish that it manages to edge itself out
as the best of the trilogy.

In terms of basic gameplay, Warped doesn't
differ too much from its predecessor. It's still a
hybrid between the full movement of a 3D
platformer, while the level design edges closer to
something more two-dimensional. The stages may
be more linear than your average 32-bit, 3D
platformer, but they still offer all the tightness and
complexity of a well-done 2D game, with more of a
focus on tricky platforming than exploration.
Thankfully, the perspective means that the camera
never becomes an issue, and the controls are
always tight enough that the many hilarious deaths
you'll suffer remain your fault. There are also plenty
of collectibles to search for to get that prestigious
100% completion ranking. While it'll earn you a

much better ending, the game never forces you to
seek these out for completion, serving as a nice
contrast to Rare’s philosophy.

It also helps that the game is always
introducing new concepts. While the platforming
starts off simple, you'll soon be reaching levels
where you'll be outrunning dinosaurs, or frantically
making your way out of pits of rising water. There
are also several points where the gameplay will shift
entirely, like jet ski stages where Crash's sister has
to make it through an obstacle course full of
pirates. While the vehicle levels aren't always quite
as well done as the rest of the game, they still
make for some fun diversions that keep the game
fresh throughout its 32 levels.

The highlight, however, is how the game looks
just as good as it plays. Many games have claimed
to be an "interactive cartoon", but this particular
series is one of the few that has the gameplay to
match. From the Tex Avery-esque art style, to the
silly taunts bosses throw at you, the game has a
perfect Saturday morning cartoon vibe that makes it
far more memorable than so many of the mascot-
focused games that have come and gone before it.
While the series would see a slow demise after it
left Naughty Dog's hands, the original trilogy ends
on a fantastic note. -Ed Burns

There’s no shortage of 3D platformers for the PS1, but Ape Escape
is without a doubt the most unique of them all. There’s no shortage
of cool ideas to separate it from your average collectathon, not the
least of which being the monkeys themselves. They won’t stand
around and wait to be captured, and they’ll run, hide, fight back,
and otherwise make you work to nab them. Capturing the monkeys
is done with a unique two-stick control setup, which, while unusual
at first, quickly becomes second nature as you play. Every gadget
you collect throughout the game uses this setup, and each one can
be used in different ways to access new areas, and with them, new
monkeys to capture. It’s a fresh take on the 3D platformer, and one
that deserves to be checked out.  -EB

Crash Bandicoot 3: Warped

See Also:

Ape Escape

Release:   1998   Platform: PS1
Developer:  Naughty Dog
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After the publication of Grim Fandango, when it
was clear that the point-and-click adventure game
market was dying, designer Tim Schafer left
LucasArts to found Double Fine. With a focus on
consoles, they decided a 3D platformer would be
appropriate. However, rather than aping the
animal/mascot approach of others, they created
something wholly different – Psychonauts, a
platformer with the spirit of an adventure game.
 The hero is a young psychic boy named Raz,
who has run away from his family to join a training
camp for those with mental powers. Much time is
spent exploring the campgrounds, which acts as a
hub for all the levels. Here, the amount of depth and
personality put into even the most minor characters
is far beyond the level of a typical platformer, as
almost everyone has a unique response for every
interaction. Most of Raz's psychic powers are for
things like floating, shooting mind bullets, and
setting things on fire, but he can also use powers
like clairvoyance, which will give insight as to how
other characters perceive him. Some view Raz as an
annoying fly, while others see him as just an ear to
be talked at. The writing, as typical of Schafer's
creations, is not only filled with great one liners but
often darkly humorous. The designs of both the
levels and the characters are twisted and inspired,

whose off kilter appearances seem inspired by The
Nightmare Before Christmas.
 Outside of the campgrounds, most of the
levels take place in the minds of the other
characters. With their psyches represented as a
physical presence, some themes are obvious – the
drill sergeant counselor has a military-themed
obstacle course, and the hippie woman has a 60s-
themed dance party. Others are incredibly creative
– a mutated fish dreams of kaiju flicks, casting Raz
as a monstrous, Godzilla-like creature, stomping
among the populace. The mind of Fred Bonaparte
(Napoleon's descendent) is characterized as a war-
themed board game. The schizophrenic deliveryman
Boyd has delusions of conspiracy theories,
manifesting as an idyllic 50s neighborhood, roads
twisting in every direction, populated with shady
government figures concerned with a mysterious
figure known as the "Milkman".
 The only downside here is that the controls
aren't as smooth, nor the levels as well constructed
as some other, more popular platformers. It also
goes overboard on the collectibles, though a vast
majority are optional. Some give decent rewards,
though, like slideshows that reveal the repressed
memories of certain characters, reinforcing Double
Fine's skills as nuanced storytellers. -Kurt Kalata

Outside of Super Mario Galaxy, 3D platformers were curiously
absent during the 360/PS3/Wii generation. One of the few decent
ones is American McGee's Alice: Madness Returns, a sequel to the
2000 PC game. In this darker version of the famous story,
Wonderland exists in the mind of a traumatized Alice, who visits it
as an escape from the real world.

As far as platformers go, like Psychonauts, it's fairly standard,
plus some levels go on far too long. The world design, however, is
immensely creative, and the graphic design is stunning. Alice's
many costumes and impressive hair physics also make a solid
impression. Together with the darkly affecting storyline, it's enough
to keep the game going through its weaker moments.  -KK

Psychonauts

See Also:

Alice: Madness Returns

Release:   2005    Platform: XB, PS2, PC
Developer:  Double Fine
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Super Mario 64 defined the 3D platformer, being
one of the first in the genre that really controlled
well. Despite the familiar characters, though, it
didn't really feel much like previous Mario games, as
the tight platforming obstacles and short stages
were replaced with expansive, non-linear arenas.
The Gamecube follow up, Super Mario Sunshine,
continued this trend, though it offered brief
challenge stages which focused entirely on classic
running and jumping. It was this that inspired the
Super Mario Galaxy titles for the Wii, which carry
the double duty of bringing Mario back to his roots
while completely revolutionizing the 3D platformer.
 As the title suggests, the game takes place in
outer space, amongst a cluster of galaxies. Each
stage consists of a number of smaller planets; the
goal in each area is to uncover the star, which will
send Mario rocketing to the next planet. Each one
has its own gravitational field – you could jump off
its edge only to land on its backside, and directions
like up and down are completely relative. It plays a
lot of tricks with perspective, often shifting to
straight 2D gameplay, and the brilliant camera
system ensures that movement feels natural and
rarely disorienting. While there are still large areas
to run around in, the levels are more focused than
most other 3D platformers, Mario 64 included.

 The power-ups from the old days have
returned, like the long-absent fire flower, as well as
the suits from Super Mario Bros. 3. These are
restricted to specific stages, but it ensures that
each level has its own distinct play style. That's
ultimately where Super Mario Galaxy excels – not
only is each level drastically different from one
another, but each planet within the level presents
unique challenges. Even when replaying stages to
find new stars, the landscapes are significantly
altered, often sending you on completely different
routes – for example, a lake in the first iteration will
freeze and become a skating arena in the second –
eliminating one of the more tedious aspects of the
previous 3D Mario games.
 While the original game is excellent, we
profess a slight preference to Super Mario Galaxy 2.
It’s a rare Nintendo sequel that refines rather than
revolutionizes. However, it's not merely more of the
same, as its levels are even more innovative and
expertly designed. Plus, it features Yoshi. For the
most part, the Wiimote is used to collect and shoot
bonus "star bits", which is fun but feels tacked on.
When riding Yoshi, the pointer is used to target his
tongue to eat enemies and grab onto grapple points,
which is more tightly integrated into the core
gameplay.  -Kurt Kalata

In many ways, Super Mario Land 3D for the 3DS is regressive, since
it doesn't possess the planet hopping gimmickry of Galaxy. Instead,
it's essentially a classic Mario game in 3D, sort of like an alternate
universe version of Super Mario 64, if it stayed closer to the level
design of the older games. Even though it's not as creative, it still
has some solid level design, plus it heralds the return of the Super
Mario Bros. 3 Tanooki suit. It's also much more fun than the tepid
2.5D New Super Mario Bros. series, and the late game is quite
challenging. Its Wii U follow-up, Super Mario World 3D, has more
expansive level design, which is fantastic fun in multiplayer, but
kind of aimless in single player.  -KK

Super Mario Galaxy 2

Super Mario 3D Land

See Also:

Release:   2010   Platform: WII
Developer:  Nintendo EAD
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The early 2000s was a time of revival for many
classic game franchises in modernized from, from
quality reboots like Prince of Persia: The Sands of
Time to struggling reinterpretations like Final Fight
Streetwise. Few were able to reinvent themselves in
3D quite as exquisitely as Ninja Gaiden, though.
Team Ninja didn’t get things just exactly right in the
first run – the original release from 2004 saw many
players struggling with an unresponsive camera
system that made parts of the game more difficult
than they should have been. The upgraded Ninja
Gaiden Black from the following year not only fixes
this, but also adds a variety of new enemies,
weapons, moves, and other features, including an
easy mode for those who complained about the
difficulty.

Taking hints from the arcade brawling roots of
the series, Tomonobu Itagaki’s vision of Ryu
Hayabusa is more strongly focused on combat,
rather than the platforming that the NES trilogy was
known for. The fighting system is so fast and
satisfying that the shift in focus hardly matters,
though. The game features a ton of weapons with
very unique playing styles, from quick but weak
nunchaku, to enormous, two-handed swords.

The enemies can be hard for budding ninja to
get a grip on, but despite the fast pace it’s all very

methodical, and each foe can be bested and
chopped apart with the right approach. Dodging,
blocking, and countering are key just as much as
powerful combos, and just as in any great beat-em-
up, the main challenge eventually comes with the
juxtaposition of different threats and the need to
react to them. Submit to Ninja Gaiden’s admittedly
high demands, and you’ll be slicing apart
gargantuan dragons and shooting down military
helicopters with your bow and arrow in no time.

Different from other games in the series, the
majority of this game is located in one
interconnected world, with new passages opening
up as you progress. It’s completely linear, though,
often locking out previously visited areas entirely.
Still, the structure makes the world feel much more
alive and natural than in the sequels that followed.
There’s also a rather superficial upgrading system
for the weapons to unlock new moves and combos,
but it does little to add to the already superb game.

This game saw another iteration called Ninja
Gaiden Sigma, released for the PS3 and Vita.
Though enhanced with HD visuals (on the PS3
release) and widescreen, it suffers from technical
issues, like load times that can pop up mid-battle in
a few cases, plus some added boring levels
featuring the heroine, Rachel.   -Sam Derboo

Two years before Ninja Gaiden on Xbox, Sega brought back their
own ninja action franchise to the PS2. Shinobi might not be quite as
fast and smooth as Ninja Gaiden Black, but it is just as hard, and
super stylish – when the hero Hotsuma takes down a group of
enemies, he poses for a moment as all the monsters fall apart into
cleanly cut pieces. His long red scarf, which waves around like a
living brush stroke of ink, is even alluded to in Ninja Gaiden Black.
Also referenced is the evil sword wielded by the hero that demands
to consume souls, forcing Hotsuma to become an unrelenting killing
machine in order to survive. The climbing abilities that allow him to
stick to most walls are even more reminiscent of the classic Ninja
Gaiden games than the occasional wall hopping in Black.  -SD

Ninja Gaiden Black

See Also:

Shinobi (PS2)

Release:   2005   Platform: XB
Developer:  Tecmo
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When Microsoft released the Xbox in 2001, they
made an effort to court Japanese publishers into
making games for a system most had spurned. One
company they could count on was Sega. The Xbox
soon received a nice library of games that would
have probably been on the Dreamcast had it lived a
longer life. Lost between these more popular titles
were the Otogi games by From Software. Low sales
condemned the series to obscurity, despite its
impressive environmental destruction.

The main character in both games is Raikoh, a
warrior whose ghost cannot rest until he atones for
a crime he doesn’t remember. Atonement in this
game translates to purifying the land of evil spirits
by slaughtering thousands of monsters. Thousands
is not an exaggeration, as you fight far more
enemies at a time in these games than in any of
their contemporaries. On top of that, most of the
architecture in each stage can be destroyed. Walls
that would force you to take the long way around in
other games are instead effortlessly blown apart by
your attacks. You can also reflect enemy projectiles
back at your foes with a precise attack, double
jump, dash in mid air, and learn several powerful
magic spells which help you fight more fluidly.

The catch is that Raikoh is physically fragile,
only able to take a few hits from enemies. There's

also a timer that runs down whenever you're not
killing things. It's a great way to create a character
that feels powerful while still having a sense of
vulnerability, as you can't afford to dawdle or get
too careless with your attacks. The game's intensity
is also helped by the soundtrack, with many violent
tracks that layer traditional chanting over industrial
noise. Through the game's 29 levels, the music
creates a subtle anger at the enemies. The resulting
release as your attacks take down entire buildings
as well as monsters is fantastic.

The extra power of the Xbox over the
PlayStation 2 is demonstrated to great effect, as
the visuals are absolutely beautiful. It comes at the
expense of speed, as Otogi is not as fast paced as
Ninja Gaiden or Shinobi, but it hardly matters.

While the original Otogi is excellent, the
sequel, subtitled Immortal Warriors, is even better.
Keeping the original's action intact, it features six
playable characters, each with their own weaponry.
The enemy count is also increased, in some cases
featuring hundreds of enemies on screen at once!

The Otogi games were two of many action and
adventure games From Software developed in the
early 2000s, all taking some concepts from their
King's Field series, before coalescing them into
Demon's Souls in 2009. -Chris Rasa

Kuon was released by From Software on the PS2 a few months
after Otogi II hit the Xbox. While the main characters of each are
based on historical figures, the legends around which the games are
built couldn't be further apart. Otogi takes an oppressive
atmosphere and mixes it with battles against thousands of demons.
Conversely, Kuon takes a much more intimate approach. Modeling
itself after Resident Evil 2, the game has three different stories,
each with a different character. The combat can get interesting as
rather than attacking enemies directly, most of your fighting is done
by creatures summoned by different cards. Like in Otogi, the
presentation is well done, with strong sound, foreboding music, and
lots of classic print style artwork in the menus.  -CR

Otogi 2: Immortal Warriors

See Also:

Kuon

Release:   2003   Platform: XB
Developer:  From Software
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Developed by Clover, the team within Capcom that
would eventually spin off to form Platinum, God
Hand was a highly anticipated game that ended up
flopping in both the US and Japan. Fortunately, it
developed enough of a cult following over the years
to get re-released through the PS2 Classics line on
the PS3, so more people could enjoy its intense
brawling action and irreverent situations. While the
graphics are admittedly middling, it does the single
best job of portraying the absurd brawling action
seen in exaggerated martial arts comics and anime
in game form.

God Hand opens with an image of Gene, the
hero, kicking a stereotypical punk right in the
crotch. There’s a similar move in-game too, plus
rapid fire attacks that look like Benny Hill meets
kung fu. The goofy soundtrack by Masafumi
Takada, influenced by everything from spaghetti
Westerns to Elvis, is a perfect accompaniment.

While this would be a fun game just for being a
functional brawler with a retro anime aesthetic, it
goes the extra mile with a nice list of customizable
combos. Instead of just having a pre-canned combo,
or separate buttons for "weak" and "strong
attacks," players get an extensive list of techniques
they can map together however they want. It's a
great way to make the game worth replaying as

well, since playing the game more efficiently will
increase the chances of enemies becoming more
powerful as you go, requiring you to experiment
more with your available combos. Another nice
change of pace is how you get to choose from a
nice list of special techniques (several of which are
homages to Kenshiro’s antics in Fist of the North
Star), rather than merely having a generic spinning
attack as a special move. These all have a great
dramatic flourish in their presentation, but still
happen quickly enough to not slow down the game.

The most impressive change to the formula
with God Hand's action, however, is the dodging.
Like in many modern action games, you can use the
right stick to dodge in whatever direction you flick
it. The subtle but brilliant change here is that if you
tap forward, instead of diving forward, you quickly
feint to avoid an attack while still standing your
ground. This is what really makes the game's
combat feel more intense than other beat-em-ups.
The game rewards staying in an enemy's space as
much as possible to overwhelm them, rather than
emphasizing the flailing wide attacks featured in
God of War, or the stick and move action in the 3D
Ninja Gaiden games. More than its presentation,
this is what makes the game feel like a simulation
of Fist of the North Star.   -Chris Rasa

Anarchy Reigns was developed by PlatinumGames. Like God Hand,
it's an over-the-top post-apocalyptic brawler. It's not as overly
goofy, but it’s filled with ridiculously jacked male characters and
scantily clad female fighters, complete with crazy weapons. The
fighting system isn't as unique as God Hand, but it's still varied and
full of impact. There are 17 characters, including some from
Platinum's previous brawler, MadWorld, plus Bayonetta from her
own game. The single player campaign, with its mission-based
structure, is fun if a bit daft, but the real meat is the multiplayer,
including huge battle royales and a beat-em-up take on Capture the
Flag. Unfortunately it's online only, so good luck finding players
nowadays.   -KK

God Hand

See Also:

Anarchy Reigns

Release:   2006   Platform: PS2
Developer:  Capcom / Clover Studios
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Metal Gear Solid 2 starred a rookie soldier named
Raiden. Ostensibly meant to provide a different view
of series hero Solid Snake, he instead spent most of
the game reacting like a doofus and getting
harangued by his girlfriend. Metal Gear Solid 4 gave
him a cyborg body and rad ninja skills, but his
badass redemption only occurred in cutscenes. Over
a decade after his introduction, Raiden finally got
his own action-based spin-off, Metal Gear Rising:
Revengeance, developed by PlatinumGames.
 Platinum has a pedigree for amazing 3D action
games, like Bayonetta and God Hand, but
surprisingly, Rising plays nothing like them. While
Raiden is extremely agile, he lacks any type of quick
dodge maneuver. Instead, enemy attacks can be
parried by tilting the analog stick in the direction of
the opponent and hitting the attack button. The
timing window is extremely generous, so fighting
enemies one-on-one isn't hard, but obviously
becomes more difficult when surrounded. Similarly,
Rising trivializes certain aspects – gun fire is
blocked automatically as long as you're running, and
you can traverse up and over most obstacles simply
by dashing into them. It allows you to concentrate
on its most rewarding aspect – chopping up things.
 As long as your power meter is filled, you can
enter a "sword mode", which zooms in and gives

more direct control over Raiden's blade. This will
also pinpoint an enemy weak point (though tougher
enemies need to be weakened). Hitting this will
execute a "zandatsu", where Raiden will rip their
energy source out (their spine, in the case of human
enemies), turn to the camera, and crush it with his
hands. At no point does this stop being awesome. It
also has the added benefit of refilling your health
gauge, allowing you to deftly turn the tables if
you're in grave danger. Each shard of dismantled
enemy is also separately rendered and helpfully
tallied by the side, just to see how carefully you've
shredded your foes. The hard rock soundtrack –
cheesy but incredible – is also closely attuned to
the action, with low key renditions for sneaking
around, layering in guitars when the action heats
up, and adding in vocals at the climatic moments,
which never fails to get the blood pumping.
 The story is largely divorced from the main
Metal Gear timeline. Cutscenes are skippable, and
most codec conversations are optional, keeping up
the pace while maintaining the storyline's depth for
those who are invested in it. It keeps the best
aspect of the series – over-the-top action, political
conspiracies, ridiculous melodrama – while
disregarding the mess of a backstory the series has
built up at this point. -Kurt Kalata

When not working on Metal Gear Solid, Hideo Kojima produced the
Zone of the Enders series, which is his attempt to make a Gundam-
like game. While most mecha games tend to be slow and lumbering
(see: MechWarrior, Armored Core), Zone of the Enders is much
faster and more action focused, with mid-air, close quarters combat
that's both visually impressive and simple to control.

The first game is undercooked, but the sequel, The 2nd
Runner, is a much more fleshed out experience, longer and with
better mission variety, as well as a more solid story. The HD
collection, which includes both games, had some technical issues,
which were (mostly) patched on the PS3 but ignored on the Xbox
360.  -KK

Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance

See Also:

Zone of the Enders: The 2nd Runner

Release:   2013       Platform: PS3, 360, PC
Developer:  Konami / PlatinumGames
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The original Bayonetta is one of the best 3D beat-
em-ups ever made. It features a massive variety of
combos, along with finely tuned evasive moves that
reward player skill while still staying accessible. The
difficulty curve is handled brilliantly, and while some
boss fights are repeated, it's actually refreshing to
quickly obliterate gigantic foes that posed a bigger
threat in the early game.

The most infamous thing about the series,
however, is Bayonetta herself. There was some
controversy over the validity of the character, as
gamers could not reconcile director Hideki Kamiya
regularly talking about how attractive the character
is to him, with character designer Mari Shimazaki
saying she designed Bayonetta as a female power
fantasy simultaneously. In Bayonetta 2, however,
there can be no mistaking that the character exists
as more than just fodder for the male gaze, as the
game's entire story is a hilarious send up of
ridiculous video game clichés.

The incredible thing about Bayonetta 2,
however, is that it balances some actual character
moments among the game's exaggerated antics and
regular comedy relief. Bayonetta herself is extremely
well developed across both games, but the sequel
ups the ante with more colorful graphics, more
intense one-on-one fights, and some giant boss

encounters that have you floating around massive
foes or flying at high speeds. It's rare to see so
much rewarding combat, some nuance, and such
fun characters and designs together in a single
game. That PlatinumGames was able to
successfully bring over everything good from the
previous game while actually improving the writing
makes for an outstanding game, since it would have
been easy to overlook this when the fighting is
carried over so well.

As a nice extra, the game also features online
cooperative play, where two players can use not
just Bayonetta, but her friend Jeanne, too, as well
as a few new characters introduced in the story.
Each has some unique things to bring to the table,
and newcomer Loki is particularly interesting. He's
just a boy, and it's a testament to the game's
superior writing that he functions as comedy relief,
serving as a send up of Capcom's younger, trying-
too-hard attempt at revamping their iconic Dante
character in the 2013 series reboot.

Bayonetta, with Kamiya at the helm, may have
begun development as Devil May Cry starring a
woman instead of a man, but in Bayonetta 2, we
have a fully fleshed out world with endearing
characters and the excellent combat that made the
original game so memorable.  -Chris Rasa

Capcom's Devil May Cry essentially created the modern 3D action
game. Starring the charismatic demon slayer Dante, the first game
is decent but has some design remnants from when it was a
Resident Evil game. The second is rather bland, but the third is the
best, offering four different combat styles with various abilities.
While the stages seem mild compared to the chaotic Bayonetta,
there's still plenty of craziness, especially with the bosses, one of
whom is a female vampire that turns into a guitar when defeated,
which can then be equipped as a weapon. Its follow-up is excellent
(though tedious at points), and while the British developed reboot
DmC: Devil May Cry was initially derided by fans, it's still a solid
action game, especially the PS4/XB1 Definitive Edition.  -KK

Bayonetta 2

See Also:

Devil May Cry 3

Release:   2014   Platform: WIIU
Developer:  PlatinumGames
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During the early 80s, Infocom was known as the
best developer of text adventures. While most of
their works fell neatly into pulpy fiction tropes –
fantasy with Zork, sci-fi with Planetfall – their
crowning jewel is A Mind Forever Voyaging, one of
the few deeply political works in gaming history.

Taking place in the future year 2031, the
USNA (a merger of the United States and Canada)
is not only suffering from a faltering economy but
are still under constant threat by the USSR (the
game was developed before the collapse of the
Soviet Union). The solution? The Plan for Renewed
National Purpose, a set of deeply right wing
measures that include huge tax cuts, massive
deregulations, the reinstatement of the draft, and an
emphasis on religious values. In order to test such
an overhaul, top scientists developed PRISM, a
sentient computer that is able to explore a
simulated version of the future. You control this AI,
dubbed Perry, as he explores the city of Rockvil
over the course of several decades, seeing how the
Plan has affected society.

Compared to other Infocom releases, or even
other text adventures, A Mind Forever Voyaging is
only barely a "game" in the traditional sense.
Beyond accomplishing mundane activities –
watching a movie, reading a newspaper – there

aren't many goals at the beginning. Later on, all you
have to do is record certain events to document the
effects of the Plan.

Needless to say, the Plan doesn't work very
well. The first simulation paints a rosy picture of a
bustling economy, but subsequent decades get
progressively worse. Deregulation leads to buildings
collapsing, climate change denial leads to acid rain
that destroy the landscape. Religious and military
organizations begin to take over, leading to a fascist
state. The movie theaters start off showing goofy
comedies, descend into softcore porn, and then to
hate propaganda. By the end, society has collapsed,
and it's just a matter of time before you're either
slain by wild animals or beaten by police officers.

In spite of the lack of puzzles (which are only
present at the end of the game), A Mind Forever
Voyaging works as a narrative, since it allows the
player to experience firsthand all of the ways, big
and small, that the Plan has messed things up. It’s
ham-fisted in its politics – the sponsor of the Plan is
a Ronald Reagan stand-in – and certain aspects, like
Perry's interaction with his simulated wife and child,
are too simple, limited by computer memory
requirements of the time. It's always engaging,
though, for the morbid fascination of seeing society
crumble, piece by piece.  -Kurt Kalata

Infocom's other most famous title, written by Brian Moriarty, is a
somewhat more traditional adventure game than A Mind Forever
Voyaging, but no less powerful. In Trinity, the player is at ground
zero when a missile is about to decimate London. Through a magical
door, however, he’s allowed to travel through time and space to
witness the effects of nuclear devastation across history,
culminating at the Trinity bomb test site in New Mexico. The use of
fantasy elements is a clever way to connect (mostly) historical
events, and the interactive segments place the player closer to the
horror than a traditional novel could.  -KK

A Mind Forever Voyaging

Trinity

See Also:

Release:   1985   Platform: PC
Developer:  Infocom
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Almost every kid wanted to be a pirate at some
point. Informed largely by cartoons and movies,
what young'un didn't want to sail the high seas, get
into sword fights, and hunt for buried treasure? Of
course, that purposely omits all of the gruesome
things that actual pirates historically stood for, but
it's that quaint ideal that lies at the core of
LucasArts' Monkey Island series.

In The Secret of Monkey Island, naive goofball
Guybrush Threepwood fulfilled his dream of
becoming a pirate, defeated the Ghost Pirate
LeChuck, and (kind of) got the girl, the dashing
Elaine Marley. The sequel picks up after an
indeterminate time, with Guybrush having
squandered his fame and fortune, lost the girl, and
ended up in the middle of nowhere. Not content to
wallow, he begins a quest for the legendary
treasure of Big Whoop, but inadvertently resurrects
his nemesis in the process.

The bulk of the game is spent traveling
between three islands, all on a quest to find four
treasure map pieces. This part is open ended, so if
you get stuck on one puzzle, you're free to wander
around and try to find another one. It gives you time
to explore other parts of the game world, giving
your brain a chance to soak everything in. This
might take a while, as some puzzles are "classics"

in their difficulty. An easy mode is included, though
(cheekily noted "for game reviewers").

Many puzzles involve flim-flamming the game's
colorful characters, solely because they stand in
your way. Need some cash? Sneak into the kitchen
of a nearby bar, get the cook fired by sticking a rat
in the soup, get hired in his stead, take your
advance salary, and then ditch it. At one point you
need a key from Stan the used coffin salesman (a
morbidly brilliant concept). You convince him to hop
into a coffin to demonstrate its roominess, nail it
shut, and make off with the key with him trapped
inside. Your transgressions are catalogued on an
overly long "Wanted" poster, yet Guybrush is never
an out-and-out sociopath, a characterization
problem found in many other adventure games.

Artistically, the game is gorgeous, with
expressive sprites and painted artwork. The music
system also transitions smoothly from scene to
scene, making the game simply a joy to explore.

Monkey Island 2 is the archetypical point and
click adventure, the one that so many games look
up to for inspiration as far as characterization, world
design, and puzzle design. A multitude of its
successors get these things wrong (including some
later Monkey Island games), which only makes this
entry stand out even more.  -Kurt Kalata

On a joke-by-joke basis, the original The Secret of Monkey Island is
probably funnier, with livelier characters and better dialogue. Even
so, it loses steam by the time you reach you the eponymous
Monkey Island, though it at least picks up by the finale. Thanks to
the departure of lead designer Ron Gilbert after the second game,
some adventure game fans don't consider any of the subsequent
games part of the canon. It's true that the tone takes a veer into
overt wackiness, but that doesn't make it any worse, just different.

The third game, The Curse of Monkey Island, still has a great
sense of humor, with absurd puzzles, fantastic writing, and some
truly excellent, hand drawn, cel-style animation. The following
games were never quite as good, unfortunately.  -KK

See Also:

Monkey Island 2: LeChuck’s Revenge

The Curse of Monkey Island

Release:   1991        Platform: PC, 360, PS3
Developer:  LucasArts
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Time travel is not an uncommon theme in video
games, yet few pull it off with such maniacal
brilliance as the point and click adventure Maniac
Mansion: Day of the Tentacle. Three teenagers –
nerdy doofus Bernard, metal head burnout Hoagie,
and psychotic med student Laverne – are each sent
to a different time period in order to prevent a
worldwide takeover by evil, sentient tentacles.

LucasArts games have typically aged better
than Sierra's from the 90s era of adventure games,
partially thanks to their no-deaths, no-dead-ends
approach, but also due to how downright silly they
are. Day of the Tentacle doesn't have the "best"
puzzles, in a purely rational sense, but it does have
some of the funniest. Most involve lateral thinking,
like other adventure games, but also dealing with
the effects of time. For example, Laverne is
transported to the future, where humans are kept as
pets and are unable to roam freely. One of the few
things she has access to, however, is a flag.
Meanwhile, Hoagie is transported to the distant
past, during the time of the American Revolution.
Here he meets Betsy Ross, struggling with a flag
design for the burgeoning nation. Accordingly, you
steal a tentacle poster from the future and send it to
Ms. Ross in the past, who in turn creates the
American flag in the shape of a tentacle. This

affects the flag in the future, turning it into a
disguise Laverne can use. Naturally, the
catastrophic effects of messing so drastically with
history aren’t really a topic of concern.

There are certain rules to time travel – you
can't shove living things through the time machine
(which is, for some reason, a portable toilet) –
forcing you to find workarounds. For example, you
find a hamster wheel to power a machine in the
future. Bernard can find a hamster in the present,
but the only way to transport him is to freeze him.
He can then be found as an ice brick in the future,
but he’s too cold to do anything. The only thing
that can warm him up, a sweater, is too big. You
can, however, steal an improbably large amount of
quarters and set it in the dryer for 200 years,
shrinking it to appropriate rodent size. It would be
maddening if it weren't so brilliantly goofy.

Artistically, the backgrounds are rendered with
off kilter angles and proportions. The entire game
takes place within and around the mansion’s walls,
and it’s a character in and of itself. The unique
perspectives of each of the three teenagers, along
with the inhabitants of each time period, combine to
make the areas feel fresh. Together with its own
loopy yet internally consistent logic, it all works to
create a gleefully insane gem. -Kurt Kalata

Designed by LucasArts illustrator (and later Pixar director) Steve
Purcell, Sam is a canine detective and Max is a psychotic bunny
rabbit. Together, they solve ridiculous crimes and cause general
mayhem. Their first title, Sam and Max Hit the Road, was
developed by LucasArts, and sends them across America to explore
tourist traps and find a missing Bigfoot, while outwitting an evil
country music star. It's not as cleverly designed as Day of the
Tentacle, but it is incredibly funny, with an elaborate highbrow
writing style combined with general lunacy. The later Sam & Max
games, developed by Telltale, are hit or miss. The better ones
captures its weird sensibility – a sentient statue of Abraham Lincoln
is a recurring character – but they lack the snappy dialogue.  -KK

See Also:

Maniac Mansion: Day of the Tentacle

Sam and Max Hit the Road

Release:   1993   Platform: PC
Developer:  LucasArts
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Grim Fandango reinvents the role of a grim reaper
as something akin to a travel agent. Their job is to
escort recently departed souls to their eternal
resting place by giving them travel packages based
on how well they lived their human life. You control
one such reaper, Manny Calavera, whose best
clients are being stolen away by his corrupt co-
worker. Manny's journey for the truth takes him
across the expanses of the afterlife.
 Beyond its take on metaphysical concepts,
Grim Fandango also has a uniquely appealing visual
style. It’s patterned after the film noir stylings of the
50s, with art deco architecture and a classy jazz
soundtrack. Since the characters are all dead,
technically, they’re designed to look like Mexican
calaca figures, skeletons used in the Day of the
Dead festival. In spite of their low resolution, their
simple design is perfectly suited for the low polygon
character models of the era, and don't look at bit
dated. The original release is hampered by Resident
Evil-style tank controls, but the 2015 Remastered
version features alternative direct controls and a
classic point-and-click style interface.
 While LucasArts adventures are typically
known for their goofiness, Grim Fandango is a little
more serious. That's not to say that it isn't hilarious
– a gigantic, piano playing, hot rod obsessed demon

named Glottis is one of genre's funniest characters
– but there's a vague aura of forlornness that
permeates everything. At the center of this stands
Manny. He has astounding ambitions – in the
transition between the first and second chapter, he
inherits a crappy little diner and transforms it into a
swinging casino. Between the second and third
chapter, he sneaks onboard a ship and works his
way up to captain.

Like any good film noir hero, Manny is also an
underdog – he's outpaced by his evil co-worker at
his salesman job, his casino plays second fiddle to
big-time mobsters, and his ship captain job is
quickly ended by corrupt customs officials. His
dialogue is read with an appropriate world-
weariness. There are no dramatic monologues, nor
ham-handed self-proclamations. It's quite subtle
compared to most video game writing, which again
puts the game in a class of its own.
 There are dozens of ways you can praise Grim
Fandango, from its unforgettable locales to its
vulnerable cast of characters to its spot-on
dialogue. The biggest compliment, though, is that
there's nothing else fully like it, especially among
other adventure games. Even if Grim Fandango was
a book, or a comic, or a movie, it would still stand
out as a fantastic piece of media.   -Kurt Kalata

There are three graphic adventures based on Discworld, Terry
Pratchett's fantasy-comedy book series. The first two feature the
hapless wizard Rincewind (voiced by Eric Idle), and are charmingly
cartoon-like, though the first is hampered by devious puzzles. The
final game, Discworld Noir, gives the city of Ankh-Morpork a
stylistically dark overhaul, and introduces an original hero, the
detective Lewton. It's both an homage and a parody of film noir, a
uniquely British take on a quintessentially American style.

While it doesn't quite have the ingenuity of Grim Fandango, it's
still an extremely funny, well written mystery in its own right, and
will prove amusing to both Discworld fans and newcomers.  -KK

Grim Fandango

Discworld Noir

See Also:

Release:   1998      Platform: PC, PS3, VITA
Developer:  LucasArts
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The fourth entry in Sierra's Space Quest series
sends hapless janitor Roger Wilco bouncing back
and forth through time. Rather than just sending
him to the “past” or “future", though, he's sent into
his own fictional sequels. The first is Space Quest
XII: Vohaul's Revenge II – a sequel to a sequel
must've seemed ridiculous back in 1989, but it's
remarkably prescient considering the absurdity of
something like Final Fantasy X-2. Further
adventures send him rocketing to Space Quest X:
Latex Babes of Estros, as he tries to figure out why
an ex-lover is trying her best to kill him (or at least
make him suffer the pain of shaving his legs like a
woman), then back in time to the original game,
where a VGA-colored Roger interacts with blocky,
EGA resolution backgrounds. All the while, its
denizens lambast his high tech look as being too
pretentious.
 The premise alone is brilliant. Sierra adventure
games experimented with this kind of meta
cheekiness in the past, particularly in Space Quest
III. There, Roger had to rescue the Two Guys from
the Andromeda, the alter egos of game designers
Scott Murphy and Mark Crowe, an adventure which
ended with a trip to Sierra's real life Yosemite
headquarters. Space Quest IV takes it to an even
more ridiculous extreme, shattering any pretenses

of the fourth wall. Unfortunately, it’s not as fleshed
out as it could be. Too much time is spent in the
dreary, post-apocalyptic XII era, and nearly half the
game is spent in an intergalactic shopping mall. Plus
it suffers from the usual problems of Sierra's
adventure games – sudden (albeit hilarious) death
scenes, maddeningly arbitrary arcade sequences,
and dead end scenarios.
 Yet little of that matters, because this is one of
the funniest games ever made, in no small part
thanks to Gary Owens (Laugh In, Space Ghost), the
voice of the narrator in the CD-ROM edition. Sierra
game heroes were often one dimensional, acting
primarily as avatars for the player. Most of the
personality came from the narrator’s disembodied
voice commenting on the action. This is the case
here, too, with Owen sarcastically belittling Roger
(and by proxy, the player) for their overt stupidity.
Even the most mundane line readings are rendered
hysterical by his overly dramatic voice, though the
funniest come from the otherwise useless "smell"
and "taste/lick" icons. Plus, at one point you come
across a computer terminal, which has an "SQIV"
icon on it. Drag it to the trash can, and the game
immediately kicks you back to your operating
system, probably the most subtly amusing "death"
in any adventure game.  -Kurt Kalata

Subsequent Space Quest games lacked the sardonic overtones of
earlier titles. Sierra's other comedy series was Leisure Suit Larry,
starring an out-of-touch loser who tries (and fails, repeatedly) to
make it with gorgeous women. It was marketed as an "adult"
product, though its reputation suggested something that was more
salacious than it actually was, and most of the laughs instead came
from similar madcap antics as in Space Quest. The second game
ended with the hero impressing a group of natives with assembly
language programming skills; the third with a Blazing Saddles-style
trip through a "backlot", stumbling through other Sierra games. The
best is the seventh entry, Love for Sail, which has high resolution
graphics and a deliriously goofy text parser.  -KK

See Also:

Space Quest IV: Roger Wilco and the Time Rippers

Leisure Suit Larry: Love for Sail

Release:   1991   Platform: PC
Developer:  Sierra Online
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Sierra's Quest for Glory series is different from their
normal fare. It’s essentially an RPG, implemented
using their point-and-click adventure game engine,
with a stronger emphasis on storytelling than most
other CRPGs at the time. You can pick from three
character classes – Fighter, Magician, Thief – each
of which allows different approaches towards
puzzle solving. It maintains a cult following thanks
to its fun cast, pun-filled writing, and immersive
scenery. While the hero is the same through each
game (players can even import data from one game
to another), each installment focuses on a different
part of the world and its mythology. The original
takes place in and around the fictional barony of
Spielburg, focusing on both Germanic and Slavic
mythology. The second game sends players to the
Shapeir desert to explore a massive city evocative
of 1001 Arabian Nights. Part three, Wages of War,
sees our hero venturing to the continent of Fricana,
a fantasy imitation of Africa inspired by Egypt and
Uganda. Part IV, Shadows of Darkness, is where
the series really comes together.

At a glance, one may think Shadows of
Darkness is in the same Germanic environs as the
original game. However, once one starts playing, it
quickly becomes clear that it's a game set in a
fantastical take on Romania, with an emphasis on

gothic Slavic (along with Romanian) fantasy
scenarios, with creatures like vampires. Shadows of
Darkness is the last Quest for Glory game to feature
purely 2D graphics, and looks really nice, with its
colorful but moody backgrounds contrasted by
whimsical portraits when engaging characters in
conversation. The slightly darker nature of the
setting also doesn't adversely affect the writing,
which is as goofy as ever. The biggest change to
the series, however, is its combat. Instead of
clicking on icons while badly animated sprites flail
at each other aimlessly, it uses a more detailed side
view of the action, along with a refined interface.
One can simply click on the enemy to attack it, on
oneself to block an attack, and so on. It's a huge
improvement over the lack of feedback in Wages of
War's battles, though still a bit clunky.

Shadows of Darkness also features the best
sound in the series, with a moody and at times
rocking MIDI soundtrack. This is combined with
excellent narration by John Rhys-Davies, along with
other great voice acting (Commander Shepard
herself, Jennifer Hale, plays a major character) on
the game's CD-ROM release. Between the writing,
setting, and improved fighting, Shadows of
Darkness excels at being both a fantastic adventure
game and an RPG.   -Chris Rasa

The fifth Quest for Glory wrapped up the series, but ditched many
of the adventure elements, and still felt shallow as an RPG. Nearly
two decades later, two unofficial indie follow-ups were created by
other developers. Infamous Quests' Quest for Infamy recasts the
protagonist as more of a jerk than a do-gooder, and while it's a
decent game, some of the writing is rather immature. Meanwhile,
Crystal Shard's Heroine's Quest hews more closely to the tone of
Sierra's series, with the major difference, obviously, being the
gender of the main character. The setting is perpetually snow
covered and Norse-inspired, and fits nicely along with the light-
hearted, humorous tone of Quest for Glory. It also benefits from a
(slightly) better fighting engine and other enhancements.  -KK

Quest for Glory: Shadows of Darkness

See Also:

Heroine’s Quest

Release:   1994   Platform: PC
Developer:  Sierra Online
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Computer gaming in the 80s and 90s was
ostensibly aimed at adults, yet few of their games
really ever felt mature. Jane Jensen's Gabriel Knight
series was Sierra's attempt at expanding beyond
their own fantasy/sci-fi games. They’re basically
mysteries with an added supernatural element, but
set apart from the field with their fantastic
characters and respect towards history.
 The hero is Gabriel Knight, handsome and
charming, but also something of a screw-up. He's a
terrible, failing author, and his antique bookstore is
on the verge of financial implosion. It's only due to
his connections with the local police that he begins
research for his next book by investigating a series
of voodoo related murders in New Orleans. Here he
becomes entwined with the upper crust of society,
as well as uncovering his family's past as
"Schattenjägers", or German demon hunters.
 Almost everyone in the game is given
astounding layers of depth for an adventure game.
Early on, Gabriel visit his aging grandmother, and
has lengthy discussions about your family history,
how his grandparents (and parents) met and fell in
love, and their immigration into America. NPCs can
be interrogated about aspects directly related to the
murders, but also to their own personal history, the
success (or failure) of their businesses, or their

experiences in New Orleans. Compared to most
Sierra games, there are very few death sequences,
but the ones that do exist are disarmingly effective,
because Gabriel is treated as a human being, rather
than a walking joke like most other Sierra games.
 The story also expounds on the history of
voodoo, particularly the brand that originated in
Louisiana. New Orleans voodoo is a mixture of
African traditions and Catholicism, which sprung up
due to the slave trade in the South in the 1800s.
Much time is spent exploring the misconceptions
about voodoo, and most importantly, how real
voodoo has nothing to do with the ritualistic
murders being committed in the game. It's pretty
educational, and this depth of knowledge largely
characterizes the entire Gabriel Knight series.
 A remake was released in 2014, which gives a
complete visual and aural overhaul, and tweaks a
few structural and interface issues. The original
release featured some fairly decent celebrity voice
acting (including Tim Curry with a New Orleans
drawl, providing a very divisive Gabriel), all of which
was tossed out for the remake, but the new actors
do a decent job. Still, the animation of the polygonal
characters gives it a cheap feeling, and the whole
package feels like it only exists for people allergic to
256-color VGA graphics. -Kurt Kalata

Most full motion video games released in the 90s were famously
terrible, but the second Gabriel Knight game, The Beast Within, is
one of the few really good ones. The locale moves to Germany,
where Gabriel takes up his family residence and begins investigating
a series of werewolf related murders, which eventually lead to
uncovering the mystery of the purportedly insane King Ludwig II.
The nature of FMV means that there's not nearly as much depth to
the characters, but the history, both real and fictional, as well as the
photo perfect depictions of Ludwig's many gorgeous castles,
ensures historical quality consistent with its predecessor. The acting
is decent too, as is the soundtrack, which includes an original
Wagnerian opera.  -KK

Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers

The Beast Within: A Gabriel Knight Mystery

See Also:

Release:   1993   Platform: PC, MOB
Developer:  Sierra / Phoenix Online (remake)
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George Stobbart may be the ideal adventure game
protagonist, combining the adventurous spirit of
Indiana Jones with Jessica Fletcher’s talent to
stumble into crimes, all with the curiosity of a child.
After witnessing the murder of an old man by a
clown during his vacation in Paris, the nosy
American lawyer simply cannot let the case rest,
despite the pleadings of the local police to leave
matters in their hands. He finds a companion in
freelance photojournalist Nico Collard, who first
humors George’s enthusiasm and senses an
opportunity to forward her career. The two grow
fond of each other by the end, though. That end, of
course, lies beyond mysteries, a big conspiracy
involving the Knights Templar, and many travels
around the world.

Technically, Broken Sword is just another
point-and-click adventure game, but in 1996, it
stood as proof that LucasArts and Sierra weren’t
the only ones who could put out genre greats. The
puzzles are contextual, fun, and fair (with one
notorious exception, whose star – a grumpy goat –
has become somewhat of a series mascot), but it’s
mostly the characters who are excellent.
George just has so much energy and charm, despite
being kind of a self-important doofus. He has an
affinity for witty quips, but not pathologically so,

unlike many later European adventure game heroes.
What makes him so endearing is the utter inability
to get taken seriously, as everyone just seems to
greet him with a mixture of disbelief and cautious
ridicule. The way he falls for a hand buzzer early on
and then unsuccessfully tries to pull the joke on
every single person he meets (if the player chooses)
is just adorable.

The game still isn’t downright silly like most of
LucasArts’ games, and everyone is closer to a
human character, rather than a cartoon. The game
stays realistic for the most part, and knows when it
suits the situation to go for drama rather than
humor. The antagonists are threatening (at least
most of the time), and will kill George if he disturbs
their plans, but fortunately the game doesn’t go
overboard with the death situations. Another strong
point is the beautiful background illustrations, from
the streets of Paris during the fall, to a pub in
Ireland, and even a remote village in Syria. The
cartoon-style characters, with their grubby lines and
awkward scaling, look a bit dated, though.

Broken Sword was later expanded and re-
released as a Director’s Cut. The added scenes
allowing players to explore Nico’s perspective
hamper the pacing, though, especially by offsetting
the impactful introduction. -Sam Derboo

The German adventure series Secret Files tried to be a Broken
Sword ersatz in a time when it fumbled around with mediocre 3D
sequels. The first is pretty successful, although the series took a
nosedive in quality with each sequel. Broken Sword itself wears its
inspiration on its sleeve and obviously wants to be a modern day
Indiana Jones story, complete with a dive into the supernatural for
the finale, so the next best thing is going back to Indy’s own point-
and-click adventures. Fate of Atlantis may look antiquated, but was
actually forward thinking, offering three paths for players who
prefer fighting, teamwork, or solitary item puzzling. Not all of its
parts are excellent (the fighting’s sketchy), but it’s ultimately much
greater than the sum of them all.  -SD

Broken Sword: The Shadow of the Templars

See Also:

Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis

Release:   1996        Platform: PC, WII, MOB
Developer:  Revolution Games
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The Last Express is an adventure game created by
Jordan Mechner, the man behind Karateka and
Prince of Persia. It's an ambitious title with slightly
unusual gameplay which sold badly at first, but is
now recognized as one of the genre's classics.
 The game's story seems to borrow many
themes from Agatha Christie's Murder on the Orient
Express, although it quickly takes a decidedly
different turn. The protagonist, Robert Cath, hops
aboard the train in order to meet up with an old
acquaintance, but instead finds him murdered. In
the quest to find his killer, Cath is also forced to
impersonate his friend. In the process, he becomes
involved with a series of political intrigues which are
about to lead up to the first World War.
 The use of rotoscoping, an instantly
recognizable artistic style (in case of this game,
inspired by art nouveau), and a focus on storytelling
brings to mind Mechner's more famous 8-bit titles,
although The Last Express differs from them
significantly by downplaying action sequences
(there are a few but they're forgettable) and
conveying its story not only through visual means,
but also through dialog. It's also rather unorthodox
for adventure standards, as the game is light on
item-based puzzles and is played in accelerated real-
time. Thus, the challenge becomes less about

finding things and putting them in the correct
places, and more about finding yourself at the right
place and time. In order to do this, you can travel
back and forth through time at will.
 The creators of The Last Express conducted
substantial research into both the period and the
train itself (this included renting and photographing
an actual pre-war Orient Express car). They also put
a lot of work into smaller details – every character
speaks in an appropriate language, but the subtitles
are only shown for the languages the main
character understands. What really sells the game is
the writing – the story is fascinating, filled with
reference to everything from classic detective
stories to Russian folktales, while almost all of the
characters, even the minor ones, are fleshed out
and feel like actual people with their own beliefs,
goals, and personalities, and not just plot devices.
 Like many ambitious games, The Last Express
isn’t perfect. The animation is more like a comic
book, changing frames every second or so, the
action sequences can be frustrating, and getting the
true ending requires a bit of trial and error. Despite
those flaws, the game is an experience unlike any
other – a detective story, a spy drama, and a
melancholic narrative presented through the
adventure game medium. -Maciej Miszczyk

Character-driven murder mystery adventure games, in which being
at the right place at the right time matters, were done before The
Last Express by Sierra with their Laura Bow series. The first of
them, The Colonel's Bequest, has the protagonist investigating a
series of crimes in a Southern mansion during the 1920s. The
biggest difference between the Laura Bow games and Mechner's
masterpiece is how time works. While Last Express is played in real
time, The Colonel's Bequest is divided into 15-minute blocks, with
progression between them triggered by certain in-game events. It
lacks the writing, atmosphere, and attention to detail which makes
The Last Express such a great title, but it's worth playing as a
pioneer of a niche subgenre of adventure games.  -MM

The Last Express

See Also:

The Colonel’s Bequest

Release:   1997   Platform: PC, MOB
Developer:  Smoking Car Productions
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Funcom’s The Longest Journey series tells the tales
of two interconnected worlds: Stark, the world of
technology, and Arcadia, the world of magic.
Certain people, known as Shifters, have the ability
to transfer between both worlds. The star of the
first game, a young college student from Stark
named April Ryan, has this ability, and is called to
save the fabric of both worlds. While stories of
saviors and parallel worlds are common in fiction,
The Longest Journey is different than most because
both worlds play an equally important role in the
story. Arcadia is a standard medieval world, but
Stark is a futuristic version of our own Earth, and
the plot balances both elements of fantasy and
science fiction. The expansive history and
tumultuous politics of both worlds play a huge role
in how the story plays out.
 That's a lot of ground to cover for a video
game, but writer Ragnar Tørnquist manages to pull
it off beautifully, fleshing out both worlds while
populating them with funny, likeable characters. It's
one of the few games that also star strong female
protagonists, both in April Ryan and Zoe Castillo,
the heroine of the Dreamfall sequel saga. The
secondary characters are equally as charming, like a
wise-cracking bird named Crow, and the talking
purple gorilla toy Wonkers.

 The original Longest Journey is a point-and-
click adventure, complete with some typically
frustrating puzzles. The 2D rendered backgrounds
are attractive, but the polygonal character models
are very dated. Dreamfall shifts everything to 3D,
reducing the scale of the world but also making it
more detailed and intimate. It's a testament to the
artists that both the characters and the landscapes
are gorgeous. However, the puzzle solving aspects
have been drastically scaled back, and there are
some ill-executed stealth and combat sequences.
The third game, the episodic Dreamfall Chapters,
removes the action bits and adds in branching paths
based on character decisions.
 Staunch point-and-click fans prefer The
Longest Journey, but the 3D graphics of Dreamfall
really do a fantastic job of enhancing the drama,
establishing the world, and making character
interactions more involving. Playing The Longest
Journey isn't mandatory to enjoy Dreamfall, but is
highly recommended, as it fleshes out the
backstory, and is essential to understanding April
Ryan's character arc. New players can jump in with
Dreamfall, but its follow-up, Dreamfall Chapters, is
a direct sequel, picking up after several brutal
cliffhangers in the previous game, making it an
unwise starting point. -Kurt Kalata

Outside of Funcom, the best modern cinematic storytellers are
Telltale Games. They, too, sprung out of classic adventure games,
and moved onto assorted licensed properties. Though not their most
popular license, their best game is The Wolf Among Us, based on
the Fables comic book series, starring assorted fairy tales that are
trying to make it in New York City. It stars Bigby (the Big Bad) Wolf
and Snow White, the city sheriff and vice director, as they try to
solve a series of murders, along with wading through a crumbling
government that's failing its desperate citizens. Its detective noir
overtones set it apart from other similar stories, and the moral
conundrums are much more ambiguous than other Telltale games.
Plus, the neon cel shaded art looks better than the comics.  -KK

See Also:

Dreamfall: The Longest Journey

The Wolf Among Us

Release:   2006   Platform: PC, XB
Developer:  Funcom
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It's mostly famous for being one of the few video
games that Roger Ebert loved, but Cosmology of
Kyoto is a stunningly ambitious combination of
education, spirituality, and horror. An obscure
contemporary to Myst, Cosmology eschews the
seminal CD-ROM game's surreal landscapes and
puzzles for an oppressive, nightmarish depiction of
Heian era Kyoto. The real genius of the game,
however, lies not just within its chilling sound
design or use of mythology, but in how all of these
elements are merged into a single experience.
Rather than a pastiche of East Asian mythology,
Cosmology's supernatural events are modeled after
folklore and philosophy very specific to its place and
time in history. There was a perfect storm of talent
here. Some of Cosmology's graphics are the work
of Masashi Imanaka, who would go on to do motion
capture work for several monster-filled Capcom
games, like Resident Evil 4.

While Cosmology of Kyoto uses a period-
appropriate art style and is often extremely graphic
in its depictions of both monsters and human
victims alike, the real meat of the game comes from
its reference mode. For almost every encounter in
the game, you can bring up the mythical origin and
context for what you are seeing with a single click.
It's an incredible way to deliver a vast amount of

cultural information without interfering with the
game's atmosphere. One of the major contributors
to the game's historical and mythical accuracy was
Masanobu Kagawa, as of 2010 the curator at the
Hyogo Prefectural Museum of History. In his career,
he often focused on the interplay between humanity
and mythology. He has more recently discussed
urbanization causing people to move away from
supernatural beliefs, prompting a backlash wherein
the properties of these monsters are made more
outlandish in our fiction to stay in the public eye.

It's a keen observation that was represented
way back in Cosmology in 1993. The Heian period
was one of extreme economic inequality, and both
the cultural and mythological impacts of this are felt
in the game. By simply presenting creatures,
religious concepts, and the population itself in a
way accurate to this specific place and time, we are
fully thrown into not just the setting but the
mindset of its people. You begin the game penniless
and naked, with starting equipment coming from a
nearby corpse. The game can be finished very
quickly, but the fun comes from exploring and
seeing all the different encounters. Cosmology of
Kyoto is non-linear, but at the same time feeling
hopelessly lost both on a physical and a spiritual
level is the game's driving force.  -Chris Rasa

While more amusing (try using the torch on yourself multiple times),
Shadowgate holds up as an early example of a game with a fully
realized setting. It’s heavy on the puzzles compared to Cosmology
of Kyoto, but offers a challenging trek through the titular castle.
Shadowgate has been released on numerous platforms over the
years, culminating in a total remake with new artwork in 2014.

This game was a huge deal when it came out. A long line of
imitators would follow in its wake, and it even gained some
popularity in Japan’s exploding adventure game scene. While ICOM
Simulations also released the similar Déjà Vu and Uninvited around
the same time, Shadowgate's singular massive castle and at times
brutal difficulty is what kept gamers coming back for more.  -CR

See Also:

Cosmology of Kyoto

Shadowgate

Release:   1993   Platform: PC
Developer:  Softedge
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Policenauts is often considered the spiritual successor to Snatcher,
seeing how it's another sci-fi adventure game by Kojima. However,
Policenauts takes a greater influence from cop movies, especially
Lethal Weapon, from which it graciously borrows its main
characters. The protagonist, Jonathan Ingram, awakens from a long
cryosleep to find out that his wife has remarried; moreover, she
approaches him to find her new husband, who has gone missing.
While it maintains the same strong world building as Snatcher,
focusing on how humanity adapts to life in outer space, it's missing
both the plot twists and emotional beats, despite a strong start. It
was never officially localized, but an English fan translation released
in 2009 is almost of professional quality.  -KK

See Also:

Snatcher

Policenauts

Snatcher, a Japanese adventure game from Hideo
Kojima originating from the late 80s PC market, tells
the story of Gillian and Jamie Seed, a couple who
emerge from cryosleep with no memories other than
realizing that they are apparently married. The world
they've woken into is one in turmoil, with a nuclear
explosion wiping out a huge chunk of Europe, and a
disease wreaking havoc on Earth's population.
Furthermore, human society is fighting off a band of
robots named Snatchers, who kill regular people,
assume their identities, and blend into society. No
one understands who they are or where they came
from. but Gillian has faint beliefs that they are tied
into his past. With him and Jamie feeling no love
outside of their apparent obligations, they separate,
and Gillian becomes a Junker, a special police force
tasked with hunting Snatchers.
 The core of Snatcher lies in Gillian's
relationships with the other characters. Most of the
game is spent with Gillian and his partner, a
miniature Metal Gear Mk. 2 robot, investigating
crime scenes. They have a perfect interplay – both
smart detectives, but fluidly changing positions
between the straight man and the goofball. The
relationship with Gillian's senior agent, Jean-Jack
Gibson, is cut short when you meet him with his
head torn off. Even though Jamie plays only a

minimal role in the story, the few interactions
between her and Gillian are heartbreaking, as two
humans that once loved each other, but are
struggling to remember why.
 Kojima is fantastic at world building, and his
futuristic vision of Japan is filled with both practical
technological advancements and humorous oddities.
As with most Japanese adventure games, there is
little puzzle solving, and most of the time is spent
selecting menus and reading descriptive text, but it
never goes stale thanks to the picture painted of
Neo Kobe City. While much of the visual
iconography is borrowed from Blade Runner, The
Terminator, and other 80s sci-fi, it's blended well
enough with the anime aesthetic that it stands
strongly on its own. This is especially true thanks to
its perfectly mood-setting music and fantastic
sound effects – even without visuals or gameplay,
Snatcher could work as a radio drama. This is
courtesy of a fantastic English localization,
especially important considering the dire state of
voice acting in early 90s gaming.
 Despite numerous releases and ports in Japan,
Snatcher was only released once in English, at the
tail end of the Sega CD's life, where it was ignored
and only obtained cult status after the popularity of
Kojima's Metal Gear Solid games. -Kurt Kalata

Release:   1988    Platform: PC88, PCE, SCD
Developer:  Konami
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Ghost Trick is a wonderful action-puzzle game from
Ace Attorney series director Shu Takumi. The player
controls Sissel, or rather, his ghost, as he was killed
moments before the game even starts. Soon after,
another murder happens, and Sissel learns he can
rewind the last four minutes of a person’s life and
prevent their death. Because he’s a ghost, Sissel
can’t move or interact with the living, but he can
use “ghost tricks” to zap between nearby inanimate
objects and manipulate them in the real world.
Often times the end goal of the puzzle is clearly
visible, with the challenge being merely figuring out
how to get there. This means that most of the
game is determining how to get from point A to
point B. Not every puzzle involves saving someone’s
life, either, as Sissel can also travel through phone
lines to gather information or highlight clues.
 The puzzles are fun, but what makes Ghost
Trick really stand out are its characters, story, and
gorgeously flowing animation. The character art is
rendered with minimal colors and without the use of
black outer lines, resulting in objects that naturally
blend in or contrast with their surroundings. It may
look like rotoscoped animation, a technique in which
the animation is traced over filmed actors (like
Another World and the original Prince of Persia),
however these “sprites” are actually hand-animated

3D models that are merely rendered to look like
incredible 2D sprites.

Ghost Trick’s story is told through a visual
novel format with some really strong, if eccentric,
characters. Take Inspector Cabanela, who loves to
dance and spin and looks great doing it thanks to
the art style. There’s also the enthusiastic and
excitable dog Missile, who may just be the greatest
Pomeranian in video gaming, even if all he can do is
bark (quite loudly). The cast is colorfully weird and
quirky, yet each character has a past, their own
dreams for the future, and deep secrets they wish
to keep hidden. It can also get pretty dark at times,
since almost everyone Sissel interacts with has
been killed, sometimes multiple times, before he
saved them. The game can get quite hectic,
requiring multiple possessions within the span of a
few seconds, or requiring certain actions to occur at
a specific time. Some of the puzzles are head
scratchers, but if you fail to solve the puzzle you,
can just start over with no penalty.

Rather than the episodic structure of the Ace
Attorney games, the plot is presented as one
interconnecting narrative. Combined with the
game’s puzzles, they easily keep the player engaged
enough to find out who Sissel was, and why he
was killed.    -Spencer Johnson

Japanese developed point-and-click puzzle games are fairly rare, but
outside of Ghost Trick, one of the most interesting also came from
Capcom – Zack & Wiki for the Wii. As a treasure hunting pirate and
his flying monkey, you solve puzzles by hunting down items and
using the motion controls of the Wii remote to mimic their intended
use. It has some unusual influences from console action titles – the
game is divided into discrete stages, with no exploration between
them, you can hunt for extra coins in order to purchase bonus
items, and there are limited lives, for any of the times that you get
killed by springing a trap or getting caught by bad guys. It’s a very
unusual but cute and charming game, even if sudden deaths and
tedious motion controls detract a bit.  -KK

Ghost Trick

See Also:

Zack & Wiki: Quest for Barbaros' Treasure

Release:   2010   Platform: DS, IOS
Developer:  Capcom
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Steins;Gate is the second part of a visual novel
trilogy dubbed the Science Adventure series. The
only commonality among the other games,
Chaos;Head and Robotics;Notes, is the protagonist
being obsessed with some form of technology,
which inevitably gets him into all kinds of trouble.
 The protagonist of Steins;Gate, Rintarou
Okabe, initially comes across as a lunatic. He talks
into his phone when no one's on the other line,
refers to himself as a mad scientist (complete with
crazy cackling), and constantly rants about being
stalked by a mysterious (likely fictional) group called
“The Organization”. It’s strange and off-putting at
first, and the game takes its time building up its
world and characters, but once the story really kicks
into gear, the player feels truly attached to the
game's small, thoroughly developed cast.

What starts as a group of college students
dabbling with household gadgets turns into a time-
traveling conspiracy, which ties into the myth of
purported time traveler John Titor. Okabe rapidly
gets in way over his head, and the appeal is seeing
how abruptly events turn from the mundane to the
disastrous. Before long, Okabe has to face the
consequences of carelessly messing with time.

The key to any good science fiction story isn't
just with the "sci-fi" aspect, but with the "human"

aspect. Steins;Gate takes a lot of care to justify the
principles of time travel, especially how it relates to
the more nebulous metaphysical concept of "fate".
The secondary cast uses time travel tries to fix
something on their life, and to set the timeline
straight, Okabe has to undo them. In the process,
you learn about the reasons why they wanted
things to change, which are usually heart-breaking.

Steins;Gate is like most other visual novels –
lots of text, and multiple endings based on player
choices. It stands out thanks to a few innovative
mechanics, namely the usage of Okabe's cell phone
as an in-game device to affect the story. Okabe
frequently receives texts and phone calls from other
characters, and also checks an in-game BBS
(inspired by the famous 2ch), and uses the phone to
activate his group's microwave time machine.

Steins;Gate also received a very popular anime
adaptation, but the visual novel remains the
definitive version. While the anime is excellent, it
doesn't have the same extensive detail to the plot,
striking original artwork (by Huke of Black Rock
Shooter fame), or the multitude of outcomes.
Although the game is deeply rooted in otaku humor
and references, beneath what seems to be a trope-
laden tale lies one of the most engrossing time
travel stories around.  -Christopher J. Snelgrove

Beginning as a title developed in an RPG Maker-like program, Corpse
Party tells its story through the use of both sprite-based movement
and full screen artwork. These depict the horrors of the world in
vicious detail, much like its wordy narrative does. Most notable for
its engrossing use of binaural audio, Corpse Party's plethora of
creepy whispers, sound effects, and music feels as if it can assault
the player from any direction at any time. It also spins an unnerving
plot about a haunted school that lies in an alternate dimension. If
the unlikely victims trapped by Heavenly Host Elementary are unable
to find a way out, their spirits are doomed to remain there for all
eternity, reliving the agony of whatever caused their demise, with
their existence being entirely erased back in the real world.  -CS

Steins;Gate

See Also:

Corpse Party

Release:   2009      Platform: 360, PC, VITA
Developer:  Nitroplus / 5pb
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Chunsoft (prior to their merger with Spike) was
largely known for their visual novels. In addition to
having created the well-known horror game
Kamaitachi no Yoru (localized as Banshee's Last Cry
for iOS), they also created a pair of unique live
action visual novels (Machi and 428: Fusa Sareta
Shibuya de) which maintain a cult following. The
success of Capcom’s Phoenix Wright allowed Aksys
to localize Spike’s Nine Hours, Nine Persons, Nine
Doors (AKA 999). The game’s writer, Kotaro
Uchikoshi, is no stranger to games laden with plot
twists. His PC-only works, Ever 17 and Remember
11, are well regarded for subverting expectations
and hitting the player with surprise plot twists as
things rapidly escalate. 999 takes more of a horror-
driven approach to the genre, pitting the cast in a
life-or-death game set within the confines of a trap-
filled cruise ship. If the nine victims fail to escape
within nine hours, then each of them dies.

Many puzzles are of the “escape the room”
variety, as you scour each room for items, along
with a number of logic and code breaking
quandaries. The riddles within the ship also require
the participants to collaborate, as each room only
opens when the numbers on the victim's
wristwatches match a number required by each
doorway. If any of the rules are broken, a self-

destructive device within the watch will kill the
victim instantly. 999 maintains a thick aura of
tension, paranoia, and fear throughout the game,
and never lets up even as the plot twists (and dead
bodies) pile up.

Much of the charm also comes thanks to
Aksys' trademark witty localization. Each of the
characters are given clear personalities, motivations,
and no small amount of clever dialogue. Player
choice also factors in heavily, as deciding who to go
with and who not to trust can lead to one of
multiple endings. Some of these are even required,
with multiple playthroughs necessary to see the
game's true ending. Each should be experienced to
see how far the game is willing to take its brutal
premise – very far, given some of the occurrences
in the bleaker outcomes. Further, Shinji Hosoe’s
soundtrack is ominous, and Kinu Nishimura’s
character designs are striking.

Although available on iOS, the ported version
of 999 removes all the puzzles and changes the
game to a mere text-driven adventure game. This
may seem adequate for experiencing the story, but
it removes all the interactivity of the clever puzzles,
stripping the game of much of its charm. It also
makes a late-game, DS-specific hardware gimmick
inaccessible. -Christopher J. Snelgrove

999's success meant that a sequel was inevitable, and Uchikoshi
made things even more dour for a new cast of characters. Rather
than confront them with the threat of impending death, Zero
Escape: Virtue's Last Reward is based around the premise of the
prisoner's dilemma. Each person is given an option to team up with
another captive. As they decide whether to trust or betray one
another, they accumulate points, and if they betray someone who
opted to trust them, they’ll find themselves having a quick
advantage at escape. Although it removes much of the paranoia
from 999, it doesn’t lack for unexpected developments or disturbing
events. Death is still a constant threat, especially with the menace
of an incurable disease waiting for them if they fail to escape.  -CS

Nine Hours, Nine Persons, Nine Doors

See Also:

Zero Escape: Virtue’s Last Reward

Release:   2009   Platform: DS, MOB
Developer:  SpikeChunsoft
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Spike-Chunsoft's mystery adventure game series
Danganronpa both revels in and deconstructs anime
tropes. The concept is similar to the novel/movie
Battle Royale – a group of high school students are
placed in a constricted environment, and the only
way out is to kill someone else. There is a catch –
after a murder, all of the students are put together
on trial, to attempt to implicate the killer. If they get
away with it, they are freed and everyone else is
killed. If they are correctly found guilty, they are
executed. The master of ceremonies is a black and
white teddy bear named Monokuma, alternatively
delivering hammy jokes then dishing out ironically
appropriate executions. It walks a thin line of dark
comedy that's alternatively hilarious and horrifying.
 Part of the appeal, as it were, is that none of
the game's cast (outside of the main character) are
safe. Their personalities are all exaggerated versions
of manga and anime stereotypes, each having a
"Super High Level", ranging from a baseball player
to a pop idol to a traditional Japanese dancer to a
princess. Throughout the course of the game, the
player will likely form attachments to some of their
classmates, but odds are fairly large that they'll be
brutally slaughtered before the end of the game.
The major theme of Danganronpa, if you couldn't
tell, is despair.

The writing is decent and the storyline, for all
of its twists, stands well on its own, but
Danganronpa exudes style, even though practically
every element is taken from some other game. Its
crime solving elements and courtroom battles are
based on Capcom's Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney;
the social elements and colorful interface are from
the later Persona games; the concept is very similar
to Chunsoft's own 999 and Virtue's Last Reward
games; and the old school video game aesthetics
and Masafumi Takada soundtrack are similar to No
More Heroes (and the work of Grasshopper
Manufacture in general, despite not having anything
to do with Suda 51). Everything about these games
exudes energy, particularly the intensely catchy
music, which makes even the most mundane
activities overwhelm with excitement.
 There are currently two main games in the
Danganronpa series. The second one, subtitled
Goodbye Despair, is better – the tropical island
setting is more surreally inviting than the neon high
school prison of the first, plus the characters are
livelier. Yet it's impossible to recommend one
without the other, because understanding the story
is extremely important, and the strength of the
second game lies in how it subverts expectations
from its predecessor. -Kurt Kalata

As noted above, Danganronpa owes a huge debt to Capcom’s Ace
Attorney series, right down to the way that it’s divided between
“investigation” segments, where you scavenge a crime scene for
clues, and “trial” segments, where you grill witnesses and attempt
to find contradictions in their testimony. The high stakes of
Danganronpa makes it much more intense – the lives of heroic
defense attorney Phoenix Wright and his team are rarely in danger –
but the Ace Attorney games have their own charms, filled with
colorful characters, and they're still excellent picks for those who
find Danganronpa's subject matter to be too sadistic. The third one,
Trials and Tribulations, is the best, both for how it ties in with the
backstory of Phoenix and for the deviousness of the antagonist. -KK

See Also:

Danganronpa 2: Goodbye Despair

Phoenix Wright: Trials and Tribulations

Release:   2012   Platform: PSP, VITA, PC
Developer:  SpikeChunsoft
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Silent Hill sets itself apart from Resident Evil and
other survival horror games by diverging from
simple zombie blasting, focusing instead on a
psychologically frightening atmosphere. Drawing
from Jacob's Ladder and Twin Peaks, Silent Hill's
pacing keeps the player itching for answers.

The game's opening is intense, as Harry Mason
and his daughter drive to a vacation spot in the
sleepy town of Silent Hill. He swerves to avoid
hitting a ghostly figure, wrecking his car and
knocking him out cold. When he comes to, his
daughter is gone. He makes his way down an alley,
with the world gradually shifting around him. Soon,
the suburb begins to look more like a prison, and as
Harry stumbles upon a crucified corpse, he's
seemingly murdered by childlike monsters. He then
awakens in a diner, with no idea as to what's going
on. When we first control Harry, the music is
sensationalist, almost uninteresting in how it sounds
like a typical "tense" moment in a horror game.

It makes for a great transition to watching our
main character suddenly get stabbed to death, and
then recover in a state of total confusion. When he
awakens in that diner, there’s a brief conversation
with another character with music right out of Twin
Peaks. The way the game's soundtrack gradually
shifts from typical to dangerous is compelling.

It also establishes the greater scope of how the
game will function from then on, alternating
between fog-filled normal world and the nightmarish
"other" world, which is triggered by the sound of air
raid sirens and consists of rusted grates and
excessive gore, illuminated only by your pocket
flashlight. From this point on, things are kept
desperate, with weak but ever-present enemies and
consistently harsh visual styling that makes use of
the PlayStation’s graphical limitations, enabling it to
hold up even today as nightmarish.

Composer Akira Yamaoka had worked with
Konami before, but Silent Hill was one of the most
violent game scores of its time. He crafted a truly
unique sound for the series, one that takes
influence from industrial and rock (the mandolin in
the intro theme leaves a strong, immensely creepy
impression). Like many composers of dissonant
game soundtracks, you can feel the influence of
Chu Ishikawa (Tetsuo: The Iron Man) and Howard
Shore (Videodrome) on his work. While many game
soundtracks are a pastiche of popular songs,
Yamaoka crafted a truly unique sound for the
series. Strong sound design is a major reason for
Silent Hill's success, and Yamaoka was wisely
allowed to have more creative input on the later
installments of the series, as well.  -Chris Rasa

Silent Hill 2 is just as essential as its PS1 predecessor. It focuses on
James Sunderland, who is summoned to Silent Hill by a letter from
his dead wife. This game establishes the mythology of subsequent
Silent Hill games, that the town draws in tortured souls and reflects
their psychological torment as manifestations in the physical world.
It also introduces its iconic villain, the blade-wielding Pyramid Head.
There are multiple endings, subtly determined by your actions and
the treatment of your companion, Maria, who creepily resembles
James’s dead spouse. We only slightly prefer the original due to its
low tech feeling giving the atmosphere a unique griminess, even
though the sequel is superior technologically and has a better overall
story. Sadly, none of the later games could stack up.  -KK

See Also:

Silent Hill
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It’s difficult to describe Amnesia: The Dark Descent
in a way that does it justice, as the game is all
about mystery and the fear of the unknown. It
begins with the protagonist waking up inside a
dusty old castle, barely clinging to the memory of
his own name – Daniel. Following a strange trail of
purple freckles through the darkness, he stumbles
upon a letter written by him, telling himself that he
drank an amnesia-inflicting potion to forget certain
incidents, and includes one dreadful instruction:
Find and murder a man named Alexander of
Brennenburg in the castle's Inner Sanctum.

The entire game is played through Daniel's
eyes as he makes his way through the murky ruins,
discovering documents that gradually reveal the
horrors that happened before the fateful drink of
oblivion. All events of note happened before the
game starts, and your only insight into this dark
past are barely lucid visions triggered by certain
sights. Most of the castle is shrouded in darkness,
but there is an immediate sense that the shadows
are not good for Daniel – when staying in unlit areas
for too long, his senses get twisted, and he starts
hearing noises and seeing things. The game
manages to instill a fear of darkness without
shoving horrible monsters in your face, but when
they finally appear, its abominations are truly

horrible. Intuition may make you cling to brooms
and chairs to defend yourself, but it’s all futile.
They even can drive you to shun your lantern and
seek out protection in the darkness.

Even without the monstrosities stalking
around, it isn’t easy to get explore the castle. Many
physics and inventory based puzzles need to be
solved – throw a rock to destroy a chain, put the
cogwheels of a machine together so that they fit, or
pull a bed from over a trapdoor. Compared to the
rest of the game, they're all pretty standard survival
horror fare and fairly simple to solve, but at least
they all fit in with the setting of a mad alchemists’s
lair. In a way, Amnesia lasts too long for its own
good, even though the quest will hardly take longer
than 10 hours. Eventually the terror fades away,
but it’s still a very intense experience, and one of
the most frightening and unsettling horror games
ever. The extremely morbid references to torture are
especially not for the faint of heart, even if none of
it actually happens on screen.

The Dark Descent was followed by a short
add-on called Justine, and the complete scenario A
Machine for Pigs. Developed by The Chinese Room
of Dear Esther fame, it features atmospheric, even
more morbid environments, but suffers from a lack
of interactivity.  -Sam Derboo

Tecmo’s Fatal Frame series is based on Japanese supernatural
horror. It’s more mechanically oriented than Amnesia – here you
actually get to fight the many ghosts with an ancient camera, which
can be upgraded with a number of lenses and other gadgets, and
you’re awarded points for catching snapshots of passing specters.
What it shares with Amnesia is the fascination with the unknown
and that which cannot be seen clearly. The first two games are the
purest applications of that concept. While both are among the
scariest games ever made, Crimson Butterfly feels more immediately
personal, as you start the game in company of the heroine’s twin
sister, who becomes increasingly influenced by the ghosts as you
try to catch up with her. -SD

Amnesia: The Dark Descent

See Also:

Fatal Frame II: Crimson Butterfly
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Ultima VII: The Black Gate is the pinnacle of Richard
Garriott’s seminal RPG series. In it, the hero known
as the Avatar must once again return to Britannia,
which is now threatened by the mysterious
Guardian. Two hundred years have passed since the
events of Ultima VI: The False Prophet, and the
world has changed significantly – magic is dying,
the wizards have gone insane, the philosophy of
Britannian Virtues is being replaced with the religion
of The Fellowship, and the citizens live in constant
fear after a series of violent, ritualistic murders. All
those things are, of course, connected.

The Black Gate is the first game in the Age of
Armageddon arc, and as such, its plot and
atmosphere take a much darker turn compared to
previous titles. The great evil is not the one which
can be defeated by virtue alone, and it always feels
scary and threatening, a theme which was
expanded upon in later (mostly disappointing) Ultima
games. The gameplay is based around the ideas
introduced in The False Prophet: a large, seamless,
and immersive world viewed from an isometric
perspective and inhabited by multiple NPCs who
follow a set schedule, as opposed to staying in
place and repeating a few phrases. When compared
to the previous game, The Black Gate adds much
more complexity and interactivity (which is

impressive even by modern standards), improves
the graphics, introduces true real-time combat with
AI-controlled party members, and allows for smooth
movement. It also streamlines the interface for full
mouse control, and with this introduces point-and-
click puzzles.

The Black Gate's main storyline is told through
two lengthy quest chains: one of them has the
Avatar following two high-ranking Fellowship
members around Britannia, the other is focused on
searching for the reasons behind the changes in the
world's magic. The main storyline is just the tip of
the iceberg, though, as the world of Ultima VII is
large and filled with sidequests, optional locations,
and interesting NPCs. The game allows for
sequence breaking and is quite non-linear – there's
even a dirty secret about Lord British which can be
revealed only if you kill him (which is not advisable).
 An expansion pack known as Forge of Virtue
was later released. Completing its quest allows the
player to acquire an extremely powerful sword
which can instantly kill most of the game's
characters, making combat mostly a non-issue for
those who'd rather focus on the puzzle-solving
aspect. This engine was also used to create a
standalone Ultima VII Part II: Serpent Isle, which
expands the world and story. -Maciej Miszczyk

While The Black Gate and Serpent Isle are the last great Ultima
games, Ultima IV: Quest of the Avatar is the first truly great one.
Quest of the Avatar chronicles not a fight against an external evil,
but a spiritual journey – a stranger from another world becoming the
Avatar, the embodiment of Britannian Virtues. It's also the first
game in the series to focus on narrative and world building instead
of making them an excuse for dungeon crawling. While it might be
rather difficult to get into for the modern players, it's a historically
significant RPG, with a strong focus on changing the world not only
by defeating the wrongdoers, but also by generally ethical conduct,
both through helping others and refraining from harming the
innocent.  -MM

Ultima VII: The Black Gate

See Also:
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The Wizardry series is known as one of the two big
American RPG franchises (the other being Ultima) of
the 80s and early 90s. As a matter of fact, though,
Sir-Tech was a tiny company, and the games were
rarely made by more than a handful of people.
Therefore, the early Wizardry games remained fairly
compact dungeon crawlers. This became especially
evident after D. W. Bradley took over the series and
greatly expanded the system of classes and skills.
The sixth game, Bane of the Cosmic Forge, which
he more or less willed into being single-handedly,
hardly offered enough opportunities to properly
explore them. With the sequel, however, the scope
was expanded drastically, and for the first time
Wizardry players got to explore an entire world with
several towns, dungeons, and a vast wilderness in
between.

The most obvious advantage is that this allows
playing with the intricate job system with a dozen
classes. These can be switched at any point in the
game for any or all of the six player-generated
characters. This resets their level back to one,
including their attack and spell levels, but preserves
skills and hit points, which can then be built up to
create a mix of characteristics from any class.

The quest of finding an artifact of an ancient
space-faring civilization before the sinister cyborg

known only as the Dark Savant is also much more
wide-spanning and complex than in any of the
games before. It’s a truly epic task, but sometimes
can become all too daunting when you have to
gather items from all corners of the world and find
the right spots to apply them, aided only by the
most cryptic of hints. Orientation is always a
problem, as the graphics sets are still severely
limited, and almost any place of a certain type looks
the same as the others. The game may be divided
into an overworld, towns, and dungeons, but
everything is interconnected at multiple points, and
structurally it’s still very much akin to one huge
dungeon crawl. It isn't made any easier because
several important NPCs have a habit of wandering
around the area. That’s exactly the appeal of the
game, though. Crusaders of the Dark Savant was
made for those who like to dig into a game, and
demands a lot of time and dedication.

Even though the seventh Wizardry game is the
best, it really pays off to play its predecessor first.
Not only does it make a vital practice run for the
Herculean task in Crusaders of the Dark Savant, but
you also get to import your party, which starts out
at a different spot depending on the ending you got
in Bane of the Cosmic Forge. The quest goes on
with Wizardry VIII, of course. -Sam Derboo

While it took several installments for Wizardry to break away from
strict dungeon crawling, New World Computing's competing first
person RPG series Might and Magic featured this from the very
beginning, allowing you to explore towns and forests, as well as
dungeons. World of Xeen is technically a duology of two games –
the fourth, Clouds of Xeen, and the fifth, Darkside of Xeen – each
of which represent one side of the titular flat world. Though
released separately, when installed together, it combines the two
games into one gigantic, interlocking world, allowing the party to
travel between them at will. The "light" side of Clouds has the
typical swords and sorcery theme, while Darkside has more exotic
settings. -KK

Wizardry VII: Crusaders of the Dark Savant
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Role-playing games have always been on an upward
spiral towards more accessibility, but not so with
Star Trail. Sir-Tech’s marketing for the US silently
omitted the title, but the Realms of Arkania games
are based on a German pen-and-paper game called
The Dark Eye, and they’re the most faithful
adaptations of a pen-and-paper RPG system to a
computer game ever. When raising your party of
characters, you have to juggle dozens of skills and
positive as well as negative attributes.

Simulation games are very popular in Germany,
and Realms of Arkania can almost be called a
fantasy adventuring simulation rather than an RPG.
Not only does the band of adventurers have to take
care that they carry light sources and enough to eat
and drink, but the entire trip across the land needs
to be meticulously planned. If someone in the group
is not clothed properly for the winter, they will
catch a cold, chilblains, or worse. Each time the
group camps, guards need to be stationed, a hunter
designated, and a druid or witch sent out to gather
herbs, which can be used to cure the many ailments
that plague the adventurers.

Harsher than even the most unforgiving games
from the 80s, death lurks in every corner of the
world of Aventuria. While you are given two major
quests for magic artifacts to pursue right from the

start, Star Trail rarely tells you exactly where to go
or what to do. Many steps require razor-sharp
detective work, and the most dominant sensation
while playing is that feeling of being lost and
abandoned that only old RPGs can provide. Key
items can get lost forever, and there are even
several occasions where the party is stripped of all
of their possessions.

While obviously inspired by Dungeons &
Dragons – its creators started out as German
translators for TSR’s seminal RPG – The Dark Eye is
much more grounded, low fantasy compared to the
Forgotten Realms. While you also fight demons and
eventually even get to see a dragon, most enemies
are much more animal-like. Dungeons and towns
are explored in a first person view, but the turn-
based combat takes place on an isometric tactical
map. It’s similar to Final Fantasy Tactics, although
the individual battles are of a smaller scale.

The Realms of Arkania games are a trilogy, and
part of the fun lies in importing and developing a
party over multiple games, but they’re all separate
quests with few references in between them. The
first one is a bit too archaic to enjoy, and the third
one, while still good, heavily skews towards
becoming an adventure game, with much focus on
exploration of a single town.  -Sam Derboo

Also made in Germany, the Gothic series is a more modernized,
action-oriented single character experience, but takes place in a
world with a feel that is very similar to The Dark Eye. It’s also just
as brutal – it’s not uncommon for inexperienced adventurers to
stroll into a forest only to get torn apart by a pack of wolves. The
skill system, while simpler, is actually even more taxing, as you
have to find the right teacher for each skill. Like Arkania, the second
game is the best in the series. The story involves much of the same
supporting cast as the first game, so knowledge of previous events
is important here. Piranha Bytes, developer of Gothic, went on to
create the Risen series. Other RPGs that take place in The Dark Eye
world include Drakensang and Chains of Satinav.  -SD

Realms of Arkania 2: Star Trail
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Gothic 2
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Blizzard created a winning formula with 1996's
Diablo. A procedurally generated hack-and-slash
RPG with roots going back to early 80s dungeon
crawlers like Telengard and Temple of Apshai, you
create a character and trawl through dungeons,
smashing enemies and reaping their corpses for
cash, loot, and precious experience points. Outside
of the story missions and basic structure, most
everything, from the level layouts to the gear
dropped by enemies, is randomized. Combat is
simple – just left click on a bad guy to attack, or
right click to use an equipped spell. The control and
the satisfying feedback create a combat loop that's
perpetually enjoyable – it's like gambling that costs
you nothing to play and you can basically never
lose, combined with the satisfaction of making
demons explode into piles of red goo.

When you get down to it, there's not really
much to Diablo – most of the time is spent clicking
around, exploring and attacking, casting spells,
rummaging through your inventory to dump out junk
or equip items, or juggling assorted health and mana
potions. Occasionally you might become
overwhelmed and need to decide to keep hacking or
to run away. It doesn't really require a whole lot of
thought. It keeps itself addicting, however, through
character customization trees, along with the

randomized loot, which assures that there are cool
new abilities to experiment with. The co-op
multiplayer is exciting, too.
 Of the three games, the second (and its
expansion, Lord of Destruction) is the best. It takes
the template set down by the original and expands
it with more character classes and better loot, as
well as an giving you an AI-controlled companion. It
has overworlds with more varied environments and
many smaller dungeons, instead of just one gigantic
one. It also allows you to run, making the core
action much faster. The story itself isn't particularly
interesting – fight the devil, more or less – but the
moody atmosphere is pervasive in spite of the
repetitive tile sets. The game's cutscenes, a Blizzard
specialty, are also fantastic.
 There are reasons to check out the others –
the first Diablo has unparalleled atmosphere, largely
thanks to its outstanding soundtrack (the theme of
Tristram, reused in Diablo II, was voted one of the
best songs of all time in a 2011 HG101 game
music poll). The third game, released in 2012, is
much more modern and polished, though it was
pretty dull out of the gate, and had annoying things
like an in-game auction that required real money.
It's been improved over time though, and may
eventually surpass its predecessor.  -Kurt Kalata

Blizzard essentially created a whole new genre of action-RPG with
Diablo. There were 12 years between the release of Diablo II and III,
and the market demanded other similar titles in the meantime.
These include Iron Lore Entertainment’s Grecian-themed Titan
Quest, and Grinding Gears Games’ free-to-play Path of Exile. Of the
many clones, one of the best is Runic Games’ Torchlight II, whose
development team is comprised of former Blizzard staff members. It
veers from the grimdark atmosphere of the Diablo series while also
introducing pets, which not only act as AI companions, but can also
be sent on tasks to offload unwanted equipment or purchase
potions. Some of these pets include an alpaca, as well as a
headcrab from Half-Life. -KK

Diablo II

Torchlight II

See Also:

Release:   2000   Platform: PC
Developer:  Blizzard
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So many classic RPGs are based in Tolkien-esque
fantasy settings, it’s not even funny. Fallout turned
heads in 1996, because it was most definitely not
in that vein, and was also rather humorous. It’s
actually based on an earlier post-apocalyptic RPG by
Interplay called Wasteland, but that was so long
ago, and Fallout felt all fresh and new again. It also
added a unique twist to the scenario – before the
world of Fallout went under in a nuclear war, its
culture was perpetually stuck in the 1950s, with a
very nostalgic ideal of suburban middle class family
life paired with nuclear panic. This enabled many
people to survive in large, organized, underground
shelters, the Vaults, when the bombs actually hit.

Fallout is an excellent game, but a bit small in
scope. The sequel starts in a tribal village said to
have been founded by the Vault Dweller, the now-
mythical hero of the first game. The village is dying
due to the prolonged drought of the wasteland, and
thus a champion is chosen to find a Garden of Eden
Creation Kit, a kind of instant terraforming tool
every Vault came equipped with. While allusions to
a “chosen one” story might make some players
cringe, the absurdity of life in the hostile wasteland
soon makes it clear that you are chosen by
circumstance rather than providence. This applies to
the desperate conditions of most living beings

around, as well as a range of silly encounters with
aliens, sentient mutated killer chickens called
Deathclaws, and several homages to Monty Python
and the Holy Grail.

A standout feature of Fallout 2 is the degree of
freedom and the impact you can have on the world.
On your travels through the wasteland, you can
wipe out a camp of slavers, or become one
yourself, marked with a facial tattoo that makes
most everyone in the world hate you. In the crime-
ridden New Reno you can side with one of four mob
families, sleep with the boss’s wife and daughter to
get the secret to his safe, become a boxing legend
or a porn star, or just level the entire population, as
not a single soul in the game is invincible. The
ending is a collage of text, which addresses the
changes you’ve affected in each region.

Taking on the wasteland alone seems suicidal,
but there are several companions who can join you.
You never get direct control over them, though,
which can become an issue in the otherwise
excellent turn-based fights. You can acquire useful
perks to better your standing, some by just leveling
up, others through specific events. The base values
not only determine your combat efficiency, but also
other abilities – a character with extremely low
intelligence can’t even talk straight.   -Sam Derboo

Bethesda’s continuation of the Fallout series eschews the tactical
combat of old for FPS gameplay similar to The Elder Scrolls series,
augmented with a paused targeting system that shows you the
bloody results of your aim in slow motion upon each kill. It violates
the “no unkillables” rule several times and features some very blunt
decisions, but there is one aspect it does very well – it’s a pure joy
grazing and plundering the derelict buildings around the destroyed
Washington DC area, tricking old security systems and driving out
hostile inhabitants. It’s basically urban exploration: the game, but
with guns and robots and fire-breathing ants. Obsidian’s New Vegas
uses the same engine while being structured closer to the originals,
and is generally better written, but sometimes lacks direction.  -SD

Fallout 2

See Also:

Fallout: New Vegas
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Planescape: Torment is one of several RPGs running
on the Infinity Engine published by Interplay
throughout the 90s. Instead of focusing on combat,
it plays closer to an interactive novel. It's also the
only game based on the Planescape Dungeons and
Dragons setting. This setting is impressive, focused
on a massive city that is constantly shifting in
accordance to the willpower of its most dedicated
inhabitants. The city's diverse population and
ephemeral layout stem from it being a crossroad
between the setting’s many other planes.

Players take control of The Nameless One, an
amnesiac immortal trying to find out more about his
past and the world he's in. It's an interesting
choice, because as an impossibly long-lived being,
The Nameless One has pretty much seen it all, yet
is reduced to having many of the same questions
about the setting as the player. Fortunately,
Planescape boasts an outstanding script, making
great use of the setting's slang, as well as its
penchant for eccentric characters that defy the
stereotypes found in more typical D&D settings like
Greyhawk or Dragonlance. Even compared to
Interplays's other RPGs, Planescape: Torment
boasts several genuinely endearing characters, and
an extensive script that holds up against any game
made since.

As The Nameless One's adventures continue,
players find out that all manner of pain has been
inflicted on him, and that in his various lives he's
inflicted about as much pain on everyone around
him, as well. While players will get a great array of
well written options for how they treat everyone
currently, the meat of the story will involve learning
about The Nameless One's many pasts and seeing
how they all fit together. This makes for some
smaller situations that no game has quite pulled off
since, like raiding a series of tombs that you had
been buried in multiple times, or finding clues about
your past in your own severed remains from
generations past.

This dry absurdity with which many of the
game's most macabre situations are approached
helps to set Planescape: Torment apart from typical
fantasy games. While developed on the tail end of
the "gritty" attitude era of 90s game design, it has
a genuine sense of humor to go with its
occasionally ultraviolent imagery and twisting
character development, more comparable to Clive
Barker or John Carpenter than Peter Jackson. That
the game is so aptly able to take typical horror
genre concepts and work them seamlessly into the
story is a credit to Black Isle Studios' great sense of
character development.  -Chris Rasa

While the setting is more typical, Pillars of Eternity stands up to the
best Interplay RPGs of the 90s. It's a great effort that offers the
massive scope and complexity of games like Baldur's Gate II, with
characters and narration almost on par with Planescape: Torment.
Despite the intimidating character creation process, which harkens
back to older D&D rules, the game is very accessible, as it can be
difficult to create a "bad" party when so many options are available
to deal with situations both in and out of combat. It's also beautiful;
the 3D character models are average but the backgrounds use pre-
rendered, high resolution backdrops with subtle animated elements
layered on top. It's a great way to keep the game looking gorgeous
while still evoking the graphical style of Infinity Engine games. -CR

See Also:
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Troika didn't release many games, but each of their
titles became a cult classic. Their first title was a
steampunk-themed isometric RPG — Arcanum: Of
Steamworks and Magick Obscura, a seriously
flawed game which managed to become a classic,
despite its numerous problems.

Arcanum can be played in either turn-based or
real-time mode, with combat reminiscent of Fallout
and Diablo respectively. Fighting is tedious no
matter which one you choose, though, with a
clunky and unintuitive interface. The game is also
plagued by balance issues and bugs, ranging from
potentially annoying to game breaking. Even so, it's
still one of the best CRPGs of its era. The game's
real strength lies in how it combines world building,
storytelling, and a high level of non-linearity. How
NPCs react to you is influenced by things ranging
from your character's race (the world of Arcanum is
full of prejudice and mutual distrust among humans
and non-humans alike) to your morality and past
deeds. Almost every quest can be solved in multiple
ways, and a clever diplomat can sometimes do
better than a powerful warrior.

Arcanum's story is set in a high fantasy world
undergoing something similar to the industrial
revolution. Humans became a dominant race,
nations which didn't embrace the new technology

have declined, and as the magic and science disrupt
each other, the most powerful mages exiled
themselves to somewhere far away from
civilization. The game's writers have clearly thought
about the consequences of the things Arcanum
explores, and lets you influence the politics,
religion, and philosophy of its setting.

Arcanum asks the player many interesting
questions – there is a lot of discussion on subjects
ranging from the relations between workers and
their employers to the question of human mortality.
For a sufficiently intelligent character, even the final
boss battle can be less of a fight and more of a
philosophical debate about life itself. The choices
made by the player are reflected in a Fallout-style
ending, showing what happened to different places
and characters. The game is non-linear enough for
the player to be able to ignore all those serious
issues and play it as an idiot, dealing with things by
punching everyone in the face instead.
 When Arcanum was released, the popularity of
isometric RPGs was beginning to fade. In the next
years, the genre became more focused on the
“cinematic experience” and streamlined gameplay.
Arcanum represents an alternate path of the genre's
evolution: more choices, more complexity, and a lot
more reading. -Maciej Miszczyk

Arcanum wasn't the only fantasy RPG heavily influenced by the
Fallout series. Lionheart: Legacy of the Crusader, released two years
later, shares not only the inspirations behind Troika's steampunk
RPG, but also some of its strengths and many of its weaknesses.
It’s an alternate history fantasy RPG set in the late medieval and
early renaissance, which takes elements of real history (the
Crusades, geographical discoveries, the Inquisition) and combines
them with a plot about a demonic invasion from another world.

Like Arcanum, it has a strong focus on religion and politics (this
time with much more real-world concepts and characters) and
complex mechanics. Also like Arcanum, it has clunky combat and a
large number of bugs, but is still worth playing.  -MM

See Also:
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In the mid-90s, computer role-playing games had
been in a slump. After about two years without any
major releases, Diablo and Fallout had both been
impressive hits, but the former retained little of the
essence that made classic CRPGs while the latter
was seen as an insular hit thanks to its unique
setting. Therefore, Bioware’s Baldur’s Gate is often
considered the title that “revived” CRPGs in the
West. While that might be giving it a bit too much
credit, it certainly was proof that the traditional
approach focused on management of a large party
of characters in a Dungeons & Dragons fantasy
setting was still viable.
 The story in Baldur’s Gate left a bit to be
desired – train, then find and defeat the man who
killed your foster father to prevent his evil plan. The
sequel, Shadows of Amn, has a more mysterious
premise, as you find yourself imprisoned for ghastly
magical experiments by an emotionless wizard.
During the confrontation upon your escape from his
laboratory, he lets himself get captured by the
magic police, but tricks them into also taking your
stepsister Imoen into custody. Your quest, then, is
to stop the warlock’s plan and free Imoen.

There are many second games of RPG series
among our recommendations, as that’s usually
when the formula gets refined, but Shadows of

Amn is the most dependent on its predecessor. Not
only do you get to import your character, but you
also meet most of the companions again. It’s
possible to respond to them as if you’ve forgotten
things, but their dialog is not nearly as fulfilling if
you don’t know their story. In the expansion,
Throne of Bhaal, you even meet with the big bad of
the first game and get a chance at recruiting him.

Like Baldur’s Gate, Shadows of Amn runs on
Bioware’s Infinity Engine, which enables tactical
combat based on the Second Edition rules of
Dungeons & Dragons. You can direct up to six party
members, but it’s not a true real time system.
Under the hood, everything is calculated by dice
rolls and sorted into turns and preparation times.
Trying to play fully in real time is very difficult, but
fortunately you can pause the game at any time to
issue commands at your leisure.

The first game carried much of the baggage
that came with the genre, often feeling aimless.
Shadows of Amn is much more focused, and
introduces Bioware’s first steps towards their tried
formula, with an opening limited to a single area, a
relatively free-form middle part, and a streamlined
final act. For much of the second half, you’re locked
out of previous areas as you explore regions such
as an underground city of the Drow.  -Sam Derboo

After Baldur’s Gate 2, Bioware started to develop a formula for their
games with an increasing focus on action, an emphasis on romance
side plots, and a rigid narrative structure. Dragon Age: Origins still
has plenty of all that, but marks a return to form, with its deep,
traditional fantasy world building, tons of optional locations, and
tactical party combat (on PCs – the tactical interface was removed
from the console versions, making anything but blind hack-and-slash
almost impossible to pull off). This was only a short term change,
though, as the sequels largely returned to their mainstream
template. Meanwhile, the Icewind Dale games by Black Isle offer
more second edition D&D goodness using the Infinity Engine, albeit
with a focus on dungeoneering and combat. -SD

Baldur’s Gate II: Shadows of Amn

See Also:

Dragon Age Origins

Release:   2000   Platform: PC
Developer:  Bioware
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There are have been dozens of Star Wars games
over the years, but most were action-based affairs
that seldom delved into storytelling. Knights of the
Old Republic, released in 2003, was the first RPG in
a Star Wars setting, which gave players the chance
to explore the galaxy, chat with alien races, and
most importantly, train in Jedi powers.
 Developed by Bioware, Knights of the Old
Republic takes the basic battle system of Baldur's
Gate and expands it into 3D, where actions are
command-based and occur in real time, but you can
pause the game to issue orders. Through various
dialogue choices or interactions, you can gain
"Light" or "Dark" side points, which determines the
type of Force powers you receive. The story hits all
of the high points of the Star Wars mythos, as you
play as a blank-slate amnesiac Jedi who gathers
various characters from throughout the galaxy to
fight the evil Darth Malak. It's set thousands of
years before the movies, allowing room to breathe
with its own characters and timeline.
 Bioware put out an excellent game, with some
fun personalities and cool plot twists, but its sequel,
developed by Obsidian, is a substantial
improvement. The game plays almost identically,
but its strength lies in its storytelling and its
characterizations. The main character is a Jedi exile,

having survived a Jedi civil war that has otherwise
wiped out most of the order. The original KOTOR is
a very typical pulpy Star Wars story, where a good
guy chases down a bad guy and gets a happy
ending. Chris Avellone, the designer, has professed
his dislike for the concept of predestination and
how it pertains to the Force, so KOTOR II instead
scrutinizes and deconstructs the Star Wars mythos,
in ways that other media in the franchise rarely
touch upon. As a result, the story is much darker
and more complex, with a more nuanced look at the
light/dark side dynamic. One of your main
companions, an elderly female Jedi, subverts the
role played by Obi-Wan Kenobi. One of the potential
party members is an evil Wookie, quite the change
from Chewbacca. Typically the Force is shown as a
way for characters to do awesome stuff like zoom
around and shoot lightning, but this game questions
it on a much deeper level, as to whether it's truly
beneficial for the good of civilization.
 Unfortunately, the game was rushed out for a
holiday release, resulting in a buggy experience with
some glaringly missing content. Thankfully, much of
it has been restored in the PC version, making it by
far the best story told in the Star Wars universe. It
also makes the original KOTOR look incredibly
shallow by comparison. -Kurt Kalata

KOTOR was Bioware's training for their later Mass Effect series,
which takes place in their own original sci-fi universe. Rather than
"light" or "dark" side choices, you can roleplay your hero,
Commander Shepherd, as either "Paragon" (the "good" guy) or
"Renegade" (the jerkass hero). The command based battles have
given way to real time run-and-gun combat, which was awkward at
first but refined in later entries. Unfortunately, this refinement
comes at the expense of its RPG elements, which were discarded as
the trilogy developed. Seemingly important decisions have little
effect on the series finale, and its gigantic universe was contracted
to meet the requirements of a cinematic AAA game. It's still a fun,
exciting series, with a cool universe and great characters.  -KK

Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic II

See Also:

Mass Effect 2

Release:   2004   Platform: PC, XB
Developer:  Obsidian Entertainment
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The Witcher III: Wild Hunt is an action-RPG
developed by a Polish studio CD Projekt RED. It
manages to be a both a great finale and an example
of gradual expansion, improvement, and refinement
that can be seen over the course of the previous
games. Combat in the first two games could be
quite clunky, but this game makes it fast-paced,
fun, and intuitive. Prior Witcher games also had a
chapter-based structure, but the third introduces
open-world gameplay, and does so without
sacrificing what made the other games so great.

The Witcher III takes place in the dark fantasy
world of Andrzej Sapkowski's books. It's not a nice
place, as people's lives are in the constant danger
from violent wars waged by cruel rulers, complex
intrigues woven by mysterious sorcerers, monsters
roaming the land, and, most importantly, mundane
conflicts stemming from their own personal flaws.
This world is a backdrop for an epic story starring
Geralt, the main character and titular Witcher (a
trained monster hunter). He searches for his
adoptive daughter Ciri, a young woman gifted with
an amazing power, and who is pursued across many
universes by the warriors of the eponymous Wild
Hunt. In his epic quest in which the fate of the
world is at stake, Geralt will have to get involved in
everything from a rebellion against a murderous,

bigoted king to a painful story in which a man seeks
to reunite with the family he alienated with his
alcoholism, violence, and abuse. It's a game in
which you'll have to make choices – and sometimes
there's either no right choice or the choices have
unforeseeable consequences.

The Witcher III is a great looking game, with
both technically impressive graphics and amazing
art direction. The maps are filled with both colorful
(and a bit more stylized than realistic) landscapes
and dirty, dark battlefields, littered with corpses and
filled with monsters. Cities are crowded with people
and the villages have a distinct, Eastern European
look – appropriate for a game which combines
generic medieval fantasy with Slavic folklore and
Polish legends. It also features a soundtrack
consisting of both typical orchestral score and
traditional folk songs.

The Witcher III might be the best modern-style
RPG there is. The gameplay is as solid as can be
expected from any AAA release, the world is
coherent and feels unique due to its influence from
the local folklore, the stories told by the game are
emotionally impactful and psychologically realistic,
and it's all presented through beautiful, well
animated, well voiced cinematics that help with the
atmosphere and world building. -Maciej Miszczyk

The Witcher II might have been a technically better game than the
first one, but it also lost some of its identity, with a world that felt
more like a standard fantasy setting, and gameplay that adopted too
many modern trends (e.g. the quicktime events). Its predecessor,
despite its bugs and clunkiness, was the game that popularized
Sapkowski's universe outside of Poland, and more or less
successfully combined the modern action-RPG with European-style
role-playing games like Gothic or Risen. The story of The Witcher
takes place after the events of the final book (while also retconning
its ending). Despite the annoying combat system, the game is worth
playing for its morally ambiguous story, interesting world, and
amazing atmosphere – the main draws of all Witcher games. -MM

The Witcher III: Wild Hunt

See Also:

The Witcher

Release:   2015        Platform: PC, PS4, XB1
Developer:  CDProjekt
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At first glance, 1987's Dungeon Master doesn't
look substantially different than Wizardry, or any
other first person dungeon crawler of the era. It
differs substantially, however, in how everything –
movement and fighting – is handled in real time. It
creates a faster paced game that feels action-
packed, but doesn't rely on reflexes. The game was
a massive success and spawned numerous clones,
but these started to die out by the mid-90s, as the
grid-based movement began to feel archaic next to
the full 3D movement offered by improved
technology.
 Much in the way that Atlus and their Etrian
Odyssey series revived the Wizardry style of games,
though, Almost Human's 2012 Legend of Grimrock
resurrects Dungeon Master, bringing with it updated
visuals and an improved interface. It plays very
similarly – you still move in squares, you click on
any of your four character's icons to attack or use
items, you cast magic by selecting runes, and you
need to manage their hunger (though not their
thirst). As a compromise with modern gaming, there
is an automap. You spend a lot of time fighting, and
almost as much solving puzzles, either by messing
with tiles or deciphering clues scribbled around, but
the true joy is simply delving through its
hypnotically expansive tunnels. Of course it's not

precisely the same, as the character development
and stat systems are quite different. Where
Grimrock bests its predecessors is with its visuals,
creating an experience that the original Dungeon
Master developers only dreamed about presenting.
Instead of a tiny window with jerky movement, the
viewpoint is rendered in full widescreen, with 3D
enemy models that move and attack smoothly. It's
both more visually engaging and easier to play.
 While Legend of Grimrock was a fantastic
throwback, its sequel is even better. The first game
took place entirely in a dungeon, but the second
vastly expands its game world, as you play as a
group of four prisoners that are abandoned on a
seemingly desolate island, taunted by a figure that
calls himself the Island Master. At first scrambling
to obtain equipment on a beach, the world opens up
to include lush forests, derelict ruins, and misty
swamps. Peppered throughout the land are many
smaller dungeons to dive into, of course. Not only is
the varying scenery far prettier, but the structure is
more open ended, allowing you to stumble onto
areas that you are far too weak to conquer. It’s one
of the most fun dungeon crawls in gaming history,
and there is so much off the beaten path that it's
pure joy to muck around with all its teleporters,
traps, and hidden mechanisms. -Kurt Kalata

Dungeon Master spawned many clones, and among the best was
Westwood Studio's Eye of the Beholder, created using the
Advanced Dungeons & Dragons license. The first game is solid (and
the Sega CD port has a soundtrack by Streets of Rage composers
Yuzo Koshiro and Motohiro Kawashima), but the second is better,
with outdoor environments and superior dungeon design. Westwood
then created another similar series, Lands of Lore, which has some
beautiful graphics and great music. The second has a unique
concept – you periodically turn into various beasts against your will
– but it's also rather frustrating. Skip the third games in both series.
SSI's Dungeon Hack (using the same engine as Eye of the Beholder
III) focuses on randomly generated dungeons.  -KK

Legend of Grimrock II

See Also:

Eye of the Beholder II

Release:   2014   Platform: PC
Developer:  Almost Human
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The original Star Control was a strategy game
involving an intergalactic war between two factions
of alien races: the Alliance (the good guys, for
which Earthlings belong to) and the Hierarchy (the
bad guys). It consists only of standalone campaigns,
so there's not much of an in-game story, outside of
what's listed in the manual.
 The sequel takes things in an entirely different
direction. It supposes that, at the end of the great
war of the first game, the good guys lost. Some
races were enlisted to serve as combat thralls;
others, including the Earthlings, elected to become
encased in a slave shield, never able to leave their
planet. The player controls an Earthling science
vessel which, through sheer circumstance, managed
to avoid capture. Your goal is to travel through the
galaxies, reassemble the shattered remnants of the
Alliance, and obtain enough resources to take down
the evil Hierarchy.
 While not strictly falling into any genre, it's
probably closest to an RPG. The template was taken
from Starflight 2, which was made by some of the
same developers. Much of the game is spent
exploring its absolutely vast universe, comprising
several hundred galaxies, which in turn consist of
numerous planets and moons, all ripe for
exploration. Much of these are only generic areas,

with resources to harvest so you can build fighter
crafts, but one of the most fascinating things is
how vast it feels. You don't warp instantly from
star to star, but instead need to travel in real time
through hyperspace – venturing from one end of the
map to the other takes several minutes, not to
mention the extraordinary fuel expenditures
required. It makes every voyage feel like it matters,
especially when flying through enemy territory.
 Inhabiting the vast coldness of space is a cast
of colorful characters from over 30 races, ranging
from religious zealot spiders to new-age talking
hippie birds. Science fiction is often overwrought
with self seriousness, but not Star Control II. It
offers dialogue sequences that, while long-winded,
are absolutely some of the most hilarious bits of
game writing outside of a LucasArts title. The
soundtrack is brilliantly tuned to the personality of
each race, ranging from menacing to goofball.
 Borrowing from its predecessor, the combat is
a vastly expanded variation on the classic one-on-
one space combat of Spacewar!, and features over
30 ships with numerous oddball capabilities.
Included is a standalone Super Melee mode, where
you can duel with friends. One could come away
perfectly satisfied just from sticking to this and
never touching the main game. -Kurt Kalata

Star Control 3 wasn’t developed by any of the same staff as the
first two games, and was instead handed off to Legend, who were
experts at adventure games. Though the writing is decent, the story
feels inauthentic without the original designers, plus the graphics
and music are sterile and boring, despite the interface
improvements. It's also well worth going backwards in time to
check out Star Control II's progenitors, Starflight and its sequel. As
a planetary exploration game, many aspects are extremely similar
with a few extra elements, like training crew in specific roles or
trading goods with other races. The battles are basic and the story
isn't nearly as strong, plus the interface and visuals are very dated,
but it still has a good sense of humor about it. -KK

See Also:

Star Control II

Starflight 2

Release:   1992   Platform: PC, 3DO
Developer:  Toys for Bob
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The Earth has been invaded by a hostile alien force.
As the leader of an organization called X-COM, it's
your job to fight back against this menace. The
game is divided into two major sections. In the
“Geoscape” section, you need to manage all of the
operations of your corporation. This includes
building bases, researching technology, purchasing
equipment, and monitoring UFO activity. That last
part is especially important, since X-COM is funded
by the world’s governments. If, for example, China
finds that you're lax in protecting their territory,
they'll pull their funding. Too many foul ups can
cause a slippery slope when you're unable to
operate efficiently, and let the aliens win.
 When you do manage to shoot down a UFO or
respond to a request for help, you're taken to an
isometric turn-based tactical section called the
“Battlescape”, where you individually control
soldiers to hunt down all the aliens. These sections
are reminiscent of other squad-based games like
Laser Squad, also made by designer Julian Gollop.
Here, your job isn't just to kill them, but to
hopefully maim them enough that they (and their
equipment) can be salvaged, studied, and used to
develop new weapons for your own purposes.
 The overwhelming dread is the most important
element of X-COM. The aliens are always one step

ahead of you, at first using laser weapons superior
to your rifles. Then you start encountering enemies
that can fly. The aliens are always evolving, so all
you can do is play catch-up. If you fail at that, then
you end up under-equipped and unable to win the
tactical missions. This same element applies to the
corporate management sim aspect – you'll simply
never be able to please all of the countries 100% of
the time, it's just a matter of juggling and
prioritizing as best as possible.
 Beyond being under a constant amount of
stress, X-COM is a damn scary game. In the tactical
sections, your soldiers have a limited sight range,
and everything is clouded in the fog of war. During
the enemy turns, the screen blacks out, except for
anything your soldiers can directly see, leaving only
the sound effects of the aliens’ footsteps, or a
glimpses of them shuffling about when they’re near,
which can potentially be the last thing they see.
Your soldiers, especially at the outset, are not only
incredibly vulnerable but are physically weak, and
are absolutely terrible at aiming their guns. Once
they're killed, they're gone for good. It's always
heartbreaking to see a veteran that's actually
managed to survive a few missions rise through
ranks, only to get quickly and senselessly
slaughtered. -Kurt Kalata

The X-COM follow-ups never replicated the success of the original.
Terror of the Deep is the same thing but underwater, and the
assorted spin-offs were no good either. However, the 2012 reboot
by Firaxis is excellent. Developed during a corporate climate that
kept insisting that strategy games had no room in the AAA
marketplace, XCOM: Enemy Unknown hits all of the high notes of
the original. Sure, many elements are streamlined – progression is
much more guided, the time units used for movement and action are
gone, the base building is simplified, and the map terrain is no
longer randomized. It's still a terrifying game, especially when
you're crossing your fingers that a vital attack will succeed. The
cinematic camera also makes the combat damn fun to watch.  -KK

See Also:

XCOM: UFO Defense

XCOM: Enemy Unknown

Release:   1994       Platform: PC, AMI, PS1
Developer:  Microprose / Mythos Games
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The original Jagged Alliance is rightfully praised for
its large number of uniquely voiced characters and
tight, turn based action. Jagged Alliance 2 is even
better, with an expanded roster of characters and
even more to do with them. It's a great mix of turn
based strategy and light role playing elements. Like
the original, Jagged Alliance 2 is a kind of late
80s/early 90s action movie simulator. Fans of flicks
like McBain, Assault on Death Mountain, and Strike
Commando will feel right at home as the game puts
players in the role of the mastermind of an armed
revolution in a fictional nation.

Since battles are fought with small groups of
unique mercenaries instead of large armies, each
soldier you can hire has not only their own voice
acting, but their own personality, as well. Some are
best friends, some perform better when in the same
squad, and some just hate each other. It's a great
way to make each one stand out, and adds a fun,
extra layer to the deployment process. Rather than
hiring them for the entire game, since they're
mercenaries, they have to be hired for a certain
amount of game time, after which you have to pay
more to keep them on.

The game even has options like paying for
them to bring their own kit of equipment or not, and
even insurance plans so that your money won't go

down the drain if they get killed in action. Finally,
players have to not only conquer pieces of the
game's map, but actually train and set up small
militias to maintain control of each region. The
economic side of the game becomes more involved
depending on what area of the map you first
infiltrate. You'll encounter and take control of
mines, ports, and other advantageous locations to
let you become self-sufficient.

All of this takes place before a backdrop of
constant gunfire and cheesy one liners. Jagged
Alliance 2 packs a ton of content to stay interesting
from start to finish. There are several NPCs to
engage in conversation with, and your mercenaries'
skills develop and become proficient at different
tasks, like repairing vehicles and running militia
groups, without the player having to micromanage
them. The game even has a "sci-fi mode" option
that adds in a new enemy type, as well as a
massive variety of guns and ammunition to satisfy
the true gun nut on top of the game's already
impressive list of weapons and equipment.

All of this mayhem is wrapped around a tight
strategy game on par with the original X-COM,
where characters must make use of cover, spot
enemies for each other, and explore to find
additional resources and gear.   -Chris Rasa

There were a handful of follow-ups to Jagged Alliance 2, including a
subpar remake, Jagged Alliance: Back in Action; a terrible sequel,
Jagged Alliance: Flashback; and a mediocre spiritual successor,
Hired Guns: The Jagged Edge. None of these are worth your time.
Instead, check out Nival Interactive’s 2004 release, Silent Storm,
which plays just like Jagged Alliance and X-COM. Set during an
alternate history World War II, it mostly uses period-accurate
weapons, though it gets more sci-fi with energy weapons and
(rather annoying) powered armor suits, called Panzerkleins. There’s
a campaign each for the Axis and Allies, with many unique soldiers,
as well as the ability to create your own. The environments are also
destructible, so you can shoot through walls to attack enemies.  -KK

See Also:

Jagged Alliance 2

Silent Storm

Release:   1999   Platform: PC
Developer:  SirTech
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Final Fantasy V for the Super Famicom was, for a
number of years, regarded as the lost Final Fantasy.
It was skipped over for localization when it was
released, while the surrounding titles, IV and VI,
were renumbered as II and III to cover up its
absence. When it was officially released in 1999 as
part of a bundle on the PlayStation, it had trouble
living up to the reputation it had built up over the
years. Having been released in the wake of Final
Fantasy VI and VII – sweeping, cinematic
adventures – the storyline and characters seemed
quaint, even goofy in comparison. Even when
stacked next to the earlier Final Fantasy IV, it was
lacking in both melodrama and excitement. Those
that stuck with it, however, learned that its strength
lied not in its plotting or world building, but
something even better – the Job System.
 The original Final Fantasy on the NES allowed
the player to customize their roster by picking one
of six jobs (another name for what's typically
referred to as classes), though other than a mid-
game upgrade, these roles could not be changed.
Final Fantasy III for the Famicom (also unreleased in
English for a long time) allowed players to switch
jobs on the fly, giving the option to craft parties for
specific situations. Final Fantasy V, for the first
time, allows for multi-classing. Main character

Bartz, for example, can spend some time as a
Knight to build up defensive skills and strength
enhancing abilities, then switch to a White Mage to
learn healing spells. There are 22 jobs in the original
release (26 in the enhanced GBA version), ranging
from Blue Mages (who learn magic from enemies),
to Samurai (who use money to power their attacks),
to Geomancers (who use attacks based on the
landscape). Your party almost always has four
members, allowing you to mix and match as you
will. Did you like Kain in Final Fantasy IV? Why not
make a group consisting entirely of Dragoons?
 That wouldn't exactly be the best idea though,
because the game is quite difficult. The Final
Fantasy games of the 16- and 32-bit eras were
typically known for their storytelling rather than
gameplay, and were often (relatively) easy. Not so
with Final Fantasy V, which pits you against bosses
that can be absolutely brutal, unless you've
configured your party appropriately. The beauty,
though, is that while some configurations are better
than others, there's rarely one true correct way to
approach any given situation.

While the cinematic luster of the franchise’s
brethren has lost some of its appeal in the modern
era, Final Fantasy V remains involving, challenging,
and almost endlessly replayable.   -Kurt Kalata

It's baffling that, for as amazing as the Job System was in Final
Fantasy V, the rest of the series rarely used it in the same way
(though it is featured in the spin-off Final Fantasy Tactics). Its
"true" successor, instead, is 2012's 3DS title Bravely Default, a
classic-style alternative to the big budget mess that the Final
Fantasy series has since become. It functions almost identically,
with tons of new jobs, plus modern enhancements, like speedy
battles and the ability to tune the frequency of random fights. This
is all coupled with beautiful world design and a great soundtrack.
Unfortunately, the latter section forces you to replay many earlier
areas several times, with only minor changes. It's very tedious, and
the main reason why we still prefer Final Fantasy V.  -KK

See Also:

Final Fantasy V

Bravely Default

Release:   1992    Platform: SFC, PS1, GBA
Developer:  Square
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Many of the Final Fantasy games are identified by
their protagonists – tormented Dark Knight Cecil of
FFIV, spiky haired wannabe hero Cloud of FFVII,
mopey Squall of FFVIII, happy-go-lucky Zidane of
FFIX. It's much harder to peg down Final Fantasy VI
in the same way because there is no one true
protagonist. The game begins with a focus on Terra,
a young girl with mysterious powers, and the result
of an experiment by the game's requisite evil
empire. As the game progresses, it begins to weave
in the stories of an ensemble of characters, 14
playable in total.

As with Final Fantasy IV, each character has a
Job skill. Many of these complement their
personality, an important crosspoint between
gameplay and storytelling – muscleman Sabin inputs
fighting game-style command motions to execute
special moves, while stoic samurai Cyan must wait
and charge up attacks before they can be executed.
New attacks are obtained in unique ways – Mog
gains "dances" based on locations he visits while
feral child Gau fights in a grassland arena to hang
with enemies and learn their skills. While not as
expansive as Final Fantasy V, there is some
customization in the form of ability-granting Relics,
and each can learn almost any magic spell. No
character is truly interchangeable with another.

The plot, at least for the first half of the game,
is almost entirely linear, but it's always moving
forward. The journey is filled with memorable
setpieces – a perilous river raft ride which ends up
splitting the heroes up into three parties; a trek
through a haunted phantom train; the famous
opera, complete with warbling speech-like synth;
the strange, rainy, cult-like town of Zozo; and trip
through a museum of evil paintings.

Final Fantasy VI is also one of the few games
where, in spite of the heroes' plucky resolve, they
fail at their task to save the world. Retreating with
their tails behind them, the crew splits up, each
eking out their own living in a post-apocalyptic
world ruled by a mad man, until you gather your
strength to scour the globe to find them. It's here
where the plot essentially stops and the game
changes focuses, letting you find your friends in any
order. What it lacks in forward momentum it makes
up for in character building, as many sidequests
help flesh out the backstories of the crew.

It's true that, at this point, the franchise’s
cinematic aspirations began to take the forefront,
turning it into a much easier game. It's also (mostly)
free of the bloat and self seriousness that typified
many later JRPGs, though, in a way that's still
refreshing long after its release. -Kurt Kalata

The topic of the "best" Final Fantasy has been (and will continue to
be) the topic of many video game message board threads. Despite
how divisive the series can be, most of the core games are pretty
good. FFV stands apart the most, as its strength lies in gameplay
rather than storytelling, and thus gets its own entry in this book.
FFIV and FFVII are most similar to FFVI, with fast pacing and great
setpieces; FFVIII has the innovative Junction character
customization system; FFIX has a lighthearted atmosphere and great
dialogue; and FFX has beautiful, Asian inspired world design. Even
FFXII, which plays more like a single player MMO, is still a quality
title. It does go downhill with the FFXIII series, which are gigantic
messes and testaments to Square-Enix's total mismanagement.  -KK

See Also:

Final Fantasy VI
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As the first Super Famicom title in Yuji Horii’s
venerable RPG series, Dragon Quest V upgraded the
gameplay of the series in several ways, improving
on the quality of the previous installments. For
starters, the character sprites are larger and more
detailed than before. The battle background screen
is also no longer just a black backdrop — there are
multiple background graphics that change according
to where you are in the game. When attacking
enemies, visual/sound effects change depending on
your choice of weapon.

However, the most impressive new feature is
the monster recruitment system. When you win a
battle, an enemy may join your party depending on
a set probability. Once recruited, each monster has
their own attributes and skill sets, which broaden
your strategic options. The recruitment system also
adds a "collecting" meta-game to Dragon Quest.
The recruitment odds vary widely among monsters;
you can easily catch Brownies or Slimes, but you'll
have to win hundreds of battles before you can pick
up rare monsters. After the game's release,
information regarding which monsters were
recruitable was only available via word-of-mouth,
and players would discuss which monsters they
caught the previous night. This system then became
something of a hallmark for the Dragon Quest

franchise, carrying over to the next game, and
would spawn the Dragon Quest Monsters spin-off.

In addition to the gameplay upgrades, Enix put
a lot of effort into the storyline. The game depicts
an adventure that spans three generations of the
hero's family. You start your quest as a young
child, traveling around the world with your father. In
time, you grow up, find a wife, and have kids of
your own. As you play, you watch your character
grow and fight over more than 20 years. It’s a
charming story, especially when you’re a child,
unable to read, having fun little adventures and
unaware of the greater problems of the world.

The hero in this installment is known as "the
most miserable protagonist in the franchise",
because his life is full of hardship. His mother is
kidnapped when he’s still a baby. In his childhood,
he’s forced into slavery for a decade. Moreover, just
after his son and daughter are born, he and his wife
are turned to stone for eight years. The story may
be linear, but it’s deeper, and evokes emotion more
than any title in the series.

Dragon Quest V is a brilliant game. In Japan,
the debate about which girl to marry, Bianca or
Nera, rages endlessly on the internet. (A third,
Debora, was added to the DS version, which was
the first English release.) -Hanenashi Error

Dragon Quest IV was originally released for the Famicom in 1990,
and for the NES in 1992. The game is broken up into five
interconnected chapters, each of which highlights a different
protagonist to give the player a deeper and more relatable context
for the overall story. In Japan, the game spawned many works in
other media, such as novels, game books, audio drama plays, etc.
The most popular and influential spin-off was Dragon Quest 4Koma
Manga Gekijou (“Dragon Quest 4-panel Comic”), an anthology
comic series that started shortly after the game's launch. The books
included hundreds of short stories drawn by multiple manga
creators, and had a synergetic effect that greatly increased the
popularity of the game's characters.  -HE

See Also:

Dragon Quest V: Hand of the Heavenly Bride

Dragon Quest IV

Release:   1992       Platform: SFC, PS2, DS
Developer:  Armor Proj./ Chunsoft / Artepiazza
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When Chrono Trigger was released in 1995, it
quickly became a favorite of many JRPG fans. Even
now, it remains a great example of the best the
genre could offer in the 90s. A dream team
collaboration between Dragon Quest’s Yuji Horii and
Final Fantasy’s Hironobu Sakaguchi, it's fondly
remembered for its character designs by Akira
Toriyama and superior soundtrack, with
contributions from Noriko Matsueda, Yasunori
Mitsuda, and Nobuo Uematsu. The most intriguing
feature, though, is the time traveling storyline and
its many twists. Instead of just one single mission
to save the earth, Chrono Trigger offers players a
tight group of characters from different eras, each
with their own optional quests and personal reasons
for sticking together.

Characters with unique backgrounds and
motivations were not new in 1995, but Chrono
Trigger stands out by the way its structure weaves
the cast’s stories into a single tale spanning multiple
time periods. It even features several different
endings depending on how much you accomplish,
most of which are only available after multiple
replays, while keeping your experience levels
(coining the term “New Game+).

Chrono Trigger's perfect storm of game
structure and character designs help it to stand out

among its contemporaries. Combat is turn based,
but each character has unique abilities, and fights
move very quickly as only three members are active
in the party at a time. Unlike other RPGs with
limited parties, however, you can switch out
characters at any time outside of battle. This is
great, since it allows you try out different abilities
and discover the combination spells that only
appear when certain characters are together. The
battles are also made more intuitive by taking into
account character positioning, and spell effects
damaging enemies the effect itself hits, making the
flashy magical effects tactically useful instead of
just serving as a tech demo.

While the characters each seem cliche at first
– the tomboy princess, the geeky scientist, the
robot, and so on – the game throws ambitious
curve balls as more is learned about each time
period. There’s a single big bad responsible for
everything, but there’s also much more character
development here than would be expected for a
1995 SNES RPG. One of the more surprising
moments is when the game's silent protagonist,
Crono, is killed. The players can go on a sidequest
to resurrect him, or choose to complete the game
without him, changing both where the characters
will travel to, as well as the ending.  -Chris Rasa

1999's Chrono Cross isn't quite a sequel to Chrono Trigger so
much as a very loosely related spin-off. Rather than time travel, the
story deals with parallel dimensions, as created due to Crono and
crew's mucking about with history. It's a much darker game, with
the protagonist, Serge, exploring an alternate world where he had
perished as a child. The Akira Toriyama character designs are gone,
replaced by over 40 different strange party members, ranging from
a pink dog to a sentient onion, and the entire game takes place in a
tropical archipelago. The battle system is also totally different, being
closer to Xenogears. It's a very divisive game due to its tenuous
ties to Chrono Trigger, but everyone can agree that the music, again
by Yasunori Mitsuda, is some of the best to grace an RPG. -KK

See Also:

Chrono Trigger

Chrono Cross

Release:   1995     Platform: SNES, PS1, DS
Developer:  Square
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Touted by many to be the greatest RPG of all time,
there really is no other game quite like Earthbound,
save for its predecessor and sequel. Directed by
writer Shigesato Itoi, it landed quietly amidst a
growing nest of SNES RPGs primarily dominated by
Square. Not many gave it a look then, but it was
notable for its giant box, which housed the official
strategy guide. While an interesting concept, it
unfortunately hiked the game's retail price up to a
higher point than most people were willing to pay.
Those who ponied up the dough, however, would
experience the journey of a gifted boy and the
companions he meets to combat true evil.

Earthbound’s main catch is its unique setting.
Instead being a typical high fantasy or space opera
tale, it takes place in a quirky approximation of the
real world. Sure, you fight dragons and robots, but
other enemies include fire hydrants, trash can
ghosts, exploding trees, and annoying hippies.
 Everything about the game is the opposite of
what you would expect in an RPG. While battles are
straightforward, they move at a fast pace and are
set to psychedelic backgrounds, with all four heroes
offering different strengths and weaknesses. The
ability to see enemies on the overworld is nice, and
doubly so when you can surprise them. The
locations are also unforgettable, like the zombie-

filled town of Threed, the backwards neon city
Moonside, and Saturn Valley, with its strangely
adorable population of Mr. Saturns. The visual style
is more akin to Western cartoons than anime, the
sound design is more atmospheric than energetic,
and its story elements are more subtle than its
contemporaries. It starts out as a standard quest,
but soon takes several unexpected turns. Eventually
it plunges into a dark and disturbing endgame that
defies what had been mostly a lighthearted
adventure up until that point.

Earthbound is not immune to criticism, though.
Its battle system is rather simplistic, inventory
management offers frustratingly limited space, and
several difficult segments may be deal breakers for
some (the Fourside Department Store, especially).
Even with its faults, though, Earthbound has earned
major cult status in recent years. This may be due
to a combination of simple nostalgic appreciation, a
yearning for the classic days of older RPGs, and
even Ness's inclusion in Super Smash Bros., raising
awareness of this unassuming game.

Peel all of that away, however, and at its core,
Earthbound is truly deserving of the praise it
receives. Its predecessor, the original Mother for the
Famicom, has also earned its fans, but is a bit
rougher around the edges.  -Michael Plasket

Mother 3, for the GBA, appropriately has three major points to
consider: it’s one of the biggest stories of development hell, one of
the most unfortunate cases of a Japan-only release (though an
English fan translation exists), and one of the most sentimental
games in all existence. Compared to Earthbound, it's more linear,
with simple maps and many points of no return via an eight-chapter
structure. While it feels less open, it also makes for a more focused
experience, allowing for better storytelling. Mother 3 is one of the
greatest tearjerkers in any medium, but you'll want to keep playing
in spite of the emotional gut punches. It also augments some of
Earthbound's mechanics, like the ability to dash, and the "rhythm
combo" system, which gives you more to do in battles.  -MP

Earthbound

See Also:

Mother 3

Release:   1994   Platform: SNES, GBA
Developer:  Nintendo / Ape / HAL Laboratories
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Konami's Suikoden series of RPGs focuses on the
tragedies of war. This in and of itself is not
particularly distinguishing amongst video game plots
– many tactical RPGs, like Nintendo's Fire Emblem
and Quest's Tactics Ogre, feature similar tales of
political intrigue and backstabbing, evil empires, and
scrappy rebellions. Suikoden, however, is ahead of
the curve, giving a more personal focus on the
human cost of war. They also take place in an
expansive universe, loosely influenced by both
Asian and European culture, mixed with magic,
vampires, and anthropomorphic creatures. The
individual stories are spread out over decades, with
extensive history and lore. This gives the impression
that the games only scratch the surface of what the
universe has to offer.

As games, they’re fairly straightforward
JRPGs, with some brief and simple tactical
segments to round things out. However, the major
draw is the ability to recruit up to 108 characters,
each unique with their own style, personality, and
role. Not all of them are fighters – some simply
exist to be drafted into your hero's burgeoning
castle, allowing you to assemble a loyal community
from the ground up.

Out of the five main entries, Suikoden II is the
strongest. The story focuses on two young men –

the Hero (canonically named Riou) and his friend
Jowy – who inadvertently end up on opposing sides
of an escalating war. Formerly best friends, they
both end up working their way through the ranks,
eventually emerging as the leaders of each faction.
Altogether, it's a compelling take on the "brother
fighting brother" archetype. One of the most
crushing moments occurs when you lead a critical
assault on your old friend's empire – the viewpoint
cuts to Jowy, bidding his wife to escape and start a
new life, hoping that she finds safety from your
brutal onslaught.

Like any well-told war tale, it’s far more than a
story of good versus bad, and humanizes the faces
behind the destruction. There are certainly evil
characters, the most prominent being the sadistic
Luca Blight, who must be faced in a multi-stage
battle consisting of dozens of fighters. Even he is
just a small cog in the enemy forces, though. The
best ending – provided you manage to find all of the
hidden characters – is one of the most appropriately
touching finales in all of video gaming.
The Suikoden series triumphs primarily because it
contains far more mature storytelling than your
average video game. This particular entry suffers
from a mediocre, bug filled localization, but that
does little to diminish the story.   -Kurt Kalata

Suikoden III for the PS2 shifts the graphics from 2D to 3D, giving
the series a little more personality. It focuses on three leaders of
three warring factions, each of whom provides a different
perspective on the conflict, before joining forces against a greater
evil. The best chapters are actually the optional ones, focusing on
the young master of the castle the main crew inhabits, as well the
one starring the game’s antagonists. It’s held back by a daft combat
system and some tedious dungeons, though. Also, series creator
Yoshitaka Murayama left Konami before the game was finished, and
the later two PS2 games don’t quite stack up (though the fifth is
still decent, barring some technical issues). The DS and PSP games
are spin-offs, and separate from the main narrative. -KK

See Also:

Suikoden II

Suikoden III

Release:   1998   Platform: PS1
Developer:  Konami Tokyo
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JRPGs often tend more towards swords and sorcery
than robots and lasers. This was undoubtedly due
to the fact that most of them sprang from Wizardry,
which borrowed from Dungeons & Dragons, which
in turn borrowed from Tolkien. One of the earliest –
and best – examples of a sci-fi RPG is Sega's
Phantasy Star, which features laser guns along with
magic spells, and has not one overworld, but three
completely different planets to explore. While it
failed to gain much traction due to its publication on
the faltering Master System platform, the series
found more recognition on the Genesis, spawning
three sequels. The fourth and final game of the core
series, The End of Millennium, is the culmination of
everything Sega learned about RPG development.
While it's often passed over in favor of SNES titles,
it walks proudly next to the best RPGs of the era.
 This might not be immediately noticeable,
though, as it's not exactly innovative, lacking the
mechanical ambitions or storytelling chops of a Final
Fantasy or a Dragon Quest. Every single aspect is
impeccably polished, however. It features fantastic
graphics and colorful character designs, recalling the
best of 90s-era manga illustrations, with comic
book-style cutscenes that end up being more
effective than the awkwardly narrated cinemas of
16-bit CD games. The music is catchy and

energetic, perfectly suited for sci-fi role playing, and
one of the best soundtracks on the Genesis. The
characters are lively, with the ability to talk
amongst themselves on the menu screen, and the
story ties together elements from all of the previous
games, stumbling only due to some inconsistencies
in the English translation. There's plenty of fodder
for longtime fans, including a rematch against King
Lassic, one of the main antagonists from the first
game, and the ability to explore the ruins of the
planet Parma, demolished back in Phantasy Star II.
 The game has also aged incredibly well thanks
to its blistering-fast pace. Your party dashes across
towns and through dungeons. The battles, using the
same over-the-shoulder perspective as Phantasy
Star II, are quick —the screen flashes white, the
combatants exchange blows, and full rounds barely
take more than a few seconds. You can even
program macros to automate commands. The plot
moves along steadily, too, with each event leading
into the next without any stumbling or grinding.
 In short, it's the best of the straightforward
aspects of 8-bit RPGs with the storytelling skills of
the later 16-bit games. For all of the bloated 32-bit
RPGs that succumbed to long battle transitions,
even longer fights, and excessive cutscenes,
Phantasy Star IV is a fine antidote. -Kurt Kalata

Sega abandoned Phantasy Star in the Saturn era, and resurrected it
for the Dreamcast as an online RPG, which still continues to flourish
today after various incarnations. It's nice, but outside of sharing
some terminology and a sci-fi aesthetic, is nothing like the classic
titles. To that end, we'll recommend the original Master System
game. It's still an 8-bit RPG, with all of the difficulty and grinding
that those entail, but it's aged remarkably well compared to its
contemporaries. Visually, it wipes the floor with pretty much every
Famicom RPG, with huge, animated enemies and smooth-scrolling
first person dungeons, an aspect that was ditched in subsequent
titles. The soundtrack is also great, and the cast is memorable,
particularly leading heroine Alys and her cat-buddy Myau.  -KK

Phantasy Star IV: The End of the Millennium

See Also:

Phantasy Star

Release:   1993   Platform: GEN
Developer:  Sega
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Grandia by Game Arts was initially heralded as the
Saturn's answer to Final Fantasy VII. History has
proven, however, that Sega’s Panzer Dragoon Saga
is a much closer parallel. Spanning four CDs, it tells
the story of a young boy named Edge, whose
discovery of a mysterious sleeping beauty begins a
chain of events which places him in command of his
own dragon, putting him at odds with the ruthless
General Crayman.
  The world of Panzer Dragoon, initially realized
in two rail shooters for the Saturn, is a uniquely
gorgeous post-apocalyptic landscape, with designs
provided by renowned French artist Moebius. Filled
with crumbling ruins of fantastical architecture and
occupied by monsters curiously attractive in their
gruesomeness, it's a most entrancing environment,
perfectly suitable for a role-playing game. Like many
early titles of the polygonal era, the visuals haven’t
exactly aged gracefully, and the heavily compressed
FMV cutscenes are quite ugly. The outstanding art
design more than compensates for any technical
deficiencies, though.

Storytelling in the series was previously sparse,
and Saga does an amazing job of expanding this
marvelous world. It feels like you're walking through
a museum detailing a lost culture that never was,
from a forgotten period of humanity's history that

never existed. The only concession is that its
unique, made-up language (dubbed "Panzerese" by
fans) was ditched in favor of Japanese. Since the
game was localized without English dubbing,
though, relying instead on subtitles, it still feels
foreign to Western gamers, even if not in the same
manner.

In translating the flying mechanics of the prior
Panzer Dragoon games into a free-roaming RPG,
Saga liberates the setting from boring old dungeon
mazes, taking to the skies on a dragon through
majestic canyons and across expansive seascapes.
The battle system, a mish-mash of real-time and
turn based elements, requires careful positioning to
flank enemies, hide in their blind spots, and exploit
their weaknesses, with careful planning to balance
your dragon's powers. In a genre where most
games have parties lining up and taking turns
thwacking each other, Saga's progressive fight
scenes are still as special now as on the day it was
released. While its brevity may be viewed as a
liability – even though there are four CDs, it
shouldn't last more than 20 hours – it's also a
welcome respite from the era of the long-winded
epics that dominated the 32-bit landscape. The
exorbitant price on the aftermarket is rough, but it's
essential nonetheless.  -Kurt Kalata

Sega’s Skies of Arcadia, released in 2000 for the Dreamcast, is a
relatively lighthearted tale about a band of sky pirates. Compared to
Panzer Dragoon Saga, it’s a more typical RPG from both a design
and storytelling standpoint, as you fly around the skies and meet
cultures that are analogous to real world counterparts. The game
truly excels, however, due to its fantastic architecture and world
design. You don't even need to talk to the inhabitants to understand
the culture behind the game's nations – all you need to do is walk
through their countries. Dungeons aren’t just some landscape you're
walking over, either. Each has depth and texture of the kind you'd
usually see in platform or action games. It’s this devotion to detail
that gives Skies of Arcadia its unique identity. -KK

Panzer Dragoon Saga

Skies of Arcadia

See Also:

Release:   1998      Platforms: SAT
Developer:  Sega Andromeda
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The Megami Tensei series has come a long way
since its inception back in the 8-bit Famicom days.
Back then it was a first person dungeon crawler,
keeping closer to games like Wizardry than Dragon
Quest, but it featured an innovative mechanic
where you could convince any enemy to join your
party by chatting with them. Furthermore, new
companions could be created by fusing two (or
more) together, with most taken from assorted
religions and mythologies – you can have the angel
Gabriel fight alongside Norse god Loki, for example.
There were many sequels and spin-offs, with most
relegated to Japan, but the third game in the series,
Nocturne, was the first in the core Megami Tensei
series to be released in English.
 Much like its earlier brethren, Shin Megami
Tensei: Nocturne begins with the end of the world –
and with it, a new beginning. Previous games put
you in the role of one of the few remaining humans,
but Nocturne transforms you into a demon. The
biggest difference here is the change from a first
person viewpoint to third person, and it set down
the template used for nearly all successive games.

Nocturne is difficult – almost maddeningly so.
Like most of the best RPGs, grinding through the
quest will get you absolutely nowhere. Your goal is
to recruit as many demons as possible, but even

that won't do you any good if you don't know how
to use them. In most modern RPGs, paying
attention to elemental affinities makes the game
easier, but in Nocturne, it's an absolute necessity.
In order to succeed, you need to become familiar
with the attacks of each and every demon in the
game, especially since most foes can just as easily
become your friends. Enjoying the game requires an
intense amount of devotion, which can potentially
be exhausting, particularly considering the constant
random battles. It's also rewarding, though,
providing an enthralling vision of post-apocalyptic
Tokyo. The ruins of humanity are encased in a fuzzy
red haze, with the standard office buildings replaced
by stylish fortresses crafted by Hell's finest
architects. The music, by Shoji Meguro, is both
intense and creepy, with its many battle themes
complemented by distorted, vocalized chants.
 The story mostly revolves around the few
surviving humans – some of whom were your
friends in your previous life – and how they've dealt
with the end of the world. They represent different
philosophies, with paths you can take towards
several different endings. Past the opening sections
of the game, the narrative is a bit sparse, but the
vision of the world and how it unfolds is reason
enough to stick with it to the end. -Kurt Kalata

The fourth Shin Megami Tensei title was released for the 3DS, 10
years after Nocturne. It returns to the roots of the series by
focusing on human protagonists, this time as a squad of samurai-
like soldiers who descend upon the ruins of Tokyo. Much of the
game is displayed from a third person perspective, but it brings back
the first person battles of the old days, and they're much more
animated. Even though it channels the Super Famicom titles, it feels
remarkably modern, with visible enemy encounters, a refined fusion
system borrowed from Persona 4 Golden, and the ability to easily
resume after death. The dungeon design is bland and it becomes
too unbalanced by the end, but it oozes atmosphere, especially
thanks to Ryota Koduka's moody soundtrack.  -KK

See Also:

Shin Megami Tensei: Nocturne

Shin Megami Tensei IV

Release:   2004   Platform: PS2
Developer:  Atlus
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While the prolific Shin Megami Tensei series had a
significant hardcore fanbase in Japan, Atlus wanted
to expand the audience by including a greater focus
on characterization and storytelling, while still
keeping the franchise’s occult elements. The results
were the Persona spin-off games, each of which
starred high school students who can control
demons (suitably) called Personas. The first two
entries found reasonable success, but Atlus finally
hit it big with the third, which drastically strayed
from the typical JRPG template. The game takes
place over the period of several months. During the
day, your character attends school, taking tests and
interacting with classmates, and essentially acting
as a life simulation. At night, you team up with your
pals to explore randomly generated dungeons and
fight monsters. How well you build your social
relationships with your classmates affects how you
can grow your Persona.

Persona 4 (and its enhanced Vita port, Golden),
polishes this concept, putting the player in the
shoes of a new student who has moved to the
sleepy town of Inaba. A series of murders has
rocked the community, and investigation leads the
heroes into another dimension hidden inside their TV
sets, where worlds are created based on their
insecurities. Gang leader Kanji worries about his

masculinity – his world is a bath house, replete with
gay stereotypes. Pop idol Rise has severe issues
with her public image – her world is a strip club.
The settings alone are worlds beyond most RPGs.

Aside from that, there's a certain warmth in
Persona 4 that’s simply not found in most video
games, RPG or otherwise. The interface is bright
yellow with tinges of rainbow; the retro pop
soundtrack is almost absurdly infectious. Much of
the time isn't spent killing monsters, but just
hanging out with friends and enjoying the exotic
fantasy life of a Japanese high school student. The
characterizations are multidimensional, largely
because you see their innermost self laid bare right
as you meet them. Much fuss has been made about
the ability to date the female party members, but
just as gratifying is interacting with the other
townspeople, ranging from an elderly woman to a
troubled boy.

On the title screen, the "Continue" option
reads "Return to Inaba", as if you're revisiting a
group of old friends rather than just restoring a save
game. The universe Atlus has created does an
amazing job of eliciting those feelings, to the point
that even when the game is over, there is a huge
sense of regret, as if there really isn't any other
experience like it out there. -Kurt Kalata

It's a little hard to go back to Persona 3 after playing Persona 4.
The sequel is much more refined, and the variety of dungeons is an
improvement over the barely changing tower of Tartarus. The PSP
version does retrofit some of the improvements from the fourth
game, like the ability to control all of the team members, plus
adding the option for a female main character. Some still prefer
Persona 3, though, because the dark theme is more consistent with
the other Shin Megami Tensei titles. As for other games, Persona Q
is a spin-off based on Etrian Odyssey – quite good, but very
different. The two Persona 2 titles – Innocent Sin and Eternal
Punishment – play nothing like the later entries, but have an
incredibly cool plot and great characters. -KK

See Also:

Persona 4 Golden

Persona 3 Portable

Release:   2008   Platform: PS2, VITA
Developer:  Atlus
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Though Capcom's Breath of Fire RPG series was
well-liked in the 16- and 32-bit eras, it was the sort
of thing that existed mostly because the developer
needed something to compete with Final Fantasy.
While charming, they were also very typical.
However, the publisher switched things up with the
fifth entry, Dragon Quarter, changing pretty much
everything. It moves away from traditional fantasy
to a darker industrial setting, as the entire game is
spent deep underground, as you work your way up
to the surface. It alienated many long time fans of
the series, but it remains an extremely experimental
and astoundingly well developed game.

Unlike most traditional JRPGs, the battle
segments play out like a tactical strategy game,
allowing your selected party member to run freely
around the field and attack, as long as they have
action points remaining. Ryu is a melee fighter, but
he's hardly a tank, and is usually the most
susceptible to damage. Lin uses guns, allowing her
to attack from different ranges and knock enemies
around the playing field. Nina, the physical weakling
of the trio, utilizes magic spells that can attack
multiple enemies at once, or stun them with
skillfully placed traps. Most RPGs feature similar
character relationships, but Dragon Quarter so
strongly defines each character's role that none is

more important than the rest, and using all of them
effectively in tandem is the key to winning the
game's many brutal battles.
 The most important aspect is the D-Counter. In
previous Breath of Fire games, the hero’s dragon
powers were just super attacks. Here they are a
curse, slowly eating away at Ryu's humanity. Every
few steps, the counter creeps up, slowly marching
towards 100%, at which point the power consumes
Ryu and the game ends. Additionally, each time Ryu
calls upon his powers, it chews up even more of the
D-Counter, hastening his advance towards death.
It's too easy to give into temptation and use these
skills to overwhelm your foes, especially given the
high difficulty, but using them too freely will lead to
an early end. There's no way to reset the counter,
short of restarting the entire game.
 Thankfully, if you begin the game from scratch,
you retain some of the skills and experience you've
earned. This makes subsequent attempts much
quicker and easier, and also rewards players with
extra cutscenes revealing alternate angles on the
story. Said story is a bit short, though, being
clearable in under 10 hours. Despite the frustrations
inherent in this system, it creates intensity by
removing the safety net that so many JRPGs tend
to rely on, and is better for it.   -Kurt Kalata

Dragon Quarter feels like a spiritual successor to Square's
PlayStation title Vagrant Story. Both feature dark, oppressive
atmospheres, long segments of dungeon crawling, and minimal NPC
interaction. Both are also scored by legendary game music
composer Hitoshi Sakimoto, although Vagrant Story's soundtrack
leans on the atmospheric side, and Dragon Quarter features more
industrial and electronic influences. Both are also overwhelmingly
unfriendly, subjecting newcomers to a trial by fire to learn their
intricacies. As a result, both are love-it-or-leave-it affairs. The battle
systems are entirely different, though, and here Vagrant Story
falters due to the micromanagement required to build situationally
appropriate weapons. Still, it’s a daring and fascinating game.  -KK

See Also:

Breath of Fire: Dragon Quarter

Vagrant Story

Release:   2002   Platform: PS2
Developer:  Capcom
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The World Ends With You for the DS is one of the
most daringly innovative JRPGs ever created.
Taking place entirely in a parallel world in Shibuya,
Tokyo, lost souls called Players are caught in a
ruthless game to win their place back in the land of
the living. In order to fight back, the Players must
team up with one another in order to fight against
the Reapers that control this universe.

The theme of partnership is central to TWEWY,
as battles are fought simultaneously on both
screens. (At least, in the DS version — the mobile
port obviously sacrifices this.) You control Neku, the
protagonist, on the bottom screen, attacking with
various psychic powers via the stylus. His partner is
controlled on the top screen via d-pad commands,
chaining attacks together. It's overwhelming at first,
seeing as how you need to keep track of two
completely separate characters at the same time.
With practice, though, it becomes incredibly
gratifying to juggle them efficiently. If it's still too
difficult, you can also let the computer take over.
 In this way, TWEWY is extremely
customizable, allowing you to manage the many
subsystems. Shibuya, being one of the commercial
epicenters of Tokyo, is filled with clothing stores
and restaurants. To that end, psychic attacks are
equipped via pins, which level up independently

from the characters. The power of these pins can
be strengthened or weakened by the fashion trends
of the area, which can be influenced by the clothes
you wear, which also act as armor. There's also a
character customization system revolving around
eating (and digesting) food. You can set the
difficulty, with higher ranks granting better rewards.
There are no random battles, just the ones required
to progress through the Reaper's requests. You can
(mostly) disregard many of these systems and set
the difficulty to easy. There's an extraordinary
amount of depth and content, though, plus a whole
ton of optional subquests and stuff to find, as well
as a Beyblade-esque minigame.
 The one major JRPG trope that TWEWY
subscribes to is the whiny, spiky haired hero. Neku
is an insufferable twit at the beginning, but
eventually, the bond between him and his partners
allow him to see beyond the boundaries of his own
world, one of the few times where personal growth
in a JRPG story actually works. The urban fantasy
environment, with real life (and off brand)
landmarks, influenced by modern graffiti and pop
culture, comes together with the amazing
English/Japanese hip-hop/rock soundtrack,
synergizing into an experience where everything
melds beautifully. -Kurt Kalata

The closest game to The World Ends With You would probably be
Kingdom Hearts: Chain of Memories. Also developed by Jupiter, it
uses a similar art style, but it plays nothing like it, and frankly, isn't
worth your time. Instead we'll look to one of Square-Enix's better
portable titles – Final Fantasy VII: Crisis Core for the PSP. The only
one of the many FFVII offshoots that’s any good, it's a prequel that
expounds upon the story of Zack, Cloud's war time buddy and
object of hero worship. It has a unique (though clumsy) real time
battle system, and a slot machine-based mechanic that represents
Zack's thoughts and determines his attacks, which is put to
particularly effective use in the game's climactic battles. Both Crisis
Core and TWEWY were composed by Takeharu Ishimoto. -KK

The World Ends With You

See Also:

Final Fantasy VII: Crisis Core

Release:   2007   Platform: DS, MOB
Developer:  SquareEnix / Jupiter
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Developed by Monolith but not really related to the
developer’s previous Xenogears and Xenosaga
games, Xenoblade Chronicles takes place on the
remains of ancient beings atop a seemingly endless
ocean. Although the Mechonis and Bionis were
once locked in combat eons ago, they’re now home
to the numerous species that inhabit the various
locales and climates that have sprouted on their
corpses. Each area is impressive in scale, and
contain numerous secret areas and other hidden
goodies, some of which can only be accessed later
in the game. The areas are stunningly beautiful,
even on the low resolution Wii, with lush fields and
gorgeous natural architecture.

Xenoblade Chronicles plays more like a single-
player MMO than a traditional JRPG, providing a
refreshing spin on the style. It successfully merges
grand, world-spanning adventures with streamlined,
real-time combat. When fighting, the player only
controls the party leader — moving freely around
the battlefield, auto-attacking, or using a skill when
close, or preventing an upcoming fatal attack via
one of protagonist Shulk's premonitions.

Besides the landscape, what makes the game
stand out are the characters. They’re not just one-
dimensional cutouts, as each has their own personal
troubles, viewpoints, and reasons for joining the

quest. They really stand out when they start
engaging in inter-party banter between battles, or
during the optional Heart-to-Heart moments that
appear throughout the story. When combined with
the rather competent AI, it can actually make the
player forget that this is a single-player game, and
that they aren't just a fly on the wall watching two
other characters interact with each other.

There are nearly 500 side quests, where
rewards vary from money to extra skill trees.
Numerous quests can affect how NPCs will react to
the player and even alter future quests. Due to the
large number though, it can cause them to feel like
a grind, so it’s best to do them in moderation.

The music is particularly gorgeous. It features a
rather large number of pieces and remixes that use
a wide range of various musical styles. This is due
to the game having six contributing artists for its
audio work, yet the overall experience remains
cohesive.

Games that feature strong characters,
wondrous and detailed worlds, solid mechanics, a
compelling story, and can maintain all of these until
the end are astonishingly few in number. The
execution of Xenoblade Chronicles is a master class
on how to evolve JRPGs while still maintaining
what makes them entrancing. -Spencer Johnson

Final Fantasy XII is like a precursor to Xenoblade, as it features the
same MMO-style exploration, massive environments, and real-time
combat system. The game takes place in Ivalice, the same world as
Final Fantasy Tactics, with a more traditional JRPG style than the
sci-fi trappings of Xenoblade. Combat is both more and less
complex due to the Gambit system, a customizable list that
determines how the AI-controlled party members will behave in
battles. Partially directed by Yasumi Matsuno, who quit partway
through development, it feels unrefined and unbalanced, though the
Japan-only International Zodiac Job System fixes some issues. Still,
the world design is fantastic, the music is great, and its storytelling
feels more mature than other Final Fantasy games.  -SJ

See Also:

Xenoblade Chronicles

Final Fantasy XII

Release:   2010   Platform: WII, 3DS
Developer:  Monolith Soft
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Atlus' Etrian Odyssey takes the basics of Sir-Tech's
Wizardry series of first person dungeon crawlers,
and reinvents them for a new generation of gamers,
but with a distinct Japanese flavor. The game opens
up with the character creation system, where you
can form your party from several different classes,
picking from a variety of colorful, often cutesy,
manga-style characters. The storytelling is minimal
– the goal is primarily to explore the dungeons,
though the plots do have some fascinating twists if
you stick through them. Also, rather than diving
through dark, dank dungeons, the floors of the
labyrinth are colorful, lush forests, filled with greens
and blues. Later areas in other games take place
under the deep blue sea, or in fiery red volcanoes,
ensuring that the visuals are engaging despite their
repetitive nature. The bottom touch screen allows
you to draw a map, like the old days of scribbling
out dungeon layouts on graph paper.
 The battle system is turn-based and similar to
many other RPGs, but there's a substantial amount
of depth that involves utilizing defensive abilities,
binding body parts with special moves to reduce
powerful attacks, and managing both status
ailments and buffs. Most battles are random, except
for creatures called FOEs, which visibly wander
around the map. These are extremely high powered

enemies that, if fought when first encountered, will
undoubtedly mop the floor with your party. It's only
after gaining several levels that you can even hope
to stand a chance. You're often tasked with solving
puzzles in order to manipulate their movement and
sneak past them, but the minute you're caught and
try to frantically escape is always a moment of
abject terror. Altogether, the Etrian Odyssey games
present both a feeling of exploration and danger
missing from so many modern RPGs.
 There are several games in the series, and
they're all pretty similar. Their popularity also
spawned numerous clones of varying quality. By
their nature, they’re a bit repetitive and grindy, so
it's easy to get burnt out on the genre. We suggest
starting with the third Etrian Odyssey, being the
most refined entry of the DS games, which
refreshes all of the character classes. The first three
games use an FM synth soundtrack by Yuzo
Koshiro, very similar to the PC-88 home computer,
in order to call back to the early days of PC RPG
gaming. The later games for the 3DS change to live
instrumentation, which is also excellent, but it loses
some of the classic vibe. They also introduce other
elements, like overworlds, multiple dungeons, and
stronger storytelling, none of which add much to
the experience.   -Kurt Kalata

Etrian Odyssey was created by Kazuya Niinou, who left Atlus after
the first game was released, and worked to develop 7th Dragon for
the DS. Straying from the first person dungeon crawling of his
previous game, it looks and feels like Dragon Quest. However, the
battle and character creation systems are practically identical to
Etrian Odyssey. The goal is to kill all 777 dragons that roam the
land, which are similar to FOEs. The big issue with the game is that
the world is filled with poisonous flowers called Furowaro, which
aggressively sap health unless you have a whole character devoted
to protecting your party. While unreleased outside of Japan, a fan
patch not only translates the game into English, but also diminishes
the power of the Furowaro, enhancing the experience. -KK

Etrian Odyssey III: The Drowned City

7th Dragon

See Also:

Release:   2010   Platform: DS
Developer:  Atlus
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Even for stalwart followers of the genre, it's hard to
not concede that a lot of JRPGs tend to borrow
from each other in terms of looks and gameplay.
This makes the ones that buck the usual cliches,
like Earthbound, all the more memorable. Barkley,
Shut Up and Jam: Gaiden, named after a 16-bit
console basketball game starring the former NBA
player, is a rather humble freeware game, and
definitely a unique experience compared to anything
else in the genre. It also helps that there are actually
quite a few good ideas beneath its overt absurdity.

It should be said that this game has a very
peculiar brand of humor. This is, after all, a game
that treats the Looney Tunes / Michael Jordan film
Space Jam as part of its own official canon.
Basketball has since been outlawed due to a “Chaos
Dunk”, performed by Barkley, that killed many
people. The game takes place in the “post-
cyberpocalypse” of Neo-New York, and many NBA
players make appearances, including the ghost of
LeBron James. You needn’t understand basketball
to get the most of it, though.

Further, the game takes everything that
happens in it at total face value, serving to make
the whole thing even sillier. You'll see almost every
JRPG trope in existence subtly poked fun of, from
"But Thou Must", to monster hunting quests, all the

way up to your awesome party member who you
lose all too soon. There are plenty of other oddities,
too, like the fact that save points will give you nerd
rants by someone who apparently takes their
Japanese video games very, very seriously.

As a game, it avoids a lot of the typical
annoyances that come with a typical JRPG.
Enemies can be seen clearly on the map and
avoided by dashing away from them. The fighting
itself is pretty enjoyable, as well, as it takes after
the 16-bit Final Fantasy games. Every character's
basic attack has a timing minigame involved with it,
which potentially speeds up combat while actually
making you pay attention to what you're doing.

It's a pretty easy game, one where even the
latter bosses seem weaker than they should be, and
the best healing items are available in bountiful
supply. Whether that's all part of the big joke or
not, it means it's a pretty fun game to just breeze
through and experience, with just enough hidden
secrets to make it worth a second playthrough.
Despite its amateur design – most sprites are either
stock RPG Maker images or lifted from other
games, making a proper commercial release
impossible – just about anybody can get enjoyment
from Barkley, Shut Up and Jam: Gaiden, whether
they're a fan of RPGs or not.  -Ed Burns

Indie developer Zeboyd Games has made a name for themselves by
developing several humorous takes on classic 16-bit RPGs. Their
first titles, Breath of Death VII and Cthulhu Saves the World, are
styled after Dragon Quest, though casting you in the role of
(technically) the bad guy.

They later developed Episodes 3 and 4 of the Penny Arcade:
On the Rain-slick Precipice of Darkness series, hewing closer to the
SNES Final Fantasy games. The battle system in these titles is a
little more inspired, though, drawing from the pseudo real-time
elements of the Grandia games. The writing is quite funny too,
though like the web comic it's based on, it’s a little overlong.  -KK

See Also:

Barkley, Shut Up and Jam: Gaiden

Penny Arcade: On the Rainslick Precipice
of Darkness: Episode Three

Release:   2008   Platform: PC
Developer:  Tales of Game’s Studio
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Released in the wake of Final Fantasy VII, Final
Fantasy Tactics found itself in an odd position. Its
medieval politicking storyline had nothing to do with
the spiky hair, large swords, and dazzling CGI of
Square’s landmark title. Moreover, it's essentially
the sequel to strategy RPG Tactics Ogre, while
using the customization system of Final Fantasy V,
neither of which had been released in English at that
point. For many, it was their introduction to this
genre, and while it proved difficult for some, it still
remains a fantastic starting point.

The story, initially told in flashbacks, focuses
on highborn Ramza and his commoner pal Delita, as
they become caught on opposing sides of a
complicated rebellion. It can be a bit confusing,
largely because of the terrible translation, but this
was mostly fixed in the 2007 War of the Lions PSP
port. While lacking the world-spanning drama that
the core FF series is typically known for, it's still an
intricately detailed setting, and one which director
Yasumi Matsuno has become well-known for.

The storytelling is excellent, but the game’s
main strength is its mechanics. SRPGs are always
struggling with how much you're allowed to
customize your character – Fire Emblem is relatively
rigid, for example, with strict rules requiring a focus
on careful planning. The later Disgaea series, in

turn, offers so many ways to build teams that it
became its dominant feature. Tactics lies in the
middle of these extremes..

Like Final Fantasy V, each unit takes a Job,
slowly gaining related skills while building
experience. You can switch Jobs at any time and
carry over any previously learned skills, within
certain limitations. The key is finding skill sets that
complement each other, and using them to gain
leverage over the enemy. At the same time, you
need to be mindful of certain rules (never cluster
units together unless you want them all to be hit by
an area of effect spell, always attack from the
sides, give archers the high ground, etc.), because
the enemy AI will usually take the most brutal
course of action. It's rarely a game of numbers, as
experience levels aren’t as important as your
abilities, but rather a careful balancing act of both
preparation and tactical thinking.

The soundtrack is also legendary, though for
different reasons than Nobuo Uematsu's typical
Final Fantasy scores. Its rousing war marches are
the highlight, but it also does well with themes of
slinking suspense and raw emotion. It's not the first
work by master duo Hitoshi Sakimoto and Masaharu
Iwata, but it defined the style for many later games,
including Final Fantasy XII.  -Kurt Kalata

Many hardcore RPG fans tend to prefer Tactics Ogre, Quest's
predecessor to Final Fantasy Tactics, due to the latter being slightly
simplified for mainstream appeal. Some elements, like the branching
storyline paths, are dearly missed. Most of FFT's changes are
generally for the better, though, as Tactics Ogre is a little too brutal,
especially with its permanent character deaths, and a ruthless
leveling system that regularly puts the player at a disadvantage. The
2011 PSP port fixes most of these issues, though even with the
tweaks, we still prefer the Job System of its spiritual successor. It
remains an intensely engrossing strategy game, and is well worth
playing. Especially for the soundtrack, provided by the same
composers, which is as good as Final Fantasy Tactics. -KK

See Also:

Final Fantasy Tactics: The War of the Lions

Tactics Ogre

Release:   1997    Platform: PS1, PSP, MOB
Developer:  Square
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Despite being one of their most prolific properties,
Nintendo's Fire Emblem remained a Japanese-only
franchise for a long time. This is probably because
they’re far removed from Nintendo's long-cultivated,
family friendly image. Developed by Intelligent
Systems, these are hardcore turn-based strategy
games, with a demanding difficulty level, and
expansive storylines featuring casts of many, many
characters. Including remakes, there are over a
dozen games in the series. Most of them are
fundamentally similar, although the mechanics that
define the series were set down in the fourth game,
Seisen no Keifu for the Super Famicom.
 There are several different types of characters
– knights, thieves, Pegasus knights, magicians,
healers – along with a weapon triangle that
determines strengths and weakness. It requires that
you keep perfect track of your units, as well as your
enemy's movement capabilities, at every turn,
because one wrong move can spell immediate death
for physically frail units. Although characters level
up, and in some cases can be changed to different
classes, there's not nearly as much customization
as other strategy games. Further, outside of a few
entries in the series, there's no way to grind for
extra experience, so you can't just overwhelm your
foes with numbers. Tactics matter above all else.

 This is all important, because unlike other
console strategy games that Fire Emblem inspired,
when a character runs out of HP, they’re dead,
forever. Unless you restart the mission, of course.
There are (for the most part) no generic units,
either. Each has a unique name, portrait,
background, and relationship to other characters,
which can be built by conversing on the battlefield.
Some are more important to the plot than others,
but it's still a huge blow whenever someone is
killed. While there are new units to draft regularly,
it's possible to end up in a later mission with a
weakened army, making victory extremely difficult.
 Since there are so many entries, one’s favorite
Fire Emblem falls mostly to preference. The first
title in America, released for the GBA and known as
Rekka no Ken in Japan (but left without a subtitle in
English), was developed as an introduction to the
series. It’s good, but our favorite is the Gamecube
entry, Path of Radiance. After spending some time
on the GBA, it's the first console release since the
SFC days. It features sharper graphics and better
music, along with a cool cast of characters, like
blue haired hero Ike, and a race of transforming
cat-humans. The Wii sequel, Radiant Dawn, is a
direct storyline follow-up and also great, though it’s
meant for more advanced players. -Kurt Kalata

2012’s Fire Emblem Awakening for the 3DS is easily the most
popular in the series, largely because it breaks most of its rules.
There's a Casual mode that removes permadeath, and there are
several optional missions to gain more levels, including DLC
featuring characters from previous games. It also returns to the
relationship building aspect of Seisen no Keifu, allowing you to pair
up two characters and then, due to time travel shenanigans, play as
their offspring. It's a much messier, more unbalanced game than
what Fire Emblem is typically known for, but it's also much less
strategically rigid, since you don't need to play so defensively.
While it irks longtime fans, it's one of the best for strategy RPGs for
newbies.  -KK

Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance

Fire Emblem Awakening

See Also:

Release:   2005   Platform: GC
Developer:  Nintendo / Intelligent Studios
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Nintendo's greatest strength is the ability to take a
concept and make it easily palatable for mass
consumption. A great example is Intelligent
Systems' turn-based strategy game Famicom Wars,
released in 1988. Evolved from the hardcore war
simulation series Daisenryaku, it removes itself from
realistic World War II-style scenarios and recasts it
into a cartoonish context, making it feel like you're
playing with toy soldiers. While it was unreleased in
America, the same idea was used by Hudson to
create Nectaris/Military Madness for the TG16.
Nintendo's series saw greater recognition over a
decade later with Advance Wars for the GBA.
 The fundamentals of Advance Wars are based
on unit production and resource management. Each
map is littered with structures, which can be
captured by one of the players. Occupying city
buildings will increase the amount of money you get
each turn, which is then used to create combat
units from factories. The most obvious strategy is
to dominate all of the cities, thereby starving your
opponent of resources and leaving you to steamroll
over your enemies. Each unit – infantry, tanks,
artillery, aircraft, boats – has a specific role, and
almost none are completely useless.
 The best of the series is Advance Wars: Days
of Ruin, the second DS release in the franchise. It's

a huge change, moving the tone into a more serious
direction, and taking place in a diseased, war-torn
wasteland. It's also a huge stylistic shift for a
Nintendo game, especially considering the
characters look like SNK fighters. It's a refreshing
change from the kiddy "gosh war is just such fun!"
attitude of the previous games, though, while still
avoiding the sterile atmosphere of the Military
Madness games. The interface is smooth and
moves quickly, as conflicts are displayed with brief
cutscenes, and the strategizing is backed with an
excellent rock soundtrack.
 What sets Advance Wars apart are the
Commanding Officers (COs), which grant specific
powers (repairing all units on the field, for example)
once their special meter is built up. However, many
entries place such an emphasis on the CO powers
that they begin overwhelming the rest of the game.
Days of Ruin takes a different approach – you can
place your CO in any unit on the field, which in turn
gives a stat boost to any friendly unit in range (an
aspect borrowed from the Langrisser series of
strategy RPGs). Special powers still exist, but
they're not as overpowered. Days of Ruin is missing
some of the extra features from the previous titles,
like the War Room, but overall, it's a much better
balanced game.  -Kurt Kalata

While Intelligent Systems typically works on Fire Emblem, Advance
Wars, and the occasional Mario RPG, they developed an original IP
for the 2015 3DS game Codename: S.T.E.A.M. You control a squad
of heroes from American literature and folklore (John Henry,
Queequeg from Moby Dick, Tiger Lily from Peter Pan, etc.), wielding
steam powered weapons and led by Abraham Lincoln, as they fight
against Cthulhu. A huge departure from their other strategy titles, it
plays closer to Valkyria Chronicles, as the camera is positioned
behind your characters rather than on an overhead map. The
emphasis on defensive "overwatch" abilities also makes it feel like
X-COM. It has a number of frustrating quirks, but strategy fans with
patience will find a weirdly fantastic experience. -KK

Advance Wars: Days of Ruin

See Also:

Codename: S.T.E.A.M.

Release:   2008   Platform: DS
Developer:  Nintendo / Intelligent Studios
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Beginning on the Super Famicom, Square's Front
Mission series was their entry into the burgeoning
strategy-RPG genre. It’s seen sporadic English
releases, like Front Mission 3 (PS1) and 4 (PS2),
with the original being released years after the fact
for the DS, along with a poorly received Western-
developed action game, Front Mission Evolved. The
best game in the series, though, the fifth one,
remains unlocalized.
 The Front Mission games take place in the near
future, relating the wages of war of the United
States of the New Continent (USN) and the Oceania
Cooperative Union (OCU). The story of Front
Mission 5 spans five decades, jumping around in
time and tying together the prior games, and in
some cases referencing previous player characters
and events. It begins with Walter Feng as a child,
and proceeds to follow his relationships with two
other boys, Randy O'Neill and Glen Duvall, and how
the continuing war has affected them. It's the best
storyline of the entire series, detailing not only the
personal tragedies of war, but the politics
associated with nationalism and globalization.
 The main difference between Front Mission and
most other SRPGs is that the battles are fought
with gigantic robots, known as wanzers ("walking
panzers"). Rather than having a single health gauge,

each section – the arms, the legs, and the body –
has separate HP. There are a number of different
weapon types, which not only have different ranges
and strengths, but different damage distributions.
Machine guns damage different parts randomly,
shotguns distribute damage equally, and sniper
rifles inflict large damage to a single part. This
changes how you approach combat, as you can
either try to destroy the core, and thus immediately
destroy the robot, or instead try to target their arms
(to disable their weapons) or legs (to hobble their
movement capability). Since the targeted parts are
typically random, you need to play the odds pretty
often. You can also equip each unit with different
body parts, weapons, and skills, allowing for a large
degree of customization.
 This is all standard for the series, but where
Front Mission 5 really stands out, beyond the
storyline, is the presentation. Whenever you attack,
the camera zooms in to show a cinematic view of
the action, with a presentation that makes it seem
like you're looking at war footage. While
superficially similar to Front Mission 4, it polishes
many of its balance and pacing issues. It’s also
more visually impressive, and has a better
soundtrack. Despite being unlocalized, an English
fan translation exists. -Kurt Kalata

The third Front Mission acted as an introduction to the series for
English speaking gamers, many unaware at how different it is from
the rest of the games. The major change is the focus on smaller
scale battles, as you only control four units in a single stage, making
the game very fast paced. The visuals are blocky and a good
argument of why the PS1 hardware probably needed perspective
correction, but it's still fun to watch two wanzers disassemble each
other. Early in the game you make a major decision that carries you
down one of two completely different storylines, each with well
over 50 unique missions – it's a huge game. The in-game pseudo
internet also helps flesh out the events and back story of the game
world.  -KK

Front Mission 5: Scars of the War

Front Mission 3

See Also:

Release:   2005   Platform: PS2
Developer:  SquareEnix
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Sega's Valkyria Chronicles is a brilliant strategy
game, one that takes familiar mechanics and
iterates them in unique ways. It has a beautiful
visual style that chronicles the Gallian war, a
conflict loosely based on World War II.

Unlike other strategy games, you don't move
characters on a grid via a cursor. Rather, you direct
them in real time via an over-the-shoulder, third
person perspective, with aiming shifting into a first
person viewpoint. That said, the game still
fundamentally behaves similarly to other strategy
games, only allowing movement within certain
distances and only performing a few actions each
turn. It also takes a note from the “overwatch”
aspects of Western strategy games like X-COM.
During character movement, both enemies and allies
will shoot at anything in their line of sight, even if
it's not their turn. This requires units to be
positioned strategically to both optimize suppressing
fire and take cover from possible enemy attacks.
Many missions also have unique objectives, such as
storming beachheads, blitzing enemy cities, or
escaping from an oncoming army. Enemies can
sometimes spawn in rather inconvenient places,
however, often decimating the unprepared. At least
it's possible to save at any time, which can help if
things suddenly go south.

The game also stars some refreshingly
believable characters. The members of the heroic
Squad 7 are mostly civilians in a volunteer militia,
each with their own backstory, thoughts, and
ideals. For instance, some characters have allergies,
while others have racial prejudices. It's a satisfying
system because it urges you to do your best with
what you're given, rewarding you for knowing each
character's quirks. The heroes from the Sega RPG
Skies of Arcadia also make cameos.

The visuals have a very anime-styled look,
gorgeously inspired by mid-20th century Europe. It
also pulls from comics, with a distinct “penciled”
style of shading that make it look like a painting in
motion, and a plethora of onomatopoeia bubbles
accompanying the game's footsteps, gunshots, and
explosions. Despite its colorful looks, the game
centers around war and doesn’t shy away from the
atrocities that it brings. Some of the more
fantastical elements, though, like the magical lance
wielding antagonist Selvaria, set it apart from other
military strategy games.

Sadly, Sega moved the sequels to the PSP,
with the third not even getting an official English
release. Both are solid, but due to the limitations of
the platform, they lose both the scale and visual
charm of the PS3 original.  -Spencer Johnson

Sakura Wars (AKA Sakura Taisen) was one of Sega’s most popular
properties in the 32-bit era, at least in Japan. Taking place in an
alternate universe 1920s, it stars a (mostly) female theater troupe
who fight demons by piloting steam powered mechs. Conceptually
it was deemed a little too weird for English speaking gamers,
despite some anime and manga releases. Only the fifth title, Sakura
Taisen V: So Long My Love for the PS2, was ever localized, long
after its popularity had passed. It takes place in a goofy version of
America and stars a samurai cowgirl named Gemini Sunrise. The
first two games in the series use a standard grid-based SRPG battle
system, but the third game onward uses a different system that
acted as the prototype for Valkyria Chronicles’ combat. -KK

Valkyria Chronicles

Sakura Wars V

See Also:

Release:   2008   Platform: PS3, PC
Developer:  Sega
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Dragon Force is a fascinating hybrid of genres. Take
a dash of RPG, a healthy dose of real time strategy,
and a layer of 4X world conquest simulation, and
the result is a massive title spanning eight
campaigns. Whichever scenario the player chooses,
the goal is simple: unite the continent of Legendra
under one rule before a slumbering demon lord
awakens and destroys everything.

After selecting one of eight rulers, ranging from
the mad conqueror Goldark to the holy martial artist
Leon to the reluctant priestess Teiris, each starts
out with a small portion of the continent to call their
own. From there, the player has to recruit and
conquer neighboring castles until the ruler is strong
enough to take the fight to other kingdoms. The
world map depicts troop movements shown in the
form of the ruler's sprite, or their soldier type if the
army has no allegiance. Once an army reaches a
conflict, the ruler gets to decide which of their
generals should take the fight to the enemy.

Dragon Force uses its wide variety of troops in
an expanded form of Fire Emblem's weapon
triangle. Soldiers best Archers, Archers best
Harpies, Harpies best Cavalry, Dragons best
everything but Samurai, and so on. Even if the
general is outclassed, if the player uses effective
strategies, it's possible to turn the tide against even

the most hopeless of odds. It helps, too, that the
ruler can rain down all manner of deadly magic at a
moment's notice. You also need to pick your army
formation, then watch it play out as scores of 2D
sprites collide on the battlefield. If any formation
proves ineffective, or the battle starts going poorly,
the player army can quickly be directed to change
their strategy by retreating, gathering together, or
going all-out against the enemy in a last ditch
effort. In the event that both armies are wiped out,
it then falls to the generals themselves to settle the
battle via a one-on-one duel.
 Each campaign also has a unique flavor
appropriate to the ruler, thanks in large part to
Working Designs' trademark localization style.
Additionally, each ruler is presented with a different
challenge. While Bozack and Palemoon are fortunate
enough to have isolated islands to wage war from,
kingdoms like Tradnor and Topaz are located right in
the center of the continent, leaving them open to
frequent attack from all directions.

Dragon Force received an inferior sequel, along
with a slightly enhanced PS2 port, but the Saturn
version of the original game is the only official
release in English. Due to its innovative approach to
strategy gaming, it’s also one of the system's most
sought-after gems. -Christopher J. Snelgrove

Dragon Force shares a number of commonalities with Quest’s Ogre
Battle series, in that it’s a real time strategy game with separate
battle scenes. However, rather than fighting on one large map, the
game is divided up into numerous smaller scenarios. Combat is a
little unusual in that, outside of some magical abilities, you can’t
directly command your units. Instead, they fight automatically based
on their assignment on a grid. It requires you to prepare your units
beforehand to anticipate most encounters. The first game, March of
the Black Queen for the SNES, offers more than a dozen endings
based on your actions. The N64 sequel, Person of Lordly Caliber,
greatly reduces the number of endings in favor of a stronger
storyline, similar to its spin-off series, Tactics Ogre.  -KK

Dragon Force
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Westwood's 1992 game, Dune II: The Building of a
Dynasty, effectively established the real time
strategy genre as we know it. They continued with
their own original IP, Command and Conquer, then
spun it off again to the Red Alert subseries.
Compared to the dystopian near-future sci-fi setting
of its progenitor, Red Alert provides an alternate
history where World War II was not fought against
Nazi Germany, but rather the Soviet Union. Instead
of even attempting to do historical fiction like other
latter day RTS and FPS games, however, the series
went crazy with the technology, using retro-
futuristic gimmicks like gigantic, electricity shooting
Tesla coils and teleportation devices.
 The Red Alert series hit its apex with the
second game, which amps up the ridiculousness.
The full motion video, unintentionally hammy in the
previous games due to its low budget production,
has become knowingly goofy. Here, you either fight
for or against a mustache twirling psychic Russian
named Yuri, who has used his mind control to
brainwash Americans into dirty Communists and
has launched a full scale invasion. The units
continue to get crazier and more inventive, including
jet pack soldiers, tanks that can disguise themselves
as trees, laser shooting dolphins, floating robot
tanks, and giant squid.

 Other than adopting the SVGA resolution and
isometric perspective of Command and Conquer:
Tiberian Sun, little else had really evolved for the
series. The focus is much more on action than
strategy, but this ultimately doesn't matter. It's
hardly the best balanced RTS, but it has a lot more
personality than most games in the genre, and
simply put, it's one of the most fun. The red and
blue colors of the Soviet and Allied forces make for
a much more colorful looking game than most war
titles. Furthermore, it’s always fun to blow up fast
food restaurants, or watch units get fried with
portable electrocution devices.
 The soundtrack has played a huge part in the
charm of the series since its beginning, and that
holds equally true for Red Alert 2. Comprising
numerous genres ranging from industrial to rock to
electronica, Frank Klepacki produces what's
probably his best work, especially his iteration on
"Hell March", the militaristic anthem that came to
represent the Red Alert series. Subsequent games
were created by a different team after Electronic
Arts shuttered Westwood, and while they amped up
the silliness even further – with attack bears,
Japanese schoolgirls, and Jenny McCarthy – the
series is missing its soul without Klepacki's music,
who only contributed a few tracks.   -Kurt Kalata

Command & Conquer Generals was initially derided for moving
away from the story and FMV of the previous games, but has since
been recognized as an excellent entry. For starters, it features an
astonishing amount of freedom for an RTS. All three factions play
quite differently; however, it’s when playing as a general in
multiplayer that things get really fun. Doing so alters their base army
and may possess unique units or other perks that further cater
towards a hyper-specific playstyle. Few strategy games do this, let
alone satiate so many. Generals encourages offensive play in that
destroying enemy units and structures provides experience points
granting veteran status and unlocking special abilities. It allow
people to play to their strengths and makes things better.  -SJ

Command and Conquer: Red Alert 2
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Blizzard got their start in the world of real time
strategy games with Warcraft, a shameless-if-solid
clone of Westwood's Dune II, but in a fantasy
setting. They further refined it with Warcraft II,
which was solid enough to go against Westwood's
own Command and Conquer series. Rather than
directly continuing the series, however, their next
effort, Starcraft, changed gears into sci-fi territory.
Its numerous improvements helped propel Blizzard's
properties beyond mere rip-off status and into one
of the defining entries in the genre.
 In previous RTS games, there were typically
multiple factions, but they all shared the same core
units and construction tactics, differing only in a
handful of exclusive combatants. In Starcraft, each
of the three races – Terran, Zerg, and Protoss – are
completely different. Terrans play similarly as in
other games, with moderately powered units, plus
the ability for any building to literally fly off the
ground and rebuild elsewhere. The Protoss, a race
of powerful psychics, have greater strength, along
with warp capabilities. Their units are slower and
more expensive to build, though, and can only build
when in range of uniquely constructed pylons. The
hideous Zerg focus on quantity over quality, with
weaker units that can be created quickly and in
great numbers. They can only build on terraformed

land, which spreads by building structures. Despite
each side having completely different units, it’s well
balanced, which is what's given the game such
lasting legs on the tournament scene. Any
remaining issues were ironed out with its
expansion, Brood War.

Warcraft II also introduced hero units —
unique, extra powerful characters that were used in
a few single-player missions. Starcraft expands their
role, making them available in many of the
campaign levels while giving them more personality.
Their presence helps expand the plot beyond the
text scrolls and manual text that defined it in the
earlier Warcraft games. It's also a better story, told
across all three campaigns, as Terran commander
Jim Raynor and his crew of space rednecks rebel
against other humans while fending off the other
threats, and psychic soldier Kerrigan loses her
humanity to become the Zerg Queen.
 It took Blizzard over a decade to develop a
sequel, which is outwardly just as good as its
predecessor while expanding the story. At the same
time, though, it doesn't feel like much of an
advancement. The 3D graphics are nice, but the
animation pales against the competition. The
community support also isn’t anywhere on the level
of the first game. -Kurt Kalata

After Starcraft, Blizzard returned to the Warcraft universe in 2002
with the third and final entry in the core series, before becoming
diverted with World of Warcraft. The visuals have moved to 3D,
and the Night Elves and Undead races now join with the Humans
and Orcs as playable factions. It emphasizes hero units even more,
making them the focus of each mission, allowing them to obtain
items and gain levels over the course of the campaign. As a result,
it feels more like an RPG-RTS hybrid than a pure RTS. It's slower
and less visceral than Starcraft, but makes for a good change of
pace. Warcraft III led to the Defense of the Ancients mod, which
spawned the Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) subgenre,
which then cannibalized the popularity of traditional RTS games. -KK

Starcraft
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Upon release, Cavedog Entertainment’s Total
Annihilation impressed real time strategy fans with
its 3D rendered robot warriors, along with a physics
engine that took into account varying terrain heights
(used for calculating unit movement), line of sight,
and attack trajectories. The game takes great
advantage of this with its varied scenario designs,
and also has a higher degree of flexibility to how its
units are used, like the transports that can have
almost any small sized unit loaded into them instead
of just infantry. Between the two factions, there are
over 100 different units across land, sea, and air.
Its engine is also capable of rendering absolutely
massive scale battles, with up to several thousand
units available on the battlefield with the proper
patches applied.
 Amongst the gigantic selection of warriors, the
main thing that sets Total Annihilation apart from
other real time strategy games is the Commander
unit. This is a unique, powerful robot that
represents the player, and also has the ability to
build structures and create soldiers. Similar to
Technosoft’s Genesis game Herzog Zwei, the
presence of a Commander on the scene is a
massive boon to the player's side. It allows for an
extra layer of tactics regarding how the player
chooses to distribute resources, along with where

they decide to construct units, in contrast to more
restrictive, earlier games.
 The main conflict of the plot involves the
question of whether humans should transfer their
consciousness into machines – effectively granting
immortality. The game describes a world where
there was once little scarcity, and humanity has
colonized and prospered in the far reaches of space.
It’s an original setup in a genre dominated by
resource management. Total Annihilation is set
towards the end of a massive war, however, with
both sides harvesting two resources, metal and
energy. The former is needed to construct new
units and weapons, while the latter is required to
keep them running. These resources never run out,
unlike other RTS games, which not only leads to
epic battles, but also complements the themes of
the game's story by having them be relatively
plentiful.

Rather than use an electronic, sample-heavy
soundtrack like Command & Conquer, Total
Annihilation features a live orchestral soundtrack by
Jeremy Soule. It’s possibly his best work, too.
Equal parts contemplative and manic, it's
appropriate for a galaxy-shattering war that’s
fought not over resources, but over whether or not
humanity is ready for immortality.  -Chris Rasa

The semi-sequel, Total Annihilation Kingdoms, changes the setting
from sci-fi to fantasy, though it’s drab in comparison. The true
successor came 10 years later with Supreme Commander, which
was helmed by Total Annihilation designer Chris Taylor. Many
aspects are the same, including the Commander unit as well as the
resource collection, along with a Jeremy Soule soundtrack. With full
3D graphics and an improved GUI, you can zoom the camera far
into the sky, giving a view of the whole map at once, though it
sometimes feels like you’re commanding ants rather than giant,
badass robots. The standalone expansion, Forged Alliance, is even
better, with many more units, while the actual sequel, Supreme
Commander 2, streamlines the game in disappointing ways.  -KK

Total Annihilation
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The setup for Homeworld, Relic's brilliant RTS, is
essentially the same as the original Battlestar
Galactica. The Kushan race sees their entire planet
destroyed by the Taiidan Empire, and with only a
gigantic mothership and a small populace left, they
warp through the galaxy to not only exact revenge,
but find their home world, which they were exiled
from several millennia prior.
 Every battle takes place entirely in outer space,
meaning that every unit can move in 360 degrees,
and there's no terrain to use to your advantage.
Your resources and ships are also persistent across
each stage, giving the impression of a long, singular
journey, and stressing the need to play
conservatively. At least you can capture almost
every enemy unit and use it against them.
 The strategy-action is solid, but Homeworld is
more known for its incredibly built atmosphere, with
the sheer expanse of space and the occasional
distant nebula providing a background for the
interstellar journey. The soundtrack switches
between low key chorales and new age ambient
music, gearing up to more intense, percussion-
heavy conflict music. The battle sound effects are
muted until you zoom in close, keeping a sense of
the silent vacuum of space while still providing the
intensity of combat. Altogether, it accentuates the

awesome dreaminess of wandering through the
expanses of outer space.
 Strategy games in general are famously known
for their cluttered, function-over-aesthetics
interfaces. Homeworld takes a much more
minimalist approach, though, with most menus
hidden until called upon. Each unit can be selected
as a focal point, allowing you to rotate the camera
or zoom in and out, giving an up close and personal
view of every dogfight. Smaller ships don't just sit
and exchange fire, either. They take formations on
command, swooping around and tailing targets,
with exhaust trails accentuating their movements.
The ship design, including the iconic mothership, is
based on the work of classic sci-fi cover artist Peter
Elson, giving it a cool, retro-futuristic feel.

Homeworld was followed up by an expansion,
Cataclysm, as well as a proper sequel which
expands on the story, adds some units, and tweaks
some small things. The 2015 Homeworld
Remastered collection contains both core games
(though not Cataclysm), polishes up the interface
and visuals, and retrofits some of the sequel's
changes onto the original. While solid, the initial
1999 release still looks and plays fantastically, and
is a testament to how incredible art design can
flourish in spite of dated technology. -Kurt Kalata

After Homeworld 2, Relic went on to find success with other real
time strategy games like Warharmmer 40K: Dawn of War and
Company of Heroes. There was never any space RTS that quite
captured the same thing, but Ironclad Games' Sins of a Solar
Empire is worth checking out. While Homeworld is more of a
traditional RTS with focused missions, Sins of a Solar Empire is a
4X strategy game that plays in real time, with the ultimate goal
being to expand throughout the galaxy. It can't match the
atmosphere or story of Homeworld – it doesn't even have a real
single player campaign – but for pure strategy gaming it's great,
and the space combat still looks really cool when zoomed in up
close.  -KK

Homeworld
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Relic's Company of Heroes is regarded by real time
strategy fans as the best of its kind. It’s based on
the western European front of World War II, with
three single player campaigns split between the
Americans, British and Germans. While
fundamentally similar to many others in the genre, it
ensures a layer of strategic depth that requires you
to play a little more smartly. For example, the
resource gathering is a bit different. There are three
resources – manpower, munitions, and fuel – with
the latter two being supplied by command points
around the map. Capturing them replenishes these
resources more quickly, but you also need to ensure
that all territories connect to your bases. It's
entirely possible for your supplies to be cut off if an
intermediary territory is captured.
 While resource gathering and base building are
important, Company of Heroes emphasizes unit
micromanagement. Observing the terrain and taking
cover, utilizing special abilities like grenades and
concealing smoke (and managing the munitions that
support them), flanking tanks to attack their weak
rear armor, finding the best buildings to set up
snipers, and commanding retreats of injured units
(it's easier to reinforce units than to replace them) –
these are all tactics you'll need in order to claim
victory. It's all engrossing enough that it feels like

you're outsmarting your opponents, instead of
merely babysitting your army like other RTS games.
 Following up their work with Homeworld and
Warhammer 40K: Dawn of War, Relic is the master
of animating their games with cinematic flair.
Everything is fully rendered in 3D, allowing you to
tilt and rotate the camera, and even zoom in close
to view the astounding amount of detail given to
the models. There are very few other games where
watching gun fights play out, with their volley of
visible fire, is quite as dramatic. The physics engine
is remarkable, with soldiers exploding out of
destroyed vehicles, tanks bursting through brick
walls, and electric poles falling over after being
rammed. Vehicles stay on the battlefield after being
destroyed, and witnessing the smoldering heap of
war after a protracted battle is always sobering.
 It's true that the combination of movies,
History Channel specials, and other video games
have made World War II seem played out. While it
lacks the personality of Command and Conquer or
Starcraft, Company of Heroes manages to make up
for it with both its tactical depth and astonishing
visual qualities. The 2012 sequel, focusing on the
eastern European front, is decent, but rankled many
nerves with its tweaks and DLC, and the first game
has barely aged at all. -Kurt Kalata

Company of Heroes is essentially a more advanced version of
Relic's earlier Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War, with substantial
visual similarities and the emphasis on taking over territories.
Visually, it's obviously more dated, and it lacks the tactical depth
provided by Company of Heroes, but it's a solid choice for someone
who wants something more stylized – hulking armored soldiers!
Multi-barreled tanks! – than a World War II setting can offer.

Its sequel eschews base building entirely, instead focusing on a
select, small group of soldiers. In this way it feels like Warcraft III,
with a slight emphasis on RPG elements. It's also excellent, though
much different. -KK

Company of Heroes
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The 90s were something of a watershed era for
real-time strategy games, with several classic
franchises emerging and helping to define the genre.
In that respect, the Age of Empires series from
now-defunct Ensemble Studios is to the historical
RTS what Command and Conquer and Starcraft are
to science fiction strategy. The second game, in
particular, was not only a solid game in its own
right, but also a standard for others to follow,
including its own successors.

Set in the Medieval era, Age of Empires II: The
Age of Kings, places you in the role of leading one
of many cultures from the Dark Age to the Imperial
Age, at the brink of the Renaissance. The various
factions, including the Franks, Byzantines, Mongols,
and Japanese, all have their own tech trees,
specialties, and unique units, meaning that playing
the exact same way for any side isn't guaranteed to
obtain victory. In terms of gameplay, it has many of
the mechanics RTS fans now take for granted. You
build up your economy by hunting, mining, building
structures and so on, which eventually allows you
to advance to the next Age, opening up more
opportunities to grow. These include access to
increasingly powerful warriors like swordsmen and
knights, with upgradable watchtowers, walls, and
castles becoming available. What makes it all

manageable is a streamlined pathfinding system and
a well-implemented rock-paper-scissors dynamic.
Archers, for example, can defeat melee units and
certain types of ranged infantry, but are weak
against cavalry. Calvary, in turn are vulnerable to
pikemen. This adds a layer of strategy to organizing
your armies. The result is a tightly controlled,
methodical, but also action-laden package that
helps sets an enduring precedent for what's now
standard in most RTS games.

In terms of presentation, it is also at once a
product of its time and a trendsetter for historical
RTS games down the line. Like many of its kind
during the period, Age of Empires II relies on 2D
sprites and an isometric perspective, but employs
them to good use. There's significant attention to
detail, be it in the architecture, combat animations,
or even how downed units and buildings visibly
decompose over time. This extends as well to the
historical information provided for each faction, and
the various fleshed-out campaigns based on figures
like Genghis Khan and Barbarossa. Coupled with
period-appropriate voice acting and an atmospheric
soundtrack, and complete with cultural cues for
each side, it's no wonder that Age of Empires II is
such an immersive experience, and has helped make
the series so memorable. -Carlos Miguel del Callar

Rise of Nations, brainchild of Big Huge Games and developer Brian
Reynolds, was released in 2003. While similar on the surface to
other historical RTS games at the time, its blend of Age of Empires'
gameplay and the meticulous scope of Sid Meier's Civilization
series, as well as a plethora of factions to choose from. As such, it
offers an innovative, replayable twist to the genre. It was followed
up the next year by an expansion pack, Thrones and Patriots, and a
fantasy spin-off called Rise of Legends in 2006.

Big Huge Games also aided with an expansion for the slightly
disappointing Age of Empires III, which was initially released in
2005.  -CMC
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Not many games out there quite match the niche
success set up by UK-based Creative Assembly's
Total War series. Its blend of turn-based historical
strategy and large-scale RTS battles – with all the
glories and horrors of war on display – continues to
be a popular formula on the PC. In spite of its dated
visuals, 2004's Rome: Total War remains a
benchmark for all subsequent sequels, even long
after its release.

Set in Antiquity up until the civil war following
Caesar's death, the franchise's third entry places
you as either one of three families vying for power
over the Roman Senate, or the various rival factions
that threaten Rome itself. Each side comes with its
own unique units, styles, and strengths. Whether
it's Greek hoplites, fierce Gallic barbarians, or the
famed Roman legions, no one campaign plays
exactly the same. Like its predecessors, you direct
your realm from an overhead campaign map while
taking direct command of your armies on the
battlefield in real-time. At the same time, the game
also sets the foundation for what is now associated
with and improved upon with each sequel.

Rome is particularly notable for being the first
Total War game to be entirely in 3D. The static
tabletops of previous entries are replaced by a
vibrant panorama of the Classical World, where

grand strategy reminiscent of both the Civilization
and Europa Universalis games plays out. As an
added touch, opposing armies that meet on said
map zoom onto a well-rendered battlefield
corresponding to their exact location, instead of a
generic backdrop. In place of sprites, the ensuing
battles, sieges, and last stands are fought with
large masses of fully rendered units, including
gigantic elephants fighting and dying in droves.
Combined with voice acting and a rousing Gladiator-
esque soundtrack, the end result is solid, immersive
action that never really gets repetitive.

The game is also notable for trailblazing the
franchise’s reputation for significant mod support.
The engine of Rome: Total War has proven to be
flexible, allowing not only for basic unit re-skins, but
also making it possible for "total conversions"
rivaling professionally made games. Whether it's
thoroughly reimagining for historical accuracy, like
Europa Barbarorum, or ambitious adaptations of
cultural classics such as the Tolkien inspired Third
Age: Total War, such modding has allowed the
game's longevity to extend long after release. In the
process, it's helped inspire a sense of community
among the fandom and even the developers
themselves. Never has "do as the Romans do" been
more apt. -Carlos Miguel del Callar

Rome: Total War was followed by the Barbarian Invasion expansion,
fast-forwarding to the last days of Rome, and the Alexander DLC,
which follows the great conqueror's exploits. Total War: Rome II,
meanwhile, would revisit the Classical World nine years later, and
while flawed at its initial release, proved to be a solid entry,
improving upon what worked in the original. For all games after
Rome, preference may simply lie on what historical time period you
prefer, though some games are more glitchy than others. Total War:
Attila depicts the Roman Empire's downfall in a more epic if darker
scale, and is considered among the most challenging games of its
kind. Newcomers to the series may want to start with Total War:
Shogun 2, as its campaign is more refined and focused.  -CMC
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While Might and Magic was a popular series of first
person dungeon crawlers, its popularity was quickly
surpassed by its own spin-off – the Heroes of Might
and Magic series of turn-based strategy games. The
basic idea combines the ideas from titles like
Warlords, Master of Magic, and the game's spiritual
predecessor King's Bounty – players control a hero
(or heroes) to conquer all of the castles held by their
enemies. This requires exploring the game's map,
gathering resources, building up towns and
recruiting more warriors, and potentially fighting
against groups of neutral monsters blocking your
passage. Whenever you engage in combat, the
screen zooms up to a tactical map, where you can
issue individual orders to your warriors. The heroes
don't participate in battles directly, instead casting
spells and providing passive bonuses.

Heroes of Might and Magic III is the best game
of the series. It’s not revolutionary – most of its
mechanics, from the battle system to the
multiplayer functionality to the level editor, were
present in previous titles (especially the also
phenomenal Heroes II). Instead, its greatness lies in
how it refines and rebalances the original formula
while significantly improving the graphics (this
includes FMV cutscenes which have aged
surprisingly well), music, and sound. The game

clearly benefited from the bigger budget, better
technology, and player feedback.
 If Heroes III has a single defining feature, it
would be customizability. The game and its
expansions not only allow for many different
playstyles with its wide range of factions, heroes,
and units, but also gives its players access to
multiple campaigns, even more single scenario
maps, a random map generator, and configurable
difficulty levels, as well as the aforementioned level
editor and multiplayer. Those two are actually the
big reasons behind the game's staying power – the
modding community is active to this day and many
fans consider its local multiplayer (“hot seat” mode)
to be superior to its player vs. computer gameplay.
 Subsequent games, including the ones
developed by Ubisoft after the developer’s
bankruptcy, were created with 3D graphics, and
look rather ugly. An HD remake of Heroes III was
also released in 2015. The reworked visuals look
pretty good, the game supports widescreen
resolutions, and the ability to play it on tablets is a
welcome addition, but the developers seem to have
forgotten about the game's main draw, as the
remake doesn't support mods other than the maps
made with the level editor, and is not compatible
with expansion packs. -Maciej Miszczyk

The original King's Bounty, released in 1990, didn't receive any
sequels for quite some time, and the Heroes games were considered
to be its successors. It didn't age very well, and might seem quite
restrictive compared to Heroes. Fortunately, King's Bounty: The
Legend, released in 2008 by 1C, is a worthy sequel, bringing many
of the improvements from the Might and Magic games while staying
true to the more plot-oriented gameplay of the original. This and its
sequels are different from Heroes in their smaller scope (the focus is
usually on a single character acting similarly to hero units from
Heroes games), and the lack of a base building aspect. In return,
there’s a stronger focus on character building combined with
traditional RPG features, like side quests and dialog trees.  -MM
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Crusader Kings II is one of the most popular games
from Paradox Development Studio. Like other
games from this developer, it's a complex real-time
strategy game played on a real world map, with a
strong focus on historical accuracy. Building upon
the ideas from the original Crusader Kings, the
player controls a feudal lord, and after his inevitable
death moves on to his heir, until either the dynasty
dies out or the Middle Ages are over. In a usual 4X
tradition, success requires not only the ability to
command armies, but also focuses on economy and
diplomacy – and because it's set in the medieval
period, diplomacy can often be less about dealing
with foreign powers and more about keeping your
vassals happy.

Crusader Kings II is a very deep game – players
must learn the effects of different laws (including
knowing who's going to inherit your titles), the
purposes of different military units, and the subtle
art of marrying the right people. Most importantly,
though, they must know what makes the other
characters like or hate them. Relationships, personal
statistics, available laws, and semi-random events
are affected by everything from genetics and
upbringing to religion and culture – and that's just in
the vanilla game. Crusader Kings II become even
bigger (and better) with expansion packs, which

add, among other things, the ability to play as non-
Christians, an option to start as early as the 8th
century, and even separate mechanics for
controlling patrician families in merchant republics.

Crusader Kings II also includes a large number
of scripted events which add a lot of flavor to the
stereotypical “moving sliders and clicking on maps”
that is often associated with Paradox games.
Christians and Muslims will go on pilgrimages to
holy places, cruel characters will commit violent
acts, and people will fall in love and become rivals.
The events are well-written and reading them is a
pleasure. They’re also nicely integrated so that they
help to turn each playthrough into an interesting
story. While there is a limited number of these and
they might get repetitive to an experienced player,
keep in mind that “experienced player” in the
context of Crusader Kings II is someone who has
spent hundreds of hours with it.
 There are no set goals – the game does keep
score, but the real goals are the ones the player
sets for themselves. The game is a medieval
political, religious, and military sandbox in which
almost anything – from preventing the downfall of
the Byzantine Empire to returning Zoroastrianism to
its former glory – is possible, provided the player is
skilled enough. -Maciej Miszczyk

If feudalism isn't exactly your thing, Paradox offers many similarly
detailed strategy games covering different historical periods. In
Victoria II, the player controls a 19th century nation as it struggles
with the industrial revolution, changing political landscape, civil
unrest, and colonialism. Like Crusader Kings II, Victoria II is as
focused on international relationships as it is on domestic policy,
although instead of problematic vassals, it makes you deal with the
demands of different social groups and emerging political parties.
It's another interesting look at a fascinating period of history,
although it might require even more time and patience than
Crusader Kings II. -MM
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Civilization is one of the most popular series of
strategy video games, and one of the archetypal
examples of the 4X subgenre. In every game in the
series, the player guides a nation through different
historical epochs – from antiquity to the earliest
stages of space colonization (unless, of course,
somebody else wins the game before that happens).
Unlike many strategy games which came before,
the victory doesn't have to come through military
superiority – Sid Meier's games allow for diplomatic
and technological victory conditions.
 The best and most refined entry is the fourth
one. When compared to its direct predecessor,
Civilization IV rebalances the gameplay so that it's
possible to win by using playstyles different from
aggressive military expansion and building a large
number of cities. It also introduces cultural victory –
the game can be won by having three cities with
legendary cultural status. While those changes are
pretty substantial, the core mechanics – war,
research, diplomacy – remain similar to the previous
games, so that those experienced with them will
find a lot of familiar elements.
 Graphically, Civilization IV brings significant
changes to the series. Instead of mostly realistic 2D
sprites, the game now features fully three-
dimensional models – especially noticeable with

dynamically changing cities and stylized, cartoon-
like leaders gesturing wildly as their mood changes
during diplomatic negotiations. The soundtrack
includes a large number of historical songs, folk
melodies, anthems, military marches, and classical
compositions, as well as the Grammy-winning song
“Baba Yetu”, and important in-game events are
narrated by the late Leonard Nimoy.
 While Civilization IV is a great game on its
own, it has been greatly expanded upon with
Warlords and Beyond the Sword. The latter
expansion pack is the most notable one, as it adds
a lot of late-game content, and includes amazing –
maybe even better than the vanilla game – mods (or
“fan scenarios”). The most interesting are “Fall
From Heaven”, a complex high fantasy total
conversion, and “Rhye's and Fall of Civilization” –
which introduces a real world map, stability
mechanics, and historical victory conditions.
 In addition to the single player game,
Civilization IV can be played competitively. Fighting
against a human opponent is different from playing
with the AI-controlled ones. Clicks-per-minute aren't
important, as outwitting your opponent becomes
the key to victory, but it also means that matches
become drawn-out. There's a lot to like about it,
but patience is recommended. -Maciej Miszczyk

Colonization is like an early Civilization game, but with reduced
scope. It's not a global, pan-historical game – instead, it's rooted
firmly in the early colonial era, with the player conquering the New
World and attempting to gain independence. There's only one
victory condition, and a mere four nations to choose from, but the
game isn't any less complex than the first Civilization – it just
introduces more depth into trade and diplomacy while adding the
important aspect of relations with natives. While the DOS version is
best, there are two notable remakes. There’s FreeCol, a highly
customizable, Java-based and freeware reimagining. The other is
Civilization IV: Colonization – an official (but unfortunately quite
unbalanced) remake using Civilization IV’s engine.  -MM
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One of the victory conditions of the Civilization
games is to launch a spaceship and settle a colony
on another planet. Alpha Centauri continues that
mission, acting as sort of a quasi-sequel while
successive Civilization games stuck with Earth.
 On a basic level, anyone familiar with
Civilization will be at home with Alpha Centauri,
though there are some substantial tweaks and
additions. You still build your empire through either
combat or diplomacy, while hunting for resources
and trading with other factions. In addition to
building roads, you also terraform the planet,
creating forests and removing the fungi that infects
much of the landscape. Instead of barbarians you
fight against the native creatures like mindworms,
which prove to be a mounting problem over the long
run. You still work your way through tech trees,
though the Wonders of the World are now "secret
projects", and one of the ultimate goals is to
transcend into a higher plane of existence. You can
also find artifacts left by an ancient race, and create
your own units from researched components.
 Even though it's tempting to describe Alpha
Centauri as just Civilization in space, that's
drastically underselling it. For starters, Civilization
offers a certain level of comfort and familiarity in
following the stages of human development and

interacting with historical figures. Here, the planet
you've landed on is dark, hostile, and barely
habitable. There are seven factions, each with
different philosophies and attitudes towards the
future of humanity – environmentalism, religion,
capitalism, totalitarianism, and so forth (the
Crossfire expansion features seven more factions,
including some aliens). The tech research trees
fundamentally work the same way, except you're
researching things like gene splicing, psychic
abilities, teleportation, and others, all of which
feature elaborately detailed, excellently written
database entries, focusing on hard science and free
of technobabble. In other words, if Civ is aimed at
history nerds, then Alpha Centauri is catnip for sci-fi
geeks. The rich narrative and incredible atmosphere
work with the already solid strategy-sim mechanics
to create one of the best entries in the 4X genre,
one that has yet to be surpassed.

Alpha Centauri uses technology and an
interface very similar to Civilization II. It might seem
outdated compared to later Civ games, but it's still
perfectly playable. Alternatives include the fanmade
Planetfall mod for Civilization IV, as well as the
Beyond Earth expansion pack for Civilization V,
though the latter doesn't really capture the essence
of its spiritual predecessor.  -Kurt Kalata

Before Alpha Centauri, many strategy game fans considered
Simtex's Master of Orion series to be a sort of follow-up to
Civilization. Rather than focusing on a single planet, though, you
conquer and colonize a whole galaxy. Combat is also presented in
greater detail, as conflicts are fought in a separate screen where
you move ships on an individual level. In this way, it's much more
similar to the company's other strategy game, Master of Magic. The
first two Master of Orion games are decent, with the latter offering
better visuals and music, along with more races to play as. The third
game is a clunker, though. For games that are a little less retro, the
4X space conquering subgenre has a modern successor with the
likes of Stardock’s Galactic Civilizations series. -KK
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Of the many entries in Sid Meier's prolific portfolio,
Sid Meier's Pirates! is considered alongside the
Civilization franchise as among his best. Whether
it's the original 1987 release, the updated Pirates!
Gold in 1993, or the 3D (and more whimsical) 2004
remake, it stands out with a mix of minigames,
strategy, and RPG elements, wrapped in an open-
world backdrop.

While the plot varies between versions, in
general, Sid Meier's Pirates! places the player in the
role of a young impoverished man whose family
was taken by a rogue nobleman. Seeing both a
chance to escape your misery and track down the
vile fiend, you sign on with one of various colonial
factions (each with their own advantages) as a
deckhand and cast off for the New World. On route,
a mutiny erupts – and you seize the moment to
become the captain of your own ship and crew.
What happens from there, however, is entirely up to
you. It's possible to finish the game without ever
completing the main arc or pursuing it at all.

Set in the Caribbean, the Age of Piracy is filled
with many opportunities for the discerning pirate.
Whether as a privateer for the various European
colonists or a complete outlaw (which is possible in
the 2004 version), there's fortune to be found and a
legend to make. While peaceful trading between

ports and villages is doable, nothing adds to morale
and the coffers like attacking unsuspecting ships.
It's also possible to go on land excursions to find
treasure chests and lost ruins, giving both wealth
and other bonuses. If you have the men and
firepower, there’s nothing stopping you from
sacking or even taking entire settlements for your
faction, which curries favor with the local governor.
This in turn opens up greater windows for
promotion and fame, even the affections of the
governor's daughter. All of these are accomplished
through minigames, from real-time ship combat to
turn-based land battles to third-person
swashbuckling, each one with their own quirks.

What makes it all blend together is how it's
framed through the game's dynamic sandbox.
Depending on the starting date, difficulty, and your
actions, the Caribbean can go from near ideal for
pirates to heavily policed by navies, both reflecting
the historical decline of piracy over time and
offering a sense of unpredictable challenge. This
consistency extends to your character's age, stats,
and fame, which can affect your in-game
performance, along with when it's time to retire.
Combined with a vibrant presentation, it's no
surprise how Sid Meier's Pirates! can inspire your
own inner Blackbeard.  -Carlos Miguel del Callar

The follow-up to Pirates! is 1989’s Sid Meier’s Sword of the
Samurai. It’s very similar in many ways, except it takes place
entirely in Sengoku era Japan. You rise through the ranks as a lower
status samurai, becoming a daimyo, then eventually shogun by
replacing Nobunaga Oda. The action is split between sword dueling,
tactical warfare and other scenes. Keeping with the code of
Bushido, taking honorable actions is just as important as maintaining
land and training armies.

Unlike Pirates!, it never received any updates to smooth out its
many, many rough edges – the fighting here (and in the original
Pirates!, for that matter) is rather poor, and even when displayed in
VGA, the visuals are fairly ugly.  -KK
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Back in the mid-80s, a young developer named Will
Wright had problems pitching his latest game,
SimCity. He envisioned something like a toy, where
the player could create a virtual city at their whim.
The publisher, Broderbund, wanted something more
like a traditional game, with strict win/lose
conditions. Wright eventually formed Maxis, got his
way, and ended up creating one of the most
seminal titles in computer history.
 The goals of SimCity are entirely up to the
player. You zone territory of three different types –
residential, commercial and industrial – with loose
corresponding guidelines — people don't want to
live next to factories, for example. Next, you create
roads, pepper around services like hospitals and
police departments, and eventually create a small
simulated society. There's so much space on the
map left to fill, though. So you expand, and then
you have to deal with growing pains, especially
when it comes to managing your budget. At this
point the game might challenge you politically with
how many services the government should give its
people, as you fiddle with tax revenues and futz
with service expenditures. Then you solve those
programs and expand even more, continuing the
cycle until you've spent far more time than you'd
expected, playing in a little virtual world. Generally

the game only "ends" when you're either satisfied
with your burg, you expand to the edges of the
map, or if you've felt you've created too big of a
problem for you to fix without starting over. For
those that need a little bit more structure, there are
scenarios provided that force you to solve problems
under specific circumstances, ranging from budget
crises to disasters like alien invasions.
 The original 1989 SimCity is a little dated, but
its first update, SimCity 2000 (actually released in
1994), introduced the isometric perspective and
basic interface that was used for several more
iterations. This culminated in SimCity 4, released in
2003. By this point, with features being built upon
features, there's a ton of stuff to build, including
mass transportation systems, famous landmarks,
and several different architectural styles, along with
mod support to build your own structures. It can
feel overwhelming, especially with all of the data
you can analyze regarding statistics, but you can
also ignore these and trust the words of your many
advisors, or even create a simulated human and
track them in their everyday life, reading their
thoughts and learning what needs to be improved.
With this, Maxis pulled off an extremely difficult
task – a complex title that can be played by
anyone, a true casual hardcore game. -Kurt Kalata

The 2013 SimCity reboot was sadly broken, featuring questionable
simulation elements and forced online play. A better alternative is
Monte Cristo's Cities XXL. As far as other simulation games,
though, our favorite is Chris Sawyer Productions’ RollerCoaster
Tycoon 2. The spiritual successor to Bullfrog's Theme Park, you’re
tasked with running your own amusement park, creating attractions,
building roller coasters, and customizing minute details like the type
of music that plays during rides. The second game is licensed by Six
Flags, and includes scenarios based on their parks (at least, how
they appeared back in 2002). The third went 3D, and it looks nice –
especially as you ride your custom-built roller coasters from a first
person view – but the simulation aspects are flawed. -KK
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There have been so many words said by so many
people about Doom that it's difficult to decide
where to begin. For a long time, it was held as the
golden standard that FPS games should follow, and
there are quite a few people who believe the same
even today. Perhaps the best place to start would
be by saying what it does well, some of which has
only rarely been done by the other FPS titles that
followed. For one thing, it's an incredibly fast game,
with just about every part moving at lightning
speed. You can run incredible distances in seconds,
your weapons unload shot after shot without any
pause for reloading, and most of the monsters you
encounter go down in only a few shots. With barely
any plot to sit through – you fight demons on a
space station, then you fight them in hell – it's a
game that moves exactly as fast as you do. The
level designs — labyrinths of twisting corridors and
wide open spaces, often dimly lit with flickering
lights — are also brilliant, considering that Doom
was one of the first of its kind.

When you boil Doom down to its most basic
concepts, it essentially involves shooting different
monsters with different guns. Making that enjoyable
in any FPS isn't a sure thing, but Doom is one of
the rare games where almost every weapon and
monster fit into it perfectly. Every weapon fills a

specific role – the shotgun is powerful but only
useful in close quarters, the chain gun allows for
rapid fire but isn’t terribly strong, and the mighty
BFG can clear through rooms in a single shot, but
gorges on its own rare ammo type. It's a great
balance that means every weapon is viable against
the many different types of monsters you'll find, all
of which vary in what they do and how dangerous
they are. It's especially fun when you deal with
enemies who launch projectiles, forcing you to
weave through their attacks as you try to decide
which weapon is most appropriate for the situation.

If there's anything that really makes Doom a
classic, though, it's the sheer modifiability of the
whole thing. Over the years, a steadily growing
community has introduced mods that change every
aspect of the game, from the most minor of tweaks
to creating a new game entirely. It's almost like a
toy box, in a way, with an ever-changing, ever-
growing variety of playsets and figures. This means
that it always stays fresh, no matter how many
times you play it.

Doom II also comes highly recommended – it
has an extra weapon, the Super Shotgun, and over
30 new levels. Some of the console ports, like the
PlayStation and Saturn versions, combine levels
from both games together.   -Ed Burns

Rise of the Triad is obviously dated when compared to Doom, with
an older engine based on that game’s precursor, Wolfenstein 3D.
Rather than trying to impress through visual prowess, however, Rise
just goes off on its own tangent entirely. Part of this is because it
feels a lot more like an arcade game, from the sheer speed to the
many score bonuses you can pick up just by playing. It also offers
some of the most fun weapons on display in an FPS, like a rocket
launcher that shoots out a cluster of missiles, reducing enemies to
exploding piles of gore. The level design, on the other hand,
eschews anything even resembling reality, with contraptions like
bounce pads and hovering platforms. It's a weird, wacky shooter
that's still pretty fun, despite its age.  -EB
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1996’s Quake had ensured that actual 3D models
would be used for nearly every first-person shooter
from then on. Accordingly, Monolith’s Blood stands
out as a swan song for 2D sprites in a 3D view.
Something of a spiritual follow-up to Duke Nukem
3D and Shadow Warrior, despite only minor
involvement by 3D Realms, Blood runs on the Build
engine and casts a deliciously dark, gothic setting
based in the early 20th century.

You play as Caleb, a resurrected gunfighter out
to slay the perverse god he worshipped before said
deity betrayed and murdered him. This leads Caleb
across a four-episode rampage (up to six episodes in
later expansions) that takes him to some of the
most interesting levels in FPS history. The first
episode alone starts at a mortuary and goes to a
train station, the train itself, a carnival, a hidden fun
house, and an evil church. Later maps include a
hotel, a meat plant, a hospital, and a mad scientist’s
laboratory. Each level is full of secrets and
references, such as how the hotel is a big nod to
The Shining and Freddy Krueger's clothes can be
found hanging on a wall.
 Your arsenal is composed of powerful weapons
that remain relevant to use even in later levels, and
this is an early game to feature alternate fire modes,
which often deals more damage for more ammo.

Firearms range from a basic shotgun, to an
electrical Tesla cannon, to a makeshift aerosol can
flamethrower. Even a "basic" pistol is a flare gun
that works wonders on human opponents, and
you'll need what you can get against the cultists,
who fire with surprising accuracy and speed. If they
don't get you, the agile Gargoyles, evasive
Phantasms, or the fire-spewing Hell Hounds likely
will. Blood is a vicious game that no one would be
blamed for playing on the lowest difficulty to beat,
but it's worth seeing for its sheer creativity and
unashamed glee for bloody carnage. On top of that,
Caleb is a rare villainous protagonist who frequently
makes creepy and/or amusing remarks, and has no
qualms killing innocents to restore his lifebar.

Blood may not technically do anything too
different from other FPS games of the time, but
very few of them also allowed you to kill opponents
with a voodoo doll. These days, it’s readily available
on digital distribution services. Less noteworthy it is
the sequel, Blood II: The Chosen, running on
Monolith's newly-created Lithtech engine. The 3D
textures don't look as suave as the sprites of the
first, and while it features more weapons, most of
them aren't worth using. Mods help re-tune its
gameplay a bit, but you really only need the first
game to appreciate Blood.   -Michael Plasket

Duke Nukem 3D may seem slightly dated by today's standards,
especially its juvenile humor, plus it feels a bit less varied and
atmospheric compared to Blood. Upgrading from a straightforward
platformer hero to a wisecracking testosterone factory, Duke
arguably became more famous for the character than the game —
his shamelessly borrowed one-liners and mega-macho attitude
served as a benchmark for edgy 90s pop culture, not just video
games. The game underneath the man was quite good too, even if
its gameplay wasn't too far removed from Doom, just with a slightly
more advanced engine. It does give you a usable inventory of
special items and gigantic levels that feel a little more realistic than
other games, especially in the stages set in Los Angeles. -MP
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Star Wars: Dark Forces was an unabashed Doom
clone, but it was also one of the best of its kind,
with a superior engine and effects that perfectly
recreated the universe of the original trilogy. The
bummer is that players wanted to use a lightsaber,
but according to Star Wars canon, only Jedi can
wield them, and hero Kyle Katarn was more Han
Solo than Luke Skywalker. For the sequel, Jedi
Knight, Kyle stumbles upon his father's history, and
learns that, hey, he's a Jedi after all, allowing him
access to all of their cool weapons and powers.
 The game uses a full 3D engine, putting it
technologically on par with Quake, and along with it
comes an optional third person camera that makes
lightsabers easier to use. It's pretty crucial, because
for all of its potential, it's actually clumsy to use,
and most of the boss battle duels end up being kind
of a pain. Outside of that, though, it's incredibly fun
to dash through legions of soldiers, reflecting their
shots back at them before leaping up close and
slicing them down with a single blow. The action
moves quickly, and the laser beam weapons of Star
Wars give the gunplay a significantly different feel
than the typical hitscan weapons of other first
person shooters.
 Beyond the lightsaber, Kyle eventually learns
Force powers. These make you run really fast, jump

really high, turn yourself invisible (technically
"persuasion"), pull objects or weapons from
soldiers, heal yourself, shoot lighting, or choke bad
guys. You can customize the strength of these, and
get bonuses for finding all of the secrets in a level.
Depending on how you treat non-hostile NPCs, you
can find yourself going down the light or dark side,
each with different powers and a unique ending.
These powers are so crazy that it almost feels like
you're playing with legalized cheat codes, but it
makes the action a lot of fun, especially as the
game goes on. The Force Jump in particular is used
to give the levels much more verticality than typical
FPS games. Even before you get this power, the
stages in Jedi Knight are huge, consisting of
dizzying, wide open spaces, along with many
branches to explore and the occasional
environmental puzzle.
 The story is told via live action, green-screened
full motion video, and while obviously cheesy, it’s
still quite fun. The expansion, Mysteries of the Sith,
stars fan favorite Expanded Universe character Mara
Jade, though it ditches the FMV for badly
prerendered footage. The downside of this is that it
forces you to play as a light side character, but the
level design is still generally fantastic, justifying it
as a fine companion piece.  -Kurt Kalata

The next two Jedi Knight games, Jedi Outcast and Jedi Academy,
were outsourced to prolific FPS developer Raven Software. Both are
decent, with nicer graphics and improved lightsaber controls than
Jedi Knight, but in spite of the developer's pedigree, the first person
shooting sections and the level designs are kind of dull.

It's worth going back and checking out the original Dark
Forces, though. The engine is slightly better than Doom, but the
atmosphere is still incredibly convincing, largely thanks to excellent
artwork and fantastic sound effects. The level design is also
expansive, with huge levels occasionally consisting of some tough
environmental puzzles. Plus, you get to fight a big dragon monster
in the pits of Jabba’s palace with your bare hands.  -KK
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Monolith Production's The Operative: No One Lives
Forever is a welcome change from most first person
shooters. It’s a humorous 60s spy thriller starring
one of the few heroines of the genre, Cate Archer
(designed after British supermodel Jean Shrimpton).

While the concept might seem similar to
Austin Powers, it has its own way of spoofing old
James Bond movies, often lampooning its sexism.
Sometimes the narrative pounds the "woman in a
men's world" angle to tiring degrees, like when her
secret service, U.N.I.T.Y., equips her with overly
effeminate gadgets – lock-picking barrettes,
explosive lipstick, noise-masking fuzzy slippers – to
go against the crime organization H.A.R.M., but the
many NPC conversations and notes found around
are funny enough to redeem the writing. One guard
complains about his mother-in-law, while another
goes on about how hot Diana Riggs of The
Avengers is. The guards aren't just there for their
goofy conversations, either, as they're pretty smart,
too. They run for cover, flip over tables, and die in
comically melodramatic ways. As charming as Cate
is, the antagonists are more interesting than the
good guys, with one being a failed opera singer.

No One Lives Forever isn't just a strict shooter,
either. As befitting a story based on espionage,
many stages are focused on stealth. While the

instant fail conditions can be harsh, they stick to
some basic rules (don't get spotted by cameras,
don't let enemies hit alarms) that make them fun
and manageable. The structure is similar to Rare's
Perfect Dark, with missions broken up into several
smaller levels with different objectives. There’s no
variation in objectives between difficulty levels, but
it's possible to return to previous levels with new
equipment, like a grappling hook that opens up
secret areas. Obtaining high rankings on missions
also grants permanent skill upgrades. The locales
are varied, ranging from Morocco to Germany, to a
Caribbean Island and even outer space, along with
an era-appropriate dance club.
 A sequel, A Spy in H.A.R.M's Way, was
released a couple of years later, with new locales to
infiltrate including Japan, Antarctica, and Boise,
Idaho, along with new enemies like ninjas and
mimes. It makes the stealth sections easier, but
adds infinitely respawning enemies to promote
sneakiness, and also expands the character upgrade
system. It's excellent, though the first game is
slightly better overall. The spin-off, Contract
J.A.C.K., is regrettable, as it replaces Cate with a
boring male lead and removes everything that made
No One Lives Forever one of the best first person
shooters of its era.  -Kurt Kalata

Monolith had a number of excellent first person shooters around the
turn of the 21st century. Predating No One Lives Forever was
Shogo: Mobile Armor Division. Released in 1998, this was one of
the first games to run on their Lithtech engine. Arriving around the
time that anime was gaining popularity in the United States, it's
heavily influenced by Japanese pop culture, even featuring a J-Pop
opening song. You choose from a variety of mechs to pilot, with
many inspired by Patlabor and Gundam, though there are on-foot
missions, too. Even though you're piloting 30 foot tall robots, the
game plays similarly to most first person shooters, just at a larger
scale. Environments are huge, and destroyed vehicles and humans
explode in excessive amounts of debris and gore, respectively.  -KK
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Rare's GoldenEye is often held up as the first great
console FPS, but it’s rough around the edges.
Thankfully, the studio's original IP follow-up, Perfect
Dark, has aged much better.

Perfect Dark's mechanics are evolutionary
rather than revolutionary, but sometimes bigger and
better is all you need to make a classic. Like
GoldenEye, the game is broken up into brief
missions with a handful of goals to achieve. The
ingenious part is the clever difficulty scaling – it
doesn't just make enemies more deadly and durable,
but adds further mission objectives. For the first
stage, all Joanna has to do on Agent difficulty is
reach a target area. As a Special Agent, she also
needs to deactivate security and communication
systems, and obtain a key necklace from a company
executive. Perfect Agent adds a mandatory
download of project files, which involves leading a
programmer to a computer and forcing him to
unlock the system (but incapacitating him before he
can double cross Joanna and delete the files).

Compared to its licensed predecessor, Perfect
Dark also profits from its own identity. Rare took
the espionage thriller into the near future, where the
all-powerful corporation dataDyne is conspiring with
a galaxy-conquering alien race. This premise is used
to play on conspiracy theory cliches. Joanna's first

goal is to extract the genius scientist Dr. Carroll
from dataDyne's clutches, who is revealed to be a
flying computer with the display of a pair of human
eyes on his dual screens. Later, she goes to Area
51 and saves the pilot of a crashed UFO – a
stereotypical little grey alien who introduces himself
as Elvis, and really seems to love the USA. Bonus
points go to the portrayal of Joanna Dark, whose
design eschews the usual supermodel look for
female game protagonists.

GoldenEye's arsenal was fairly conventional,
aside from the obligatory laser watch, but the future
setting allows Perfect Dark to go crazy with its
weapons, all of which have alternate firing modes.
Assault rifles that double as grenade launchers, a
Laptop Gun that can be turned into a stationary
turret, and various semi-organic alien guns are only
the tip of the iceberg. Most fun is the FarSight XR-
20, which can shoot through any structure and has
a heat tracker that enables aiming at bad guys
behind walls. Also, besides various competitive
modes, you can play through all story missions with
a partner.

Perfect Dark was accompanied by a mediocre
GBC title, before a misguided prequel on the Xbox
360 sank the series. The upgraded XBLA port
works quite well, though. -Sam Derboo

During the development of Perfect Dark, several staff members left
Rare to form their own studio, Free Radical, who then parlayed their
experience to create the Timesplitters series. The first was exclusive
to the PlayStation 2, and, as a launch title, was rather unpolished,
but was much refined for its multi-platform sequel. The mission
structure is essentially identical to GoldenEye and Perfect Dark,
though much nicer looking and smoother as a result of the improved
hardware, plus the interface and controls are incredibly familiar. The
levels all take place in different time periods, accentuated by some
fantastic music by Graeme Norgate. The third game, subtitled
Future Perfect, is also good, though the poor performance of Free
Radical's follow-up game, Haze, unfortunately killed the studio.  -KK
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Released in 1998, Valve's Half-Life redefined the
nature of first person shooters. Rather than simply
sticking you at level 1 and surrounding you with bad
guys like any other Doom clone, the game starts
with a slow, atmospheric burn, as you experience
Gordon Freeman's tour through the Black Mesa
scientific facility. It's not too long before something
goes awry, and a portal to another dimension
causes the lab to be flooded with aliens, which is
where the action begins. This intro adds an element
of cinematic immersion previously unseen in the
genre. Despite being linear, there are no real
"levels", as every part of the game flows directly to
the next, creating a cohesive game world.

Half-Life 2 begins in a similar manner, as
Gordon is mysteriously transported several years
into the future, finding himself in a place known as
City 17. Nothing is explained directly, but rather
you explore and absorb the world, wandering
through the decayed remnants of society and
listening to NPC conversations, which slowly fill in
the missing gaps in time. You know that humanity
has been overtaken by a fascist empire known as
the Combine, that the Vortigaunts, previously the
enemies, are seemingly on your side, and the
remnants of humanity look to Gordon as their
savior. The good guys include Alyx, the daughter of

a brilliant scientist, whose candor makes her an
excellent traveling companion.
 It's this world building that keeps Half-Life 2
memorable long after its release. Compared to other
FPS games, the shooting is rather drab, and while
most levels are skillfully designed, many (especially
the hoverboat sequences) go on far too long. The
newly created Source engine adds better physics,
used for a few simple puzzles, but more fun to use
is the gravity gun, which lets you pick up almost
every object and shoot it at something else.
Chopping up zombified humans with flying
buzzsaws will always be fantastic. Like the first
game, it also has a number of memorable setpieces,
including any encounter with the Striders, gigantic
walking creatures straight out of War of the Worlds.
The early parts of the game also establish the
Citadel, a central tower that appears in the
distance, yet maintains a constant presence. It also
serves as the penultimate level, which powers up
the gravity gun to crazy levels, ensuring a rampage
of total chaos.
 Two expansions refined the level design and
expanded the story, but Valve seemed to become
too preoccupied with Steam to care about the
future of Gordon Freeman, leaving Half-Life 3 as a
running joke. -Kurt Kalata

The cinematic, linear design of both Half-Life games inspired nearly
an entire decade worth of first person shooters, but most of them
are of the boring military/sci-fi time, which overlooks the reasons
why Valve's games still hold up. One of the really great ones,
though, is Raven's 2010 game Singularity, which takes equal
influence from Half-Life and Bioshock. You control a lone military
soldier as you explore a decimated Soviet base, and through a freak
time travel accident, end up altering the history of the planet.
Obviously, much of the game is spent righting what went wrong.
The atmosphere is fantastic and there are tons of fun weapons,
though the usual modern shooter tropes (limited carryable weapons,
regenerating health) apply.  -KK

HalfLife 2
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At the outset, F.E.A.R. looks like any old military
police shooter. You control the leader of an elite
team called First Encounter Assault Recon, charged
with taking down terrorists. Except, right near the
beginning, you find another soldier who has been
reduced to a mere blood splat thanks to the works
of a mysterious, long haired, creepy little girl. Yes,
F.E.A.R. is a first person shooter that effortlessly
mixes action with horror, sending you through dark,
shakily lit corridors, fighting cloned humans,
supernatural phenomena, and the occasional
hallucination. You will, for example, begin to jump
down into a pool, and end up in a hospital hallway
flooded with blood. It's not exactly Resident Evil or
Silent Hill, though – the emphasis is still very much
on shooting rather than survival horror.
 Few games do shooting as well as F.E.A.R.
Like Max Payne, you have the ability to slow down
time. This not only lets you target enemies more
carefully, but also allows you to appreciate the
details of the fire fights. The sparks of the bullets,
the way the flash illuminates the dark surroundings,
the physical reaction of the enemies after being
shot, along with their panicked cursing – coupled
with the Matrix-like bullet time effects, it's beautiful
to watch the action go down, every single time.
There are also lots of subtle effects that give the

players a greater presence – the visible limbs, the
shadows, the gun movements – that captures that
elusive sensation of actually controlling a human
being, rather than a floating gun, that so many first
person shooters don't even bother with.
 The enemy AI is also fantastic, iterating from
Monolith's previous work on No One Live Forever.
They flank you at every possibility while often
anticipating your attempts to trap them. They'll take
notice of your flashlight, chuck grenades, and jump
down from heights just to take you out. It's
especially effective once you come across the ninja-
like enemies that turn invisible, sneak up next to
you, attack, then latch onto the walls or the ceiling
and scurry away into another room.
 This engrossing atmosphere is appreciated, as
F.E.A.R.'s major fault is that the level design is
extremely repetitive. You spend the first couple of
hours in an abandoned water facility, then another
few in an abandoned office building, and so forth.
The settings rarely change, but both the strength of
the ambiance and the moment-by-moment intensity
of the action, coupled with the nightmares, keeps
things from getting too old. While that serves the
original F.E.A.R. just fine, that fatigue affects its
sequels and expansion packs, which unfortunately
ran the series into the ground. -Kurt Kalata

Monolith went on to develop the Condemned games. Like F.E.A.R.,
much of your time is spent rummaging around in darkness, though
the horror is more psychological than supernatural. The emphasis is
also on melee combat, as you use pipes, 2x4s, and other weapons
to bash in crazed lunatics. Again, the sense of brutal immersion
from the first person animation is extraordinary.

For those that prefer the gunplay of F.E.A.R., it's worth
checking out Raven's Soldier of Fortune games. Though older, and
more straightforward thematically – you’re a mercenary, hunting
bad guys! – the gun fire has great feedback, and the enemy deaths
are elaborately animated and gory, allowing you to blow off heads,
limbs, or even shoot your enemy’s guts out.  -KK

F.E.A.R: First Encounter Assault Recon

Condemned: Criminal Origins
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Sierra's SWAT series has had an odd history. As an
offshoot of their Police Quest point and click
adventure games, it started as a reprehensible full
motion video "simulator", then shifted to an
isometric strategy-action game with its sequel. It
changed genres again, to a first person shooter,
with the third and fourth entries. This is where the
series found its worth, with the fourth game being
the better of the two.
 Really, the games are only considered first
person shooters in the loosest of terms, categorized
due to the perspective and the fact that there's a
gun floating at the bottom of the screen. As a
commander of a Los Angeles SWAT team, the goal
is actually to shoot the least amount of people as
possible, instead trying other tactics to neutralize
suspects, ranging from gas grenades to pepper
spray. You have four other members at your
command, as well as a sniper team, to help even
the odds against drug-addled robbers and deranged
psychopaths. Much of the action simply involves
shouting at people, demanding that they drop their
weapon and hit the floor, leaving SWAT 4 to be
referred to by fans as a "first person shouter".
 Of course, you don't always know who you're
shouting at. Sometimes it'll be a frightened hostage.
Sometimes it's a violent suspect. Sometimes it’s a

water cooler. You won't know until they've
brandished a gun at you, at which point it might be
too late. If there's any aspect that survived from
the old Police Quest days, it's adherence to
protocol. You're not supposed to shoot people
unless you've been directly threatened, and even
then it's better to use non-lethal force. You also
need to report on all evidence, and your actions are
tallied together in a final score. You're allowed
some amount of leeway on the default difficulty
level (as long as you don't straight up murder
hostages), but the hardest requires perfection.
Given that the AI reactions assure that stages will
play out differently every time, it creates a game
that’s immensely replayable.
 It's also an incredibly unnerving experience.
You can only take a tiny bit of damage, and without
any in-level save options, mission failure can wait
around any corner. Most of the stages you visit –
apartments, convenience stores, dance clubs – are
quite creepy, with sketchy lighting, and shadows
obscuring most rooms. SWAT 4 was developed by
Irrational Games, who also made System Shock 2,
renowned for its incredible atmosphere. That took
place in a sci-fi setting, though, and it's a testament
to their design skills that they can elicit the same
intensity from everyday environments.  -Kurt Kalata

There really aren't many games like SWAT 3 and 4 out there,
though the closest is Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six series. The first
entry focuses more on tactics and pre-mission planning to resolve
dangerous situations, though this was toned back in later entries in
favor of more direct action, especially as the series became more
console-focused. The main difference in all of them is that you're
controlling a military counter-terrorist force, and violence is most
definitely the preferred way to resolve situations. In spite of this, it
still requires more caution than the average FPS, as you need to
direct squad members rather than running into rooms gun blazing.
The third game for PC, Raven Shield, has the best balance between
the tactics of the older games and the action of the later ones.  -KK

SWAT 4
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There's a joke image floating around the internet
that summarizes the difference between classic and
modern FPS level design – one side is a map from
Doom, the other is just a straight line. The
comparison is a little reductionist – many
complained about the "rat in the maze" feeling of
many mid-to-late 90s first person shooters – but it's
not entirely wrong, either. For all of the things that
Half Life (and its sequel) did right, it also set down
the template that homogenized the genre into linear,
cinematic setpieces. One of the few outliers was
Crytek's Far Cry, released in 2004, which featured
wide open environments on a jungle island. This
concept was expanded with Crysis in 2007, which
features the same basic concept but with a
powered robotic suit. This time you’re charged with
fighting against the North Korean army, who has
invaded an island in the Pacific and unleashed a
species of aliens.
 Unlike STALKER, Crysis is not technically an
"open world" shooter – you can go almost
anywhere, but progression is still linear, as you
follow marked objectives on the map. Still, it give
you remarkable freedom in how you resolve each
enemy encounter, thanks to the powers of your suit
– you can tweak your abilities to run extra fast,
bestow extra strength to jump high or pick up

heavier objects, add an extra layer of defense, or
turn yourself invisible. The expansive environments
encourage you to find alternate ways around direct
conflict in conjunction with your suit’s powers. For
example, you can shoot your way through an
enemy patrol, or you can look for an alternate route,
perhaps finding a vehicle to cruise around them.
The layout of the mountains and rocks makes for
far more natural cover than the typical waist-high
walls seen in later shooters, though many objects
are destructible, so hiding in a shack might only
provide safety for a few seconds before it's
demolished. This creates many emergent scenarios
that allow you to play the game completely
differently, every time. Plus, unlike other more
modern games, you have full access to your suit
powers at the beginning and at all times, so you
don't need to corner yourself into a specific style.
 At the time of its release, Crysis was known
for bringing the most powerful graphics cards to its
knees, leaving some to brand it as a mere tech
demo. It is pretty, but there’s much more beneath
the surface. It's a shame that doesn't apply to its
sequels, which kept the suit powers but dumbed
down the open ended environments (purportedly
due to being focused as a console title), making for
a more generic experience.   -Kurt Kalata

Crytek only developed the first Far Cry before moving onto Crysis,
leading subsequent entries in the hands of UbiSoft, who took the
series in a different direction. The focus is still on rummaging
through gigantic jungle environments, but takes more inspiration
from other open world games, like their own Assassin's Creed
series. There's a much greater focus on performing specific
missions, gathering money, buying new weapons, and upgrading
skills. Without the suit powers, it doesn't really feel much like
Crysis, but it's good at what it does. The third, which places you as
a spoiled rich kid kidnapped by pirates before training to become a
hardened jungle warrior, is probably the best, in spite of some
terrible writing.  -KK

See Also:
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Developed by Polish studio People Can Fly and
published by Epic, Bulletstorm had the unfortunate
destiny of getting labeled as an off-brand Gears of
War, despite being an FPS rather than a TPS. While
it's structured similarly to every other linear
cinematic shooter of the Call of Duty generation, it
has so much more speed and energy that gives it an
enthralling sense of momentum.

Bulletstorm is fast. Double tap the run button
and the hero, foul mouthed Grayson Hunt, will
rocket slide across the terrain. Hit any enemy and
they'll fly up into the air, temporarily suspended and
awaiting further punishment (you can also stun
them with an electrical leash). How you choose to
dispose of them will award various amounts of
points. You can kick them and use the environment
to shuffle them off the mortal coil, by sticking them
into spikes, knocking them into cacti, slamming
them into electrical wires, or just plain knocking
them off a cliff. Each of the game’s weapons also
has a number of unique skillshots, awarded when
used in creative ways. You'll get extra points for
headshots, of course, but it's much more satisfying
and humiliating to nail them in the crotch, or right
through the keister. It also offers the most fun
variation of a sniper rifle, where you guide the
bullets mid-flight as you target the desperately

panicked foes. The game catalogues all of these,
giving hints for all of the available skillshots, and
granting extra points for pulling off new ones, rather
than executing enemies the same way over and
over. While these points are used to upgrade
weapons and replenish ammo, the gratification for
the absurd brutality is its own reward.
 The graphics are also gorgeous. While it keeps
with the "destroyed beauty" theme of Gears of
War, as you travel through the crumbling remains of
a tropical alien world, it's much more colorful and
varied than your average brown, sci-fi military
shooter. It also has some fantastic setpieces, as
you fight through an abandoned dinosaur theme
park (and control your own robotic monster) and
escape down a waterfall from an exploding dam.
The viewpoint only leaves the first person
perspective for a few sparse cutscenes, but most of
the action is viewed from the eyes of Grayson,
immersing you in the chaos.

There's also a lot of incredibly foul language
exchanged between Grayson and his teammates
Ishi and Trishka. While overly crass, it's so
unashamed of itself that its becomes stupidly
endearing, in its own way, and is far more enjoyable
as juvenile entertainment than the embarrassing
Duke Nukem Forever. -Kurt Kalata

Bizarre Creations' The Club also used arcade-like scoring mechanics,
complete with combos, though within the context of small arenas.
People Can Fly's previous games, the Painkiller series, are also some
of the few classic-style first person shooters, with an emphasis on
speed. Alternatively, Sega/PlatinumGames' Vanquish is a uniquely
Japanese take on Gears of War. Taking place on a Gundam-like
space colony, it has a much smoother sense of style than Epic's
more popular series, with fantastically animated mechs and
impressive firefights. It also features a slide maneuver like
Bulletstorm, making the action much faster paced and more
exciting. Both games were unjustly overlooked in favor of duller
titles. -KK

Bulletstorm

Vanquish
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The first System Shock was an interesting first-
person action-adventure title that was especially
notable for its sci-fi horror angle. Its controls were
rough, though, and the action was slow. Its sequel,
released five years later and directed by Ken Levine,
holds up much better by modern standards. It sheds
some of the first game's adventure elements, but
the action and controls were improved, with a far
better 3D engine, to the extent that it's hard to
complain.

Thirty years after a malevolent AI named
SHODAN attempted to obliterate Earth from the
Citadel space station, you find yourself awaking
from cryosleep on a ship called the Von Braun,
amidst chaos during what should have been a
monumental exploration mission. You discover that
mind-warping parasites identified as "The Many"
have made almost everybody insane, and you need
to investigate while staying alive. You play right into
the plans of SHODAN, who survived Citadel's
destruction, and System Shock 2 just wouldn't be
the same without her. Hailed as one of the greatest
antagonists ever, SHODAN's disturbingly distorted
speech, combined with her superior attitude and
perpetual disdain for humanity, adds a lot of
narrative punch for what could have been a
straightforward horror story. You find crew logs

everywhere detailing the Von Braun's deterioration,
and the voice performances aren't bad despite most
of them being comprised of the development crew.

The first game allowed for abilities to be
boosted by finding pieces of hardware, but System
Shock 2 fleshes out character growth to RPG levels
with "cyber-modules". These serve as experience
points, allowing you to wield stronger weapons,
improve computer hacking, add psychic powers,
and so on. In spite of this, you're still not nearly as
powerful as in other FPS games, and this helps
enrich the horrific atmosphere. Infected crew
members, psychic monkeys, haywire robots, and
mutant spiders are among the baddies you'll face on
the Von Braun.
 It's hard to say what single element of System
Shock 2 is the greatest, since it all meshes together
so well. The unsettling atmosphere, character
building, graphics, surprisingly rad music, and a
very evil AI all fuse together into of the greatest
first-person experiences ever. It's not without fault,
as weapon maintenance is obnoxious (at least
without mods), and the later areas of the game lose
steam, but it still holds up very well today,
regardless. It's too bad that an official third game
was never made, but the spirit of the series has
inspired many other later titles. -Michael Plasket

Bioshock may as well be System Shock 3, but it abandons the
space station motif for an even more inspired setting: the city of
Rapture, a hyper-idealized 1950s American city set underwater. Of
course, it's roaming with bloodthirsty humanoids driven mad by
genetic modification, and you need to survive and find Rapture's
boss, Andrew Ryan, to discover what happened. The graphical
direction is nothing short of amazing, with the art-deco structures
contrasting against all the flooded sectors and Splicer corpses, and
the Big Daddy guardians are instantly recognizable. The gameplay,
while simplified from SS2, still offers lots of customization and
elemental attacks from "Plasmids". There are two sequels, though
the third game, Infinite, is a different beast.  -MP

System Shock 2
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In Ion Storm's cyberpunk FPS-RPG Deus Ex, you
control JC Denton, a heavily augmented soldier
working for an anti-terrorist force called UNATCO,
who are, ostensibly, the good guys. As the game
wears on, though, it becomes clear that maybe your
bosses don't have the best of intentions. This
culminates in a moment when your leader
commands you to kill a hostage. It's fairly clear that
this is, on the moral scale, the wrong thing to do.
You can, however, turn your guns on your comrade
and attack her instead. In many RPGs, she would be
unkillable, and would likely slaughter you for going
against the prescribed actions of the game's story.
Not here, though. Your insubordination is a
completely valid action, and the plot goes along
with it.
 Granted, the overall story is never really
changeable – you'll always defect from UNATCO
eventually and then fight against your former
commanders. There are other similar events
throughout the game, too, like when enemies burst
into your brother Paul's apartment, and he tells you
to run like hell. You can listen and escape, but he'll
die. Stay and fight, and he'll make it alive to the
game's closing credits.
 This is because Deus Ex is all about choice. In
the opening moments, you can customize JC's

assorted abilities, ranging from his proficiency with
weapons to how well he can swim. The levels are
constructed with dozens of ways to conquer them
– sneaking around in vents, breaking open locks,
hacking computers to disable cameras, seizing
control of security bots, or simply killing everything
in sight, are all valid options. How you approach a
situation largely depends on not only your character
build, but whatever equipment you can scrounge
up. Resources are often limited, and Deus Ex is at
its best when it forces you out of your comfort zone
to overcome any scenario in spite of the obstacles.
 It is rough around the edges – the Unreal
engine was dated even at the time of its release,
leading to ugly environments and rough character
models. The story is a goofy conglomeration of
conspiracy theories, too, and the voice acting is
often quite poor. Nevertheless, the game world
remains fascinatingly depressing, as detailed
through several news reports covering the slow
downfall of human civilization. The fact that gun
accuracy is measured via internal dice rolls against
character stats makes the early game rather
frustrating. Beyond that, though, Deus Ex is a game
full of remarkable possibilities – it's not a
completely non-linear game, but it does a fantastic
job of feeling like it is.  -Kurt Kalata

The immediate Deus Ex sequel, Invisible War, suffered from design
constraints as a result of its development for the Xbox. The original
found a true successor with 2011's Human Revolution, actually a
prequel. In many ways, it's a better game than the first one – the
gunplay is less clumsy, the stealth elements are much better
executed, and the cyberpunk game world is far more realized with a
decade's worth of technological advancement. Yet the reality of
AAA game development meant that the levels are also not nearly as
expansive – you can still approach situations from multiple angles,
but it just never feels as open as the first game. Since that's what
made the original Deus Ex such an outstanding achievement in
game design, we'll give it the edge, if only a slight one. -KK

See Also:
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1998 was the year the stealth genre exploded
thanks to Metal Gear Solid, but there was also a
lesser-known sleeper hit amongst PC-centric gamers
with Thief, made by the team behind System
Shock. Set in a medieval steampunk megalopolis
known only as "The City," it stars the savvy and
cynical Garrett, who steals from lords and crypts to
make a living. The first Thief, subtitled The Dark
Project, is a fantastic game that garnered a strong
fanbase, but some levels were criticized for being
too maze-like and featuring inhuman enemies
against which normal tactics were useless. The
sequel, The Metal Age, keeps the same game
engine but focuses more on theft in urban
environments, while also sticking mostly to human
opponents. Garrett starts out stealing for his own
gain, but eventually gets roped into a plot to save
The City from a fanatical madman. Stephen
Russell's cool dry voice for Garrett lends a lot of
personality to what could otherwise be a careless
anti-hero, and the story is entertaining without
taking too much focus, mostly told through mission
briefings and cutscenes between levels.
 The true magic of Thief is in the setpieces,
where the stages are sprawling maps loaded with
secrets. As you're encouraged to take it slowly and
methodically, each stage may potentially last

beyond an hour unless you really know where
you're going. You can tell how well you fit into the
shadows with a handy light indicator on the
screen's bottom. You do have a sword if you get
into combat, but it's preferable to stay out of sight
and more fun to successfully sneak up and
blackjack a guard into unconsciousness. You also
have several tools to augment your stealthiness,
including flashbombs to blind and bail if spotted and
water arrows to extinguish torches. The mechanics
are solid, but the haunting feel of Thief sells the
package. While the darkness is your ally, the lack of
light also feels uninviting. The magnificent sound
design enforces this sentiment with low-pitched
strings reminiscent of a horror film soundtrack, and
the emphasized feeling of loneliness reinforces the
need to stay safe and quiet.
 Most consider Thief 2 an improved sequel over
an already great first game, but the criminally poor
sales of the series forced Looking Glass to close
their doors. A third Thief game, Deadly Shadows,
was made by Ion Storm and is usually considered a
worthy follow-up if not up to the level of the first
two. The Thief name rebooted to mixed results, but
nearly all stealth aficionados would agree that the
original Thief trilogy, the second in particular, is
recommended. -Michael Plasket

The 2014 Thief reboot turned out to be a dud. Therefore, it's far
more recommendable to check out Arkane Studios's fantastic 2012
release Dishonored, which was developed by some of the same
Looking Glass staff as the earlier Thief games. It takes place in a
similar gritty Victorian urban setting, and has the same basic
mission structure. However, the hero of Dishonored, Corvo, has
some supernatural powers to help his assassinations, including a
short distance teleport to sneak up on enemies, and the ability to
possess animals or even humans. Also, while Thief relies almost
entirely on stealth, Dishonored gives you enough attack abilities that
you can still put up a good fight against enemies, even if sneaking
around is definitely preferred.  -KK

Thief 2: The Metal Age
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When Metroid Prime was announced in 2001, fans
were initially skeptical. Not only was it a Metroid
game made with 3D graphics instead of 2D art, but
series protagonist Samus Aran would now be
controlled from a first person perspective. However,
when the game arrived the next year, it destroyed
all critical and popular expectations, and was
heralded as one of the best games ever made. Retro
Studios did an incredible job carrying over the
essence of Super Metroid's progression and
atmosphere while showing an equal attention to
detail in the execution of their own game.

Rather than the brainless FPS that fans feared,
the game's structure and tone is closer to games
like King's Field II and System Shock. Similar to
classic PC RPGs, Metroid Prime is filled with a
massive amount of flavor text via objects in the
game world you can scan, ancient inscriptions you
can translate, and biology lessons on the local flora
and fauna. It would have been a safe decision to
deliver all of this world building with cinema scenes
or even voiced dialogue, but Retro wisely chose to
keep it relegated to text.

It was a bold move at the time for a heavily
marketed game with designs on mainstream appeal,
but it paid off. Metroid Prime simultaneously has
rich background details to its setting while having

every emotion it evokes, be it a sense of
accomplishment, frustration, or serenity, stem from
the core concept that you are alone on an alien
world. The feeling of dread as Samus explores
further and further into parts unknown, despite her
extensive arsenal and the at times very peaceful
surroundings, is one of the most endearing traits of
Super Metroid. Metroid Prime replicates this
perfectly. Also, it rewards knowledge of Samus's
weapons and abilities to warrant replays.

The controls, in particular, were a big deal
when Metroid Prime came out, as people
questioned if a first person console game that
doesn't use two analog sticks for movement could
play well. Fortunately, the entire game is built
around the control layout, even featuring excellent
platforming. While the texture resolution is low, the
painstaking amount of detail in each area, combined
with a slick 60 FPS framerate, makes them a visual
treat. Retro also does a great job of keeping things
appropriately cavernous, with lots of vertical space
to ascend (or fall into) to keep players exploring.

The Metroid Prime games have been reprinted
in an anthology for the Wii (adding motion control),
and released digitally on the Wii U, as well. In both
cases, the games age fantastically thanks to strong
art direction and smooth controls.  -Chris Rasa

While dated, King's Field: The Ancient City for the PlayStation 2
also holds up as a great, unusual first person adventure game. An
important link between From Software's older games and the
structure seen in Dark Souls, you travel through the decrepit ruins
of a forgotten civilization, piecing together what happened as you
go. The game's difficulty can be brutal, but also extremely
rewarding as you master its variety of weapons and uncover
secrets. It begins with you exploring a place at the edge of human
civilization, with enemies and surroundings gradually becoming more
alien to the deceptively traditional fantasy the starting areas evoke.
Its lost underground cities and ancient temples make for a great
companion to Metroid Prime's wrecked sci-fi utopia. -CR

See Also:
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Bethesda's Elder Scrolls series has been the most
expansive and immersive in video game roleplaying.
Each of the core games take place in a section of
the gigantic empire of Tamriel, allowing the player
to explore its lands from a first person perspective.
The first two games, Arena and Daggerfall, were
both created in the mid-90s. While admirable for
their extraordinary ambition, they were held back by
technology, not to mention the fact that many
landscapes were procedurally generated, and thus,
rather repetitive. The series finally came into its
own with the third entry, Morrowind, as 3D engines
had evolved to the point where they could
adequately present its world.

Morrowind begins with the player, having just
been released from prison, called to royal duty for
unknown reasons. You can follow the quests laid
out for you, or you can run off in some other,
completely different direction, exploring the island
of Vvardenfell at your leisure. In fact, much of your
time will probably be spent simply roaming about,
listening to Jeremy Soule's evocative (if repetitive)
score and occasionally fighting off a monster or a
bandit. From a pure square mileage perspective, it's
not as large as the previous games, but it's still
huge, having been developed by hand rather than
algorithms, and is more varied and interesting.

 For this reason, despite later Elder Scrolls
games having much better visuals, Morrowind still
stands out. Many of the other games take place in a
generic sword and sorcery world, but Vvardenfell
feels more like an alien wilderness. Forests and
houses are carved from gigantic mushrooms.
Enemies include humongous insects, Lovecraft-
esque monstrosities, and mechanical suits of armor.
Long distance travel is handled by riding massive
bugs called silt striders. The unique visual design is
also fleshed with an extraordinary back story, with
numerous religious and political factions, all of
which are detailed via books, scholars, or just
regular townspeople.

Compared to the later games, there is no quest
log, no quick travel, and no arrows pointing to your
goal. Instead, you rely in an in-game journal, which
automatically takes copious notes, as well as the
advice of citizens to obtain directions. It can feel
disorganized, especially with so many "hunt down
these people" quests, but at the same time, it
enables a deeper investment in the game world.
Some elements are still dated, like the sparse voice
acting, and the combat is indefensibly poor, but
Morrowind requires a level of dedication and
immersion that's lost in subsequent games in the
name of streamlining. -Kurt Kalata

For as detailed as Morrowind was compared to the other titles at
the time, its visuals are obviously a little dated nowadays. Its direct
sequel, Oblivion, is prettier, though the landscape is fairly generic
fantasy material, and the enemy level scaling makes progress feel
almost worthless. The fifth game in the series, Skyrim, fares much
better, with even more gorgeous graphics, taking place in a
beautiful, snow-covered realm. It also changes up character
progression by letting you develop skills over the course of the
game, rather than deciding on a class up front. Further, Skyrim
features dragons – it's a wonder watching them soar, setting things
on fire, fighting them, and, in the Dragonborn expansion, riding
them.  -KK

The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind

See Also:

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim

Release:   2002   Platform: PC, XB
Developer:  Bethesda Softworks
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If you ever wondered what life in a modern world
full of vampires and other creatures of the night
might be like, the role-playing system Vampire: The
Masquerade might be the closest approximation.
Bloodlines is not its first video game adaptation, but
the first to do the premise any justice. You start the
game waking up as a freshly turned vampire, but
your would-be mentor sired you without the
permission of the vampire prince of Los Angeles,
who has him executed on the spot. Now under the
jurisdiction of the prince, LaCroix, you have no
choice but to do his dirty work, while also getting
accustomed to vampire society. It’s a thoroughly
depressing place, too. You only ever see Los
Angeles at night, and most of the time, it rains.

Even though Bloodlines is ostensibly a first
person action RPG, the mechanics are rather
wonky, and your success is dependent on your
vampire’s abilities. You don’t earn experience from
killing enemies, but instead by completing tasks and
quests that reward directly with skill points. Aside
from typical combat skills and proficiencies like
seducing, threatening, sneaking, or lockpicking, you
can upgrade various special vampire feats, which
boost your abilities, make you invisible, or instill fear
in your enemies. You need blood of course, which
can be found in blood packets and sucked from rats

in a pinch, but the most effective way to refill your
veins is by tapping a human victim. Be careful to
never suck them dry, though – killing innocents
reduces your remaining humanity. The lower it gets,
the more frequently you’ll turn into a raging beast,
and when nothing is left, the game is over.

Your actions are also limited by the
“Masquerade”. If your vampire powers are exposed
to the public, you lose Masquerade points. This not
only ends the game when pushed over the limit, but
also puts vampire hunters on your case. The biggest
strength of Bloodlines though, is the multiple choice
conversations. Your behavior towards the many
characters you meet has an impact on your
relationships, and you can approach tasks in
different ways depending on your skills and
affiliations. The characteristic trait of the
Malkavians, one of the vampire clans, is being
mentally insane, and all their dialog choices are
incomprehensible ramblings. The Nosferatu are so
ugly that the mere sight of them counts as a
Masquerade violation, so they have to get around
using back alleys and the sewer system.

The high ambition of the game lead to it being
rushed out in a highly unfinished state. A long-
running unofficial patch has since fixed many
glitches and restored cut content.  -Sam Derboo

The modern 007 style of Alpha Protocol couldn’t be much more
different from Bloodlines, but its core components, the flexible skill
system (certain stealth skills literally make you invisible, as if they
were vampire powers) and the many ways to befriend and
manipulate those around you with dialog options is very similar. The
dialog system is a bit like Mass Effect in making you choose a
general tone or attitude rather than specific lines, but it’s much
more exciting and lifelike because characters won’t wait for your
response forever. Despite the usual Obsidian Entertainment share of
bugs, the action and stealth elements are way more refined than in
Bloodlines, but it also feels more streamlined and linear. It’s the best
modern spy action RPG, even if it’s the only one. -SD

Vampire: The Masquerade: Bloodlines

See Also:

Alpha Protocol

Release:   2004   Platform: PC
Developer:  Troika Games
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GSC Game World, a development company based in
the Ukraine, took the mythos of the Roadside Picnic
sci-fi novella and ran with it to make STALKER, an
open world first person shooter with pioneering
graphics, an advanced AI system, and a bleak
apocalyptic atmosphere. STALKER drops the player
into a nihilistic world, where death and failure are
commonplace. You control a scavenger known as a
Stalker to explore a wasteland known as the Zone,
based on the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone.

The game world is aesthetically unique, and
looks utterly askew with abandoned trucks,
factories, and even Soviet-era tanks strewn about
haphazardly. The developers took trips to Chernobyl
to photograph and accurately reproduce many
sights within the game. The somewhat convoluted
story has you waking up with amnesia and tracking
down a Stalker named Strelok, who is said to have
been to the very center of the zone. You start the
game just inside a military checkpoint and end up
right outside the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant
itself. Every soul within the Zone is there to make
off with whatever spoils they can find. Other
Stalkers constantly moan to the player about their
misadventures scouring the barren wasteland, all
while downing their vodka. The danger ramps up
throughout, not only in the enemies you face, but

also the radiation intensity. While the scarred
landscape above can certainly be frightening and
tense, the underground areas are a horrific and
mind-bending experience. They are populated by
supernatural mutants who dwell in dark, confined
spaces, putting you constantly on edge.

STALKER is a difficult game, where scouting
ahead, watching your ammo, and patience are key.
Anomalies are dangerous aberrations within the
Zone that can kill and even rend apart unwary
Stalkers. Although STALKER is an action game,
there are many confrontations that cannot be
resolved through the liberal application of lead. A
number of factions in the Zone have differing
relations with you depending on your actions
toward them and their enemies. The situations are
varied, suspenseful, and engaging. The world is not
empty or static, but full of decaying secrets to
explore and discover.

Although STALKER was initially buggy, it had
the atmosphere, sound design, and action to inspire
a long-dedicated fanbase, along with two sequels.
Both expand upon aspects only touched on in the
first game (faction combat in Clear Sky, larger
environments in Call Of Pripyat), but Shadow of
Chernobyl is the least compromised, and the best
overall experience. -James Baker

Made by 4A Games, a group formed from members of the
STALKER team before the game even launched, Metro 2033 shares
a literary source, a tense, apocalyptic atmosphere, and an Eastern
Bloc setting in common with STALKER. Where Metro 2033 differs
is in its almost exclusively subterranean environments. The action is
contained within the Moscow subway system, where there are
mutants and neo-Nazis to stop you at every turn. It maintains both
the tense firefights with humans and scary encounters with mutants
of STALKER, but has a much more linear path of progression owing
to its setting. Metro 2033 keeps you scavenging for ammunition
with an interesting game economy based on bullets. The only
downside is an ill thought out checkpoint system.  -JB

STALKER: Shadow of Chernobyl

See Also:

Metro 2033

Release:   2007   Platform: PC
Developer:  GSC Game World
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Movie director John Woo pioneered the slow
motion, guns akimbo diving maneuver, though it
was popularized in the mainstream by 1999's The
Matrix, dubbing the time dilation technique "bullet
time". While it was parodied into the ground over
the next decade, Remedy's Max Payne was the first
game to put it to good use as not only a flashy, cool
looking ability, but as a central game mechanic.
 Compared to the many first person shooters of
the time, the camera is shifted behind the player for
a third person perspective. With a single button
press, trigger happy detective Max Payne will leap
out and cause the action to slow down, allowing
you a few seconds to carefully target and shoot at
enemies (you can slow down time without jumping,
though it’s not as useful). Since Max is constantly
outnumbered and easily killed, it's important to use
this to take out as many enemies as possible, since
any surviving opponents can easily cause huge
damage during the brief moment of vulnerability as
time speeds back up, and Max needs to get up on
his feet. The level designs consist mostly of
repetitive abandoned buildings, but this mechanic is
strong enough that it makes the game consistently
challenging and rewarding, especially with the
instant replays of particularly well-executed kills,
and the Havoc physics engine in the second game.

 The experience is also held together in Max
Payne 2 by a plot that is far better than it has any
right to be. After all, how many video games about
dudes shooting other dudes feature references to
Norse mythology? The first game is a standard
revenge story about a detective whose family was
murdered by junkies, and his quest to take down
the drug empire in retaliation. The second deals
with Max's professional and personal fallout of
running through the streets of New York City and
brazenly murdering hundreds of people. Max
occasionally lapses in and out of reality, a result of
both his depression and the painkillers he pumps
into himself that act as health restoratives – the
"fall" of the subtitle is a reference to Max’s
tumbling psychological sense.
 The levels are interspersed with comic book-
style cutscenes, photographed with live actors and
narrated by Max, whose darkly overwrought
metaphors and knowingly purple prose is both a
loving homage to and a parody of film noir. It's
filled with little touches, such as the televisions that
feature fictional shows that spoof both Twin Peaks
and the plot of the first Max Payne. It's a particular
style that neither a dire Hollywood movie nor Max
Payne 3, developed by a different team, was able to
capture.  -Kurt Kalata

Other games used Max Payne's signature diving maneuvers and
slow motion ability to varying degrees, like Monolith's F.E.A.R.,
Bethesda's Wet, and Midway's Stranglehold, which was a video
game sequel to John Woo's Hard Boiled movie. They all bring
something unique to the table – Japanese horror, grindhouse
cheese, and kung fu cinema, respectively. However, Remedy's Alan
Wake is a much better follow-up to Max Payne. The writing style is
similar, though it sends up Stephen King novels rather than film
noir. The flashlight mechanic – most of the enemies are weakened
by light – isn't nearly as compelling as the time bending shoot-
dodge, but the Pacific Northwest setting make a nice contrast to
the rainy streets of New York City. -KK

See Also:

Max Payne 2: The Fall of Max Payne

Alan Wake

Release:   2003         Platform: PC, XB, PS2
Developer:  Remedy Entertainment
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Resident Evil 4 effectively created the action-horror
subgenre and set the bar so high that to this day,
no game has yet to surpass it, even its own
sequels. Fixed camera angles, “tank-controls”, and
the management of scarcely finite resources; the
original Resident Evil used these tools to popularize
survival-horror. Resident Evil 4’s execution of
mixing in action-oriented gameplay while remaining
true to its survival-horror roots deserves its high
praise. By changing to an over-the-shoulder camera,
precision aiming of heads, limbs, traps, and
incoming projectiles is now possible. With this new
maneuverability, enemies are more agile as well,
side-stepping or throwing axes, keeping the player
engaged and pressed. Even with this action-oriented
focus, you may feel uneasy when entering a room
for the first time, unable see an enemy, and only
hearing its moans.

Resident Evil 4 quickly demonstrates that it is
not here to screw around. Even if Leon, the hero, is
a walking armory, you’ll still feel vulnerable. Just
minutes after starting the game, Leon finds his
escort as the centerpiece of a bonfire, and is soon
thrown into an intense survival game against the
village and a chainsaw-wielding enemy, who can
quickly decapitate Leon if he gets close enough.
The scene is frantic and quite stressful, as the

villagers will follow Leon by climbing ladders and
breaking down doors. There are tons of memorable
set pieces like these throughout the Spanish
countryside where the game takes place, and other
elements to keep you on your toes. Early on, most
enemies can be disposed of quickly with head
shots, but later, gruesome tentacles sprout out of
their neck stumps, which then continue to attack.

Although Resident Evil 4 tends to take itself
very seriously, it knows that if was always tense,
it’d be exhausting. Accordingly, the game is
peppered with silly and sometimes surreal moments
throughout. The dialogue intentionally recalls corny
80s action movies – the goal is to save and protect
the President’s daughter, after all – and it’s filled
with eccentric characters like a weird trenchcoat
wearing shopkeeper and a midget dressed like
Napoleon, who’s also one of the main antagonists.
For example, you can cripple an enemy by precision
targeting its knee before sprinting towards them
and finishing them off with a German suplex. That’s
just one of the crazy ridiculous things you can do,
and what makes the game so damn cool.

Resident Evil 4 is so beloved that it has been
ported multiple times, with each version bringing
something new to this brilliant, already feature
packed game.    -Spencer Johnson

If you want a taste of the classic Resident Evil, before it focused on
a more action-oriented direction with the fourth game, it’s well
worth playing the 2002 Gamecube “REmake” of the first game,
which was re-released in HD on other platforms in 2014. The
mansion in the center of the original game has a spooky character
of its own, greatly enhanced with the improved lighting and detail
over the PS1 original. Alternatively, the over-the-shoulder view of
Resident Evil 4 influenced a whole generation of action games,
particularly Electronic Arts’ sci-fi/horror shooter Dead Space. Taking
place on a derelict space station, the game subverts an age-old
shooter trope – rather than aiming for an enemy’s head, you need
to shoot its extremities to dismember them. -KK

Resident Evil 4

See Also:

Dead Space

Release:   2005          Platform: GC, WII, PC
Developer:  Capcom Production Studio 4
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Suda51 had gained cult influence in Japan for his
work in wrestling games and some quirky titles after
he formed Grasshopper, but Killer7 was
undoubtedly the one that put him on the map.
Ostensibly about an assassin named Harman Smith
and his physical manifestations of seven other
assassins, the Killer7 group appears to be fighting
against the enigmatic Kun Lan and his army of
grinning abominations called Heaven Smiles. It gets
even less comprehensible from there in a narrative
that zig-zags across all typical expectations of plot
structure. The story ultimately hinges on the
differences and tensions between Japanese and
U.S. politics, but this also somehow involves a
Texan cult leader, an organ harvesting ring, a comic
book artist, and most audaciously, an elementary
school that trains its students to be assassins.
 To say Killer7 is weird is like saying that
Jupiter is only somewhat large. For as little sense as
it makes, it is undeniably stylish and fascinating,
despite (or maybe because of) its strangeness. In
fact, most reviewers had higher praise of the story
and aesthetics than the game mechanics, which
were criticized for being overly simplistic. What
looks like a third-person shooter at first has almost
more in common with an arcade light gun game,
where the term "on-rails" was often thrown around

to describe the movement. Granted, you have less
freedom of movement than you'd expect, but
fighting Smiles has enough action to hold your
attention, and utilizing every Smith's special abilities
to find plot items adds puzzle elements that make
most stages interesting to explore. If you're looking
for a more straightforward action game, Max Payne
and Dead Space are fine suggestions, but Killer7
does its own thing without conforming to
conventional design principles.
 To be sure, the mechanics are often eclipsed
by the game's over-the-top nature. Masafumi
Takada's soundtrack fuses every genre you can
conceive, with the most notable track being a
catchy rave beat that plays before boss encounters.
This is deliberately wasted if you just rush by the
waiting area. Only about half the bosses are straight
fights, with the rest being gimmicks or scripted
events, and the toughest single fight is against an
anime schoolgirl. You're constantly helped out by
the spirit of the Smiths' first victim and several
other bizarre ghosts that speak in a garbled filter.
Killer7 is so deliciously insane that every game
Suda51 released afterward seemed lackluster,
except perhaps for the No More Heroes duology.
While they may be more accessible, not even they
have the same spark.  -Michael Plasket

Swery65's Deadly Premonition found a fanbase among the modern
game industry. Inspired by David Lynch's delightfully weird Twin
Peaks, FBI Agent Francis York Morgan drives into the seemingly
innocent town of Greenvale to investigate a murder, and uncovers a
disturbing plot involving the "Raincoat Killer". It feels like a poor
man's Resident Evil, but everything outside of the action segments
is oddly fascinating. Greenvale presents a wide-open suburban map
that accurately matches the American "boonies," and most
characters are lovably quirky, like the rockabilly grocery store owner
or the eccentric masked billionaire and his rhyming assistant, and
York himself carries on conversations about shlocky cinema with his
apparently imaginary friend Zach. -MP

See Also:

Killer7

Deadly Premonition

Release:   2005   Platform: GC, PS2
Developer:  Grasshopper Manufacture
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Released in 2003, Freedom Fighters seemed to reek
of post-9/11 exploitation, trying to sell itself on the
fear and paranoia instilled in the United States by
terrorists. The actual product was a satirical look at
America’s foreign policy, though, and the tendency
to get itself involved in places where it doesn’t
really belong. Here, the roles of the invader and
invaded have been flipped, as Soviet forces roll into
Manhattan to save the United States from the cold
rule of democracy and capitalism.
 Even back in the 80s, where the Cold War
produced singular action heroes who could do
things that whole armies could not, without fear of
deadly retaliation, no one really took them at face
value – it was testosterone fueled escapism, and
little more. Freedom Fighters gracefully sidesteps
this entirely – it somehow manages to be both
absurdly cheesy and grimly serious. Most of this
can be credited to the impeccable atmosphere that
the designers have created. Familiarities like office
buildings, movie theaters, and schools have been
converted into Soviet bases, complete with
sandbags, gun towers, and machine gun
emplacements, all being routinely patrolled by
supply trucks. You plan all of your missions out of a
makeshift base in the sewer system. The earlier
missions take place in the summer months, with the

sun casting blinding lights on the muted, depressing
browns of the city buildings. Later stages take place
under the cover of night in autumn, with New York
City's sparse fauna turning colors amidst a never
ending torrent of rain. The final levels occur during
the bitterly cold northeast winter, as you wage war
in the middle of calm snowstorms. The action is
occasionally accompanied by Jesper Kyd’s rousing
score, equal parts thumping electronica and
haunting chorals.
 The action is viewed from a third person
perspective, as you control plumber-turned-freedom-
fighter Christopher Stone. You progress through the
missions, being put in charge of up to a dozen
soldiers who will gladly die for you, and are easily
commanded with the press of a button. It's really a
lot like the rush you get from a real time strategy
game, where you point and click at whatever you
want to die. In Freedom Fighters, though, you're
right in the middle of the action, instead of
observing safely from the skies above. As long as
you’ve got enough medkits to heal yourself and
your squad, you can rush forward with abandon.
Watching each firefight play out, your soldiers
hunting down enemies while you scramble for
cover, all while barking out orders to your faithful
compatriots, is a thing of glory. -Kurt Kalata

Republic Commando is one of the very few Star Wars games based
on the prequel trilogy that’s any good. A tactical first person
shooter, it differs greatly from the Jedi Knight series in that you lead
a squadron of clone troopers rather than any fancy Jedi. As a result
of playing as a largely expendable grunt, it's much darker than most
Star Wars titles. Although it plays similar to many first person
shooters, you also have three other troopers at your command, each
with specific roles – sniping, demolition, and hacking. The game is
also viewed entirely through the helmet of your soldier, which has a
handy HUD to keep track of your comrades. This adds to the
immersion, especially with the little windshield wiper that clears bug
splatter from your visor.  -KK

Freedom Fighters

See Also:

Star Wars: Republic Commando
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In the U.S., games are generally released for sale on
Tuesday. The Last of Us, however, was released on
a Friday, like most blockbuster movies. A bold, but
appropriate move, as it would prove to be one of
the best takes on the cinematic action game
concept Sony has gotten behind for years, with
their God of War and Uncharted franchises.

The premise is essentially the same as any
number of zombies movies, except the scourge that
destroys civilization takes the form of an infectious
fungus. The story focuses on an older man named
Joel and a teenage girl named Ellie, whose mutual
desperation causes them to slowly form a surrogate
father-daughter relationship. Their journey together
begins in Boston, but takes place all across
America, as they encounter various other survivors,
all trying in their own ways to cling to life.

The Last of Us earns its accolades with
exceptionally balanced combat and presentation.
Superficially identical to Naughty Dog's Uncharted
series, The Last of Us presents much more ruthless
combat. Most action games deliver this by simply
including more graphic violence, but The Last of Us
goes the extra mile, as every hit Joel takes knocks
him realistically, and a single encounter with the
nastiest creatures will kill him immediately. The
animation details combined with the naturalistic

script makes sure the player never forget the cast's
desperate situation compared to the happy go
lucky, consequence-free action of Uncharted.

Most impressive for a third person shooter that
focuses on such violent content, however, is that
each area of the game is a little more open than the
norm, and many of them urge a stealth approach,
allowing for several conflicts to be avoided entirely
if one does not want to seek out every last item.
While it’s an action game at heart, The Last of Us
expertly weaves this gamble between exploration
and escape throughout its story. This perfect
merger of the game's atmosphere and storytelling,
along with its detailed setting, raises the bar for
third person shooters, and for the cinema-laden
action shooter at large.

Part of that detailed presentation is due to the
game’s long production cycle. It took four years to
make, and rather than that being due to delays, it
was the result of a focused vision for how the game
would look and what kind of tone Naughty Dog
wanted to evoke. Thanks to that effort, The Last of
Us is a visual feast, with even the most mundane
areas being painstakingly rendered, lending a
tremendous sense of scope that helps realize the
game's world almost as effectively as its voice
acting and extensive cinemas.  -Chris Rasa

If The Last of Us is the apex of Naughty Dog's third person
shooters, then Uncharted 2: Among Thieves is the foundation upon
which that peak is built. While both Uncharted: Drake's Fortune and
Uncharted 3: Drake's Deception have received deserved flak for
disjointed storytelling and some uninspiring scenarios, Among
Thieves is an ultimate refinement of the series. Rather than building
its Indiana Jones-like story around cookie cutter cover shooter
action, every battle in the game is perfectly balanced to encourage
the player to aggressively press forward. It also has many moments
with no enemies at all. Here Amy Henning's script, the game's
international locales, and the stunning imagery are the stars,
allowing the story and characters to breathe a little. -CR

The Last of Us

See Also:

Uncharted 2

Release:   2013   Platform: PS3, PS4
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Mirror’s Edge is an unusually risky game to be
published by a company like Electronic Arts in
2008. The experimental gameplay and the slick and
stylized visuals now make it seem much more akin
to a recent indie game rather than a product of
DICE, EA’s Battlefield factory. The game puts you in
the running shoes of Faith, a woman with a
dangerous occupation in a totalitarian city state.
She is a runner, a courier for illegal packages, who
takes to the rooftops of the skyscrapers to get to
her destinations outside of the police’s reach.

Technically, Mirror’s Edge is a platformer, but
one unlike any other: The game is seen through
Faith’s eyes, without any on-screen displays to
speak of. Instead, she’s guided through the levels
by her instincts, represented by variations in the
minimalist coloring. If an object is suitable to serve
as a platform, climbing aid, or velocity head, it
glows red. At the press of a button, Faith orients
her view towards her next goal, enabling rapid non-
stop movement throughout the environments.

Platforming from a first person perspective will
always be a point of contention, but Mirror’s Edge
is no doubt the best example of the form so far. If
you look downwards, you can see Faith’s legs,
giving you some orientation on where you’re
standing. The flexibility of the controls also helps –

Faith automatically holds on to ledges, and there’s a
wide range of maneuvers she can perform, from
wall runs and ground slides to the wall double jump,
which requires turning around in mid-air with a well-
timed button press. The button mapping is highly
intuitive – one button always initiates upwards
movement, another is reserved for downwards
movement, and a third stands for aggression.

That violent button is mostly used for kicking
open doors, but sometimes the police will cut off
Faith’s escape route, and she’ll needs to defend
herself against them. Her punches and kicks can
eventually knock out the cops, but it’s faster to
disarm and incapacitate them with the right timing.
You then have the option to either use the gained
weapon on the remaining officers or throw it away.
The game has often been criticized for its inclusion
of shooting gameplay, but up to the final stage it is
always possible to avoid direct confrontation, and
most of the time it’s easier to run.

Mirror’s Edge isn’t perfect. The controls can be
glitchy, and sometimes things result in trial and
error when the game fails to communicate its
intention for a section. The cartoon cutscenes also
clash with the style, and the story is unfocused.
Nonetheless it’s an exciting new type of realistic
platformer for the 21st century. -Sam Derboo

After Super Mario 64, many 3D platformers followed the same
cutesy mascot mold. The ones that didn’t were usually patterned
after Tomb Raider, which, due to its awkward movement controls,
hasn’t exactly aged well. One such game was 1999’s Prince of
Persia 3D, which is best left forgotten. A few years later, Ubisoft
resurrected the franchise with Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time.
It introduces far smoother controls, as well as an acrobatic prince
who can run straight up and along walls for brief periods. Combined
with a magical dagger that allows him to rewind time to undo any
screw-ups, it became the de facto standard for many other 3D
platformers for quite some time. It was so successful that its own
sequels felt redundant, even if some of them were pretty good. -KK

Mirror’s Edge

See Also:

Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time
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Developer:  DICE
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Though it looks like an FPS, there are no real guns
in Valve’s Portal, a transcendent first person
puzzler. Outside of the portal gun, anyway. This
device can create two types of portals – an
entrance and an exit – allowing you to easily warp
across parts of each level. At first it's used for
simple purposes – if you can't reach a ledge, shoot
an exit portal up to it, create an entrance portal next
to you, then saunter right through. It gets more
complicated when need to manipulate crates to fall
on triggers or divert fire from deadly drones. The
physics capabilities of the Source engine are put to
good use, as many puzzles revolve around falling
and gaining velocity, then using the portals to
change your trajectory and launch you in different
directions. Thankfully you cannot be killed by
gravity, and you can do fun stuff like creating one
portal on the floor and another directly above it on
the ceiling, allowing you to fall infinitely. The entire
game takes place in Aperture Laboratories, and the
levels are set up as tests for the portal gun. While
the setting initially seems sterile, the computer
voice that instructs you, GLaDOS, slowly reveals
herself to be more and more unstable, often in
darkly comical ways.
 While an incredibly clever game, Portal was
only a few hours long, and by that point seemed

like it had taken full advantage of its potential
without wearing itself out. However, its sequel
more than proves itself as a much meatier game.
There are more types of obstacles, like laser-
redirecting cubes and light bridges, allowing for
many new puzzles. The production values are
substantially improved, too, as the prologue attests.
The laboratories were mostly ruined after the events
of the first game, so many of the test chambers are
in varying levels of decay. GLaDOS returns, none
too pleased with having been killed by the player in
the previous game, and offering a huge string of
sarcastic barbs. Also joining the adventure is
Wheatley, a seemingly friendly robot voiced by
British comedian Stephen Merchant, whose jittery
mannerisms are perfectly encapsulated with its
animations. J. K. Simmons also provides the voice
of weirdo billionaire Cave Johnson, founder of
Aperture Laboratories, who, like the other
characters, provide a strange sense of levity
amongst the puzzle solving.
 The single player story mode is brilliant, but
there's also a separate co-op mode featuring two
robots. While lacking the strong narrative of the
core game, it adds another layer of depth to the
puzzles, and some potentially comical moments if
one player messes with the other.  -Kurt Kalata

Developed by Croteam, the same guys behind the Serious Sam
games, The Talos Principle is a first person puzzle game that's a
marked departure from their other titles. You control a robot, tasked
with solving puzzles in a series of ancient ruins, commanded by a
mysterious voice from above. Most of the puzzles revolve around
setting up jamming devices, avoiding deadly robots, diverting laser
beams, and so forth, and while it's generally not as inventive as
Portal, it still provides numerous brain twisting scenarios. Scattered
throughout the serene landscapes are computer terminals, where
the bulk of the story is related. It's rich with philosophical
overtones, recalling works of classic science fiction, making it a
thoughtful, somber experience. -KK

Portal 2

See Also:
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While LucasArts' already had two successful flight
simulators under its belt with X-Wing and Secret
Weapons of the Luftwaffe, none of their efforts in
the genre before or after would top the quality of
TIE Fighter. Both Star Wars and flight sim fans were
thrilled with how much X-Wing got right, both in its
take on the Star Wars setting as well as its
technical merits at depicting combat in deep space.
A pair of expansions followed, but players were
ready for an X-Wing II.

Instead, LucasArts did the only thing that could
be better by creating TIE Fighter. At a time where
unambiguously playing as the bad guy was
relatively rare in games, this remains the only Star
Wars game where players are wholly on the side of
the Empire, fighting to restore order to a galaxy torn
apart by a brutal rebellion. The game's opening
crawl uses a MIDI rendition of the Imperial March
instead of the expected Star Wars overture, and we
are treated to cutscenes featuring the Emperor and
Darth Vader. In fact, on occasion you even get to
fly next to the great Sith Lord himself.

If these were the only changes to the game,
TIE Fighter would have been a success. LucasArts
put a tremendous effort into the game, though. The
biggest change is the drastically improved graphics,
with Gouraud shaded ships (these improvements

were retroactively added to the X-Wing CD-ROM) In
addition, besides the seven different ships you get
to pilot, there are numerous new ones to both aid
and battle against. In keeping with lore, the Empire
places such little value on their soldiers that many
of the ships, including the titular TIE Fighter, have
no shields. Yet even though you can be destroyed
more easily, it’s not nearly as brutal as X-Wing was.

The biggest additions to the mechanics,
though, are the improvements to the HUD. The
coolest thing here is that players now have a flight
map showing not just the relative location of a
target, but its orientation in a 3D space, as well.
This makes it much more intuitive to intercept
enemies, in addition to being much easier to
prioritize which parts of larger craft are best to
target at any given time. There are also more details
to show how your ship is damaged, with certain
indicators and gauges blowing out in your cockpit
as you take damage.

Even outside of combat, TIE Fighter stays
interesting, with interactive briefings where one can
ask questions. Players can chat with mysterious
figures who answer directly to the Emperor to get
secondary objectives that, if accomplished, will
eventually earn enough prestige to get the attention
of the Emperor himself.  -Chris Rasa

In the 90s, Wing Commander was the big time space combat series.
The first two games used 2D sprites, but managed to feel immersive
regardless, especially due to the cutscenes that told the career-long
story of Colonel Blair, as he plays a part in humanity's war against
the cat-like Kilrathi. Its cinematic ambitions were fully realized in the
third game, which upgraded to polygonal graphics a la TIE Fighter,
and drew in talent like Mark Hamill, Malcom McDowell, and John
Rhys-Davies for FMV cutscenes. While the franchise’s reputation
was destroyed after the terrible XBLA spinoff Wing Commander
Arena, the classic games remain pinnacles of the genre, with Wing
Commander IV standing out for the variety of missions, branching
paths, and higher budget cutscene videos. -CR

See Also:

Star Wars: TIE Fighter
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Despite its name, Descent: Freespace has very little
to do with its tunnel cruising namesake, being a
space combat sim, instead. While it's not a
particularly original game, Freespace offers a great
refinement of what makes space combat sims so
much fun. It has both a nice variety of ships and an
appropriately epic soundtrack and story (mostly
evocative of Babylon 5). The thing that really sets it
apart from other games in the genre, however, is its
huge capital ships. Boasting some of the largest
models of any video game for some time, players
will encounter several of these behemoths
throughout the game's campaign.

If it were just a genre game but with bigger
ships, however, Freespace wouldn't have gained its
notoriety and cult following. The game actually has
a lot going for it, with controls as specialized and
flexible as TIE Fighter, and great ship AI. Rather
than the AI just making enemies more difficult, your
computer controlled squadron is good enough to
follow orders, allowing for complex, coordinated
attacks, and they can even be left completely
unsupervised if need be. It's a huge step up when
compared to the AI in contemporaries like Colony
Wars: Vengeance.

Freespace was also a graphical power house
when it came out. On the surface, the ship models

are not particularly complex, but the engine allows
for great explosion effects, massive ships, and vast
nebulae to hunt enemies in. It also has a physics
engine worthy of its looks, with one mission even
requiring the player to hide from a larger ship's
sensors by "parking" in one of its docking ports,
meaning you have to manage your speed and
positioning to keep moving at the same pace as the
ship itself.

Freespace was a big hit when it first came out,
and was quickly followed up with a sequel. It’s an
improvement in almost every way, using a much
better looking and more efficient graphics engine
that could handle larger scale battles. It also boasts
some cool beam weaponry on many ships, and
more impressive nebulae to fight in, but at the
expense of less interesting ships for you to pilot. In
spite of a more focused story, it’s also lacking the
well-executed cutscenes of the original. Fortunately,
dedicated fans have remade the entire first game in
Freespace 2's engine, allowing for the best of both
worlds. This was accomplished by a line snuck into
the game's EULA effectively removing any copy
protection. Volition then followed this up by
releasing Freespace 2's source code to the public,
resulting in several excellent fan projects based on
Babylon 5 and Battlestar Galactica.  -Chris Rasa

Independence War 2: Edge of Chaos is a game that pulls no
punches, but is rewarding enough to be worth its steep difficulty
curve. While plenty of space sims have a basic physics engine, the
Independence War series actually uses pure Newtonian physics, but
still requires the player to pull off the kind of maneuvers seen in the
Freespace and Wing Commander series. Just about an entire
keyboard in addition to a decent flight stick will be needed to play
the game, and even dedicated fans regularly refer to the game's
massive manual. The scope is big enough to warrant it, with huge
battles, and tons of places to visit to trade items, get information,
and upgrade your ship. While a single-player game, it has a level of
depth comparable to the ultra detailed space MMO Eve Online.   -CR

Freespace 2

See Also:

Independence War 2
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Hideo Kojima is a lot like George Lucas, in that
they're both excellent world builders and decent
storytellers, but absolutely need some kind of force
to scale back their wackier ideas. For Kojima, this
was firmly evident in the first two Metal Gear Solid
games. The original is, with a few exceptions, a
fairly straightforward military action drama. The
sequel, on the other hand, was more shounen anime
than Tom Clancy, filled with over-the-top elements
like a fat man on roller skates, a warrior whose
superpower was that she was really lucky, and an
actual vampire. It was so ridiculous that critics
could only salvage it by insisting it was a parody.
 The canon was so firmly polluted by this game
that Konami wisely turned Metal Gear Solid 3 into a
prequel, telling the origin story of Big Boss, Solid
Snake's genetic father. The earlier time period, set
in an alternate-world-1960s during the Cold War,
allows the story to take on a James Bond veneer
that feels stylish and fresh. His story is also the
most rewarding, however, since his goal is to track
down his former mentor (and surrogate mother),
The Boss, who has defected to the Soviets,
providing much greater emotional stakes.

Metal Gear Solid 3 hits the same action beats
of the first MGS while avoiding the goofiness of
MGS2. Yes, there is a bad guy that attacks by

shooting bees. Yes, you take a hallucinatory journey
to the afterlife to fight an enemy that defies death.
It's certainly much more supernatural than the
Hollywood action movies that MGS tries to imitate,
but here it's balanced well enough to provide unique
color without overshadowing the experience. It also
maintains a high level of detail for relatively
inconsequential things, with plenty of weird little
Easter eggs and optional codec conversations with
your crew, where you can discuss classic movies.
 From a gameplay perspective, it also tries to
keep with period-appropriate technology and
removes the radar, forcing the player to use other
means to avoid detection, like sound detectors or
sonar, which give much vaguer readouts of enemy
positions. The entire game takes place in a Soviet
jungle, and with it comes a drastically different style
of play. Without hallways to slink around, the player
has to blend into the scenery using a camouflage
system to change clothes. It feels much more
rewarding to stalk some prey and jump them than it
has in any prior MGS game. Along with it are other
survival elements, like killing wildlife to satiate
hunger and taking specific medical treatments to
cure wounds. The controls are clumsy compared to
the later MGS games, but it holds up much better
than the other entries.     -Kurt Kalata

MGS4 returned to the shambles of a story left by MGS2, providing
a poor resolution to Solid Snake's plotline. Subsequent games,
including MGS: Peace Walker and MGSV, focused back on Big
Boss, though despite improved action mechanics and open world
structure, never recaptured the same feeling. A return to Solid
Snake's earlier adventures is best. Metal Gear 2 for the MSX2
stands out as the template for the rest of the series, even though
it’s strictly in 2D. Also recommended is Metal Gear Solid (AKA
Ghost Babel) for the Game Boy Color. Design-wise it's not as good
as Metal Gear 2, but the controls are much smoother. The derided
NES game Snake’s Revenge also isn’t nearly as bad as its
reputation, despite lame sidescrolling areas and boss fights. -KK

Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater

See Also:

Metal Gear 2
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The Splinter Cell series has more or less fizzled out
over the last decade, but back when it first arrived
in 2002, it was a pretty big deal. Until then, modern
stealth action had been dominated by the zany,
never-ending cutscenes of Metal Gear Solid, so
Splinter Cell’s relatively grounded realism (well, Tom
Clancy realism, anyway) was actually a fresh
change of pace for the genre. More importantly, it
provided fluid, organic-feeling gameplay that made
Metal Gear Solid 2 – released just a year earlier –
already seem like a stiff remnant of a forgotten era.

The second game, Pandora Tomorrow, was an
unambitious sequel developed by Ubisoft Shanghai,
merely bridging the gap to the true successor,
which was developed by Ubisoft Montreal, the
creators of the first game. Chaos Theory picks up a
plot thread from the original, namely the dangerous
computer algorithms created by hacker Phillip
Masse, who was killed by hero Sam Fisher in the
first game. These are now brokered around among
terrorists and threaten to cause a war between
North Korea, South Korea, and Japan. The story
may be typical Tom Clancy stuff, but at least it
gives Sam Fisher an excuse to travel to all around
the globe, like a lighthouse in Peru in a stormy
night, a bank in Panama where he has to stage a
heist, a hideout in Hokkaido, and the streets of

Seoul under attack. A fantastic soundtrack by
electronica artist Amon Tobin rounds things out.

Splinter Cell takes the stealth part of “stealth
action” seriously – if Sam goes into a situation with
guns blazing, alarms are triggered, and he is likely
to be gunned down quickly. It’s imperative to stay
in the shadows, which is indicated by a helpful
display, right above a similar meter for the noise
level of the surroundings versus Sam’s own.
Getting around undetected often involves shooting
out lights, activating machinery, or otherwise
manipulating the environment. Luckily for Sam, he’s
very agile. His trademark maneuver is a split jump in
close quarters, which enables him to keep himself
elevated between walls where enemies cannot see
Sam, even when walking straight under him.

The gadgets are another core element, most
importantly the multifunction goggles, which
provide Sam with night vision, infrared vision, and –
new in Chaos Theory – a mode to detect
electromagnetic activity. These require some
suspension of disbelief that no one can see the
three bright green spots mounted to Sam’s head,
though it lets the player see him in complete
darkness. Still, it’s fun to mess around with
terrorists in the dark until they become convinced
they’re being hunted by a ninja.  -Sam Derboo

The fifth Splinter Cell entry, Conviction, moved away from the
"hardcore stealth" to more action oriented "aggressive stealth". It's
not bad, but its sequel, Blacklist, refines everything into the best
entry since Chaos Theory. You can tackle missions by gunning
everything down, but you need to do it smartly, because Sam still
can't take much damage. There are some cool features, like the
ability to easily move between cover with a single button press, and
an option to target multiple enemies and shoot them down all at
once. Even though it's a departure from the older games, it's an
excellent hybrid of stealth and action, because it really makes you
feel like a badass action hero spy. The only downside is that actor
Michael Ironside is gone as the voice of Sam Fisher. -KK

Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory

See Also:
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Well-dressed, stoic, and bald, Agent 47 is
genetically engineered to be the ultimate assassin,
and works for the International Contracts Agency to
kill usually-deserving targets for appropriate
payment. The Hitman series is lauded for its fine
depictions of virtual stealth, but it admittedly had a
rough start. The first, Codename 47, was very
unforgiving. It was too easy to be detected, and
lengthy missions would be started from scratch if
you died too often. The second game, Silent
Assassin, put Hitman on the map, and its follow-up,
Contracts, remade many missions from the first to
now be enjoyable, but it all reached its apotheosis
in Blood Money. The plot involves a rival agency
sending out their own assassins to demolish the ICA
while 47 travels to the United States to do what he
does best – professional executions.

Hitman is all about getting close to and
eventually offing targets, all while attempting to
remain as inconspicuous as possible. Instead of
donning an all-purpose stealth suit like other secret
agents, 47 uses on-site disguises like waiters and
bodyguards to blend in. He's never without his
trusty lockpicks and fiber garrote, but Blood Money
adds several new tricks to 47's repertoire, like
improved climbing and melee skills, throwing coins
for distractions, fatal throwing weapons, and taking

human shields if necessary. Now you can John Woo
your way through most levels with his signature
Silverballer pistols, but unlike prior installments, a
new Notoriety system strongly encourages you to
shoot for the best stealth ranking. Raising too much
rabble increases security and makes you easier to
detect on later missions, but you can bribe
witnesses to lower your profile.

If you want to play Hitman like a standard
third-person shooter, the option exists, but you reap
higher rewards for staying discreet. Drink
poisonings, over-the-ledge pushings, and explosive
device riggings earn you higher marks than plain
headshots. You also explore some of the best-
looking levels in the series, unbelievably still
operating under the Glacier engine IO has been
using since the first game. 47 infiltrates such
locales as the not-Playboy Mansion throwing a
Christmas party, New Orleans during Mardi Gras,
and a Heaven-and-Hell-themed masquerade ball.
Series composer Jesper Kyd keeps his suspenseful,
techno-orchestral style up to par, combining with
the visuals, improved controls, and well-designed
levels to make Blood Money the best clandestine
murder simulator of its kind. Sadly, the fifth game,
Absolution, made several controversial changes,
with mixed results. -Michael Plasket

The mobile gaming pantheon is filled with mediocre-to-terrible
translations of console and PC titles, but Hitman Go is one of the
better ones, because it takes the basic ideas of Hitman and
completely reinvents it for the portable format. Instead of being 3D
action-stealth, Hitman Go takes the form of a turn-based single
player board game. In order to accomplish your goals, you need to
move around the board, fashioned as a posh, upper class
neighborhood, without getting seen or caught. The other pieces act
predictably, either patrolling or following distractions, so in avoiding
them, it feels like a puzzle game more than anything. The same
puzzle game reinvention was applied to Tomb Raider in Lara Croft
Go, though without the board game aesthetic. -KK

Hitman: Blood Money
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Criterion Games found some level of success with
their Burnout series of racers, particularly due to
their speed and fancy crash effects, and boosted by
an impressive physics engine. The games really
shifted into high gear, though, with the third entry,
Takedown, which essentially turns it into a car
combat simulator.

Burnout games force you to be daring by tying
your Boost gauge with your performance. Driving on
the opposite side of the road, drifting, skimming
right next to other cars – these will increase your
Boost and allow you to rocket down the roads at
high speed. We really mean high speed, too – there
are few arcade racers outside of the F-Zero series
that manage to capture the sense of excitement and
panic of blazing down the highway.

Burnout 3's big addition to the formula is that
it encourages you to smash all of your opponents’
cars, which in turn expands the length of the Boost
gauge as well as replenishing it. You can smash
them into each other, slowly grind them on the side
of the road until their frame gives way, or even
knock them right off the road. Each of the tracks
has a number of "Signature Takedowns" for specific
methods of destruction, like smacking cars into
bridge columns, road signs, or into the ocean. Of
course, the opponent AI drives much more

aggressively than other games, as they'll try to take
you down too. Even when you crash, though,
you're allowed to slow down time and guide your
flaming wreckage, taking down anything else for a
few brief seconds before respawning.
 Still, the highlight of the game isn't even the
standard racing, but rather the Road Rage mode,
where you simply need to destroy as many other
cars as possible before your own car becomes
unusable. There's also Crash mode, where you need
to drive your car into a busy interaction and cause
as much havoc as possible, calculated by the
monetary damage caused by your flagrant
irresponsibility. You can watch the shiny frames of
the cars getting crumbled and the window glass
shattering, with individual parts of the interior flying
around, coupled with the occasional explosion –
there are no other games that make car crashing so
brutally satisfying.

Burnout 3 was followed by Burnout Revenge,
which lets you knock off civilian AI cars as well as
opponents. While providing stress relief for anyone
who spends too much of their day stuck in traffic, it
also makes the game a little too easy. This was
followed up by Burnout Paradise, which has an
impressive open world but unfortunately loses the
focused tracks of the earlier titles. -Kurt Kalata

There were a number of other decent arcade racers contemporary to
the Burnout games, like the stunt-themed Split/Second, Stuntman,
and FlatOut games. However, the best of these is Bizarre Creations'
Blur. While seemingly like any street racing game, it actually
combines the combat elements of kart racers, as you pick up
power-ups to derail your opponents. Yes, while it’s really bizarre to
see a Ford Focus shooting out lightning bolts, it’s also a whole hell
of a lot of fun. Pulling off cool maneuvers will get you more fans,
too, which will allow you to upgrade your car. -KK

Burnout 3: Takedown

Blur

See Also:

Release:   2004   Platform: XB, PS2
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OutRun 2 is the apex of arcade racers. The main
thing that has set Sega's long running series apart
from most other similar games is that it removes
itself from the typical racetrack setting, and instead
poses it as a race across the world (it was inspired
by the movie The Cannonball Run). The first stage
is always a sunny California beach, but then the
track diverges, allowing you a choice between two
courses. Then it diverges again and again, until it
reaches the end. A standard run through the game
only takes you through five stages, but there are 15
in total in a given course. Each final stage also gives
a different, fairly goofy ending. The revised OutRun
2 SP includes a whole different course, with
another 15 brand new stages. Altogether, you'll
drive past the Moai heads of Easter Island, the
castles of Scotland, the sequoia trees of Yosemite
Park, the flower gardens of Holland, the pyramids of
Egypt, the neon-lit night of Las Vegas, and many
more. It's also the only game to make a run-down
industrial complex seem attractive.

Outrun 2 was developed for Sega’s Chihiro
hardware, which is basically the same as the Xbox,
yet the game looks remarkably good long after its
release, adhering to the "blue skies" art design that
Sega is classically known for it. Sure, it's
technically a racing game, but it feels more like a

luxury driving simulation, as you cruise around the
world and take in the sights, driving a fancy car
(licensed from Ferrari, among others), and soaking
in the tunes from the laid back jazzy soundtrack
(including many remixes from the 1986 original).

OutRun 2 uses a distinct drift mechanic, which
allows you to more easily take corners. Many other
racers feature something similar, but none
implement it as beautifully as here. Indeed, rather
than applying the brake at corners, you're given
incentive to coast around them, ensuring the pace
never slows down. The console ports include a
variety of mission modes where you need to drift in
certain areas, or otherwise pull off an assortment of
tasks in order to impress your passenger-seat
girlfriend, forcing you to use driving skills that might
not be necessary in the main game. It also provides
far more replayability, since, even with the two
arcade courses, you can easily play through every
stage in about an hour or so.
 There are a few different releases on home
platforms, but the best is OutRun 2006: Coast 2
Coast, which includes both arcade courses, the
most missions, and extra unlockables (though the
original version has a few exclusives). Sadly, the
car licenses have expired, causing the game to be
removed from digital distribution. -Kurt Kalata

Sega has a huge range of arcade racing games, the most well-
known probably being the Daytona USA and Sega Rally games.
While excellent, they lack the classy, beautiful courses of OutRun.
The closest is probably SCUD Race, but unfortunately this was
never ported, and is only playable via partially complete emulation
(though the tracks from the game were converted for the original
OutRun 2 Xbox release). With that in mind, we'll recommend the
original 1986 arcade game. It's aged incredibly well, especially with
the enhancements to the 3DS version, which includes different cars
with various abilities. The assorted OutRun sequels (like Turbo
OutRun and OutRunners) featured lots of new and fancy courses,
but never quite captured the feeling of the original. -KK

OutRun 2006: Coast 2 Coast
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Kart racers are something that have been done time
and time again, some far better than others. Sonic
has had more attempts at the genre than you might
think, and Sonic & All Stars Racing Transformed
isn't even the first from developer Sumo Digital. It
is, however, a massive improvement over its
predecessor, which was only a decent racer.
Transformed, however, easily rivals even the most
recent Mario Kart. It also makes a fantastic homage
to Sega's long and storied history, from their hits in
the arcade to their great works on the Dreamcast.

The game pulls elements from all across Sega
history, from the driver roster to things as easy to
miss as the names of achievements. While there's a
heavy representation of the Sonic franchise in there,
there are also a few nice surprises for older fans,
like Joe Musashi, the most well known protagonist
of the Shinobi series, as well as Gilius Thunderhead
from Golden Axe, and long lost mascot Alex Kidd,
The PC version also includes representation from
Sega’s Western branch, from games like Shogun:
Total War and Company of Heroes.

The track design is just as varied, from racing
across the carrier that you'd restock your jet on in
After Burner, to the drift-heavy streets of Jet Set
Radio's Shibuya Downtown. The “Transformed”
part of the title refers to the fact that the track

changes every lap, with your vehicle changing from
car to boat to airplane to accommodate this.

If there's one thing that the game does
especially well, it's just how much of a sense of
skill it offers. It's often the case that victory in most
kart racers comes down to luck, but Transformed,
for the most part, avoids that nicely. There are
many ways you can keep yourself moving at
maximum speed, for example, either by drifting
around corners to build up progressively bigger
boosts, which can be chained by just barely
avoiding obstacles, or performing mid-air stunts. It
does a great job of keeping a sense of speed,
especially when a skilled player can keep a boost
going for long stretches of the race. Even the items
never feel like they lead to instant victory, as just
about everything the other racers can throw at you
has some way to counter or avoid it.

Transformed, as you'd expect from a kart
racer, is a fantastic multiplayer game, and it's even
better with the more people you can get together.
With a maximum of eight players online, it's an
experience that's just as chaotic as you'd expect,
yet manages to have enough player involvement
that skill still has an actual benefit. It all ties
together into an essential game for both kart fans
and arcade racing game fans.  -Ed Burns

Popular wisdom suggests that if you want a play a kart racer, you'd
probably want a Mario Kart game. After all, Nintendo basically
invented the genre back in the SNES days, and kart racers tend to
be dumping grounds for mediocre licensed/mascot characters, with
the exception being Sega's games and maybe Crash Team Racing
for the PS1. Even though Nintendo's characters are kind of tired in
Mario Kart 8 for the Wii U, it's definitely the best racing game
Nintendo has published since F-Zero X, with gorgeous HD graphics,
catchy music, gravity defying courses, a huge number of tracks,
and a super fast 200cc class. It also carries forward some features
of the 3DS Mario Kart 7, like underwater racing and hang gliders for
better maneuverability during huge mid-air jumps. -KK

Sonic & All Stars Racing Transformed

Mario Kart 8
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F-Zero had first appeared on the SNES eight years
prior, but the Nintendo 64 update felt like it was the
first time the concept had truly been fully realized.
In place of the flat Mode 7 roads of the original now
stood crazy roller coaster tracks, where "up" and
"down" were very relative concepts. Racing one
way while your opponents rush by in the opposite
direction above you, trying to maintain orientation
while circling on the surface or inside of long tubes,
or balancing your vehicle on a half-pipe are just a
few of the thrills in F-Zero X.

Apart from these gimmicks, the circuits are
rarely particularly complex. Often, it's the
gravitational forces that eventually get you, as you
crack the threshold into supersonic speed. Certain
courses feature segments where you can ride 360
degrees around a cylinder – here, you can gain so
much speed that your car becomes stronger than
the magnetic field that keeps you on the road, and
you can just get pulled into the void. To make you
really feel the speed, Nintendo EAD sacrificed
graphical detail to keep the game at a steady 60
FPS, so it's not a pretty game even by N64
standards, but it goes so fast you'll hardly notice.

In the late 1990s, it seemed almost mandatory
for futuristic racing games to evolve into confusing
skirmishes with rockets, lasers, and a whole range

of other weapons. Despite being directed by Super
Mario Kart co-creator Tadashi Sugiyama, F-Zero X
remains pure in its vision, its only power-up the
booster everyone gets after the first round in a race.
Contrary to the SNES original, you can use it at any
time instead of just once per completed round. You
trade it for your car's shield energy, though, so you
need to weigh its use against your safe travel to the
next recharge station.

Thankfully, all the other cars also need to take
care of their energy. The "no weapons" policy
doesn't mean "no combat" – you can actively ram
other contestants into the track boundaries to
destroy their vehicles. The game is even so kind as
to indicate the CPU driver with the most points with
a "Rival" tag, so you know who you need to go
after. Any driver incapacitated in this way gets zero
points for the race, so it can easily become a
deciding factor in the fight for the title.

If the 24 tracks with several modes and
incredibly skilled staff ghosts weren't already
enough content, X Cup randomly generates new
circuits each time you start it. Alas, Western
players never got the disk drive peripheral that
brought a track and car editor expansion. Even in its
incomplete state, though, F-Zero X is still one of the
best futuristic racers ever.   -Sam Derboo

It'd be easy to recommend the Sega-developed sequel F-Zero GX,
but it's almost the same game, only with more content, much
prettier graphics traded for a not quite as consistently good track
design (some of them are amazing though), worse music, and
appended by an excruciatingly hard story mode. The original F-Zero
for the SNES is very barebones compared to its successors, but
nowhere else the vision is as pure – it feels like not a byte is wasted
on the tiny SNES launch era ROM. The lack of verticality forces the
circuits to rely on a number of adverse effects on the road, which
ensure that every race feels fresh and new. If you need more of the
classic F-Zero formula afterwards, Maximum Velocity on the Game
Boy Advance imitates it almost to a fault. -SD

FZero X

FZero

See Also:

Release:   1998   Platform: N64
Developer:  Nintendo EAD
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Nintendo's Punch-Out!! is very much unlike any
other boxing video game on the market. Rather than
trying to do a "faithful" replication of the sport, it's
a very straightforward game focused entirely on
reflexes, pattern recognition, and a little bit of
puzzle solving. When it came time to reboot the
series for the Wii, Nintendo entrusted Next Level
Games (hot off the releases of the Mario Strikers
series) to take the formula of the NES game to the
Wii audience.
 As the diminutive boxer Little Mac, you are
grossly underpowered compared to your opponents,
most of whom will block pretty much any punch
you send their way. Instead, you need to play on
the defensive, carefully watching their moves and
learning when to counterattack. Many of them have
tells to indicate which attack they're going to use,
and a split-second can be the difference between
pummeling them in the face or getting knocked to
the mat. Some also have specific weak points,
which, if exploited, will grant you a star, which can
then be used for a super powerful uppercut. The
attention to detail with the characters themselves
and the added fluidity of the movement combines to
tests your reflexes and reaction time to their limits.
Everything is basically the same as the NES classic,
but refined for the newer age. It's the pinnacle of

Nintendo gaming – a simple set of rules, with
challenges in increasingly difficult measures, loaded
with colorful characters.
 The opponents are an eclectic bunch of
stereotypes, ranging from the flamenco-dancing
Spaniard Don Flamenco to the drunken (on soda)
Russian boxer Soda Popinski. Many also have their
own unique special attacks, which you need to
figure out how to exploit – the Indian boxer Great
Tiger, for example, uses magic to create fake
duplicates, while Bald Bull charges like his
namesake, knocking you down unless you hit him at
just the right moment. While the NES original had
wonderful characters to fight against, the Wii
version breathes new life into them by adding more
personality. They now speak their native languages,
have more obvious tells on when to make your
move, and when you knock them out, a cluster of
appropriately themed objects flies out – croissants
rain from French boxer Glass Joe, while pineapples
are knocked out of Polynesian behemoth King Hippo

Punch-Out!! for the NES has stood the test of
time as the definitive boxing game. Punch-Out!! for
the Wii gave it a left body blow followed
immediately by a right uppercut out of the ring. The
two titles are essentially the same game, but one of
them is bigger and better. -Charles P. Gill

Unlike Punch-Out!! for the Wii, which was an update of the NES
game, Super Punch-Out!! for the SNES feels closer to the arcade
game, with the camera positioned directly behind the player. With
that change, it became a much faster game. Matches only last for
three minutes and opponents must be knocked out — there are no
rounds in this version. The characters are also almost completely
different from the other games and are just as outlandish, including
the crazy Mad Clown and Jamaican boxer Bob Charlie. With a
refined power meter from the arcade version (no more star power)
and power associated with punching position (body blows and
left/right variants), this game is all about quick moves to make your
way to the top of the ranks. -CG

PunchOut!! (Wii)

See Also:

Super PunchOut!!

Release:   2009   Platform: WII
Developer:  Nintendo / Next Level Games
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SSX3 is a snowboarding video game featuring
standard events like downhill racing and scoring
events. Like many “extreme” sports games, the
core revolves around performing tricks. You can
also chain together combos for point multipliers. In
addition to improving your score, it also keeps your
boost gauge filled. The most gratifying – and
difficult – maneuvers are called Uber Tricks, which
mostly involve the rider separating themselves from
the snowboard, and then having it both spin around
and travel with the rider as they continue to flip and
spin in mid-air half-a dozen times, quickly snapping
it back onto their feet. Unrealistic? Definitely. Fun?
Absolutely, and surprisingly easy to pull off thanks
to SSX3's expanded trick system, and its
completely wonderful character control.

SSX3 takes place on a single mountain,
featuring three increasingly difficult Peaks, each
with their own distinct courses specifically designed
for a specific event type. While not as unrealistic
and imaginative as the SSX Tricky courses, the
mountain is still nothing to scoff at, as it contains
competitors who travel through obstacles both
natural and artificial. From the jagged icy terrain,
sudden crevices, and parts of the course literally
breaking apart on Peak 3, to weaving past the
forests and hundreds of feet of rail leading to

massive shortcuts on Peak 2, or even the sprawling
man-made course that’s built throughout the city at
the base of Peak 1, SSX3 still delivers on the over-
the-top courses that the series is known for.

Although SSX3 only offers 10 characters at
the outset, you can use the money you earn in
events to purchase cheat skins that unlock the
characters from previous titles, among plenty of
other stat enhancements and customizations.

If crushing the competition in the scoring
events eventually gets tiring, the franchise’s
signature race events offer yet another way to play
the same game. Rather than focusing on huge
jumps and impossible tricks, the races are all about
getting as little air as possible, all while riding
through shortcuts off of cliffs, or along rails that
weave in and out of the boundaries of the race
course. You can also engage in a Free Ride,
allowing you to just ride and explore the mountain's
back country and event courses without any time
limit or loading screens.

No matter how players attempt to conquer the
mountain, it all leads up to the final event: an
endurance race against your rival from the top of
the summit to the base of the mountain. It's an
intense 20 minute race that will put everything
you've learned to the test.  -Spencer Johnson

Nintendo isn’t necessarily known as a top sports game developer or
publisher, but from NES Open Tournament Golf to Super Mario
Strikers, the company has frequently experimented with the genre,
and the results have usually been unique and fun. It isn’t too odd,
then, that the best snowboarding game before SSX3 came around
was the N64 first party title 1080° Snowboarding. What’s most
surprising is that it’s a Nintendo game that’s actually more grounded
in realism, and while there are modes focusing on mid-air stunts, it
never gets as crazy as in EA’s offerings. For those looking for a
more serious take, it might still be the top choice. The Gamecube
sequel, 1080° Avalanche, isn’t too bad, but pales in comparison to
its predecessor and the SSX games. -SD

See Also:

SSX3

1080° Snowboarding

Release:   2003         Platform: PS2, XB, GC
Developer:  Electronic Arts Canada
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Jet Set Radio (AKA Jet Grind Radio in North
America) debuted on the Sega Dreamcast in 2000,
delivering a unique, colorful, and stylish experience
that certainly had an impact on gamers, and the
gaming scene at large. Its groundbreaking cel-
shaded graphics signaled a middle ground for 2D
and 3D graphic camps. Although it was not the first
to market with this look, it was the most impactful.
The game's name is practically synonymous with
this graphical approach, and with good reason.

The game's components draw from the Tokyo
pop scene, J-pop music, B-Boy culture, and has the
spirit of urban street gang films like The Warriors
floating around in its DNA. These elements
converge to tell the story of the GG gang fighting
for turf against a myriad of other themed gangs and
authority figures, before evolving into a much
grander scale war against a homogenizing
corporation. Virtually every corner of the game
oozes with personality and a stylistic identity that is
rarely seen even today. While the characters may be
familiar archetypes, they also retain a signature feel
that has enabled some of the more notable
examples to graduate to Sega's pantheon of
company mascots.

Navigating your avatar through the various
districts of Tokyo-to, while avoiding the police and

searching for graffiti opportunities capitalizes on a
relatively simplistic control scheme (expanded upon
in the sequel). Laying down tags is essentially a
minigame mechanic, using varieties of quarter
circle, half circle, and directional commands to
simulate the feel of actually spraying paint on a
wall. There are a substantial amount of designs to
find for use in the game, many of which were
supplied by real world taggers such as Eric Haze.
Players could also create their own and trade over
the Dreamcast’s online network, SegaNet.

Propelling the player along is one of gaming's
most memorable soundtracks. The diverse mix of
J-pop, hip-hop, funk, industrial, and numerous other
genres offer a signature audio experience that
blends perfectly with the colorful graphics. Sure,
"Sweet Soul Brother" begins to grate after the
hundredth time, but few games marry the
soundtrack to the experience as well as this.

It's hard to say what legacy the game truly has
outside of its cult status, but its place in the
echelon of Sega franchises is secure for those who
appreciate it. Sega certainly thought so, too,
releasing an HD version in 2012. Skating around
Shibuya-cho, tagging and avoiding the cops delivers
an experience hard to get elsewhere, so rock that
shit, homie. -Rusty Shackles

Depending on the day, our opinion could go the either way on which
Jet Set Radio is the best. The first title definitely brings a lot to the
table, but the second serves up a virtual buffet of features on top of
it. Arriving early in the original Xbox's life, it stands above many of
the system's early roster of cookie cutter sports games and games-
that-were-not-Halo, with a refined cel-shaded engine that feels all its
own. Every aspect from the original is expanded upon and polished
in this quasi-remake, the highlight of which is the trick system
growing substantially deeper, along with refined graffiti mechanics.
The removal of the time limit also makes for a less stressful
experience. Like its predecessor, it wasn’t embraced by the casual
market, but it deserved a better fate than it received. -RS

Jet Set Radio

Jet Set Radio Future

See Also:

Release:   2000         Platform: DC, PC, PS3
Developer:  Sega / Smilebit
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Hudson's Bomberman series has been around in
some form since 1983. In its original incarnations,
you control a small, bomb dropping robot as you
wander around a grid, blowing up bricks until you
uncover the exit to the next stage. It was hardly
enthralling. Then, with Bomberman on the
TurboGrafx-16, Hudson had the fantastic idea to
include a multiplayer mode, with the goal being to
blow up your friends. This ended up turning the
series into one of the best party games in history,
creating a massive franchise spawning more than
70 titles.
 The multiplayer matches all start off roughly
the same – each player starts off isolated on a
section of the map, with only the ability to drop one
short range bomb at a time. However, it takes a
few seconds for a bomb to actually detonate,
allowing any opponent with half a preservation
instinct to saunter away. By destroying bricks, you
not only come closer to the other players, but grab
an assortment of power-ups. These strengthen the
range of the bomb blast, or let you drop multiple
bombs at once. As you grow more powerful, your
opponents probably will too, as you try to figure out
ways to time your bombs and catch them in the
ensuing explosions, while avoiding them doing the
same. The kicker is that you are vulnerable to your

own bomb blasts, so it's easy to become overly
ambitious with your bomb laying and accidentally
trap yourself in a corner, offing yourself.
 The Bomberman series is so huge that most of
the multiplayer-focused titles are worth checking
out, particularly the TurboGrafx-16 and SNES titles
(there are three and five of these, respectively,
including Japanese imports). The only really dire
one is the ridiculously grimdark reinvention,
Bomberman: Act Zero for the Xbox 360.
 The best of all of these is Saturn Bomberman.
Although visuals aren't exactly super important in
games like these, it is the nicest looking one, with a
variety of stage, and good number of playable
characters, including cameos from other Hudson
games, like Master Higgins from Adventure Island
and Bonk from Bonk's Adventure. You can ride
dinosaurs (a variation of the creatures from the
earlier games), which let you jump over things and
absorb a single hit. After getting killed, you can
become a ghost and traipse around the edges of the
field, chucking bombs at the remaining players in
hopes of exacting some revenge against the other
players. Plus, if you've got two multi-taps and
enough controllers, you can play up to 10 players at
once, on a super large, zoomed out map. It's
massively chaotic fun. -Kurt Kalata

One of the other greatest multiplayer party games is Sega's ChuChu
Rocket, originating on the Dreamcast. The goal is to guide a flow of
mice into your rocket, which is color coded for each of the four
players. There are also cats roaming each stage, which can
(obviously) kill the mice, including ones already onboard the rockets.
Each player interacts with the stage by dropping arrows, which
guide both the mice and the cats in a specific direction. It rewards
vicious aggressiveness, perhaps more so than other party games, as
each player tries to guide the cats towards their opponents, while
simultaneously trying to take control of the mice for themselves. It's
quite frantic, and the visuals have the sort of offbeat goofiness that
typify Sega's output during the Dreamcast era. -KK

Saturn Bomberman

See Also:

ChuChu Rocket

Release:   1996   Platform: SAT
Developer:  Hudson Soft / Glams
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Worms, as a series, has been chugging along for
almost 20 years, with about as many games
released in that period. Most of these are good,
even if they tend to suffer from feature bloat.
Armageddon, however, is the zenith of the original
series that spawned on the Amiga, the purest, most
polished form of worms blowing chunks out of
everyone and everything. The thriving multiplayer
community is a testament to how well it's aged, as
well as just how much the game has to offer once
you look past its wacky exterior. While it might not
be as in-depth as other strategy games you'll find
on PC, it's still probably one of the best in terms of
fun factor and pure addictiveness.

Your goal, as always, is to use your team of
gun-toting annelids to destroy all your enemies on
the map. You'll be using a lot of mundane
armaments, like grenades and bazookas, but the
weirder stuff, like sheep, Ryu's famous Shoryuken,
or a Holy Hand Grenade (from Monty Python and
the Holy Grail) all work just as well. There's
definitely a sense of insane chaos to the whole
thing, especially with how quickly the tides of battle
can turn with a single good or bad move. There are
few moments as satisfying as watching a bazooka
shell curve in the other direction and send a worm
on the other side of the map spiraling into the

deadly waters below. It's definitely a game best
enjoyed with friends, where you'll be able to see
the first-hand reactions of the other players as the
match unfolds.

Not that there isn't actual strategy to the
game, as well. There are a lot of factors a good
player will keep in mind, from positioning their
worms to knowing just how to use the wind to their
advantage. As a match continues, the map will
slowly open up, revealing new places to go, and
new places for opponents to counterattack. The
beauty of the whole thing, however, is just how
easy the game is to learn. Almost every part of the
game and how it works can be figured out by just
playing it, meaning there's no need for any sort of
lengthy tutorial.

It's even possible to customize just about
every aspect of the game, easily making it just as
frenetic and wacky or as tactical as you might
prefer. Or, if you just want to make all your worms
sound like Duke Nukem, you're free to do that, too.
For as many features as newer Worms games have
introduced, Armageddon remains the essential
choice. Without the cruft of later games that would
follow, like classes or DLC customization packs, it's
a pure experience that offers just as much fun for
players new and old.  -Ed Burns

Worms finds its roots all the way back in an Atari 2600 game called
Artillery Duel, where two mountain-based cannons try to shoot each
other. The concept was developed further in early 90s IBM PC
games like Gorillas and Scorched Earth, amongst numerous clones.
One of these was Death Tank and its sequel, Death Tank Zwei,
which were added as bonuses to the Saturn ports of Powerslave
and Duke Nukem 3D, respectively. The major difference between
Death Tank and the other similar games (Worms included) is that
the action is real time rather than turn based. The Saturn versions
are multiplayer only (and support up to seven players), though. The
2009 XBLA version features AI tanks for single player, and while
the graphics are nice, it only supports four local players. -KK

Worms Armageddon

Death Tank

See Also:

Release:   1999   Platform: PC, DC, N64
Developer:  Team 17
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While the original Tetris is largely considered to be a
single-player experience, certain versions offered a
two-player competitive mode, where clearing
multiple lines would clutter up your opponent's field
with extra blocks. Compile's Puyo Puyo takes this
idea and runs with it, creating a falling block puzzler
which focuses entirely on competitive play.
 Like most similar games, you position blocks of
colored blobs, called “puyos”, two at a time. Match
up four of the same color and they'll disappear, but
they'll also send neutral colored "garbage puyos"
over to your opponent's screen, which can only be
removed by clearing adjacent puyos. While this
seems simple enough, the ultimate goal is to create
combos – a series of chain reactions where
destroying one set of puyos will cause others to
drop, matching up four again, and continuing the
cycle. Simply clearing puyos one combo at a time is
inconsequential, but the larger combos you create,
the more garbage puyos are dropped on the other
player. It's difficult at first, but you soon learn the
patterns that create optimal combos, thinking ahead
by several turns. Alternatively, you can also plan for
smaller chains, which will often have the debilitating
effect of dropping just enough garbage puyos on
the other player to screw up their intended moves.
Learning to play both the short and the long game,

and knowing when to switch, is an essential
strategy. Truly, planning a huge combo, rolling with
any garbage puyo attacks, and clearing several
blocks at once, laughing as your drown your
opponent in trash, is a thing of beauty.
 There are nearly a dozen games in the series,
and many are fundamentally the same. We've
picked the second one, as it's the "purest". While
similar to the first game, it introduces a few new
rules, like the ability to counter garbage puyos
before they've dropped. Subsequent games
introduced other elements, like the "sun" blocks in
Puyo Puyo Sun, or the "fever" mode in Puyo Puyo
Fever, which give variety to the long running series.
 The Puyo Puyo series stars cutesy characters
from Compile's Madou Monogatari RPG series.
Despite Puyo Puyo's huge success in Japan, it’s
only seen sporadic release outside of the country.
The original game snuck out on 16-bit platforms as
console mascot tie-ins: Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean
Machine for the Genesis, and Kirby's Avalanche for
the SNES. The fifth game, Puyo Puyo Fever, saw
release in the USA on the Gamecube and DS,
though Sega has published many in the subsequent
years, including an official crossover with Tetris,
and featured as a bonus in the Hatsune Miku-
themed 3DS game Project Mirai DX. -Kurt Kalata

Capcom's puzzle-based spinoff of its seminal fighter franchise
introduced a super-deformed character style that would later carry
over into Pocket Fighter. While more a puzzle game than a fighting
game, its head-to-head motif of characters attacking each other for
large clearances injects enough Street Fighter flavor into the mix.
It’s not too far removed from Puyo Puyo (and the gameplay is
essentially a modified form of Pnickies, an earlier Capcom puzzler),
and the visual style of gems that fuse together to grow into even
larger gems always looks cool. It received several home ports, but
the Dreamcast version (and later the HD Remix) adds two new
modes of gameplay similar to Columns and Panel de Pon, adding
some variety to an already rather fun game. -MP

Puyo Puyo 2

Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo

See Also:

Release:   1994     Platform: ARC, GEN, PS2
Developer:  Compile
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Shoot-em-ups and puzzle games seem far removed
at first, but dodging tidal waves of pink bullets isn't
much different from fitting together multiple blocks
in a row. As one of their last Neo Geo games of
note, ADK fused the two genres into Twinkle Star
Sprites, perhaps the finest work from this second-
party developer. It does look ridiculously cute, but
like any given Kirby entry, the sugary chassis
contains a framework of incredible energy and
unique mechanics. Nine quirky characters face off in
head-to-head shooter combat, including the typical
witch girl on a broomstick, the narcissistic knight,
the perverted cat wizard in a mech, two animal-
eared girls riding a pencil, and a race of furballs who
can only say "nanja monja". It seems like a parody
of multiple anime tropes, but the style never takes
itself too seriously, and the designs compliment the
colorful graphics.

The screen is split vertically like most
competitive puzzlers, but instead of blocks or blobs,
you instead contend with waves of multicolored and
multisized enemies, which may be birds, clams, or
treasure chests depending on the level. Destroying
one enemy causes a chain reaction where nearby
enemies explode and generate attack fireballs that
fall down on your opponent's side. You can also
shoot their attacks to bounce them back, and if you

reflect multiple attacks at once, you may create a
"boss attack", where a gigantic enemy specific to
your character antagonizes them for a time. You
also have a charge shot that helps to hit fireballs,
but is less useful for racking up combos (with a
level 2 or 3 charge sends over special attacks).
Your bombs will bail you out of most situations,
too, but generate no enemy attacks. Getting hit by
a normal enemy takes a small portion of your life
and slows you down for several seconds, but
getting hit by enemy fireballs takes away a lot more
life. You can potentially lose by being hit just twice,
so avoiding or deflecting fireballs becomes
paramount in difficult matches.

As with most Neo Geo games, Twinkle Star
Sprites is best played against another human, as the
computer tends to be a bit of a cheater. If you can
track down the Saturn version, it's worth checking
out for its extra goodies, including a rearranged
soundtrack, automatic rapid-fire, and a new
character who’s a cosplayer. Twinkle Star Sprites
also received a sequel for the PS2, subtitled La
Petite Princess, which is basically the same but
with new graphics and characters. Regardless of
which version you play, it’s one of the most
innovative games of all time, unless the super-cute
graphics are a deal breaker.   -Michael Plasket

At first glance, Nintendo’s Panel de Pon looks like any other falling
block puzzler, but there are some substantial differences. For
starters, you don’t directly control the blocks, but rather a cursor,
which is used to switch two blocks horizontally. The goal is to
match three similar blocks. Further, the blocks creep from the
bottom of the screen and move towards the top. There are several
game modes, including an endless mode, a puzzle mode where you
solve specific scenarios within move limits, and the most fun, the
versus mode, where you challenge another player. The English
SNES version removes the fairies of Panel de Pon and renames it
Tetris Attack. It was later re-released under other names, like
Pokémon Puzzle League (N64) and Planet Puzzle League (DS). -KK

Twinkle Star Sprites

See Also:

Tetris Attack

Release:   1996     Platform: NEO, SAT, PS2
Developer:  ADK
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There were a whole ton of sports games on the Neo
Geo next to all of the fighters and shooters, so
which ones are worth playing? Baseball Stars 2 and
Neo Turf Masters are great examples for baseball
and golf, but for something more original, there’s
Data East’s Windjammers. Windjammers is best
described as a fast-paced Pong-hockey-frisbee
hybrid, but that doesn't quite do it justice. Six
competitors of various nationalities square off
against each other to prove their absolute
windjamming superiority.

The title is a bit goofy, but it's one of the most
high-energy games ever made for the Neo Geo. The
six competitors are ordered from fastest-yet-
weakest to strongest-but-slowest, and they each
have different physics for their "special throws."
Just as interesting (if not moreso) than the
contestants, though, are the arenas themselves,
each of which operate differently, yet under the
same rules.

The players stand on opposing sides of the
divider line as they try to toss the "flying power
disc" (also the game's Japanese title) around the
opponent in order to hit the goal behind them. The
goal is divided into yellow and red segments; hitting
a yellow part gets three points, while the rarer red
parts give off five points. The disc can also be

lobbed into the air, and you get two points if the
opponent fails to catch it. While on defense, you
can slide to reach the disc quicker, as well as block
the disc to forcibly pop it into the air. If you position
yourself under the disc while it's falling down, your
character unleashes an aura and gets to unleash
their special throw, causing the disc to fly out
quickly at a wild angle. You can also opt for a
power lob, which send the disc along the ground
like a buzzsaw.

Those are the basics of how to play, and you
only need a few minutes to really get into it. You do
have to mind your surroundings, with the six arenas
having different sizes, goal zones, and in the case
of two arenas, posts in the center that can obstruct
the disc trajectory. One arena even causes your red
zone to expand for each goal you score. There are
also two goofy bonus stages where you play
bowling and control a dog grabbing the power disc.

Windjammers is pretty simple on the surface,
but thrilling when you get to playing it. Particularly
skilled players can keep tossing special throws back
and forth at each other with incredible timing, an
intensity only matched by quirky sports games like
Super Dodge Ball. Windjammers stands out as one
of the finest products from Data East's brief
partnership with SNK.  -Michael Plasket

Visco’s Battle Flip Shot feels even more like Pong than
Windjammers, but looks similar at first. Two competitors send back
the ball in order to hit all targets on the opponent's side. They each
have special shots if timed correctly that can shoot at weird angles,
bounce the opponent if directly hit, or make the ball invisible among
other effects. The sequel Bang Bead enhances the formula by
adding two more characters, making the action faster, and retooling
the special shot system so it now runs on a meter. There's a lot of
personality with each character, like the breakdancer with the large
afro and the flamboyant cowboy. Both games are fun versus titles
worth playing for simple and quick duels against buds. -MP

See Also:

Windjammers

Bang Bead

Release:   1994   Platform: NEO
Developer:  Data East
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Depending on your disposition, Lemmings is either
one of those games that will inspire extreme
addiction or massive frustration. It's one of the first
truly unique puzzle video games, the kind that
couldn't be done in any other medium. The stars of
the game are the eponymous green rodents, who,
keeping with the myth of their namesake, charge
forward mindlessly, regardless of any obstacles. To
prevent them from sending themselves to their
death, you, as a benevolent cursor, are tasked with
leading them to the stage goal.
 There are eight different jobs you can assign a
lemming to in order to get them where they need to
be. They can dig through walls or the ground, or
build steps. You can give them the ability to climb
up any surface, or hand them an umbrella so they
don't splatter after a long fall. In the early stages,
the path to victory is straightforward, but the
victory conditions and available tasks change with
each level, forcing you to work within increasingly
insane constraints. In some stages, some lemmings
can die and you can still move on. In others, you
need to be creative to save as many as possible.
You often need to figure out a way to corral a mass
of lemmings, while sending a sole soldier forth to
create a path for everyone else. Being able to multi-
task is just as important, or just as likely to drive

you crazy, especially since there are often as many
as 100 (or more) lemmings in a given stage,
 The lemmings also have a remarkable sense of
personality for what are tiny, three-colored sprites.
They trot forward joyfully, they gratefully celebrate
when reaching the exit, they appropriately panic
when they explode. They’re equal measures
endearing and infuriating, especially with the
difficulty level. The game gives you an appropriate
outlet in watching them suffer, having them get
stomped with a press or just letting them flounder
into water. The "give up" option is a nuke, which
will cause every lemming on the screen to explode
in a mess of fireworks, an appropriate ragequit if
ever there was one.

Lemmings was essentially perfect in its original
iteration, except for some minor quibbles, like the
inability to target specific lemmings in a crowd. It
was ported to nearly every platform at the time,
some offering new levels. The follow-up, Oh No!
More Lemmings, is just a level pack, while
subsequent sequels from DMA added more abilities
and gimmicks, which just ended up cluttering its
relative simplicity. Later versions brought them into
the third dimension, or made them play paintball,
while the modern editions from Sony don't possess
the ingenuity of the original. -Kurt Kalata

One of the other great puzzlers of the 90s computer gaming scene
is Dynamix's The Incredible Machine. The goal in each stage is to
position various items – see-saws, springs, pulleys, etc. – to create
Rube Goldberg-esque machines to accomplish various goals, like
launching a ball into a bucket. The solutions often revolve around
the laws of physics. The game saw several iterations, including a
comical version starring cartoon cat and mouse duo Sid & Al, as
well as a Japan-only version tie-in with Capcom's Ghosts ‘n
Goblins. Several similar games have been made over the years, such
as Crayon Physics, Crazy Machines, and Contraption Maker, the
latter made by the creators of The Incredible Machine. -KK

Lemmings

See Also:

The Incredible Machine

Release:   1991       Platform: AMI, PC, GEN
Developer:  DMA Design
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One of the few games that makes fantastic use of
the DS touch screen, Elite Beat Agents is a brilliant
rhythm game from iNiS/Nintendo. The eponymous
agents are part of a secret organization similar to
the Men in Black, whose sole mission is to aid
citizens in crisis through the power of song. Acting
as a cheer squad, your job is to create inspiring
music to compel the protagonists to conquer
adversity and achieve their dreams.

Elite Beat Agents uses licensed pop music, but
invents brand new scenarios for its backdrop, in
essence creating its own gleefully absurd music
video. Most of the time, the stories themselves
have very little to do with the actual song – Avril's
"Sk8er Boi" might actually be a vapid song about
stuck up girls and rock stars, but in Elite Beat
Agents, it's about a down-on-his-luck taxi driver
trying to weave through traffic, rushing to deliver a
pregnant lady to the hospital. Good Charlotte's
"Anthem" is no longer whining about how terrible
the real world is, but instead a goofy tribute to a
washed up baseball player defending himself from a
crazed, fire breathing golem. There's saccharine to
go along with the silly, including a heart-rending
story of a little girl remembering the ghost of her
departed father, set to Chicago's "You're the
Inspiration". The game's finale also involves saving

the planet from a volcano to the tune of Rolling
Stones’ “Jumping Jack Flash”.

The core rhythm gameplay is solid. As the
song begins, little numbered circles appear on the
touch screen. These are surrounded by an outline,
which slowly shrinks and closes in on the circle.
When the outline matches up, you tap the circle
with the stylus. These are the beats, matched up in
rhythm with the music. It starts off simple, with
only a single beat on the screen, but then they start
popping up all over. Like the best rhythm games,
eventually you lose track of visual indicators and
begin to feel the music. By tapping on the circles,
you create an additional instrument track of claps.
They seem out of place at first, but after several
plays, they become a rhythmically integral part of
the songs. If you hear the song outside the game
later, it might sound strangely empty, to the point
where you may find yourself filling in the missing
track in your head, singing a karaoke of claps.

Elite Beat Agents is a heavily localized version
of Osu! Tatakae! Ouendan, which also had its own
sequel, making for three games in total. We chose
Elite Beat Agents because it's more interesting to
see how American pop music is recast in different
roles, but the others are worth playing, as long as
you have an affinity for J-pop. -Kurt Kalata

Ouendan/Elite Beat Agents isn't Nintendo's only rhythm franchise.
They were actually predated by Rhythm Tengoku (AKA Rhythm
Heaven) for the GBA, which was developed by many of the same
staff as the WarioWare games. There are several dozen minigames,
each about a minute long, featuring a silly scenario and its own
unique song. Unlike most other rhythm games, there are no explicit
buttons to hit, as you just have to feel the rhythm of the song. The
inputs are simple, too, with only a single button to press. The DS
sequel complicates things by adding stylus controls, while the Wii
entry returns to the scheme of the original. A 3DS game serves as a
"best of" compilation, with scenes from all three games and a few
new ones. The GBA and 3DS games are Japan-exclusive. -KK

See Also:

Elite Beat Agents

Rhythm Tengoku

Release:   2006   Platform: DS
Developer:   iNIS
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The range of possible interactions in rhythm games
are severely limited. The two big ways to stand out
from the crowd, aside from the music, are fancy
input methods or a distinct style of presentation.
United Game Artists' Space Channel 5 hardly
distinguishes itself in the former category – at the
core it's just Ralph Baer's Simon with an added
rhythm component – but few other games shine as
brightly in the style department. PaRappa the
Rapper had pioneered narrative rhythm games years
before, but Space Channel 5 has a voice truly its
own in how fully it embraces the silliness of a world
where all conflicts are solved with wicked dance
moves. Both games star the space reporter Ulala as
she enters various danger zones to investigate for
her Swingin' Report Show. In her first adventure,
she faces Teletubby-like aliens called Morolians,
who try to conquer mankind by making everyone
dance. The new threat in Part 2 is a terrorist group
of hypno-dancing, utterly cute robots.

As Ulala's outfits and her show's title suggest,
Space Channel 5's retro sci-fi lives and breathes
60s flair. Every piece of architecture consists of
slick round shapes and psychedelic colors, from the
curved space station corridors to robots appearing
from polka-dotted walls. The soundtrack is more
swinging than Tarzan on a vine – for maximum 60s

authenticity, Sega licensed "Mexican Flyer" as the
main theme for the series.

Gameplay is dead simple, but the lack of any
visual indicator might give the less rhythmically
inclined trouble. Ulala struts through the areas
automatically, and player input only comes in when
she encounters an opposing force. There are a few
general kinds of scenes. In a standard dance-off,
the robots perform various dance moves
represented by the four cardinal directions and two
buttons to call “Chu” and “Hey”. Part 2 also adds
instrument battles against various human
characters, including rival reporters, space pirates,
and no less than the King of Pop himself.
Rather than featuring short individual songs, an
entire "report" in Space Channel 5 is like a single
mix that goes through several themes and paces.
Boss fights are hard because the music is hard, with
off-beat segments and odd pauses.

The real kickers are the rescued hostages, who
go on following Ulala around, mimicking her dance
moves that dynamically change with her success
and ratings for a crazy synchronized parade of
either triumph or despair. When Ulala saves a
complete set of hostages, their instruments and
voices get added to the music, and boss fights turn
into perfect musical choreographies.  -Sam Derboo

Before the likes of Guitar Hero and Rock Band dominated the scene,
many rhythm games featured uniquely Japanese stories to go along
with their songs. iNiS's Gitaroo Man, for the PS2 and PSP, is
second only to Space Channel 5 in weirdness. The hero, a young
boy named U-1, is given superhero powers, but only with his guitar
shredding skills. Through the power of music, with original songs
and styles ranging from J-pop to heavy metal to acoustic, U-1 and
his talking dog go on an intergalactic journey to save the world, as
well as winning the heart of his lady friend. The game is played by
using the analog stick to trace a line in rhythm with the guitar. The
unique designs, weird characters, and fantastic music combine
together to create one of the best of its kind. -KK

Space Channel 5 Part 2

See Also:

Gitaroo Man

Release:   2002   Platform: DC, PS2, PC
Developer:  Sega / United Game Artists
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Some virtual pinball games attempted to bring an
arcade-like experience to home consoles, while
others took liberties and featured elements that real
solid state machines could not do. The greatest
example of the latter is Devil’s Crush, absolutely the
most impressively metal pinball experience in all of
video gaming.

The action mainly takes place on a three-story
table that looks like a dungeon, featuring impressive
attractions like a two-headed dragon with breakable
eggs, a woman’s face which gradually transforms
into a lizard beast (if you keep hitting a certain
target), and an obnoxious skull who laughs when
you lose a ball. Mobile targets such as skull-headed
spiders and cloaked cultists add to your points, and
hitting the right target at the right time turns your
ball blue for double score. No other pinball game in
existence looks as simultaneously dark-yet-lively as
this one, and the astounding main music track
sounds like something out of Iron Maiden.
 The central table also houses six bonus stages,
which act as their own single-screen tables. They
offer their own pieces of rad music and require you
to try and destroy all targets, like all heads of a
giant dragon or a trio of wizards blocked by spinning
orbs. The most difficult one requires you to destroy
enemies at specific spots to entirely light up the

floor. You lose your big bonus chance if your ball
drops just once, and it’s tough enough to reach
these in the first place. These special battles also
influenced several later virtual pinball games, like
Kirby’s Pinball Land and Metroid Prime Pinball.
Finding all the possible secret entrances and
managing to conquer all six bosses on one play is
the ultimate challenge, even though, in a rare move
for a pinball game, you can actually save your
progress and resume later.

Devil’s Crush comes in between the Giger-
esque Alien Crush and the demon-styled Jaki Crush,
which are also worth playing. Devil’s Crush,
however, is the most well-designed of the trilogy.
Considering the TurboGrafx-16’s relative obscurity,
Genesis owners were lucky enough to receive a
port titled Dragon’s Fury. The graphics were slightly
touched up and the music was accurately redone, if
not a bit softer than the original. Most notably, a
few of the bonus levels were changed (the sixth
one needs to be seen to be believed), and a new
final boss is added if you can clear all six stages. In
whichever form you play Devil’s Crush, it’s highly
recommended, even if you’re not all that much into
pinball. Just steer clear of Dragon’s Revenge, an
American-made sequel that is inferior in almost
every way imaginable.  -Michael Plasket

The only other pinball game on the TurboGrafx-16, Time Cruise
involves a crazy premise about a scientist working with an alien to
power a time machine. This sets up a table made of wood, brick,
and futuristic-looking bits. Oh, and the table is a gargantuan seven
screens large. Its central section is three screens long, and passages
lead to left and right tables with two screens each. The design is
pretty straightforward compared to Devil’s Crush, but it’s
respectable for its massive scale. There are also bonus levels,
accessed through the time machines at the top of each table. Some
lead to different tables, like a medieval field or a screwy, time-
melded dimension. Others are minigames like “caveman golf”, or a
take on the classic board-tilting “Labyrinth” game. -MP

See Also:

Devil’s Crush

Time Cruise

Release:   1990   Platform: TG16, GEN
Developer:  Compile
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At the turn of the millennium, The House of the
Dead 2 was one of the most popular games in
Sega’s portfolio. Otherwise a fairly typical light gun
shooter, it entertained the masses with its incredible
B-movie style presentation, intentionally(?) abysmal
writing, and the most awkward voice acting ever,
where the actors often weren't sure whether their
lines were questions or exclamations. As if all that
wasn't hilarious enough, some insane mind at Sega
figured it would be a great idea to remake the
campy splatterfest as a keyboard training program.
To any normal CEO or project manager, this pitch
would have sounded insane. However, Sega being
Sega at their best, they just went with it.

The Typing of the Dead doesn't try to hide the
fact that it’s a refitted House of the Dead 2. Even
the title screen simply replaces "House" with
"Typing" in a different color from the rest. All the
stages and cutscenes remain intact, except the
agents now carry battery-powered Dreamcast (or
PS2, depending on the version) backpacks, with the
keyboard strapped around their necks in place of
their guns. The player is likewise using the keyboard
to defeat the undead with words, and not even
necessarily gun-themed ones like "Drop dead" or
"Headshot", but more often along the lines of
"Skimpy undies" or "Mile high smile". The game

starts with simple words like "OK", but quickly
moves on to small phrases and even full sentences.
Besides the main arcade mode, there are also
training missions that focus on speed or accuracy.
 The pacing has been adjusted to support the
slower input method, and a few sections are
simplified, but all major elements make the
transition successfully. Never before has a game let
you save victims by typing "Made in USA", or
shoot off a fiend's face with "Playing chess face to
face". There are even some new bonus rounds,
where hordes of zombies all have to be killed with
similar sounding or particularly hard-to-type words.

The boss fights are equally ridiculous. The
giant three-headed snake used to be one of the
most threatening enemies in the original version,
but here it is abused as a quiz show where you only
get to "shoot" the head that shows the right
answer. The chainsaw-wielding Leatherface look-a-
like is no more dignified, with short narratives about
bed wetting and farting in elevators accompanying
his fight.

All of this may sound absurd, but it actually
makes this the best game in the House of the Dead
series. Even as a keyboard trainer, it’s quite
competent, and certainly more fun than "serious"
educational tools.  -Sam Derboo

Sega continued The Typing of the Dead with two updates and a
sequel based on The House of the Dead 3, but all of these were
exclusive to Japan. English of the Dead is another variation for the
DS, created to help Japanese players learn English. The next
zombie-slaughtering typing tutor Westerners could get their hands
on was the companion to the deliberately grindhouse-styled spin-
off, The House of the Dead: Overkill. The story is very obviously
bad on purpose, making it's not nearly as funny. It also doesn't go
all the way like the original did, so there are no cutscene changes to
pay justice to the changes in gameplay. The boss fights are a bit
dull, too. Despite some disappointments like these, it is still
probably the second best typing tutor around. -KK

The Typing of the Dead

See Also:

The Typing of the Dead: Overkill

Release:  1999    Platform: ARC
Developer: Sega/WOW Entertainment/Smilebit



Lode Runner

Lode Runner is a seemingly simple game befitting
of its origins in the early 80s computer gaming
world. The goal is to collect all pieces of gold on
a stage then escape, while avoiding the guards
that roam around. Your only defense is a gun that
can create holes in the ground, which can be
used to build traps, and also to dig through the
levels. Success requires solid, quick thinking
puzzle-solving skills. It was the first game to
include a level designer, introducing infinite
possibilities. There are tons of sequels, many
Japanese developed, though the computer
originals still hold up extremely well. -KK

Archon

A truly original classic, Archon takes the basic
layout of a chess game and turns it on its head
with some extra rules for how to win, along with
much more unique pieces. When a piece is
moved onto an occupied square, it is not
automatically taken. Instead, you directly control
the pieces and fight one another for each square
on the map. Each piece has unique abilities and
resilience, making for some interesting match
ups. Those abilities can fluctuate each turn as
some squares change from light to dark, a smart
way to force players to be aggressive and keep
the game moving. -CR

Boulder Dash

Peter Liepa and Chris Gray's classic puzzler puts
you in the shoes of spelunker Rockford, who
must collect a certain number of diamonds in a
given cave. However, the goods are usually
buried inside clusters of boulders, so you need to
figure out the best way to dig through and reach
them, without getting crushed or trapped, then
make it safely to the exit. The few enemies, like
the exploding butterflies, or the infinitely
expanding amoeba are terrifying, and containing
them is a huge challenge. Like Lode Runner, it's
been ported many times over the ages, but the
Atari 8-bit original holds up just fine.  -KK

Donkey Kong ‘94

Donkey Kong is a timeless classic, but much less
is said about this early 90s Game Boy rendition.
While it starts out as a simple remake of the
original, it eventually goes into its own direction
with a great set of new puzzles and obstacles to
overcome, while still retaining the charm of the
original game. Mario also has numerous new
acrobatic moves that make him feel more
versatile. This would be attempted again with
Mario vs. Donkey Kong on the GBA, but none of
Nintendo's follow ups have had quite the same
combination of fun level design and charming
presentation. -CR

Sonic the Hedgehog inspired the mascot animal
craze of the early 90s, resulting in numerous
mediocre-to-terrible platformers. Except Konami's
Rocket Knight Adventures for the Genesis, that
is. It stars Sparkster, the jet pack wearing, sword
wielding, armor-clad opossum. His rocket boosts
give him a sense of speed similar to Sonic, but
the game excels due its level design, which is full
of inventive scenarios and incredible boss
designs. It was directed by Nobuya Nakazato,
who also helmed many of the Contra games. The
run-and-gun influence is felt here, resulting in one
of the best action titles on the Genesis. -KKRocket Knight Adventures
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VVVVVV

Axiom Verge

The Legend of Valkyrie

Ninja Princess

Terry Cavanagh’s VVVVVV is a fantastic
platformer inspired by Commodore 64 and other
European micro computer games. You control the
perpetually happy Captain Viridian as he
adventures through a strange dimension to
rescue his fellow officers. You cannot jump or
attack, but navigate the world by flipping gravity.
Most of this involves navigating through narrow
tunnels of spikes, but while death may be
prevalent, there are numerous checkpoints on
each screen, making retries painless. The open-
ended world is short but succinct, and user
created levels add a bit of extra challenge.  -CR

Developer Tom Happ understands the essence of
Metroid better than Nintendo's own designers.
Patterned after the original NES game, Axiom
Verge presents a strange and alien world that lets
the player become lost, unlike so many other
similar modern titles. There are many weapons to
find, giving it a run-and-gun feel. Inspired by the
"hidden" Metroid worlds, it also gives you
powers to "glitch" the world, transporting you
through walls or altering the properties of
enemies, tapping into the curiosity that there was
something unknowable in the recesses of the
ROM, hidden outside of the level structure.  -KK

Namco's Legend of Valkyrie is a hybrid action-
RPG born in the arcades, similar to Wonder Boy
in Monster Land. While it plays like a fantasy-
based overhead shooter in the vein of Mercs, you
gain money from fallen foes, which can be used
to purchase better weapons. There are also
branching paths in some areas, requiring a bit of
exploration to find new magic spells. Its colorful
characters and fairly tale atmosphere combine to
create something of a forgotten classic. The PC
Engine port expands some of the levels and adds
passwords, but it's uglier than the arcade
original, and lacks the two-player mode.  -KK

The titular princess is not only one of the most
awesome early video game heroines – she avoids
capture by an usurper and takes on an army of
ninja on her own to win back her kingdom – she
also stars in one excellent top-down action game.
Ninja Princess not only predates Capcom’s
Commando but also surpasses it. Despite the
cute appearance, this is a fast and tough action
game, but the flexible controls help to keep
things fair: The heroine can shoot in or against
her moving direction, and dodge attacks by
vanishing in a puff of smoke. Sadly, the SMS
remake replaces her with a dude.   -SD
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Elevator Action Returns

Taito takes the bare skeleton of its 1982 arcade
game Elevator Action and revamps it in the style
of a Hollywood action movie with Elevator Action
Returns. It starts similarly, as you rappel to the
top of a skyscraper and work your way
down...but then said skyscraper collapses,
indicating that it's no mere reskin. Reinvented as
an action game akin to Rolling Thunder, its
sprites are small but fantastically animated, and
its backgrounds explode with an intensity unfelt
outside of Treasure/Konami run-and-guns. Its laid
back soundtrack, courtesy of Yasuhiro Watanabe,
adds to the classiness.  -KK



Lords of Thunder for the Sega CD/Turbo Duo
stands above other side-scrolling shooters thanks
to its incredible presentation. Ditching the space
ships and aliens typical of the genre completely,
Lords of Thunder lets you blast through a
fantastical world with a great variety of colorful
monsters and environments. An early use of the
CD-ROM in gaming, a fantastic heavy metal
soundtrack by Satoshi Miyashita creates an
appropriate backdrop as you blast through
mythology-inspired levels as a heavily armored
knight. Collected jewels can also be used to
bolster your weapons and armor.     -CR

Natsume’s SNES title Wild Guns is an excellent
shooting gallery game, very similar to Cabal. It
presents several explosive, action packed levels,
with the added challenge of having to move your
character around the screen as well to avoid
incoming attacks. Its difficulty is high, but the
presentation and polish on hand make it a must
play. The futuristic wild west setting is also very
original, and makes for great action game
material with its variety of cool characters and
massive robots to destroy. It’s quite rare, but at
least it’s on the Virtual Console. -CR

Tetsuya Mizuguchi has been a part of the game
industry since 1990, but his most famous game
by far is Rez. A meticulously assembled
experience, playing Rez is, on the surface, no
different from playing any number of rail shooter
games — you fly forward at high speeds and
blast anything in your path. What sets Rez apart,
however, are its truly incredible, minimalist
graphics built around an excellent house
soundtrack. You have a bit of control over the
music, too, as targeting and shooting enemies
adds percussion, and each “layer” of each stage
evolves the music and adds new tracks. -CR

A sequel to the mediocre Neo Geo game Savage
Reign, Kizuna Encounter's colorful characters,
graphics and music make for a great presentation
typical of SNK's fighting games at their peak.
Taking place in a dystopian future, you compete
in a tag team tournament called "THE KING OF
THE BEAST GOD" held by the city's ruler, the
imposing King Lion. The fighting is evocative of
the Samurai Shodown series with ways to
sidestep and dodge around enemy attacks. You
can also pick two fighters and tag between them.
Ignored upon release, it’s ridiculous enough to be
worth playing. -CR

Lords of Thunder

Wild Guns

Rez

Kizuna Encounter
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A shooter from Taito, Metal Black's strength lies
in its incredible atmosphere. In the first stage,
your ship slowly dives into the remnants of post-
apocalyptic earth, zooming through sandstorms
and viewing the still functioning billboards on
crumbled buildings, all before fighting a gigantic
hermit crab that uses a derelict battleship as its
shell. Accompanied by Yasuhisa Watanabe's
sublime soundtrack, it's a perfect introduction to
a strange, strange shooter, one that heralds the
surreal atmosphere of later Darius games. The
awesome laser-dueling with bosses was also
carried forward to Border Down. -KKMetal Black



Marvel vs. Capcom

Guardians: Denjin Makai II

Kid Icarus: Uprising

Beyond Good and Evil

Second Sight

Capcom's Vs. games are fast and flashy, with
characters who can jump high into the sky for
mid-air combat, along with devastatingly flashy
super combos and tag team action. The third
game, Marvel vs. Capcom, adds in characters
from the Japanese publisher’s storied history,
including Strider Hiryu and Mega Man. The
second game has a much larger roster, but also
features ugly 3D backgrounds, along with
simplified controls and a hilariously inappropriate
soundtrack. The third game also has tons of
characters, and uses 3D graphics and shading to
make it look like a comic book.  -KK

This obscure arcade beat-em-up from Winkysoft
is a sequel to an equally obscure arcade game,
Denjin Makai (renamed Ghost Chaser Densei in
its SFC port), Denjin Makai II, or Guardians, as
it’s also known, is one of the weirdest, most fully
featured beat-em-ups ever produced. There are
seven characters, including a bird woman, all of
whom have numerous fighting game-style
combos and projectile weapons to wield. The
post-apocalyptic world is perfectly detailed and
offers branching levels. Plus the bosses are
insane.  -KK

A 3DS resurrection of the sorta-classic 8-bit Kid
Icarus, the stages in Uprising are broken into
halves: a rail shooter where you fly through the
air, and an on-foot section where you engage in
close combat. The lively banter between the
heroic angel Pit and the Goddess Palutena
provides exposition without slowing down the
plot. There’s tons of content, with numerous
weapons with different stats. However, the game
only supports the stylus (or the face buttons) for
camera control, and it’s uncomfortable to play for
any length of time – it’s a great game that needs
a port to a more appropriate platform.  -KK

Directed by Rayman creator Michel Ancel,
Beyond Good and Evil takes place on a strange
planet, inhabited by humans and anthropo-
morphic animals alike. It’s under occupation by a
military force, which is supposedly there to
protect the planet from an alien attack. As
journalist Jade, you work to uncover a conspiracy
by sneaking around and snapping photographs.
It's a distinctly French take on a Zelda-like action-
adventure, though with an emphasis on stealth.
The weird but likeable characters and fantastic
soundtrack, inspired by world music, come
together to create a memorable world.  -KK

Part Psi-Ops: The Mindgate Conspiracy, part
Metal Gear Solid, Free Radical’s Second Sight
puts you in control of an amnesiac with psychic
powers. You sneak and shoot your way out of
and into various conspiracy-riddled situations, but
also get to draw on a variety of psychic powers
to both defend yourself and distract or attack
enemies. You can chuck around boxes and other
items with telekinesis, or use projection to
explore where your body cannot. While the game
failed to make an impact when it was released,
its slickly presented, twisting story and attention
to detail has made it a cult classic. -CR
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ChibiRobo

Eric the Unready

Beneath a Steel Sky

Gray Matter

Chibi-Robo is all about making people happy. As
a tiny, adorable robot, your primary goal is
housekeeping. You also become involved in the
dysfunctional lives of the family that purchased
you, though, as you try to solve their various
problems. You'll also explore the expanses of the
house, meeting up with other sentient toys and
gadgets. It's akin to a 3D Legend of Zelda by
way of Toy Story, though it's more about
adventuring than fighting. It's a charming,
strangely affecting game, and despite Nintendo
reusing the character, none have captured the
appeal of the Gamecube original.  -KK

Infocom died around the late 80s and was
essentially reborn as Legend, which continued its
lineage of fine text adventures. Eric the Unready
is the best of their output, a silly adventure that
encapsulates the spirit of Monty Python far better
than any of their official, ill-conceived computer
outings. Its humor ranges from scatological (you
start off beneath an outhouse) to cultural (one of
the antagonists is essentially Khan from Star Trek
II) to genre parody (featuring five legendary
artifacts, one of which is a crowbar). The visuals
are simple and the interface cluttered, but it's
one of the funniest games ever made.  -KK

A cyberpunk adventure from Revolution Games,
with a brutal sense of humor about it. You
navigate a futuristic dystopia after being
abducted from the Aboriginal tribe that has raised
you since birth, fighting through both
governmental corruption and trying to figure out
why you were suddenly kidnapped. The game
features backgrounds drawn by comic artist
David Gibbons. The main character's snarky
robotic friend, Joey, also makes for an amusing
partner. Beneath a Steel Sky's well-realized
setting and fun writing paved the way for the
developer’s Broken Sword series. -CR

In Harlan Ellison's classic short story of the same
name, readers learn of a possible future where a
single malevolent computer intelligence has
grown to encompass most of the earth. In its
hatred for its creators, it has destroyed all of
humanity except for five individuals, who it
tortures for eternity. In this adventure game
adaptation, you get to learn more of those five
victims and their ways of trying to cope with or
possibly escape their situation. Their prospects
remain grim, however, as the computer system,
named AM (voiced by Ellison himself) is both
ubiquitous and forever cruel to its victims. -CR

Jane Jensen tells the charming tale of the street
magician Sam Everett, who is driven by
circumstances to become the assistant of the
mad scientist Dr. David Styles, who desperately
tries to communicate with his dead wife. Sam
has her own explanation for the seemingly
supernatural phenomena that start haunting
Oxford and surrounding, though: She’s convinced
that someone is performing a “Grand Game” to
gain the attention of the Daedalus Club. The
innovative magic trick puzzles feel under-
developed, but Sam’s interactions with Dr. Styles
and the supporting cast are delicious. -SD

I Have No Mouth
and I Must Scream



Most stealth games are 3D, but Klei’s Mark of
the Ninja is a 2D platformer take on the genre.
Your various items are all used to distract guards,
knock out lights, or quickly and easily traverse
the environment, all while remaining in the
shadows. The side scrolling perspective allows
the player to have an awareness of the
environment that wouldn’t be possible in 3D
games, providing for tons of great mini puzzle
setpieces. The smooth, comic book-style
animation and backgrounds are also fantastic.
Klei followed this up with the excellent Invisible,
Inc, a turn-based strategy stealth game.  -KK

True to its parent film franchise, Alien: Isolation
is a game about hiding and surviving. If the Alien
actually gets close to you, you're dead. You also
explore a massive space station as you scavenge
its remains and join with the paranoid survivors.
Creative Assembly does a remarkable job making
everything in the game look and sound like it's
from a late 70s sci-fi movie. As a final bonus,
there’s an extra mission where you get to
navigate an almost exact replica of the Nostromo
from the first film, even going so far as to get
almost the entire cast back to voice their
characters again. -CR

The second of a pair of SSI games set in the
gothic Ravenloft RPG world, Stone Prophet takes
everything good about the original and places it in
an area of the setting inspired by Egyptian
mythology. Despite taking place entirely in a
desert, Stone Prophet keeps things visually
interesting and varied throughout its impressively
large world, one so vast that you have to keep
track of a gauge showing how much water you
have left in your supplies in order to complete
your journey. First person dungeon crawlers are a
dime a dozen, but Stone Prophet's setting, tense
atmosphere, and excellent music hold up. -CR

Darklands is an excellent non-linear RPG where
you wander around a mostly realistic (albeit with
magical spells and demons) depiction of medieval
Germany. You control a band of mercenaries who
must navigate a world where the game's clock,
calendar, and even music are accurate to their
period. This consistency is present in the game's
use of magic, where you must gather the proper
alchemical ingredients and learn how to use them
by praying and studying at a monastery. The
fighting action is a mess and it’s very glitchy, but
the open world is ambitious, and its setting is
unique even today. -CR

Developed by German studio Blue Byte, Albion is
an RPG unlike many other on the computer, with
a style closer to 16-bit console RPGs. As a group
of humans who crash land on an uncharted alien
planet, your goal is to save it from impending
doom. Exploration is handled via both an
overview and a first person view, along with a
turn based battle system. The strength lies in its
beautiful graphic design, evocative of the best
Amiga games, with the feline-type design of the
natives, and the colorful, exotic fauna. The
characters are all interesting, too, even if the
English translation is awkward at times.  -KK

Mark of the Ninja

Alien: Isolation

Ravenloft: Stone Prophet

Darklands

Albion
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Anachronox

Divinity: Original Sin

Undertale

Xanadu Next

Crimson Shroud

Ion Storm's Anachronox exists because creator
Tom Hall really liked Chrono Trigger and wanted
to create an RPG in a similar style. Running on a
heavily modified Quake II engine, the game has
cinematic storytelling similar to JRPGs (along
with a turn based battle system), but with writing
and visuals more in line with Western tastes. The
universe seems like standard sci-fi at first, but it
slowly gets ridiculous, with one party member
being a washed up superhero and another being
an entire miniaturized planet. The absurd humor
coupled with the excellent story makes this a
solid blend of Eastern and Western styles.  -KK

Larian Studios made a name for themselves with
their Divinity RPG series, thanks to their comical,
somewhat offbeat portrayal of standard fantasy
adventures. They struck gold, however, with
their 2014 release, Divinity: Original Sin. A
modern heir to the likes of Ultima VII, it presents
an incredibly detailed world with an easy-to-use
interface, deep character customization, fantastic
music, and an excellent turn-based tactical battle
system. It offers two player co-op, but you can
play single player too, controlling and role-playing
both characters  The talking animals are also a
riot — get the Pet Pal talent ASAP.  -KK

While it may take after games like Earthbound,
pretty much everything Undertale does is unlike
any JRPG before it, making something entirely
unique. The game’s battle system encourages
making peace with your foes, all while dodging
their bullet hell-esque attack patterns. Sparing
your foes draws you deeper into the game’s
goofy world, where former enemies offer some of
the game's most hilarious moments. Or, if you
prefer, you can murder everything in your path,
leading to a shocking shift in the game’s tone.
It’s a short, linear game, but one that’s perfectly
paced and full of memorable moments.  -EB

Released to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
Falcom’s seminal 1985 game Xanadu, this PC
title carries little of its forebearer beyond the
basic setup – find a mystical, long lost kingdom.
The game is a blend of West and East, as it
maintains the satisfying point-and-click combat of
Diablo, but instead of randomly generated levels,
uses carefully designed dungeons. There are
some simple puzzles and a cohesive world design
where each area is connected to one another.
Combined with intense boss battles and a
beautiful soundtrack, both Falcom specialties, it’s
a fantastic action-RPG.  -KK

If you always wanted to experience the dense
plots and fantastic worlds of Yasumi Matsuno,
but were repelled by the clutter of systems and
long playing time, then Crimson Shroud is the
ideal bite-sized fix for you. Half visual novel and
half RPG, the game borrows the aesthetics of
miniature tabletop games, with characters as
inanimate figurines. Even the play mechanics
involve rolling differently shaped dice with the
stylus. The brief but suspenseful campaign only
takes a few hours, but makes almost every single
encounter a meaningful challenge, with a wide
range of interesting combat options.   -SD



Where most games are about avoiding an
apocalypse, Valkyrie Profile is about preparing for
it. It focuses on the Valkyrie Lenneth as she
returns to earth to gather potential heroes and
train them for the battle of Ragnarok. The setting
is a mix of token JPRG fair and Norse mythology,
as you witness the final moments before a
character’s death, then recruit them to explore a
side-scrolling dungeon. The battles emphasizes
utilizing each character’s unique attack to form
combos. With a Motoi Sakuraba soundtrack
that’s alternatively rocking and poignant, it’s a
profoundly beautiful and bleak game. -CR

Game Arts' Grandia tells the charming story of a
boy coming of age during a time of grand, world-
spanning adventure, but its real strength lies in
its battle system, one of the best in any JRPG. A
combination of real-time and turn-based, each
character, friend or foe, is given their own place
in a queue. Depending on the type of attack and
when you hit a character, you can potentially
stun them, delaying their turn. Character
positioning is also taken into account, particularly
for magic spells. Subsequent games refined the
battle system even further, though the storylines
got progressively worse.  -KK

Spread over the course of three games, Falcom's
Trails in the Sky is one of the most expansive,
and best written JRPGs ever created. The script
for the second game alone is many, many times
larger than most similar games, with NPC
dialogue changing regularly. The story, setting,
and systems are typical of the genre – a band of
adventurers named Bracers save the land – but
the extraordinarily detailed world building and
loveable character dynamics, especially between
heroine Estelle and her adopted brother Joshua,
produce an unforgettable, engrossing, and
incredibly substantial journey.  -KK

A strategy RPG take on Shin Megami Tensei,
Devil Survivor is a lot like Final Fantasy Tactics,
except each unit is bolstered by demonic
companions. During conflict, the view changes to
a first person perspective similar to the 16-bit
SFC games, where fighters exchange blows.
While the character art suggests something
upbeat, the story is as dark as the earlier games,
as citizens are trapped within Tokyo and slowly
either go mad or join cults. By the end, there are
several different characters you can follow, each
leading to different final chapters and endings,
which are expanded in the 3DS version. -CR

Valkyrie Profile

Grandia

There are three subseries of Mario RPGs, but
Intelligent Systems' Paper Mario games, featuring
flat 2D caricatures of Mario in a colorful 3D
world, are the best. The second entry, for the
Gamecube, excels thanks to its incredibly funny
writing and cast of characters, like Goombella the
lady Goomba. The dungeons are a mix of
platforming and simple puzzling, while the battle
system requires timing and active player
involvement to pull off powerful attacks,
perfectly blending the classic Mario titles with a
role playing game. It's a little simple compared to
other JRPGs, but it's also quite charming.  -KK
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World in Conflict

Herzog Zwei

Age of Wonders III

Dwarf Fortress

A "real time tactical" game (that is, an RTS
without resource management or base building),
Massive Entertainment's World in Conflict
revolves entirely around commanding armies,
capturing command points, and making things
blow up. They blow up really well, too. It's a
decent strategy game in its own right, but the
explosions, the spectacle, and the fireworks
make this like playing a wide-scale Hollywood
movie. The plot, focusing on WWIII between the
Americans and Russians, played from alternating
perspectives in the Soviet Assault expansion, is
also surprisingly decent.  -KK

A sequel to an obscure MSX strategy/shooter
named Herzog, this innovative early Genesis title
from TechnoSoft is credited as being one of the
first real time strategy games. You control a
transforming jet/robot, claiming territory around a
map, and programming soldiers with basic AI.
You can also join the combat yourself. The goal
is simply to overwhelm and destroy your
opponent, controlled by either the computer or by
another human in split screen. The music, similar
to the company’s Thunder Force series, sets the
tone for its manic, intense pace, which would
inspire later real time strategy games. -CR

The spiritual successor to Simtex's Master of
Magic, Age of Wonders is a fantasy-based 4X
game. Here, you start with an empire and expand
over a map, either through combat or diplomacy.
Battles are fought on a separate, turn-based
tactical map. Though Age of Wonders began in
1999, the third game, released in 2014, gives
the series a total graphical overhaul. Complete
with expansions, there are leaders of varying
races and classes, available in weird
combinations (steampunk cat-people! dwarven
succubi!). There are randomly generated maps
and story-based campaigns, too.  -KK

What looks like a typical Rogue-styled game has
so much more going on in it. Dwarf Fortress has
an adventure mode, but the real draw is how the
procedural and randomly generated content is put
to use in its Fortress Mode. Here, you are still
given a huge procedurally generated environment
and history to play in, but have seven dwarves to
work with in order to build a massive fortress.
Rather than directly controlling any of them, you
give each one basic tasks to accomplish, which
have far-reaching results for the fortress' design.
With no endgame and a near limitless amount of
events, almost every experience is unique. -CR

Shining Force III

Born in the Genesis era, the Shining Force series
of strategy RPGs was Sega's answer to
Nintendo's Fire Emblem. They're not quite as
difficult, and are distinguished by the ability to
walk around in towns and talk to people, and a
large number of races as playable characters. The
third game, for the Saturn, was released in three
parts, each telling the same story from three
different perspectives (only the first was
localized, sadly). Though the polygonal visuals
are ugly compared to the sprite-based cinemas of
the 16-bit games, the dramatic soundtrack from
Motoi Sakuraba is one of his best.  -KK



M. U. L. E.

Dungeon Keeper

 Duke Nukem: Zero Hour

C

Danielle Bunten's groundbreaking economics
simulator is still fun and educational today. While
it can be enjoyed in single player, the game really
shines because it was designed to allow four
people to compete with each other
simultaneously on one computer. The setting is
one of fantastical space colonies that have to
turn a profit, but the stakes are very real. It's
possible for all four players to lose the game if
certain benchmarks of economic success are not
regularly met. The original game has sadly long
been out of print, though a few remakes have
been attempted. -CR

A classic simulation game with a twist from
Bullfrog, you take control of an evil warlord set
on conquering a pastoral fantasy kingdom by
building the most challenging dungeons
imaginable. Receiving counsel from a hyper-evil
sounding mentor voiced by Richard Ridings, you
grow a horde of monsters, each suited to
different tasks. A self-sustaining economy is
formed in each dungeon as monsters mine further
into the ground and build new structures to both
spread evil throughout the land, as well as luring
would-be heroes and noble knights in to meet
their doom at your dungeon’s hands. -CR

Duke Nukem’s second-best appearance actually
came with this third person shooter for the N64.
The aliens realized that they couldn’t overcome
Duke Nukem, and thus invented a time machine
to conquer Earth before his time. Fortunately,
Duke is warned by his own later self back in time
(it’s complicated) and chases the aliens through
the Wild West, Victorian London, and a post-
apocalyptic future. The levels are large and
interesting, the action solid, and the game is full
of the typical Duke Nukem humor that wasn’t yet
awkwardly outdated in 1999.   -SD

At a time when games based on movies were still
widely considered trash, Starbreeze Studios and
Vin Diesel himself collaborated to deliver this
atmospheric first person game. In it, Riddick must
navigate and escape from a brutal prison colony.
Rather than simply make an FPS like other ill-
conceived film adaptations, Starbreeze builds up
the setting in extreme detail, as you are able to
walk around and interact with many different
characters. The combat also places an emphasis
on stealth and hand-to-hand fighting, making for
a great change of pace for a genre typically
dominated by gunplay. -CR

King of Dragon Pass

A truly unique game, King of Dragon Pass puts
you in control of a council that must lead their
clan to fame and prosperity. The game is played
as a mix of a strategy title and a choose your
own adventure, with everything presented in the
form of both text and lavishly detailed artwork.
This puts the emphasis on the many decisions
you must make, most of which are influenced by
previous actions. The game has a unique fantasy
setting reminiscent of Iron Age Nordic mythology,
but the focus on political strategy requires the
kind of forethought and temperance necessary
from any good leader. -CR
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Crazy Taxi

Catherine

Kururin Paradise

Katamari Damacy

As one of four crazy taxi drivers, you pick up
passengers and then get them to their
destinations as fast as possible, pulling off stunts
to increase your fare. Equipped with crazy
physics as well as dash and power slide moves,
and accompanied by the sounds of The Offspring
and Bad Religion, no other racing game is quite
as frantic and thrilling as this one. Crazy Taxi 2
adds a jump, groups of passengers, and a wider
variety of challenges, but the New York-inspired
city isn’t quite as suitable for all kinds of crazy
surprises as the first game’s San Francisco. The
same applies for Las Vegas in Crazy Taxi 3. -SD

Catherine is half brutal puzzle game, half
relationship simulator. It provides a compelling
look at relationships, adulthood, and
commitment, themes rarely explored in video
games. You control a young man named Vincent,
torn between two women, both with the same
name. The game is presented as a surreal dream,
as Vincent climbs a tower by pushing and pulling
blocks. Fall, or get eaten by one of the sexually-
themed monstrosities, and Vincent dies in real
life. During the waking hours, he hangs in a bar
and chats with friends. It’s an experience unlike
any other. -CS

The concept of the Kururin games is simple, but
genius. All you have to do is direct a rotating
stick through a narrow maze with various
obstacles, all while beating the time limit. It
sounds much easier than it is, and you need to
make clever use of gaps and bumpers, which are
the only means to turn your momentum around in
the other direction. The presentation is super
colorful and features cute birds, who are
supposed to pilot the rotating stick as a kind of
vehicle. If availability is a problem, Kuru Kuru
Kururin is also fun, but the Japan-only sequel
Kururin Paradise (both GBA) is better.    -SD

Despite numerous sequels and spin-offs, Namco’s
Katamari Damacy series remains in its own little
niche, offering a hyper whimsical take on a
child's Herculean efforts to impress their ineffable
father. The game revolves around that child, The
Prince, pushing a ball around that grows and
snowballs by picking up any object around it. In
some levels this ball is the size of a mouse, in
others it wraps up cities, and can eventually
grow to be the size of a planet. Accompanied by
the cheerful soundtrack, the game is constantly a
joy to play, even if The Prince's father demands
almost flawless performance. -CR

Wing Commander: Privateer

The core Wing Commander series of outer space
flight combat games is heavily cinematic,
focusing on a military campaign against an alien
menace. The Privateer spin-off recasts you as a
freelancer unassociated with any faction,
providing an outside view on the war. It's also
much more open-ended – you can pursue the
core story if you want, but you can just as well
fly any number of side missions in order to
purchase extra armaments, or just plain buy a
new ship. It uses a similar sprite-based engine as
Wing Commander I and II, so it feels dated. Even
so, it remains superior to its sequel.  -KK
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Wing Commander: Privateer  214
Witcher, The    119
Witcher III, The    119
Wizardry VII    111
Wolf Among Us, The   101
Wonder Boy III: The Dragon’s Trap 28
World Ends With You, The  135
World in Conflict    212
Worms Armageddon   195
Xanadu Next    210
XCOM: Enemy Unknown  122
X-COM: UFO Defense   122
Xenoblade Chronicles   136
X-Multiply     61
Yakuza 2     49
Yakuza 4     49
Ys: The Oath in Felghana  41
Zack & Wiki    104
Zelda II: The Adventure of Link  36
Zero Escape: Virtue's Last Reward 106
Zone of the Enders: 2nd Runner  90


